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READ ME FIRST 


This report is in two volumes. Volume I is the previously issued Final Report to the California 
Air Resources Board in fulfillment of Grant AFIP G06-AF04, dated 30 June 2009 and as ITS-
Davis Research Report ITS-RR-09-21. Minor editorial changes have been made, mostly to 
assure consistent formats and to correct typographical and other minor mistakes. The identifier 
“Volume I” has been added to the title of the document. Volume I covers the first 34 households 
to complete their four to six week PHEV trial between August 2008 and February 2009.  


Volume II is issued here as ITS-RR-10-21. It provides updated analysis and discussion covering 
the total of 67 respondents who had completed their participation in the Project as of February 
2010, i.e., the 34 respondents from the first year who are discussed in Volume I plus the 33 
respondents from the second year. 


The research reported in Volumes I and II covers four distinct research areas: 


1. Measurement of PHEV driving and recharging behavior and estimation of associated 
energy impacts; 


2. Construction and analysis of a narrative of each household’s encounter with a PHEV; 


3. Implementation and testing of enhanced energy feedback to drivers; and, 


4. Recording and evaluation of the effects of social interactions on households’ assessments 
of PHEVs 


Volume II provides extensions and elaborations of the theory, methods, conclusions, and 
discussions of areas 1, 2, and 4 presented in Volume I. With respect to area 3, Volume II 
contains a new theoretical discussion and preliminary analysis not found in Volume I. Readers 
with a particular interest in one of the four research areas may wish to read the corresponding 
chapters in each volume as a single “document.” 


Information in Volume I, Chapter 1 that is not repeated in Volume II includes the basic 
descriptions of PHEV operation, Project motivation, and research design. Also, the Appendices 
of Volume I contain interview protocols, questionnaires, household narratives, and other 
information that are not repeated in Volume II. 
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DISCLAIMER 


The statements and conclusions in this report are those of the Grantee and not necessarily 


those of the California Air Resources Board or the University of California. The mention 


of commercial products, their source, or their use in connection with material reported 


herein is not to be construed as actual or implied endorsement of such products. 
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ABSTRACT 


Will people recharge a vehicle that does not have to be recharged? This, and the degree to 


which plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) designs emphasize gasoline or electricity, 


are central to assessing the energy and environmental effects of PHEVs. Plug-in 


conversions of hybrid vehicles are being made available to (predominately new-car 


buying) households throughout the Sacramento region for four to six weeks each. The 


vehicles are instrumented to report travel and energy; households are interviewed and 


surveyed. Results from the first 34 households—all selected in part because they can 


recharge a vehicle at home—indicate that on average they will recharge a PHEV about 


once per day, but with wide variation across households. The PHEV designs created by 


these households emphasize increased fuel economy rather than all-electric operation—as 


did the designs of prior representative samples of new-car buyers (who had not driven 


PHEVs). This result may be due in part to 1) “anchoring” (respondents are driving a 


PHEV that does not practically allow all-electric operation), and 2) households not 


creating integrated assessments of gasoline and electricity use/cost from the in-vehicle 


and internet-based instrumentation. Over the PHEV trials, narratives are co-authored 


about the PHEVs and their place in the ongoing life-stories of the participants. The 


primary themes to emerge are changing driving behavior, recharging habits and etiquette, 


confusion about PHEVs and how they work, and the role of payback analyses and more 


intuitive assessments of whether PHEVs are “worth it.” Tracing social interactions by the 


participants about the PHEVs reveals that complex translation of ideas and information 


about PHEVs is occurring as the PHEV drivers, in particular, use their trial period to 


reflexively explore lifestyle and identity possibilities of these new vehicles.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


This document reports on a research project designed to address the question, “Why 


would consumers buy plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs)?” With funding from the 


California Air Resource Board’s Alternative Fuels Implementation Program (AFIP) and 


funding and in-kind support from other partners, the Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle 


Research Center (PHEV Center) at the University of California, Davis implemented a 


PHEV Demonstration and Consumer Education, Outreach, and Market Research Project 


(hereafter referred to as the Project). This report describes the Project and summarizes the 


findings from the first thirty-four households. The Project will continue through 2009; 


results will be updated in subsequent reports. 


Project Design 


The Project was conducted as the following three main activities: 1) vehicle conversion 


to plug-in operation, 2) demonstration and research, and 3) education and outreach. 


1) HEV to PHEV Conversions 


Toyota Priuses were purchased and converted to plug-in operation using the Hymotion, 


(now, A123Systems) conversion package. A dozen such vehicles are regularly used in 


active support and conduct of the Project. The A123Systems conversion involves the 


installation of a 5KWh (nominal) lithium-ion battery in the spare tire well in the rear 


cargo area of the vehicle, as well as the necessary electrical and communications 


connections to incorporate the battery into the vehicle’s drive system and to recharge the 


battery. The battery charges from a standard US three-prong, grounded, 110-volt outlet. 


Using the PHEV terminology in this report, the PHEV-conversions used in this Project 


can be described as blended PHEV-30s, in which we adopt the definition of CD range as 


the distance at which the vehicle switches from CD to CS operation. This characterization 


will be restated in the discussion of the households to reflect their on-road performance in 


these vehicles. 
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Additionally, the vehicles were equipped with onboard data collection and transmission 


devices. Idaho National Laboratory (INL) provided the devices and the cellular service to 


transmit the data. V2Green, Inc. (now, Gridpoint, Inc.) manufactured the data collection 


and transmission systems. They also summarize vehicle data on a website; UC Davis 


contracted for additional programming services to allow individual Project drivers to 


track their performance.  


2) Demonstration and Research 


The PHEV-conversions have been, and continue to be, placed in households in northern 


California for several weeks at a time. Households are recruited with the assistance of 


AAA Northern California, Nevada & Utah. During the households’ PHEV trial use 


periods, we collect data on travel, vehicle recharging and refueling, performance of the 


vehicle, and participants’ response to the PHEV technology. Data are collected directly 


from the vehicle using on-board data systems, as well as from interviews, questionnaires, 


and fueling logs.1  


3) Public Education and Outreach 


The PHEVs were also used in a public education and outreach programs. The vehicles 


were displayed at public events and used in educational settings. Information on PHEVs 


remains accessible from the PHEV Center’s website.  


Research Activities within the Project 


Within the overall Project there are four related research activities.  


A. Household response to the PHEV-conversions 


In some sense the entire Project is about household response to PHEV-conversions. This 


specific activity focuses on the following results: 


                                                 


1 We can infer from vehicle data when it has been refueled with gasoline, but the only way to know how 
much was paid for gasoline is to have drivers record this information. 
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1. What are the PHEV designs created by Project households and how do these 
designs compare to those created by survey respondents who have no experience 
driving PHEVs? 


2. What are the recharging behaviors of the Project households, and how do driving 
behaviors influence recharging behaviors? 


3. Given that Project participants are driving one specific incarnation of what a 
PHEV can be, what are the effects on their transportation energy use? 


B. Narratives 


We employ narrative research methods in this Project both to synthesize the large 


amounts of disparate data we are collecting for each household and to analyze both those 


synthesis documents and the original textual data from the household interviews. The 


purpose of the synthesis narratives is to tell the best possible story about each household 


and their experience with PHEVs. The purpose of subjecting the interviews to analysis is 


to ascertain what themes emerge across the households’ experiences.  


C. Interfaces and Instrumentation 


Research on driver feedback is carried out in two phases. First, we assess the participants’ 


use of and response to the in-vehicle energy information displays based on the stock 


Toyota Prius Energy Monitor and Fuel Consumption displays (as modified by the PHEV-


conversion) and the website displaying summary performance data from their vehicle. 


Results from this first phase of interface and instrumentation research are included in this 


report. 


The second phase of instrumentation research builds on the first, but is not scheduled to 


begin until summer 2009. In the second phase, a custom-made driver feedback display 


will be included as part of the research design for a subset of the Project households. 


D. Social Influence 


A sub-group of 10 to 15 social networks (each centered on a household driving the 


PHEV-conversion) will be investigated to ascertain how interpersonal interactions 
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influence assessment of electric-drive vehicles. Analysis of four networks has been 


completed to date and is discussed in this report. Three research questions are addressed: 


1. Do interpersonal interactions play a significant role in the assessment of electric 
drive vehicles?  


2. If so, how can we characterize the interpersonal interactions that influence 
consumer perceptions of functional, symbolic, and pro-societal attributes? 


3. Under what conditions might households adopt the pro-societal car?  


Participating Households 


Participants are recruited through an “illustrative” sampling method (Turrentine and 


Kurani, 2007.) Such a sample does not attempt to be representative of a population; 


rather, the purpose is to illuminate the behavior of specific groups. The sampling frame 


for the Project is defined by 1) automotive insurance requirements, 2) geographic 


location, 3) vehicle ownership, 4) driving behavior, and 5) broad categories of household 


structure. Participants are selected for the Project with the participation of AAA Northern 


California, Nevada & Utah. Volunteers from the recipients of the invitation letter log-on 


to a website hosted on a UC Davis server, where they complete a brief questionnaire 


which solicits more specifics of the potential participants vehicles, home, travel, 


household, and contact information. UC Davis researchers review the questionnaire 


responses and select households based on the goal to illustrate the responses of different 


types of households. 


In comparison to samples of the general population and of the population of California 


and northern California who have previously completed questionnaires for UC Davis 


regarding PHEVs (Axsen and Kurani, 2008), the Project households differ in that, on 


average, they have higher income, education, and likeliness to own their home. All three 


of these may be explained by a single design choice made for the Project: all participating 


households must have a place to recharge the vehicle at home. Still, the Project 


participants as a group only accentuate differences between our prior samples of new-car 


buying households and the general population; they do not introduce any new 


differences. In particular, the Project participants are similar to other recent samples of 
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new car buyers in terms of concerns with environment and energy and knowledge about 


electric-drive vehicles. 


What PHEVs do Project Participants Design? 


At the end of their PHEV trial period, households complete a set of PHEV design 


games—the same design games completed by prior samples of survey respondents 


(Axsen and Kurani, 2008). The overarching conclusion from the design games is that 


even the Project households who have had a chance to drive a PHEV (that offers blended 


CD operation) do not design PHEVs that offer all-electric operation. Rather, the Project 


participants, like the survey respondents before them, create designs that emphasize 


improvements in (CD and CS) fuel economy.  


Project participants who had driven a (blended-operation) PHEV for a month were more 


likely than the previous survey respondents to 1) design a PHEV they are interested to 


buy rather than opt to buy a conventional vehicle, 2) design a PHEV that had better 


PHEV performance than the base PHEV design offered to them (the base offering took 


eight hours to recharge, achieved 75 mpg in blended CD operation for 10 miles, and 


achieved 10 mpg higher in CS operation than a conventional version of the same car), 


and 3) choose an HEV as the base vehicle they considered for redesign as a PHEV. The 


Project does appear to have a slightly greater persuasive effect in convincing participants 


that a PHEV is a worthwhile and desirable vehicle for their household. Still, these 


differences are at the margin, and the overall conclusions one draws from the Project 


participants are similar to those we drew from the survey. 


Charging and Refueling Behaviors 


There may be no more fundamental question about PHEVs than whether or not people 


will plug-in a vehicle that does not have to be plugged-in. The answer from the Project 


participants to date is, “Yes, we will.” The Project households, on average, plugged-in 


these PHEV-conversions about once per day, and did so more often on weekdays than 


weekend days. There was large variation in the mean frequency of PHEV recharging 


across households—from zero to 2.6 times per weekday and zero to 1.5 times per 
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weekend day. The mean frequency of plugging-in on weekend days was lower than on 


weekdays because there was now workplace charging and the PHEVs were more likely 


to be away from home, and thus away from the households’ primary or sole recharging 


location. Only a few households found away-from-home recharging locations they used 


on a regular basis. The incidence of zero charging on weekdays is largely explained by 


one household who decided that recharging the PHEV-conversion made too little 


difference to warrant their difficulty and hassle in recharging the vehicle.  


We assess the time-of-day distribution of PHEVs’ access to electricity and actual 


electricity demand to recharge PHEVs. The former is the distribution of times that 


PHEVs are plugged into the grid; the later is the distribution of times that electricity is 


actually being demanded by PHEVs for recharging. The weekday distributions from the 


last week of each of the 34 households are shown in Figure ES-1. 


Across the 170 weekdays represented in Figure ES-1 (34 households times 5 weekdays), 


70 percent of households had plugged in their PHEV between 10:00 pm and 6:00 am. By 


9:00 am only 20 percent of households had their PHEV connected to the grid. This can be 


explained by the number of respondents in the Project that have full time jobs, and 


typically leave home in the morning to go to work. While there were two households that 


charged during the day while at work, the PHEVs that were plugged-in to the electrical 


grid during midday were mostly due to retired individuals and teleworkers. At 4:00 pm, 


when households start to return home from work, vehicles begin to be plugged in, until 


10:00 pm by which time the percentage of households who have plugged in their PHEV 


stabilizes again at about 70 percent. 


Given driving and recharging behavior by the Project households, electricity demand to 


recharge their vehicles ramps up at 5:00pm and peaks just after 10:00pm. It declines 


steadily through the rest of the night and into the morning, reaching practically zero by 


5:00am. While there were several households that charged during the day at work, most 


of the demand to recharge these vehicles was between 9:00am and noon. 


Weekend days differ from weekdays. Fewer PHEVs are plugged in during the weekend 


high availability period: about 55 percent of vehicles were plugged in between 11:00pm 
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and 6:00am on weekends as compared to 70 percent between 10:00pm and 6:00am 


weekdays. The weekend high availability period starts an hour later than on weekdays. 


Compared to weekday recharging, it appears as though some individuals, if they had 


access to an outlet, plugged in longer during the weekend. However, on average, not as 


many people plugged in their vehicles on weekend days compared to average weekdays.  


Figure ES-1: Electricity Availability (Percent of PHEVs Plugged-in) and 
Instantaneous Power Demand by Time-of-Day (Watts), Weekday Average.  


 


 


As with weekday electricity demand, most actual weekend electricity demand to recharge 


the vehicles occurred between 5:00pm and 2:00am. There are significant differences in 


the total power required between weekdays and weekend days. On average, weekend 


electricity demand increased more slowly over the course of the evening. In general, this 


difference from weekdays is because during weekends the PHEVs are starting their 


recharging at a higher state of charge than on weekdays, and, thus, there is not as great a 


cumulative impact upon the power demanded. Essentially, as those vehicles plugged in 


later start recharging, their impact on the rate at which total power demand increases 


(summed across all households) is less than on weekdays, because other households’ 


vehicles which were plugged in earlier have already finished recharging. 
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Variation in Vehicle Use, Recharging, and CD-miles Across Households 


The recharging results presented so far focus on the recharging behavior summed and 


averaged across the participants. This hides the variation in 1) the frequency with which 


people recharged the PHEV, 2) the distances households drive per recharging interval, 


i.e., the distance driven between two recharging events, and 3) the percentage of total 


miles each household drove in CD mode. The participants varied in their experiences 


with the vehicle, in their concepts and appreciation of the value of recharging, and in 


their access to different recharging locations. Figure ES-2 illustrates the overall 


variability in performance of the participants with regard to their average monthly 


(gasoline-only) fuel economy, the percentage of miles they drove in CD mode, and the 


overall distance they drove in the PHEV during their respective vehicle trials.2 


In Figure ES-2, each circle represents one household. The diameters of the circles are 


proportional to the total miles driven by that household in the PHEV over their trial 


period. For scale, the largest circle (“Nancy,” in the lower left) represents just over 3,000 


miles of driving. That it also depicts the lowest percentage of miles in CD mode and 


nearly the worst gasoline-only fuel economy in the trial to date is due to several long, 


multi-day tours Nancy took away from home during which she drove the PHEV-


conversion many miles between recharging events.  


The basic conclusions to be drawn are that individuals varied greatly in their driving and 


recharging behaviors and, importantly, in the relationship between these two. A few 


households drove only 20 to 30 percent of their miles in CD mode. On the other hand, a 


few households drove approximately 80 percent of their miles in CD mode and achieved 


monthly average gasoline-only fuel economy measures of approximately 70 mpg.  


First, we address changes in gasoline-only fuel economy because this was the primary 


metric used by households; we then turn to an analysis of the total energy effects. Across 


the group of households, mean CS fuel economy was 44.7mpg; mean CD fuel economy 


                                                 


2 All household names are pseudonyms. 
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was 67.1mpg. Thus, the group mean increase in CD vs. CS is 49 percent. These group 


measures mask tremendous variation across households. The distribution of households’ 


mean fuel economy improvements between CS and CD operation ranged from 21 to 101 


percent. However, improvements over 70 percent were exceptions—90 percent of 


households had improvements less than 71 percent and the median improvement was 46 


percent. 


Figure ES-2: Gasoline-only Fuel Economy by Percentage of Miles Driven in 
CD Mode, Weighted by Total Monthly PHEV (CD+CS) Distance 


 


Figure ES-2 shows the potential for drivers of these particular PHEV-conversions to 


achieve reductions in the gasoline-intensity of their daily mobility through differences in 


how they drive and recharge the vehicle, e.g., driving and recharging such that the miles 


in a recharging interval closely match the driver’s realized CD range. Still, there is 


tremendous variability in how closely participants’ behavior matches this technically 


ideal pattern that is not illustrated in Figure ES-2.  
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The Overall Effects of Recharging on Energy Use 


The analysis of total energy effects presented here is preliminary and partial. It is 


preliminary because we do not expect that the full range and variety of the relationships 


between travel and recharging behavior on one hand and total energy use on the other 


have yet been observed among the Project participants’ to date. Further, this analysis is 


preliminary because only one particular PHEV is analyzed. The analysis is partial 


because it is not a life-cycle analysis; here we address only electricity out of the battery 


and gasoline out of the tank. Further, the analysis is partial because we address only the 


marginal difference that it makes that the Project households drove and recharged (to the 


extent each did) a PHEV instead of an HEV.  


We compare their total energy use, i.e., gasoline plus electricity, during their PHEV trial 


to the amount of gasoline they would have used had they driven their entire PHEV trial 


without ever recharging. To illustrate relationships between driving, recharging, and 


energy use we plot the marginal percentage decrease in total gasoline (tank to wheels) 


plus electricity (battery to wheels) by the percent of their miles they drove in CD mode 


for their four-week PHEV trial in Figure ES-3. As in Figure ES-2, the size of each data 


point in Figure ES-3 is proportional to the total miles driven during each household’s 


trial. 


The first point is that a comparison of Figures ES-2 and ES-3 shows the households’ use 


of the simple measure of (gasoline-only) fuel economy is not qualitatively wrong. As the 


percent of miles driven in CD mode increases, fuel economy and energy savings both 


increase. Figure ES-3 confirms that across the households, energy was being saved 


through the substitution of electricity for gasoline by recharging the PHEVs compared to 


the amount of gasoline these households would have consumed had they not recharged 


the PHEVs. 


The relatively low percentage of CD driving of Nancy and the Kermodes—which we 


know was due to long, multi-day tours—yields low percentage energy savings from a 


large (compared to the other households) base. Octavia and the Lakes achieved much 


higher percent energy reductions but across much less travel, and thus a smaller energy 
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base. They did so in part because of the much higher percentage of their travel they 


accomplished in CD mode—accomplished both because they recharged more often and 


traveled fewer miles than Nancy and the Kermodes. 


Figure ES-3: Decrease in Households’ Total Energy (Gasoline plus 
Electricity) for their PHEV-conversion (as compared to an HEV) by Percent 
of Miles driven in CD Mode, percent. 


The range of percent total energy savings achieved by plugging in the PHEV-conversions 


in comparison to not plugging them in is from -1 to 19 percent. Higher percent savings 


are achieved by households who drive higher percentages of their miles in CD 


operation—either because they tend to drive fewer miles per day than their achieved CD 


range (and generally recharge everyday) or recharge multiple times per day. The 


household in which energy use increased was due to changes in drivers and trip distances. 


Narrative Analysis: What, why and how? 


We have two purposes in employing narrative: synthesis and analysis. First, we have a 


tremendous amount of disparate information about each household; narrative provides a 


framework to organize, analyze, and report all these data. Second, narratives explain, 


provide coherence, and show causality. 
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The primary themes to emerge from the narratives are changing driving behavior 


(primarily through the influence of the in-vehicle instrumentation), recharging habits and 


etiquette, confusion about PHEVs and how they work, and the role of payback analyses 


or more intuitive assessments of whether PHEVs are “worth it.” Some people changed 


how they drive the car after seeing their instantaneous fuel economy; others drove the 


PHEV as any other car, and specifically like they had no particular control over energy 


use. Some people likened plugging in the PHEV to recharging a cell phone and made it 


part of their daily routine, but were hesitant to recharge outside of their homes due to a 


lack in social etiquette and concerns for safety. Many people were confused about the 


state of charge of the battery; this influences how often they recharged. Some were 


concerned about the cost of the PHEV and payback; they saw PHEVs as helping with 


environmental problems but wondered how much they were paying to do so. 


Interfaces and Instrumentation 


There are two main sources of vehicle information available to study participants. First, 


there is the stock display console screen in the 2007 and 2008 model Toyota Priuses 


converted to PHEVs for the Project. The two screens are 1) an Energy Monitor schematic 


of energy flows in the vehicle as well as the instantaneous fuel economy, and 2) a 


Consumption screen that provides fuel economy averaged over 5-minute intervals and 


over the tank (or whenever the driver resets the average). 


Second, participants had access to the data they generated through driving, recharging, 


and refueling the vehicle via a website designed by the on-board data system provider. 


The website displays vehicle summary data as well as the location and status of the 


vehicle. Although the website provides detailed summary information—for example, 


driving data are summarized by trip, day, week, fortnight, and month—few participants 


reported being influenced by the website.  


The discussion of interfaces and feedback during interviews was subjected to additional 


analysis. The resulting themes were limited availability of web-based interfaces, 


information presented in abstract contexts, confusion (either about what certain 


information meant or about what behaviors to enact based on given information), novelty 
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or lack of persistence of attention to information and new behaviors, learning, goal 


setting, and an hypothesis about gender-specific responses to energy information. The 


following lessons from these themes are proposed to guide further research into the role 


of interfaces and instrumentation: 


• The closer information is to the point of interest and action, i.e. in the car vs. on 
the home computer, the more likely it is that the information will be used. 


• Simplicity in representation and interpretation is critical to driver understanding. 


• The interface should support drivers in setting and achieving goals by providing 
relevant summary information. 


• Instantaneous Fuel Economy can provide drivers with erroneous information, 
especially during braking. 


• Whenever possible, information should be presented in a grounded context so that 
drivers can quickly understand the relative impact of their behavior. 


Social Influence on the Evaluation of, and Spread of Information about, 
PHEVs 


PHEVs and other electric-drive vehicles are innovations because of what they can do: 


new battery and drivetrain technology allows users to offset gasoline use with electric-


drive capabilities and to plug-in to the electrical grid, often at home. From a functional 


perspective, consumers may interpret the desirability of electric-drive technology 


according to its ability to save them money on transportation, to improve drivetrain 


reliability, or to simply improve the experience of driving. But PHEVs, and electric-drive 


vehicles more generally, may also be assigned different social meanings than 


conventional vehicles. For example, Heffner et al. (2007) found five symbolized 


meanings that motivated HEV purchases: preserve the environment, oppose war, manage 


personal finances, reduce support to oil producers, and embrace new technology. Further, 


electric drive vehicles embody another class of attribute that differentiates them from 


conventional vehicles: the potential to benefit society in new ways. Green (1992, p133) 


provides a framework to classify goods on a private/public scale, where private good are 


characterized by “exclusive and personal consumption and individual payment; not 


associated with the public welfare,” whereas societal or public goods are characterized by 
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“nonexclusive consumption and collective payment” such as “clean air” and “saving 


endangered species.” 


The first question in this social network research asks whether interpersonal influence 


plays a significant role in the assessment and adoption of electric-drive vehicles. The 


research reported here suggests that the observed social interactions are influential for 


primary households (those actually driving the PHEV-conversions) and secondary 


participants (members of primary households’ social networks who have volunteered for 


interviews). The second research question delves deeper to explore and characterize 


specific processes of social interaction and influence. We describe these interactions from 


five perspectives: contagion, conformity, dissemination, translation, and reflexivity. The 


primary households and their interaction with their social network illustrate (to some 


degree) each of these five approaches. We find the two most insightful approaches to be 


translation and reflexivity. 


Results to date suggest that interpersonal interactions within social networks play an 


important role in shaping the assessment of these PHEV conversions, and likely electric-


drive vehicles more generally. Diffusion, conformity, and dissemination provide useful 


concepts for particular processes, but translation and reflexivity appear to best provide 


the language and theoretical depth required to integrate the various motives and 


perceptions observed among participating social networks. However, before conclusions 


can be drawn, more networks need to be explored and further analysis is required. 
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1. A RESEARCH AGENDA TO ADDRESS HOW CONSUMERS DRIVE, 
RECHARGE, AND VALUE PLUG-IN HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLES 


This document reports on a research project designed to address the question, “Why 


would consumers buy plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs)?” An integrated set of 


demonstration, research, education, and outreach activities was deployed to accomplish 


the following: 


• Provide California households with the requisite knowledge and experience to 
provide informed responses to PHEVs, thus overcoming one primary impediment 
to commercialization—a lack of understanding by consumers, vehicle designers, 
fuels providers, and regulators of consumers response to the following: 


o Driving, recharging, and refueling patterns of PHEVs, that is, to what 
extent will drivers of PHEVs recharge from the grid or refuel the ICE,  
and where and when will recharging occur; 


o Different symbols of the meaningful and motivational features and 
capabilities of PHEVs, e.g., all-electric range, high fuel economy,  
electric-drive, ability to use renewable fuels, etc.; 


• Inform the California Air Resources Board of the potential effect of consumer 
driving and recharging/refueling behavior on the potential for PHEVs to reduce 
greenhouse gas and other vehicle emissions. 


• Inform the California Air Resources Board as well as the California Energy 
Commission, electric utilities, CalISO, and other parties of consumer response to 
PHEVs on the potential benefits, markets and impacts of PHEV technologies, 
including the following: 


o The potential for PHEVs to reduce petroleum consumption; 


o The effects of PHEVs on operation of the electrical grid; 


With substantial funding from the California Air Resource Board’s Alternative Fuels 


Implementation Program (AFIP) and additional support from the California Energy 


Commission’s Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) Program, the Plug-in Hybrid 


Electric Vehicle Research Center (PHEV Center) at the University of California, Davis 


implemented a PHEV Demonstration and Consumer Education, Outreach, and Market 


Research Project (hereafter referred to as the Project). Other Project contributors include 


the AAA Northern California, Nevada & Utah, and Idaho National Laboratory (United 


States Department of Energy). 
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This report describes the Project and summarizes the findings from the first thirty-four 


households. The Project will continue through 2009; final results will be updated in 


subsequent reports. 


The Project in Context 


The Project is the third research activity in a multi-year, integrated research agenda. In 


brief, the agenda is as follows: 


1. PHEV “pioneers”—interviews of early converters of HEVs to PHEVs and drivers 
of these first conversions 


2. Internet-based survey of new car buyers’ baseline knowledge and priorities 
regarding PHEVs—samples representative nationally, with over-samples to 
represent new car buyers in California and northern California. 


3. Household PHEV Demonstration and Market Research 


a. Add improved in-vehicle energy feedback displays of cost, integrated 
feedback on electricity and gasoline use, emissions etc. 


4. A second large sample survey based on the prior PHEV research projects 


The first two research activities in this agenda are completed, the third is described in this 


report as are initial findings, and the fourth is forthcoming pending funding. As 


appropriate, the description and reporting of the design and results of the Project will be 


put into context of this larger agenda. For examples, some of the questionnaires 


completed by Project participants are the same as those completed by the participants in 


the prior national survey and the Project participants are compared to the northern 


California over-sample. 


Reasons for this Project 


This Project addressed the following questions: how will drivers use PHEVs—drive, 


recharge, and refuel them—and what kinds of PHEVs will buyers want? The defining 


feature of PHEVs—the ability to plug the vehicle into the electrical grid and refuel it 


from another network of liquid (or gaseous) fuels—is the source of both their potential 


benefits and the uncertainty over whether their potential can be realized. Much of the 
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appeal of PHEVs is based on the flexibility afforded by two energy systems. This 


flexibility offers new choices for consumers, from a range of vehicle designs, e.g., size of 


battery and motor, as well as flexibility around the way the vehicle is used, e.g., how 


often the battery is recharged vs. how often the liquid (or gaseous) fuel is refueled. To 


achieve and optimize the potential of PHEVs to reduce vehicle emissions and gasoline 


consumption, i.e., to accomplish their societal benefits, PHEV owners will need to use 


electricity from the grid.  


Consumers will be faced with a previously unknown set of capabilities and thus 


unfamiliar choices. For example, the larger the battery chosen by buyers, the greater the 


percentage of their driving can be accomplished using electricity from the grid. On the 


other hand, the larger the battery the higher the initial price of the vehicle. As the initial 


vehicle price will be readily apparent, but the new and largely unfamiliar benefits only 


unfold in the future, sound policy and market actions depend on assessing potential 


consumers’ response to these distributions of costs and benefits. Moreover, PHEVs can 


be engineered to suit different consumers or regulators; PHEVs can be designed to 


minimize CO2 reduction, provide high torque and acceleration, maximize battery life, or 


maximize consumer control over the choice between electricity and gasoline.  


Are Consumers Impediments to PHEV Commercialization and Benefits? 


Are PHEVs to be encouraged because they represent a rich set of consumer and social 


values or discouraged as inviting unwelcome, unproductive tradeoffs between the here-


to-fore largely separate gasoline and electrical energy systems? One key variable in 


PHEV commercialization and in the attainment of any environmental and social benefits 


is the “locus of control,” that is, who has control over vehicle operations—drivers, 


vehicle engineers, or regulators? 


The fear of regulators, vehicle manufacturers, and energy suppliers is that drivers-in-


control could be deleterious to goals for the environment, air quality, energy 


consumption, energy systems operation, and the ability to warrant vehicles for emissions, 


fuel consumption, and reliability. In this worldview consumers are seen as at best 


disinterested and non-compliant, and at worst as anti-compliant. This bias is old and 
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persistent; we believe it may be contradicted by a number of real world experiences. 


Writing a review of consumer energy research nearly three decades ago, McDougall et al 


(1981) reveal such bias: “…recognize that probable energy savings represents a net 


impact based on potential savings in a technical sense, reduced to allow for imperfect 


behavioral response.” [Emphasis in the original.] More recently, Friedland et al. (2003) 


observe the continued absence of people in energy policy: “Especially lacking is policy 


or guidance that incorporates personal choices in energy–use reduction decision-making.” 


What this pessimistic view of people ignores is that at least some people if provided with 


control, information, incentive, and opportunity—such as can be provided with a 


PHEV—will exceed the “technical potential” possibilities. In interviews with buyers of 


non-plug-in HEVs, we have heard several accounts that suggest their drivers were saving 


more energy than technical analysts would calculate (Kurani and Turrentine, 2004; 


Heffner, Kurani, and Turrentine, 2005). This occurred by several means that illustrate the 


potential effects of driver control, information (feedback), incentive (symbolic and/or 


financial), and opportunity. In some cases, the HEV prompted further thinking by the 


owner about energy reductions in other areas of their life. Most directly (and in 


contradiction to economists’ assumptions of a rebound effect, i.e., increased driving 


because of reduced operating costs), some HEV drivers actively attempted to drive their 


HEV less than the vehicle it displaced. In gaming interviews with non-BEV owners we 


observed that when provided with an incentive in the form of a cost savings through the 


use of electricity rather than gasoline, these households appeared to quickly learn to 


adjust their travel between the use of a (hypothetical) BEV and their actual vehicles 


(Kurani and Turrentine; 1996, 2002). 


Project Design Summary Description 


This discussion points to two facts that guide the design of this Project. First, consumers 


are unaware of the potential advantages, disadvantages, new capabilities, and costs of 


PHEVs. Second, how consumers form their awareness, how they assimilate and process 


new knowledge about PHEVs, how they turn this awareness, knowledge, belief, and 


motivation into demand for PHEVs, and thus whether consumers will buy PHEVs, which 
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type of PHEVs they would like to buy, and how they might drive, recharge and refuel 


those PHEVs are all largely unknown.  


The Project was conducted as the following three main activities. 


1) HEV to PHEV Conversions 


With funding from the California Air Resources Board, Toyota Priuses were purchased 


and converted to plug-in operation using the Hymotion, (now, A123Systems) conversion 


package. While such vehicle conversions are clearly only an interim step, they offer a 


test-bed for real world research with car-buyers. A dozen such vehicles are regularly used 


in active support and conduct of the Project. Another Prius (purchased with funding from 


the California Energy Commission) was converted, adorned with large signs identifying 


it as a PHEV and as a vehicle of UC Davis’ PHEV Research Center; this vehicle is 


reserved for education and outreach activities and support of the Project. 


The A123Systems conversion involves the installation of a 5KWh (nominal) lithium-ion 


battery in the spare tire well in the rear cargo area of the vehicle, as well as the necessary 


electrical and communications connections to incorporate the battery into the vehicle’s 


drive system and to recharge the battery. The battery charges from a standard US three-


prong, grounded, 110-volt outlet. The recharging point is in the left-rear bumper of the 


vehicle. A fully discharged battery can be recharged in approximately five hours. 


It is important to understand that the converted vehicle remains subject to the underlying 


control strategy of the OEM vehicle. Specifically, these PHEV-conversions are best 


described as operating in a manner that more or less continuously blends electricity and 


gasoline—though it is the case that while the conversion, or supplemental, battery is 


discharging, far more electricity is being used than in a conventional Prius and it is easier, 


though by no means easy, to drive so that the ICE remains off. Still, even while the 


supplemental battery is contributing to the propulsion of the vehicle, aggressive 


accelerations, speeds higher than 35mpg, and upward grades are likely to cause the ICE 


to start to meet the additional load. 
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Additionally, the vehicles were equipped with onboard data collection and transmission 


devices. The devices and the cellular service to transmit the data were provided to the 


Project by INL. V2Green, Inc. (now, Gridpoint, Inc.) manufactured the data collection 


and transmission systems. They also port the data to a website that summarizes vehicle 


performance. UC Davis contracted for additional programming services to allow 


individual Project drivers to track their performance. These information systems and 


modifications will be described further in section 3D: Instrumentation and Interfaces. 


2) Demonstration and Research 


The PHEV-conversions have been, and continue to be, placed in households in northern 


California for several weeks at a time. Households are recruited with the assistance of 


AAA Northern California, Nevada & Utah. The households are selected because they 


represent important markets segments and use patterns for PHEVs. The realized sample 


of Project participants to date will be described in detail in the next section. During the 


households’ PHEV trial use periods, we collect data on travel, vehicle recharging and 


refueling, performance of the vehicle, and participants’ response to the PHEV 


technology. Data are collected directly from the vehicle using on-board data systems, as 


well as from interviews, questionnaires, and fueling logs.3  


3) Public Education and Outreach 


The PHEVs were also used in a public education and outreach programs. The vehicles 


were displayed at public events and used in educational settings. Information on PHEVs 


was accessible from the PHEV Center’s website. Education and outreach events included 


UC Davis’ Picnic Day and Whole Earth Festival, Earth Day activities, and other public 


events, school events, and vehicle displays. 


                                                 


3 The demonstration vehicles are instrumented to record travel and recharging/refueling behavior. 
Additionally, drivers complete a refueling log: we can infer from vehicle data when it has been refueled 
with gasoline, but the only way to know how much was paid for gasoline is to have drivers record this 
information. 
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Research Questions to be addressed in this Project 


The Research and Education and Outreach activities address the following questions. 


• Purchase choices: 


• What sorts of PHEV designs will buyers want? 


• Charging and refueling behaviors:  


• When, where and how much will PHEV owners choose to recharge from 
the electrical grid rather than refuel with liquid (or gaseous) fuels?  


• Driving behaviors:  


• When, where and how much of their driving will PHEV users accomplish 
by electricity vs. gasoline?  


• How does energy use and cost information affect driving and recharging 
behavior? 


• Broader impacts: 


• How will overall social and environmental benefits affect individual 
choices? 


• What information about PHEVs is spread through the social networks of 
participants and how do those exchanges affect the formation of drivers’ 
values regarding PHEVs? 


Research Activities within the Project 


Within the overall Project there are four related research activities, these are briefly 


described here and more fully discussed in the following major sections of this report.  


Household response to the PHEV-conversions 


In some sense the entire Project is about household response to PHEV-conversions. This 


specific activity focuses on the following results: 


1. What are the PHEV designs created by Project households and how do these 
designs compare to those created by survey respondents who have no experience 
driving PHEVs? 


2. What are the recharging behaviors of the Project households, and how do driving 
behaviors influence recharging behaviors? 
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3. Given that Project participants are driving one specific incarnation of what a 
PHEV can be, what are the effects on their transportation energy use? 


The other activities described next explore why the responses above are as they are, how 


they are formed, and how they might be influenced by information. 


Narratives 


We employ narrative research methods in this Project both to synthesize the large 


amounts of disparate data we are collecting for each household and to analyze both those 


synthesis documents and the original textual data from the household interviews. Each 


household completes three on-line questionnaires including two sets of complex PHEV 


design games. Each household completes three to five semi-structured interviews, 


resulting in two to six hours of recorded and transcribed conversations. Each vehicle is 


equipped with on-board data collection systems, resulting in 500,000 to 700,000 records 


on the household’s driving, recharging, and refueling of the vehicle. Synthesis narratives 


are written by incorporating data from all these sources. Narratives have beginnings and 


ends, but are more than simple chronologies of events; they have plots to give meaning 


and coherence to events. The starting point for synthesizing the data into a narrative 


begins with the interviews. Additional data are brought in from the questionnaires, e.g., 


the PHEV designs created in the on-line questionnaires. The interviews explain why the 


households designed the PHEV they did, supported (or contradicted, if that is the case) by 


the data from the vehicle. 


The purpose of the synthesis narratives is to tell the best possible story about each 


household and their experience with PHEVs. The purpose of subjecting the interviews to 


analysis is to ascertain whether themes emerge across the households. That is, what can 


we say about the groups’ experience? For example, across the group how do households 


talk about similar things, e.g., recharging?  


Both the synthesis narratives and the interview analyses are somewhat contrived since, in 


general, the entire Project is an intrusion into the participants’ ongoing lives (narratives) 


and specifically, the interviews are semi-directed and therefore not entirely of the 


households’ own telling. For example, knowing that recharging behavior is central to the 
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research goals of the Project, all households are asked to talk about recharging. We 


neither simply wait to listen to whether they talk about recharging, nor allow them to 


complete their interview without at least addressing questions about recharging. 


Interfaces and Instrumentation 


Research on the effect of driver feedback is carried out in two phases. The first is integral 


to the design of the vehicles, PHEV-conversions, and on-board data systems deployed in 


this Project. The PHEV-conversion process adds a color change to the battery icon on the 


stock Prius Energy Monitor to tell the driver when the vehicle has switched from CD to 


CS operation.4 The on-board data systems transmit data to the service provider, who 


displays summaries of the data on a website. As part of the household interviews, we 


assess the participants’ use of and response to these two interfaces. Further, we examine 


whether the addition of the website information makes any measurable impact on the 


vehicle performance as recorded by the on-board data systems. (Most of the households 


included in this report were not provided access to the website displaying their vehicle’s 


data until halfway through their trial month.) Results from this first phase of interface and 


instrumentation research are included in this report. 


The second phase of instrumentation research builds on the first, but is not scheduled to 


begin until summer 2009. In the second phase, a custom-made driver feedback display 


will be included as part of the research design for a subset of the Project households. The 


display device will allow the driver to choose from a variety of information to be 


displayed. Evaluation will be based on additional survey and interview questions as well 


as data recorded by the existing V2Green data systems and the new in-vehicle device. 


Social Influence 


Within this PHEV demonstration, a sub-group of 10 to 15 social networks (each centered 


on a household driving the PHEV-conversion) will be selected investigate how 


                                                 


4 Terminology used to describe the operation of PHEVs is explained fully in the following sub-section: 
Defining Terms. 
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interpersonal interactions influence the assessment and adoption of electric-drive 


vehicles. Analysis of four networks has been completed to date and is discussed in this 


report. Three research questions are addressed: 


1. Do interpersonal interactions play a significant role in the assessment and 
adoption of electric drive vehicles?  


2. If so, how can we characterize the interpersonal interactions that influence 
consumer perceptions of functional, symbolic, and pro-societal attributes? 


3. Under what conditions might households adopt the pro-societal car?  


To explore these research questions, this project maps, measures, and stimulates the 


personal networks of selected households. A multi-method qualitative approach is 


followed, combining semi-structured interviews, internet-based questionnaires, and a 


social episode diary technique to track each social network. First, prior to receiving the 


PHEV, the participating household is asked to map their social network and invite several 


people from it to take part in the study. During each participant’s PHEV trial, information 


is collected regarding their social discussions and interactions with network members—


seeking to characterize how social interactions influence perceptions, expectations, and 


ultimately, purchase intention. Findings will help inform policymakers, researchers and 


industry how new technologies with pro-societal attributes could enter the market. 


Defining Terms 


In this section we present the basic vocabulary that we will use throughout this report to 


describe PHEVs. Some of this vocabulary is intended for readers of this report, i.e., it is 


not the vocabulary we necessarily used when we spoke with our participants about 


PHEVs. Describing where and how those two vocabularies diverge is one of the 


developing outcomes of the overall research agenda of which this Project is a part. 
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A PHEV has both an electric motor and a heat engine—usually an internal combustion 


engine (ICE).5 This flexibility also complicates vehicle designs and possible ways of 


using energy from two different systems. Figure 1 shows two simple schematics of 


possible PHEV architectures, i.e., the overall design of the PHEV system to supply power 


from two different sources. A series architecture powers the vehicle only by an electric 


motor using electricity from a battery. The battery is charged from an electrical outlet or 


by the gasoline engine via a generator. A parallel architecture adds a direct connection 


between the ICE and the wheels, adding the potential to power the vehicle by electricity 


and gasoline simultaneously and by gasoline only. As examples of each architecture, 


General Motors is working on a series architecture, e.g. the Chevy Volt and Toyota is 


developing a PHEV with a parallel architecture, e.g. a plug-in version of the Prius.  


 


Figure 1: Basic PHEV Drivetrain Options—Series vs. Parallel Design 


 


 


                                                 


5 As the ICEs in most conventional light-duty vehicles in the US are fueled with gasoline, we will refer to 
gasoline and gasoline engines without precluding the possibility of other fuels. 
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Basic PHEV Design Concepts 


Here we explain four fundamental PHEV concepts that will frame our questions with 


participants throughout all phases of the PHEV research agenda and the Project in 


particular. First, for any given architecture, a PHEV can operate in one of two modes: 


charge sustaining (CS) or charge depleting (CD). Figure 2 (adapted from Kromer and 


Heywood, 2007, p.31) illustrates these two modes. The vertical axis is the battery’s state 


of charge (SOC); the horizontal axis is the distance traveled. In practice, the maximum 


SOC may be limited to less than 100 percent, and the minimum SOC higher to more than 


0 percent, both to preserve battery life and improve safety. The difference between the 


maximum and minimum SOC is known as the usable depth of discharge (DOD), which 


varies across battery and vehicle designs.  


 


Figure 2: Illustration of Typical PHEV Discharge Cycle (65% DOD) 


 


Source: Adapted from Kromer and Heywood (2007, p31). Used with permission from authors. 


 


In the Figure 2 example, the battery is “fully” charged (from an electrical outlet) to 90 


percent SOC. Once it starts driving, the PHEV is driven in charge-depleting (CD) 
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mode—energy stored in the battery is used to power the vehicle, gradually depleting the 


battery’s SOC. Once the battery is depleted to a minimum level, set at around 25 percent 


in this example, the vehicle switches to charge-sustaining (CS) mode. In CS mode the 


SOC is sustained by relying primarily on the gasoline engine to drive the vehicle, only 


using the battery and electric motor to increase the efficiency of the gasoline engine, as is 


now done in an HEV. The vehicle remains in CS mode until the battery is plugged in to 


the electric grid to recharge. The distance a fully charged PHEV can travel in CD mode 


before switching to CS mode is one definition of CD range. 


Second, a PHEV can be designed for all-electric or blended operation in CD mode. A 


PHEV designed for all-electric operation can be driven for the CD range using only 


electricity from the battery, and the engine is not used at all. In contrast, a PHEV 


designed for blended operation will use electricity and gasoline to power the vehicle 


throughout the CD range—energy from the engine and the battery are “blended” together 


through the electro-mechanical drivetrain. Thus, a PHEV designed for all-electric driving 


will require a battery capable of delivering more power than a PHEV designed for 


blended driving because the battery (and motor and power electronics) must be capable 


of providing the full power of the vehicle, not just partial power. 


Third, PHEV designs are commonly described according to CD range; the common 


notation is PHEV-X, where X is distance in miles. For instance, a PHEV-10 can be driven 


10 miles in CD mode before switching to CS mode. However, this notation does not 


distinguish whether a PHEV in CD mode is operating all-electrically or by blending, nor 


does it specify the driving conditions that would allow CD mode for the stipulated 


distance. Comparisons of PHEVs, even those sharing the same PHEV-X designation, 


must reconcile assumptions regarding CD mode and driving behavior. 


Kurani, Heffner, and Turrentine (2007) discuss how further confusion in PHEV notation 


can result from two differing concepts of PHEV-X. First, Gondor and Simpson (2007) 


argue that X should be defined as the equivalent number of miles of petroleum displaced 


by electricity from the battery. This approach makes no distinction between all-electric 


and blended operation; a fully charged PHEV-10 could store and use enough electricity 
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to reduce gasoline use by the amount of gasoline required to travel 10 miles, but not 


necessarily during 10 continuous miles of all-electric operation. On the other hand, the 


California Air Resources Board (CARB, 2003) defines X as the total miles that can be 


driven before the gasoline engine turns on for the first time, also known as all-electric 


range (or zero-emissions range). By this definition, a fully charged PHEV-10 could be 


driven for the first 10 miles without using any gasoline. As of the writing of this report, 


CARB is considering a proposal to allow PHEVs designed for blended operation to 


receive credits under the zero emissions vehicle regulation (CARB, 2008b).  


Using the language developed in this section, the PHEV conversions used in this Project 


could be described as blended PHEV-30s, in which we adopt the definition of the 


distance at which the vehicle switches from CD to CS operation as the definition of CD 


range. We will return to this vehicle characterization in our conclusions, modifying it in 


accordance with the on-road performance of our first 34 households. 
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2. PHEV DEMONSTRATION AND RESEARCH PLAN 


The Project provides households with real-world experience with PHEVs prior to asking 


them to evaluate such vehicles and offer their preferred PHEV designs. 


Household PHEV Placements 


PHEV-conversions are placed in households for periods of time that allow for the 


household members to learn and adapt. Starting in late-August 2008, household 


placements were initially scheduled for four weeks. After completing the research 


process with over twenty households, we judged that four weeks was not long enough for 


many of the households. In particular, some were still learning about recharging and its 


effects on energy use and cost. Further, most households were still talking about the Prius 


per se, leaving less time to discuss the added plug-in capability.6 


Starting in February 2009, households in the Project use the vehicles for six weeks. The 


PHEV-conversion package allows for the conversion to be taken off-line, returning the 


operation of the vehicle to that of a conventional Prius.7 Therefore, the PHEV-


conversions are now delivered to the households with the conversion off-line. The 


conversion is placed back on-line after two weeks. This allows the households to respond 


to a (more-or-less) conventional Prius and then move on to experience and evaluate a 


particular PHEV. Further, the two-week pre-PHEV period allows us to establish a 


baseline of driving performance based on data from the on-board data systems. 


Participants are interviewed at the start of, during, and at the end of their PHEV trial to 


make sure the vehicles are working properly and to explore with the household their use 


of and response to the vehicle. Further, the households complete a screening 


questionnaire (used in recruiting participants) and the first and third parts of the 


                                                 


6 Of the households included in this report, only one was a pre-existing HEV owner. Additional HEV 
owners are being included in the subsequent sample. 
7 Because the conversion package adds weight, the Priuses in our demonstration—with the conversions off-
line—can be expected to return slightly worse fuel economy than unconverted Priuses. 
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questionnaire previously administered to representative samples of the US, California, 


and the counties along the Interstate 80 corridor from the San Francisco Bay Area to 


eastern suburbs of the Sacramento region. The last region was over-sampled in particular 


to provide a comparative population for the households participating in the Project. 


Sampling 


Participants are recruited through an “illustrative” sampling method (Turrentine and 


Kurani, 2007.) Such a sample does not attempt to be representative of a population; 


rather, the purpose is to illuminate the behavior of specific groups. The sampling frame 


for the Project is defined by 1) automotive insurance requirements, 2) geographic 


location, 3) vehicle ownership, 4) driving, and 5) broad categories of household structure.  


Participants are selected for the Project in a three-stage process. First, AAA Northern 


California, Nevada & Utah issues an invitation to their automotive policyholders who 1) 


meet minimum requirements regarding the amount of insurance they carry and their 


driving records, and 2) live within the geographic region specified by researchers at UC 


Davis. Presently that region is roughly defined as the area within about 30 to 45 minutes 


driving time of Davis, CA. Second, volunteers from the recipients of the letter are 


instructed to log-on to a website hosted on a UC Davis server, where they complete a 


brief questionnaire which solicits more specifics of the potential participants vehicles, 


home, travel, household, and contact information. Third, researchers review the 


questionnaire responses and select households based on the goal to illustrate the 


responses of different types of households. 


An illustration of the interaction between Project management and research goals is the 


geographic distribution of the participant households summarized in this report as shown 


in Figure 3. To initially simplify the logistics of vehicle delivery, pickup, and household 


interviews the first participants were selected from the city of Davis, CA. However, an 


important research goal is to incorporate households in a variety of towns, cities, and land 


use settings within these towns and cities. As can be seen in the figure, this goal is being 


achieved and will be furthered as additional participants are selected during the remainder 


of the Project. 
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Figure 3: Geographic distribution of PHEV Project participants (n=34) 


 


The realized Project sample-to-date will be compared to the California and northern 


California survey respondents after we describe the interviews and questionnaires from 


which the comparative data are taken. 


The Interviews and Questionnaires 


Each household was interviewed three to five times: upon vehicle delivery, every two 


weeks, and finally after the last week when the vehicle was retrieved. Interviews last 


between one and two hours. Two researchers attend the first and last interviews. All 


interviews are recorded; all but the first interview recordings are transcribed. The initial 


interviews tend to be given over to formally enrolling the household in the study—which 


must happen before the vehicle can be handed over and substantive interviewing can 


begin. During this first interview, researchers primarily listen for the questions the 


household has about the vehicle, offering answers that are as non-leading as possible. For 
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example, every household asks how often the vehicle should be plugged in. Our standard 


response is that these cars can be driven without ever being plugged in, but that what we 


are hoping to learn from the household is how often they plug-in and why. 


The second and third interviews follow protocols, i.e., outlines of topic areas to be 


covered with every household. Each topic area includes example prompts that are not 


used in every household, but only as needed or appropriate to each household. An 


example of the protocol is included in Appendix A. 


In addition to the recruiting and screening questionnaire, each household in the Project 


also completed a two-part online survey eliciting several types of data. The survey was 


slightly modified from the instrument administered to over 2,200 U.S. respondents as 


reported in Axsen and Kurani (2008). This previous study included over-samples of 


California (n= 851) and Northern California (n=216) in the region along Interstate-80 


from the San Francisco Bay Area to the eastern reaches of the Sacramento conurbation. 


In this report, responses from these two samples are compared with the responses of 


Project participants.  


The primary survey instrument used in the PHEV Project is a set of two internet-based 


questionnaires, each requiring 20 to 30 minutes to complete: 1) background information, 


completed before the household drives the PHEV, and 2) plug-in hybrid electric vehicle 


(PHEV) designs, completed after the household has driven the PHEV for several weeks. 


Part One includes questions on vehicle ownership, knowledge of gasoline use and 


spending, knowledge of electricity use and spending, awareness of electric-drive 


vehicles, attitudes towards environmental and global issues, as well as household 


structure, income, education and other demographic variables. Awareness of electric-


drive vehicles is assessed with questions eliciting the stated familiarity of respondents 


with conventional gasoline, hybrid-electric, electric, and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. 


Respondents were then asked to demonstrate their understanding by choosing how each 


vehicle type could be fueled: with gasoline, electricity through an electrical outlet, or 


either. The implication of this exercise is not that consumers need to have a deep 


technological understanding of electric-drive vehicles in order to buy them. However, we 
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feel that basic familiarity, i.e. whether or not the vehicle can be plugged in, may shape 


participants experience with the PHEV-conversion during their trial period and ultimately 


affect their PHEV design priorities.8 


The Part Two questionnaire focuses on PHEV design priorities elicited in two versions of 


priority-evaluator games. Commonly, researchers will infer preferences for attributes of 


alternative fuelled vehicles by presenting participants with a description of one or several 


new technologies, followed with a set of hypothetical choice scenarios in which 


respondents make several choices from sets of vehicles of different attributes (see for 


example Bunch et al., 1993; Ewing and Sarigollu, 2000; Potogolou and Kanaroglou, 


2007). However, Heffner et al. (2007) demonstrate that more in-depth research, such as 


household interviews, can reveal important information that choice experiments cannot. 


To improve the quality of data gathered from Project participants, prior to the PHEV 


design exercises, participants were provided a PHEV buyers’ guide describing basic 


design options for PHEVs (replicated in Appendix B). Respondents then completed two 


PHEV design games (replicated in Appendix C). The first was a PHEV Development 


Priority game in which participants create PHEV designs over several iterations. Second 


was a Purchase Design game, similar to the first, but the design possibilities were priced 


in dollars and participants could reject buying a PHEV, retaining a conventional vehicle.  


One key difference between the games utilized in this study and a stated choice exercise 


is that the games are design exercises, not choice exercises. Rather than choose their 


preferred vehicle design from a limited set of options (typically repeated several times) 


specified by the researchers, participants in the design games have a design envelope 


available to them, and they construct their most favored design from within that envelope 


subject to resource constraints. Kurani et al. (1996) discussed the basis for regarding 


consumer evaluations, especially of novel products such as electric-drive vehicles, as 


being constructed in the process of choosing (or not choosing).  


                                                 


8 As asked of the prior national, statewide, and regional samples—who will not have experience with a 
PHEV afforded to Project participants—the question was intended only to test whether basic familiarity 
with electric-drive technologies affected PHEV design priorities. 
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Both games focused on four PHEV design attributes: (1) hours required for complete 


recharge of a depleted battery, (2) gasoline use in CD mode, (3) miles of range in CD 


mode, and (4) gasoline use in CS mode. In each game, a base PHEV design is offered 


with capabilities easily achievable by current battery technology (Axsen et al., 2008): a 


PHEV that requires up to 8 hours to completely recharge, that can be driven for the first 


10 miles in CD mode using blended operation that increases gasoline-only fuel economy 


to 75 mpg, and that can improve fuel economy by 10 mpg when operating in CS mode 


over an otherwise similar conventional internal combustion engine vehicle.9 In both 


games, participants were given opportunities to improve each attribute under different 


resource conditions.  


We chose these four attributes due to their importance in determining driving patterns as 


well as reflecting technological capabilities. First, the time to recharge a depleted battery 


in PHEVs more capable than the base design would take 6-8 hours, but technology exists 


to allow “fast” charging in less than one hour—allowing for significantly different 


recharge and driving patterns. Second, currently available PHEV conversions are 


designed to provide blended CD mode. We specified upgrades to account for several 


levels of gasoline-only fuel economy in blended operation: 75, 100, and 125 mpg. This 


range includes the 100 mpg “magic” number identified as important among some early 


PHEV conversion owners (Kurani et al., 2007). Because automakers such as General 


Motors have announced plans to release PHEVs designed for all-electric operation, we 


also include an all-electric CD upgrade option. Third, CD range depends on battery 


energy capacity, and proposed designs typically range from 10 to 40 miles (Pesaran et al., 


2007; Kromer and Heywood, 2007). The fourth category, fuel consumption in CS mode, 


is comparable to the operation of today’s hybrid electric vehicles; the battery and electric 


motor are used to improve the efficiency of the gasoline engine, not to use grid 


                                                 


9 Note that these PHEV design games are meant to represent a PHEV design space that is technologically 
feasible and that allows respondents to tell us which (and how much) of the four attributes are more or less 
important, but not necessarily to produce precise vehicle specifications. For instance, the battery required 
for our base PHEV design would likely require only 2 to 3 hours to fully recharge with a 110-volt circuit. 
However, based on pre-testing, we chose to simplify attribute levels and ignore potential interactions to 
create exercises that are more likely to be understood by our respondents.  
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electricity. Most hybridized drivetrains can increase fuel economy by 10 to 30 miles per 


gallon (mpg) relative to a similar size, weight, and performance vehicle. 


The first exercise, the Development Priority game, presents participants with a 


hypothetical scenario: an existing household vehicle is to be upgraded to a PHEV at no 


cost.10 The performance and appearance of their vehicle would remain the same, except 


for the additional plug-in hybrid capabilities. Participants were presented with a base 


PHEV model and given points they must allocate among potential upgrades. Over five 


rounds of the Development Priority game, participants were provided progressively more 


points (Table 1). For the first three rounds of the game higher levels of upgrades of the 


four attributes and more combinations of upgrades were also offered, expanding the 


PHEV design envelope to observe participants’ allocation of resources. A screenshot of 


the game, along with the language used for respondents, is portrayed in Figure 4.  


 


Table 1: Upgrades for PHEV Development Priority game  
Attribute 
  (base value) 


Round One:  
(1 point) 


Round Two: 
(2 points) 


Rounds Three, Four 
and Five: 
(4, 6 and 8 points) 


Recharge time:  
  (8 hours) 


4 hours (1pt) 4 hours (1pt) 
2 hours (2pt) 


4 hours (1pt) 
2 hours (2pt) 
1 hour (3pt) 


Charge depleting (CD) 
mpg and type:  
  (75 mpg) 


100 mpg (1pt) 100 mpg (1pt) 
125 mpg (2pt) 


100 mpg (1pt) 
125 mpg (2pt) 
All-electric (4pt) 


CD range:  
  (10 miles) 


20 miles (1pt) 20 miles (1pt) 
40 miles (2pt) 


20 miles (1pt) 
40 miles (2pt) 


Charge sustaining (CS) 
mpg:  
  (Current  mpg* +10) 


Current mpg 
  +20 (1pt) 


Current mpg     
  +20 (1pt) 
Current mpg   
  +30 (2pt) 


Current mpg  
  +20 (1pt) 
Current mpg  
  +30 (2pt) 


 


                                                 


10 Which household vehicle was to be “upgraded” was determined in Part One of the survey as either the 
vehicle that the household most recently purchased, or, the newer vehicle that is most frequently driven 
(see the full survey in Appendix C).  
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Figure 4: Screenshot of Development Priority game (Round Four) 


 


 


The second exercise, the Purchase Design game, framed the PHEV design exercise in the 


context of a future vehicle purchase. The questionnaire first elicited information about the 


anticipated price, make, and model of the next new vehicle the respondent’s household 


would likely buy. The respondent then completed two PHEV purchase exercises, each 


comparing their anticipated conventional vehicle with a PHEV version of the same. 


Participants were presented with a “higher” price and “lower” price PHEV purchase 


conditions, where prices in both conditions also depended on whether the vehicle was a 


car or truck (Table 2). As in the Development Priority game, each exercise started with 


the same base PHEV model, with additional upgrades available for added price. The 


participant could choose either their anticipated conventional vehicle, the offered (base) 


PHEV, or to upgrade the PHEV. Figure 5 is a screenshot of this exercise.  
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Table 2: Price of upgrades for Purchase Design game  
  “Higher” price  “Lower” price 
Attributes Attribute level Car Truck  Car Truck 
Base premium 
over conventional  


 $3,000 $4,000  $2,000 $3,000 


Added premiums:       
Recharge time  8 hours 


4 hours  
2 hours  
1 hour 


0 
+$500 


+$1,000 
+$1,500 


0 
+$1,000 
+$2,000 
+$3,000 


 0 
+$250 
+$500 
+$750 


0 
+$500 


+$1,000 
+$1,500 


CD mpg and type 
 


Blended 
     75 mpg 
     100 mpg  
     125 mpg  
All-electric   


 
0 


+$1,000 
+$2,000 
+$4,000 


 
0 


+$2,000 
+$4,000 
+$8,000 


  
0 


+$500 
+$1,000 
+$2,000 


 
0 


+$1,000 
+$2,000 
+$4,000 


CD range 
 


10 miles 
20 miles  
40 miles  


0 
+$2,000 
+$4,000 


0 
+$4,000 
+$8,000 


 0 
+$1,000 
+$2,000 


0 
+$2,000 
+$4,000 


CS mpg Conventional mpg +10 
Conventional mpg +20  
Conventional mpg +30  


0 
+$500 


+$1,000 


0 
+$1,000 
+$2,000 


 0 
+$250 
+$500 


0 
+$500 


+$1,000 


Because battery and drivetrain costs are uncertain, upgrade prices in Table 2 are 


hypothetical. We are less concerned whether the prices we now present to participants 


will be right in a future (if and) when PHEVs are marketed, and more concerned with 


how participants respond in the PHEV design space within different price contexts. Still, 


the price contexts we present are not wholly imaginary. Overall, prices are based on short 


term (high price) and long term (low price) estimates from previous studies: Markel 


(2006) estimates incremental costs for PHEVs with all-electric capabilities (7 to 19 kWh) 


at $6,000 to $22,000, while Kalhammer et al. (2007) provide cost estimates for PHEVs 


with slightly lower capacity batteries (4 to 14 kWh) in the range of $2,000 to $8,000. 


Price premiums for PHEV designs in our survey ranged from $3,000 to $13,500 for cars 


in the “high” price condition, and from $2,000 to $7,250 in the “low” price condition. For 


trucks, base model PHEV prices are increased and upgrades doubled based on Duvall et 


al.’s (2002) estimates of a full size SUV PHEV requiring 75 percent more energy 


capacity and 190 percent more battery power to achieve the same CD performance as a 


compact car PHEV.  
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Figure 5: Screenshot of Purchase Design game (“high” price, vehicle 
model customized for respondent) 


 


 


Who are the Project Participants? 


To explore whether findings from the Project can be generalized to other people, we 


describe briefly who the Project respondents are and how they compare to other larger 


samples. These include the California and northern California over-samples we surveyed 


during our nationally representative survey of new car buying households. Other 


comparisons are made to the 2001 Nationwide Household Travel Survey, the 2005-07 


American Community Survey, and the 2000 United States Census. 
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Descriptions of the samples on the following attributes are presented in Table 3: 


household hybrid vehicle ownership, respondents’ gender, education, age, household 


income, and housing type. One important difference between the Project participants and 


all other samples is that Project participants are chosen, in part, because they have a place 


at home to recharge the PHEV—we judged it to be of little value to give a vehicle to a 


household who could not routinely and easily recharge the vehicle, if they chose to. This 


choice on our part will introduce some differences in income and housing type as seen in 


Table 3. Finally, the description of the Project households is highly provisional and will 


change by design over the remainder of the Project. 


Our sample contains about the same proportion of HEV owners as do our survey over-


samples for northern California and California—but still, this is one HEV owner (to 


date). Though we cannot report hybrid vehicle ownership rates for the ACS or Census 


samples, it seems clear that all our survey and Project samples contain a higher 


proportion of hybrid owners than exist in the general population. Still, the over-


representation is not so large as to skew overall responses. We expect that the percentage 


of hybrid owners in the Project sample will ultimately be higher than it is now. 


The gender balance of the present Project participants represents that of the general 


population and California over-sample; the northern California over-sample is skewed 


toward male respondents. The Project participants are skewed toward people with 


graduate educations—even compared to our survey over-samples, which are skewed 


toward higher education compared to the general population samples. Respondents in all 


three of our samples are much more likely to be between the ages of 35 and 54 than the 


general population; the skew toward this age group is even stronger in the present Project 


sample than in the survey over-samples. As with education and age, the present sample of 


Project participants amplifies the distinctions from the general population of the survey 


over-samples: the over-samples of new car buyers in California and northern California 


are more likely to have higher household incomes than the general population and the 


Project participants are even more likely to have higher incomes. As noted above, by 


design (or rather, because of known correlations between housing type and ability to 


recharge at home) our survey respondents are far more like to live in detached homes. 
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Table 3: Comparing Project participants, survey respondents, and the general population 


Target  AAA members  New vehicle buyers  General population 
Year  2008-9  2007 2007 2001  2005-7 2000 
Data source 
 


 PHEV Demo 
 


PHEV Survey 
(Nor. Cal.)a 


PHEV Survey 


(Cal.)a 
NHTSb 


(Cal.) 
 ACS f 


(Cal.) 
Census g 


(Cal.) 
Sample size  34  216 851 389    
Hybrid owner? Yes 11.8%  8.9% 10.6% -  - - 
Genderc Male  49.2%  59.7% 48.5% 44.5%  50.0% 49.7% 
 Female 50.8%  40.3% 51.5% 55.5%  50.0% 50.3% 
Educationd High school or lower 9.1%  2.6% 8.8% 22.1%  43.0% 43.3% 
 Some college 21.2%  34.9% 33.9% 22.1%  20.4% 22.9% 
 College degree 30.3%  32.8% 39.5% 39.9%  26.3% 24.2% 
 Graduate degree 39.4%  29.7% 17.8% 15.9%  10.4% 9.5% 
Agec 15 to 24 3.2%  4.6% 3.3% 6.5%  19.0% 18.3% 
 25 to 34 8.1%  21.1% 20.5% 18.0%  18.3% 19.8% 
 35 to 44 25.8%  27.3% 29.0% 23.5%  19.3% 21.6% 
 45 to 54 27.4%  29.4% 23.7% 24.8%  17.6% 16.5% 
 55 to 64 29.0%  10.8% 15.1% 13.3%  12.1% 9.9% 
 >64 6.5%  6.7% 8.3% 13.8%  13.8% 13.8% 
Household < 30 k 3.1%  1.8% 2.0% 6.3%  25.3% 31.2% 
income 30 k to 60 k 15.6%  11.9% 17.6% 23.4%  25.8% 29.5% 
 > 60k to 100k 15.6%  35.1% 27.7% 32.3%  23.0% 22.1% 
 > 100k 65.6%  51.2% 52.7% 38.0%  25.8% 17.3% 
 Mean incomee $117,734  $106,949 $104,814 $84,416  $73,944 $61,441 


 
Ratio of mean incomes  
(new vehicle buyer/gen. pop.)  1.59  1.45 1.42 1.37 


 
  


Housing typed Detached house 94.1%  71.3% 68.1% 79.4%  58.0%  
 Attached house 5.9%  10.3% 11.9% 4.4%  7.0%  
 Apartment 0%  17.9% 16.7% 13.6%  30.7%  
 Mobile home 0%  0.5% 3.4% 2.6%  4.2%  


a U.S. weights provided by Harris Interactive. 
b NHTS sample limited to responding California households that had purchased a vehicle of model year 2001 or 2002. 
c For PHEV Project: data reported for all participants; for PHEV survey: data only reported for responding member of household. 
d For PHEV Project and PHEV survey: data only reported for responding member of household. 
e Mean approximated from the product of middle values assigned to each income category and the proportion of the sample in that category. 
f 2005-2007 American Community Survey 3-year estimates, California. 
g 2000 Census by the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Gasoline Prices Faced by Survey Respondents and Project Participants 


One question we are repeatedly asked regarding the national study is, “When was it done 


in comparison to the run-up of gasoline prices to past $4.00 per gallon during the summer 


of 2008?” The answer is that the national survey was conducted in December 2007 and 


precedes the rise of gasoline prices past $4.00 per gallon by several months. The average 


price last paid for gasoline by the California and northern California samples were both 


about $3.40 per gallon as shown by the horizontal lines in Figure 6.  


Figure 6: Comparing gasoline prices from survey respondents (lines) and 
Project participants (diamonds) 


 


In contrast, the first Project participants were paying well in excess of $4.00 per gallon 


for gasoline in August 2008. But these are a small minority of Project participants, as 


prices quickly declined through September and October 2008 to, and then below, the 


average of the price faced by the national survey respondents. Still, whether they faced 
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makes them more like their peers, i.e., all car-buying households, who have now lived 


through this same price history. 


Motivations and Knowledge regarding Electric-drive 


The invitation sent by AAA Northern California, Nevada & Utah did not emphasize 


motivations to volunteer; still, one might speculate that the households volunteering for a 


PHEV demonstration project have stronger motivations and knowledge regarding 


electric-drive vehicles than households in general. Responses to three questions regarding 


motivations are summarized in Figure 7: global warming, air pollution, and energy 


(in)dependence. The Project sample contains a slightly higher percentage of people who 


state that each of these three issues is “a serious problem, and immediate action is 


necessary” than in the California and northern California survey samples. Still the 


differences are small. We judge the differences to be unlikely to make a substantive 


difference in any conclusions we may draw between the samples on their PHEV designs. 


On the issue of knowledge regarding electric-drive vehicles, a question in the first part of 


the questionnaire completed by both the survey sample and Project participants asked 


respondents to rate their familiarity with conventional, electric, hybrid-electric, and plug-


in hybrid vehicles. This was followed up by a question asking how each of these four 


types of vehicles are fueled and/or recharged. Responses to this second question are 


summarized in Figure 8. In general, there is little to distinguish the knowledge of electric 


drive vehicles among the Project participants from the survey respondents—except on the 


specific issue of plug-in hybrids. Across all samples, very high percentages of 


respondents know that a plug-in hybrid can be both fueled and plugged-in; the highest 


percentage is among our Project participants. There are a few opportunities for 


“information leaks” to the project households about PHEVs—the recruiting phone call 


and the information provided to households when the PHEV is first delivered. 
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Figure 7: Comparing environmental beliefs among survey respondents 
(“CA” and “NCA”) and Project participants (“Demo”) 


 


Figure 8: Comparing electric-drive knowledge among survey respondents 
(CA and NCA) and Project participants (“Demo”): “From what you 
understand of these vehicle technologies, which can use fuel, and which 
can be plugged in?” 
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3A. PROJECT RESULTS: PHEV DESIGNS 


All participants in the Project and in the prior survey research created PHEV designs. We 


use these designs as measures of what is interesting and valuable to respondents about 


PHEVs. In addition to our inherent interest in the PHEV designs created by the Project 


participants, we are interested in whether and how the Project participants’ designs differ 


from those created by the prior survey respondents. 


Whose PHEVs? Plausible early markets 


This section compares the PHEV designs elicited from the 34 households who completed 


their Project participation between August 2008 and April 2009 with those elicited from 


respondents in the California (CA) and northern California (NCA) over-samples of the 


national survey in December 2007. The PHEV design games were described in the 


previous section, and reproduced in Appendices B and C. In this section, PHEV design 


priorities are reported only for respondents classified as plausible early market PHEV 


buyers by satisfying two requirements: 1) they demonstrate access to sufficient recharge 


infrastructure, defined here as home access to an electrical outlet for their vehicle, and 2) 


interest in PHEVs as indicated by a reported purchase intention in the “higher” price 


condition of the Purchase Design game. Based on these conditions, Axsen and Kurani 


(2008) described 33.5 percent of responding U.S. new car buyers as plausible early 


market respondents. In the California over-sample, 45.8 percent of respondents park their 


vehicle within 25 feet of an electrical outlet at home, and of these, 73.5 percent indicate 


PHEV purchase intention in the “higher” price scenario, and thus 33.7 percent of the total 


California sample are classified as the plausible early market respondents (n=286). In the 


northern California over-sample, 45.6 percent have home recharge access, 71.3 percent of 


which indicate a PHEV purchase intention, and thus 32.5 percent of the total sample is 


classified as plausible early market respondents (n=63).11 Among the PHEV Project 


                                                 


11 Because of the small samples for the households who completed their Project participation by April 2009 
and for the plausible early market respondents in northern California, the comparisons made here are 
descriptive and exploratory rather than (necessarily) representative. 
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participants, all have access to home recharging because it is a requirement for 


participation. Among these 34 households, 30 (88 percent) indicate a PHEV purchase 


intention in the higher price scenario and thus these 88 percent are included as the 


plausible early market Project participants. Clearly nothing about the likeliness to design 


a PHEV as their plausible next new vehicle purchase distinguishes the California and 


Northern California survey samples from the national sample; equally clearly, Project 


participants are more likely to design their next new car as a PHEV. Given they are more 


likely to design a PHEV, are our Project households designing different PHEVs than did 


our survey respondents? 


What PHEVs do they Design? 


The PHEV Purchase Design game first asks households to select a vehicle they were 


most likely to buy next. Figure 9 compares these base vehicles selected by survey 


respondents with those selected Project participants. Notably, 67 percent of Project 


participants selected some variety of HEV and 40 percent selected a Toyota Prius. These 


percentages are 2 to 3.5 times higher than those of the CA and NCA samples, indicating a 


much more frequent interest in hybrid vehicles among Project participants (after their 


PHEV trial) than was elicited from a broader samples of CA and NCA car buyers (who 


lacked direct experience with a PHEV). This difference may not be due to a 


predisposition and/or self-selection of Project participants. Recall from their previous 


description that Project participants: are not substantially more likely to own a hybrid, do 


not possess more knowledge about electric drive vehicles, and do not have more concern 


for environmental or global issues—at least not to such a degree as to warrant a 2 to 3.5 


fold increase in hybrid interest in these design games. One explanation supported by the 


household interviews that because Project participants completed the PHEV Purchase 


Design game after driving the PHEV-conversion for several weeks, participants had 


become more interested in hybrids in general, and in the Toyota Prius in particular.  
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Figure 9: Comparing base vehicles chosen for PHEV Purchase Design 
Game (plausible early market only: CA, n=286; NCA, n=63; Project, n=30)  


 


 


Focusing on the interests of these plausible early market Project participants, results of 


the two PHEV design games are summarized in Figure 10. In Round One of the 


Development Priority game, respondents were given one point to allocate towards one 


upgrade to the base PHEV model. As described previously, four upgrades were available: 


recharge time (from 8 to 4 hours), gasoline-fuel economy during CD mode (from 75 to 


100 mpg), CD range (from 10 to 20 miles), or CS gasoline-fuel economy (from 10 to 20 


mpg over the conventional version of the vehicle). Improving the CD range was the most 


frequently chosen upgrade (50.0 percent), while improving CS fuel economy was a close 


second place (39.3 percent).12 The general ranking of attribute upgrades in Round One 


continues through later rounds: a higher percentage of potential early market respondents 


designed PHEVs with CD range upgrades and CS fuel economy upgrades, as well as CD 


type in later rounds, and few respondents designed PHEVs with faster recharge times.  


 


                                                 


12 Although the percentages add up to 100 across the columns in Round One, they do not in further Rounds 
because respondents have enough points to choose multiple upgrades. 
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Figure 10: Upgrades selected in PHEV design games by Project 
participants (plausible early market Project participants only, n=28) 


 


All-electric operation (in CD mode) was first offered to respondents in Round Three of 


the Development Priority game; only one of the 28 households (3.6 percent) incorporated 


this upgrade into their PHEV, which came at the expense of any other upgrades available 


in prior rounds.13 In Round Four, the number of plausible early market Project 


participants designing a PHEV with all-electric operation rose to six (21.4 percent). 


Figure 11 portrays the 23 different possible PHEV designs possible in Round Four. This 


is the first round in which the design envelope allows a PHEV with 40 miles of all-


electric range—a vehicle performance (at least as measured by CD mode and range) 


similar to GM’s Volt concept. Only three of plausible early market Project participants 


(10.7 percent) created this specific design. Overall, all-electric operation was not a 


chosen frequently when points were relatively scarce and alternative design possibilities 


were available, i.e. in Rounds Three and Four of the Design Priority game. PHEV 


performance priorities varied substantially; no single PHEV design emerged as a majority 


                                                 


13 Although 30 households were previously identified earlier as the plausible early market PHEV demo 
participants, data from the development priority game (game 1) are only reported for 28 households due to 
missing data (Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 13). 
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favorite. Still, the Project sample to date is the most heavily skewed toward a single 


design, i.e., 8 hours recharging, 125mpg for 40 miles in CD operation, and +30 mpg in 


CS operation (compare to Figures 14 and 15). 


 


Figure 11: Distribution of selected PHEV designs in Round Four of 
Development game (plausible early market only: Project, n=28) 
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electric operation observed among some pioneer PHEV conversion drivers (Kurani et al., 


2007). All-electric upgrades were chosen by two households (seven percent) and four 


households (13 percent) in the higher and lower price conditions, respectively.  


Figure 12 depicts the proportion of CD type and CD range designs selected by Project 


participants. Note that 11 households (37 percent) designed a PHEV capable of 75 mpg 


for the first 10 miles, and that 24 households (86 percent) designed a blended CD design 


(as opposed to all-electric) with a range of 20 miles or less. Such designs have far lower 


battery requirements than the all-electric, longer-range designs assumed by various 


battery experts (Axsen et al., 2008).  


 


Figure 12: Distribution of selected PHEV designs in high price scenario of 
Purchase Design Game (plausible early market Project participants only, 
n=30) 
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Results are fairly similar across samples, though Project participants selected recharge 


upgrades less frequently, and selected 100 CD mpg and +30 CS mpg more frequently. 


Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of PHEV designs in Round Four in the CA and 


NCA samples, respectively for comparison to Figure 10. 


 


Figure 13: Comparing upgrades selected in Round 4 of Development 
Priority game, (plausible early market only: CA, n=286; NCA, n=63; Project, 
n=28 
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Figure 14: California Distribution of selected PHEV designs in Round Four 
of Development game (plausible early market only: CA, n=286) 
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Figure 15: Northern California Distribution of selected PHEV designs in 
Round Four of Development game (plausible early market only: NCA, n=63) 
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Figure 16: Three-Sample Comparison of upgrades selected in higher price 
scenario of Purchase Design game (plausible early market only: CA, n=286; 
NCA, n=63; Project, n=30) 
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PHEV Design Conclusions 


In summary, the variety of PHEV designs created by survey respondents and Project 


participants suggests there is still opportunity for automakers to explore and develop 


different PHEV designs. We found little evidence of inherent demand for all-electric 


operation in CD mode, even among Project participants who had experience driving a 


(CD blended-operation) PHEV for a month—though our Project cannot presently exclude 


the possibility of participants anchoring on what we have now made familiar to them, i.e., 


blended rather than all-electric CD operation. An even smaller subset was interested in 


creating a vehicle with performance attributes combining 40 miles of CD range with all-


electric CD operation. These patterns contrast with the findings of Kurani et al.’s (2007) 


interviews with “pioneer” PHEV conversion drivers who exhibited strong interest in 


maximizing CD range and moving toward all-electric operation—effectively to approach 


the capabilities of pure electric vehicles. This difference suggests that while all-electric 


CD operation may be particularly attractive to a small subset of consumers, including 


those who already have extensive knowledge and experience with electric vehicles, at 


this point in time most households who buy new vehicles are more interested in high fuel 


economy, even after completing a multi-week trial with one PHEV incarnation. 


Participation in the Project appears to have decreased the importance of improvements in 


recharging rates compared to prior survey respondents, but keep in mind Project 


participants are selected in part because they are able to recharge at home. Project 


participants are somewhat more likely to design a PHEV for their next new vehicle—


rather than revert to a conventional vehicle—than are the survey respondents. Project 


participants are also more likely to choose a HEV as their base new vehicle from which 


to consider the design of a PHEV. 


The wide variety of PHEV designs created by survey respondents and Project participants 


support the notion of a “blank slate” early PHEV market, where early buyers may have 


little in the way of PHEV performance expectations. That is, not only is there room for a 


variety of technical pathways, but also there is room for multiple meanings of PHEVs. 


Desired PHEV designs and capabilities may be subject to change. Project participants 
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and survey respondents had little pre-existing understanding of PHEVs and the responses 


we elicited are sensitive to the PHEV information and experience we did provide. As 


information about PHEV technology, costs, benefits, and meanings are transmitted 


throughout the population, interest in particular PHEV attributes and performances could 


shift too. For example, all-electric CD operation could become more meaningful to, and 


valued by, car buyers as they gain experience with all-electric driving and as they 


participate in the process of identifying just what all-electric operation means to people.  


Our respondents PHEV designs suggest the possibility of a trajectory over time of PHEV 


and electric-drive market development. Our respondents are designing PHEVs that are far 


more technologically and financially feasible than “experts” assume. In particular, most 


of those designs provide some all-electric driving, as even PHEVs that use blended 


operation in CD mode afford some all-electric driving. If we start with these less 


aggressively electric designs, then over subsequent market and vehicle generations, the 


electric capabilities of PHEVs can be increased as costs come down—due to learning by 


doing, technology development, and improved designs—at the same time that more 


consumers have learned to value increased electric-drive capabilities.  
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3B. PROJECT RESULTS: RECHARGING 


PHEVs provide some degree of fuel flexibility to consumers, giving them the option of 


using gasoline and grid-generated electricity. Given that the effects of PHEVs on energy 


use, the environment, and the electricity grid depend on driving and recharging 


behaviors, there is particular interest in how often PHEV owners will recharge a vehicle 


that does not have to be recharged and when PHEV owners will recharge their vehicles. 


The “fuel” mix and the carbon content of the electricity used to recharge electric-drive 


vehicles will vary according to how often, when, and where vehicles are recharged. 


Furthermore, in examining future “smart grid” scenarios in which vehicles may act as 


mobile power sources (or sinks), it is important to begin to replace analysts’ assumptions 


with measures of PHEV owners’ driving and recharging behaviors. From the 34 


households-to-date, we have obtained detailed information about their driving and 


recharging behaviors. In this section, we summarize how participants, with minimum 


input from researchers, acted with regards to the frequency, time of day, and location of 


recharging. 


Drivers in this Project have the option of recharging a vehicle to decrease gasoline use 


and increase electricity consumption for the duration of the supplemental battery’s 


charge. Recall, the PHEV-conversions used in this Project provide blended operation in 


CD mode: the cars are still subject to the underlying HEV hardware and software. During 


CD mode these PHEV-conversions will blend in more electricity than does a 


conventional Prius (which operates only in CS operation). Like a conventional Prius, it is 


practically difficult to achieve sustained all-electric driving in real-world conditions.  


All figures presented in this section are based on the last week of each household’s trial 


with the PHEV conversion. This provides a common period over which we can compare 


the same number of days and days of the week from each household. Also, the last week 


represents the highest degree of uniformity of understanding about recharging behavior 


across the households. Finally, since we judge that the households had developed their 


recharging habits by this last week (or had developed their habits as much as they were 


going to in the course of their PHEV trial), we view their final week with the PHEV as 
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most representative of how these vehicles would be recharged by the households in the 


future. This judgment is generally confirmed by the household interviews.  


Perhaps more than any other information presented in this report, readers are cautioned 


against generalizing our observations here to all PHEVs and users. Daily life provides 


rhythms and routines that might shape behavior, for example the PHEV recharging 


frequency discussed next. Still, we believe that PHEV recharging behavior may also be 


shaped by the relationship between personal and household travel on the one hand and 


PHEV designs, especially all-electric vs. blended CD operation and CD range, on the 


other. For example, while the weight of evidence gathered so far in this Project suggests 


that households owning PHEVs will, on average, plug-in the PHEV more than once per 


day in an unconstrained world (as will be detailed next), we are not yet prepared to 


dismiss the argument that if these households had been given PHEVs with a different CD 


range, the frequency of households plugging in different PHEVs to the electric grid may 


be different than we observed.14 


How often do People Plug-in their PHEV-conversions? 


The frequency with which people plug-in PHEVs to the electrical grid is perhaps the 


central daily behavior affecting the energy, environmental, and social benefits of PHEVs. 


Other important behaviors include the purchase of a PHEV whose CD range allows the 


household to accomplish the greatest proportion of miles driven in CD mode (constrained 


by the expense of buying too much CD driving range) before their next recharge 


opportunity and driving behaviors affecting overall efficiency, notably accelerations, top 


speeds, and routes. The context for interpreting the PHEV recharging behavior observed 


to-date in this Project is as follows. First, the only participants in this Project are people 


who can recharge a PHEV at their home. Second, as most households lacked a sense of 


the etiquette that would shape recharging at away-from-home locations, less away-from-


                                                 


14 We use the phrase “plugging-in” to refer to all acts of connecting the vehicle to the electrical grid, 
regardless of the final state of charge of the battery when the vehicle is unplugged. We do this to create a 
more general category that contains both “recharging,” with its connotations of returning the battery to 100 
percent SOC, and partial recharging, in which the vehicle is unplugged and driven before the battery 
reaches 100 percent SOC.  
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home recharging was observed than may otherwise occur in a world where the rules and 


conventions are known. Households who noticed “EV” parking and recharging spaces 


often asked us whether they could park and charge their PHEVs in such spaces. The few 


bolder individual who tried discovered that such spaces presently lack 110-volt outlets 


suitable for the PHEVs they were driving. Many people said they were uncertain of the 


propriety of asking friends, acquaintances, and business-owners to recharge. (See the 


discussion of recharging etiquette in the later section on narratives.) Third, no household 


was provided with time-of-day electricity tariffs. The second and third are related in that 


some away-from-home recharging opportunities such as workplaces would most often be 


used during the day (when electricity rates would presumably be higher, especially 


during afternoons and early evenings, under time-of-day electricity tariffs). PHEV drivers 


would then face countervailing signals—maximizing their PHEV benefits by plugging in 


more, but having to pay a higher price than nighttime electricity in order to do so. In 


short, the recharging frequency data reported here is from households who can recharge 


at home, whose recharging frequency is constrained by a general lack of away-from-


home recharging opportunities created by the lack of both physical infrastructure and 


social norms, but unconstrained by differential electricity prices. 


We calculate the mean number of times per day each household plugged-in their PHEV 


on weekdays and weekend days and plot the resulting frequency distributions in Figure 


17. As explained above, the figures are based on only the final week of each household’s 


experience with the PHEV-conversion. The weekday distribution ranges from zero to 2.6 


instances of plugging-in per day. (The zero-value for weekdays is from one household 


who determined that recharging made too little difference (compared to the substitution 


of an HEV into their household fleet) to make it worthwhile.) The mean of the weekday 


distribution is slightly more than one plug-in event per day (1.05), 14 households (41 


percent) were plugging in their PHEV more than once per day, on average across 


weekdays.15 


                                                 


15 We observed a difference in mean recharging frequency across weekdays from a high of 1.24 recharges 
per household on Wednesday to a low of 0.88 on Thursday. However, we presently regard this fine a level 
of analysis to be provisional and hypothetical 
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Figure 17: Mean Daily Household Recharging Frequency Distributions, 
Weekdays and Weekend Days, Percent 
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weekend evening. The PHEVs were often taken on out-of-town trips on weekends, but 


were rarely if ever charged during these long, and often overnight, trips.16 


Electricity Availability And Instantaneous Power Demand 


To describe recharging behavior observed during each household’s demonstration, we 


have summarized information in two additional measures: electricity availability and 


instantaneous power demand. We define electricity availability as the time of day during 


which the vehicle was plugged into an electrical outlet. Conceptually, this means that the 


vehicle could be at any stage in its recharging cycle, available battery capacity, or at any 


location—so long as it is connected to the grid, electricity is available to the vehicle. We 


define instantaneous power demand as the power drawn from the grid to recharge the 


supplemental PHEV battery. The observed average recharging rates for these PHEV-


conversions were observed to vary across households—generally falling between 900 and 


1200 watts. In order to compare and summarize across households, instantaneous power 


demand is standardized (by assumption) to be the nominal average recharging rate of 


1000 watts. Additional parasitic loads from the battery cooling system, in the range of 30 


to 50 Watts, and brief periods of higher demand during the initial phases of battery 


charging and longer periods of lower demand during trickle charge at end of the charging 


cycle respectively have been ignored.17  


The electricity availability and instantaneous power demand are represented as the 


percentage of vehicle users plugged in and the average instantaneous power demand 


(summed across households) at a specific time of day respectively, between 12:00 AM to 


                                                 


16 The latter reason is supported by the fact that the average number of recharging events per household was 
higher on Sundays (0.94) than Saturdays (0.71)—consistent with a PHEV returning on Sunday from an 
overnight trip that started on Saturday. As in the prior footnote though, such differences between days are 
provisional, and in this case must be regarded as supportive, but not conclusive evidence. 
17 When we have ascertained whether the differences in the observed average recharging rates are due to 
differences across electrical outlets, vehicles, or both, we will provide a more refined analysis of power 
demand. Still, the broad behaviors described here have greater import for other analytical work than do the 
precise specifications of power demand for the specific combination of battery and recharger employed in 
these particular vehicles. 
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12:00 PM across all weekdays and weekend days. Average electricity availability and 


summed instantaneous power demand for every day of the week are in the Appendix E.  


Electricity Availability & Instantaneous Power Demand: All Weekdays 


Treating all households’ last week of driving the PHEV as if it had occurred during the 


same calendar week and all weekdays as if they were equivalent, Figure 18 displays the 


percentage of vehicles plugged in at a given time of day for all weekdays (in red, and on 


the left axis) and the instantaneous power demand summed over the households and 


averaged over weekdays (in blue, and on the right axis). As the red line shows, across the 


170 weekdays represented in Figure 18 (34 households times 5 weekdays), 70 percent of 


households had plugged in their PHEV between 10:00 pm and 6:00 am. By 9:00 am only 


20 percent of households had their PHEV connected to the grid. This can be explained by 


the number of respondents in the Project that have full time jobs, and typically leave 


home in the morning to go to work. While two households charged during the day while 


at work, the other PHEVs plugged-in to the electrical grid during midday were due to 


retired individuals and teleworkers who typically were at home during the day. At 4:00 


pm, when households start to return home from work, vehicles begin to be plugged in, 


until 10:00 pm by which time the percentage of households who have plugged in their 


PHEV stabilizes again at about 70 percent.  


As Figure 18 represents an average from all participants’ weekdays during their last 


week, it is not a representation of actual daily behavior. Daily electricity availability 


varied within each household from day to day. Figure 19 represents the observed 


variability in when households plug in their PHEVs on weekdays, showing the low and 


high values for the percentage of vehicles plugged in for all weekdays by time of day. 


The bottom edge of the red area represents the low values observed at each point in time, 


and the top edge, the high value. For the time period between midnight and 6:00am, the 


lower values are predominantly due to the recharging behavior on Monday nights.  


The greatest difference—in excess of 30 percentage points—between low and high 


percentages of households plugging in their PHEV occurs during the early evening, and 


reflects the variability both 1) within and across households in when they plug in the 
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vehicle in the evening, and 2) variation across different days of the week. The lower 


boundary of the electricity availability during the evening is largely defined by Friday 


when more people tended to plug in the PHEV later in the evening. 


Figure 18: Electricity Availability (Percent of PHEVs Plugged-in) and 
Instantaneous Power Demand by Time-of-Day (Watts), Weekday Average. 


 


 


Figure 19: Variability of Weekday Electricity Availability by Time of Day, 
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While the electricity availability tells us when the vehicles were connected to the grid and 


could recharge from the electric grid or discharge to the grid, it does not differentiate 


between the two. We discuss electricity demand for recharging next. The blue line in 


Figure 18 shows the average weekday instantaneous power demand by time of day for all 


34 Project households-to-date. Instantaneous power demand is derived by summing the 


power demand created for every day of the week by time of day for all participants’ last 


week, and averaging across all five weekdays to create an “average weekday.” Given 


driving and recharging behavior by the Project households, electricity demand to 


recharge their vehicles ramps up at 5:00pm and peaks just after 10:00pm. It declines 


steadily through the rest of the night and into the morning, reaching practically zero by 


5:00am. While there were several households that charged during the day at work, most 


of the demand to recharge these vehicles was between 9:00am and noon. 


As we did with electricity availability, we show the day-to-day variability in 


instantaneous power demand for a given time of day, i.e., we start to disaggregate the 


average to show the range of demand across weekdays. As Figure 20 shows, the most 


variability in time of day power demand occurs in the evenings between 5:00pm and 


midnight. The lower boundary of the power demand between 4:00pm and 8:00pm is a 


primarily a result of the increased probability of households plugging in the PHEV later 


in the evening on Fridays. The upper boundary is shaped by a higher percentage of 


people recharging earlier on Wednesday nights. Regardless of the absolute power level at 


5:00pm, there is a rapid increase in the instantaneous power demanded between 5:00pm 


and 6:00pm.  


By comparing electricity availability and instantaneous power demand in Figure 18, we 


see a picture of aggregate recharging behavior and, consequently, of grid impacts. In the 


absence of any signals, e.g., prices, or supporting systems, e.g., timers, on weekdays 


households tended to plug in their PHEVs in the early evening, usually upon arriving 


home, and to unplug them when they left home in the morning. This means that the 


period between 5:00pm one day and 9:00am the next morning on weekdays is the period 


with the highest average likeliness of a PHEV being plugged in. Instantaneous power 
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demand increases rapidly starting at 5:00pm as more vehicles are plugged to the grid, 


especially if those vehicles plugged in earlier have not yet finished recharging. 


 


Figure 20: High and Low Weekday Instantaneous Power Demand, Watts 
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Figure 21 shows the average percent of vehicles plugged in at a given time of day during 


weekends (in red, on the left axis) and instantaneous power summed across households 


and averaged across weekdays (in blue, on the right). Fewer PHEVs are plugged in 


during the weekend high availability period than during the weekday high availability 


period: about 55 percent of vehicles were plugged in between 11:00pm and 6:00am on 


weekends as compared to 70 percent between 10:00pm and 6:00am weekdays. Note also 


that the high availability period starts an hour later on weekend days than on weekdays. 


While electricity availability decreases toward and into the morning, it does so gradually 


and does not decline below 15 percent. The incidence of vehicles being plugged in again 


between 2:00pm and midnight increases less rapidly than on weekdays. Compared to 


weekday recharging, it appears as though some individuals, if they had access to an 


outlet, plugged in longer during the weekend. However, on average, not as many people 


plugged in their vehicles on weekend days compared to average weekdays.  


Figure 22 shows the low and high values for the percentage of vehicles plugged in during 


weekend days. While there appears to be little variability in the percentage of vehicles 


plugged in during the morning and afternoon, there is a greater difference between 


7:00pm and 12:00pm. The lower boundary is made up of those recharging events that 


occurred on a Saturday, with people tending to plug in later in the evening. Sunday 


recharging makes up the upper bound of the evening in the figure, where most vehicles 


had been plugged in by 8:00pm. The blank areas signify no difference between the high 


and low values.  


Figure 21 also shows the average instantaneous power demand incurred on all weekend 


days. As with weekday electricity demand, most actual electricity demand to recharge the 


vehicles occurred between 5:00pm and 2:00am during weekend days. However, it should 


be noted that there are significant differences in the total power required. On average, 


weekend electricity demand increased more slowly over the course of the evening. In 


general, this difference from weekdays is because during weekends the PHEVs are 


starting their recharging at a higher state of charge than on weekdays, and, thus, there is 


not as great a cumulative impact upon the power demanded. Essentially, as those vehicles 


plugged in later start recharging, their impact on the rate at which total power demand 
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increases (summed across all households) is less than on weekdays, because other 


households’ vehicles which were plugged in earlier have already finished recharging.  


 


Figure 21: Electricity Availability (Percent of PHEVs Plugged-in) and 
Instantaneous Power Demand by Time-of-Day (Watts), Weekend Day 
Average. 
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Figure 23 shows the low and high instantaneous electricity demand for all weekend days. 


Unlike weekdays, the greatest difference is in the very early morning. The upper 


boundary for the evening electricity demand is due to the demand observed on Saturdays, 


when people generally charged later than on Sunday. During weekends, the PHEVs were, 


on average, plugged in until later in the morning, and recharging took place over a longer 


time period and at lower total energy demand during the evening. Since the PHEVs 


started recharging at a higher state of charge and the vehicles were plugged in over a 


longer period of time, instantaneous electricity demand increases more slowly over the 


course of the evening than was the case for weekdays. As with the case of weekday 


instantaneous power demand, it appears as though there is an opportunity to shift 


recharging of these PHEV-conversions by these households to present off-peak electricity 


demand periods. 


 


Figure 23: High and Low Weekend Days Instantaneous Power Demand, 
Watts 
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people recharged the PHEV, 2) the distances households drive per recharging interval, 


i.e., the distance driven between two recharging events, and 3) the percentage of total 


miles each household drove in CD mode. The participants varied in their experiences 


with the vehicle, in their concepts and appreciation of the value of recharging, and in 


their access to different recharging locations. These differences will be discussed in a 


following section on narratives in which we relay the households’ stories about their 


PHEV trials. For now, Figure 24 illustrates the overall variability in performance of the 


participants with regard to their average monthly (gasoline-only) fuel economy, the 


percentage of miles they drove in CD mode, and the overall distance they drove in the 


PHEV during their respective vehicle trials.18 


Figure 24: Gasoline-only Fuel Economy by Percentage of Miles Driven in 
CD Mode, Weighted by Total Monthly PHEV (CD+CS) Distance 


 


                                                 


18 The individual households identified in Figure 23 will be discussed in further detail throughout this and 
following sections. 
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In Figure 24, each circle represents one household. The diameters of the circles are 


proportional to the total miles driven by that household in the PHEV over their trial 


period. The largest circle (“Nancy,” in the lower left) represents just over 3,000 miles of 


driving. That it also depicts the lowest percentage of miles in CD mode and nearly the 


worst gasoline-only fuel economy in the trial to date is indicative of several long, multi-


day tours away from home during which Nancy rarely recharged the PHEV-conversion.  


The basic conclusions to be drawn are that individuals varied greatly in their driving and 


recharging behaviors and, importantly, in the relationship between these two. A few 


households drove only 20 to 30 percent of their miles in CD mode—and for their 


additional use of electricity from the grid achieved overall gasoline-only fuel economy 


that is barely equal to the EPA fuel economy ratings of a conventional Prius (though, on 


average, they always outperformed their own driving of the PHEV-conversion in CS 


operation). On the other hand, a few households drove approximately 80 percent of their 


miles in CD mode and achieved monthly average gasoline-only fuel economy measures 


of approximately 70 mpg. A simple linear regression fit to the (distance-weighted) data is 


statistically better than simply fitting the mean of the mean average fuel economies (at α 


< 0.01), but returns a modest adjusted R2 = 0.55. The parameter estimated for the change 


in monthly mean mpg for a one-percentage point increase in the percent of miles driven 


in CD mode is 0.346: each percentage point increase in miles driven in CD mode leads 


to, on average, an increase of just over one-third mile per gallon in the monthly average 


fuel economy. While, as expected, a larger percentage of driving in CD mode is 


correlated with higher monthly mean fuel economy, there is much about the variation 


across households which is not accounted for by this simple model. 


Figure 24 shows the potential for drivers of these particular PHEV-conversions to 


achieve reductions in the gasoline-intensity of their daily mobility through changes in 


how they drive and recharge the vehicle, e.g., driving and recharging such that the miles 


in a recharging interval closely match the driver-vehicle’s CD range. Still, there is 


tremendous variability in how closely our participants’ behavior matches this technically 


ideal pattern that is not illustrated in Figure 24. We explore next the potential for 


differences in travel and recharging behavior to influence measures of gasoline and 
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electricity use, both next through the more detailed examination of one household’s fuel 


economy and CD-mode data, and in an elaboration of three other households’ overall 


experience in the following section on narratives. 


The Kermodes19 


Here we disaggregate the PHEV driving and recharging of one of our households into 


their PHEV recharging intervals. We choose this particular household not because we 


judge them to be representative of the all the Project households or generalizable to all 


households: we choose them because they illustrate the large effects that differences in 


travel and recharging behavior can make—even within one household. The Kermodes’ 


aggregate gasoline-only fuel economy and CD miles are shown in Figure 24 by the 


relatively large bubble centered on (22 percent CD miles, 49mpg). This makes them one 


of the “worst” performing households on one metric that is obvious and important to the 


Project households: (gasoline-only) fuel economy. We will show however that their 


aggregate performance masks a wide range of driving and recharging behaviors, signals 


to which the Kermodes responded, and possible summary measures to evaluate what 


difference it makes to the Kermodes to drive a PHEV vs. some other vehicle. 


We disaggregate their six-week experience with the PHEV-conversion in Figure 25. 


While also a bubble chart in which the sizes of most of the bubbles are proportional to 


miles driven, the bubbles for their existing mid-size sedan and compact SUV are not 


proportional to distance traveled but are sized only to make them easily perceptible in the 


figure. The Kermodes’ PHEV trial period lasted six weeks. For the first two weeks they 


drove the car with the PHEV conversion switched off, that is, they drove a slightly 


overweight but otherwise conventional Prius. During this time, they drove the vehicle 


480 miles, averaging 44.2 miles per gallon, and—by definition—their percentage of 


miles driven in CD mode was zero. The green circle labeled “HEV” centered at (0 


percent, 44.2mpg) in Figure 25 illustrates this performance.  


                                                 


19 All names used throughout this report to refer to Project participants are pseudonyms. 
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Figure 25: The Kermodes’ Distance-weighted Gasoline-only Fuel Economy 
by Percentage of Miles Driven in CD Mode per Recharging Interval 


 


 


After two weeks, the PHEV conversion was switched in-line and the Kermodes drove the 


PHEV for four weeks. The aggregate measure of their four weeks driving the PHEV is 


shown by the large circle labeled “PHEV total” centered at (22 percent, 49mpg). This 


large circle is then disaggregated into the small circles (labeled “PHEV by recharge 


interval) representing each of the recharging intervals that make up their aggregate 


performance. Each blue bubble identifies a “recharging interval,” i.e., a new bubble is 


formed each time the car is plugged in. For each, we plot the gasoline-only fuel economy 


and the percentage of miles driven in CD mode, sized in proportion to the number of 


miles driven in that interval. We see that the variety of performances per recharging 


interval within this single household is greater than the variety of the monthly average 


performance across all the households shown in Figure 24. 
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For their six-week PHEV trial, the Kermodes most often substituted the PHEV-


conversion—whether driven as an HEV or PHEV—for the mid-size sedan Ursula drives 


on a day-to-day basis. They recharged the vehicle at home every evening when they were 


in-town; when traveling out-of-town on multi-day tours, the vehicle was not recharged 


until their return home. 


Differences in their vehicle use and the relationship between their travel and recharging 


behavior explain the three groups of PHEV recharging interval bubbles in Figure 25. 


From left to right, the first group is made up of the four largest bubbles, all representing 


multi-day tours away from home during which the vehicle was not recharged. The only 


place the Kermodes charged was at home, with a single exception of a brief effort to 


recharge at a family member’s home during one of these long tours. For these tours, the 


PHEV substituted for the household’s luxury compact SUV rather than Ursula’s sedan. 


Second is a group of six recharge intervals that each represents a single day of driving 


around the Kermode’s home city that exceeds their achieved CD range: the Kermodes 


were able to drive up to 35 miles in CD mode in their around-town driving. Third is the 


group of several days during which 100 percent of miles were driven in CD mode—these 


were all days that Ursula drove the vehicle for her daily commute and errands, as well as 


for some occasional evening trips. 


Clearly the Kermodes’ driving and recharging behaviors and the resulting fuel economy 


measures differed widely throughout their four weeks of PHEV use. The questions thus 


arise: how representative are any of the three groups of recharging intervals? Or, for that 


matter how representative is their PHEV trial month as a whole? The long trips the 


Kermodes took during which they accumulated hundreds of miles without recharging are 


normal trips for them: the Kermodes did not simply set off on several road trips because 


we had given them a free car. In that sense, the entire month is representative of a month 


of the Kermodes’ travel—but not of every month. The Kermodes report the longest trips 


in their PHEV trial month are made typically twice a year. Based on the measures from 


the vehicle and the interviews of the Kermodes, an alternative month can be constructed 


in which the longest trips are replaced by other weekend travel days when the Kermodes 


stayed home. This constructed month yields new aggregate measures of 885 miles of 
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PHEV travel, of which 48 percent of mile were traveled in CD mode, resulting in an 


aggregate, gasoline-only fuel economy average of 55 mpg. 


These two months of PHEV use—one as lived by the Kermodes and recorded by the on-


board data systems and the other as constructed from that month based on the Kermodes’ 


interviews—are summarized in Table 4. The Kermodes’ lives over the course of a year 


can be represented by some combination of months like those shown in the table. The 


majority of months will be closer to the constructed month. But a couple of months a year 


will look similar to their actual PHEV trial month. The energy and environmental effects 


further depend on vehicle substitution within their household. In their actual PHEV trial 


month, the PHEV-conversion substituted for both their compact SUV for long trips and 


for their mid-size sedan for daily commutes.  


Table 4: Aggregate Measures of the Kermodes’ Actual and Constructed 
Months of PHEV Driving and Recharging 


Month Actual PHEV Constructed1 


Miles 1,932 983 


Percent miles in CD 22 48 


Mean Monthly Gasoline-only Fuel 
Economy, mpg 


49 56 


Percent Difference from Kermodes’ 
mid-size sedan2 


74 100 


Percent Difference from Kermodes’ 
compact SUV3 


144 180 


Percent Difference from Kermodes’  
non-PHEV Prius4 


10 27 


1. The constructed month is based on the actual month, but substitutes measures of the Kermodes’ travel 
for weekends they remained home for a multi-day tour they made over one long weekend. 


2. The Kermodes estimated the fuel economy of their mid-size sedan to be 28mpg. 
3. The Kermodes estimated the fuel economy of their compact SUV to be 20mpg. 
4. Driving the PHEV-conversion for two weeks in CS operation, i.e., with the PHEV conversion taken off-


line, the Kermodes achieved an average of 44mpg. This period included one weekend trip out of town.  


It seems plausible then that, at the expense of the additional electricity consumed from 


the grid, the Kermodes would improve their gasoline-only fuel economy by as little as ten 
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percent and as much as 180 percent depending on what is chosen as the comparative 


vehicle and travel.20 Compared to their own vehicles, driving this particular PHEV likely 


would achieve the claim of PHEV advocates to “double your fuel economy.” 


Unfortunately for their claim, advocates have been arguing that the doubling occurs 


relative to CS operation of a conventional Prius. The Kermodes are achieving nowhere 


near this increase: across the two months shown in Table 1 they achieve a 10 or 25 


percent improvement; even their best single recharge interval fuel economy (78mpg) 


approaches only an 80 percent increase in their CS fuel economy. (During one short all-


CD recharging interval, they had worse fuel economy than they achieved in CS driving, 


perhaps illustrating the sensitivity of this specific vehicle-conversion to the effects of cold 


starts and the operation of the emissions system for the ICE.)  


The point here is not that advocates are wrong or that PHEVs under perform (or over 


promise). Clearly, there is some PHEV in which the Kermodes could double their CS fuel 


economy while in CD mode. The point is that the efficacy of PHEVs is sensitive to not 


only technical design, but also driving and recharging behaviors and reference cases. 


The Overall Effects of Recharging on Energy Use 


One measure of the effects of recharging is the difference in (gasoline-only) fuel 


economy. We describe these results first as it is the measure used by most participants. 


Across the group, the mean CS fuel economy was 44.7mpg; the mean CD fuel economy 


was 67.1mpg. Thus, the group mean increase in CD vs. CS is 49 percent. These group 


measures mask tremendous variation across households. The distribution of households’ 


mean fuel economy improvements between CS and CD operation is shown in Figure 26 


the range is from 21 to 101 percent. However, improvements over 70 percent are 


exceptions—90 percent of households had improvements less than 71 percent and the 


median improvement was 46 percent. 


                                                 


20 As Ursula Kermode approaches retiring, they have already discussed reducing their vehicle holdings to 
one car. It is our judgment based on the interviews, that it is most likely they would keep the newer, more 
luxurious, but less fuel-economical, compact SUV. 
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Another measure that begins to integrate vehicle performance capabilities with owners’ 


driving and recharging behaviors is the percent of miles driven in CD mode. As the 


vehicle is fixed in this Project, differences across households are due to driving and 


recharging behaviors. 


Figure 26: Improvement in Gasoline-only Fuel Economy from CS to CD 
operation, percent 


The discussion above of (gasoline-only) miles per gallon reflects the use of this measure 


by most households as the goal and measure of their experience with the vehicle (though 


fuel economy was translated into other goals by different households, e.g., cost reduction 


and environmental benefit). A few households used other measures related to gasoline 


use, e.g., distance, cost per tank, or frequency of gasoline refueling. No household created 


for themselves an integrated assessment of both their gasoline and electricity use.  


However, such an integrated analysis is essential to the question of whether PHEVs 


deserve societal sanctions. The analysis presented here is preliminary and partial. It is 


preliminary because we do not expect that the full range and variety of the relationships 


between travel and recharging behavior on one hand and total energy use on the other 
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have yet been observed among the Project participants’ to date. Further, this analysis is 


preliminary because only one particular PHEV is analyzed. The analysis is partial 


because it is not a life-cycle analysis; here we address only electricity out of the battery 


and gasoline out of the tank. Further, the analysis is partial because we address only the 


marginal difference that it makes that the Project households drove (and recharged, to the 


extent each did) a PHEV instead of an HEV. That is we compare their actual total energy 


use, i.e., gasoline plus electricity, during their PHEV trial to the amount of gasoline they 


would have used had they driven their entire PHEV trial without every recharging, i.e., 


entirely in CS operation. To illustrate relationships between driving, recharging, and 


energy use we plot the marginal percentage decrease in total gasoline (tank to wheels) 


plus electricity (battery to wheels) by the percent of their miles they drove in CD mode 


for their four-week PHEV trial in Figure 27. As in Figure 24, the size of each data point 


in Figure 27 is proportional to the total miles driven during each household’s trial (as an 


index of total energy use). 


The first point is that a comparison of Figures 24 and 27 shows that the households’ use 


of the simple measure of (gasoline-only) fuel economy is not qualitatively wrong. As the 


percent of miles driven in CD mode increases, fuel economy and total energy savings 


both increase. Whatever additional (dis)motivation, travel, or recharging would have 


resulted if households had created integrated representations of gasoline plus electricity 


use, cost, and emissions, the use of a simple measure of gasoline-intensity of their travel 


did not produce counter-productive outcomes. Figure 27 confirms that across the 


households, energy was being saved through the substitution of electricity for gasoline by 


recharging the PHEVs compared to what these households would have consumed had 


they not recharged the PHEVs—a conclusion that cannot be reached from Figure 24.21 


                                                 


21 The household that shows an actual increase in energy use, i.e., a negative percentage decrease, despite a 
high percentage of miles driven in CD, had drivers with different driving styles and distances per trip. That 
is, one driver’s average CS fuel economy was as good or better than the other driver’s CD fuel economy. 
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Figure 27: Decrease in Households’ Total Energy (Gasoline plus Electricity) 
for their PHEV-conversion (as compared to an HEV) by Percent of Miles 
driven in CD Mode, percent. 


 


 


The four households we’ve discussed in more detail are situated similarly in both figures. 


The relatively low percentage of CD driving of Nancy and the Kermodes—which we 


know was due to long, multi-day tours during which they did not recharge the PHEV—


yields low percentage energy savings from a large (compared to the other households) 


base. Octavia and the Lakes achieved much higher percent energy reductions but across 


much less travel, and thus a smaller energy base. They did so in part because of the much 


higher percentage of their travel they accomplished in CD mode—accomplished both 


because they recharged more often traveled fewer miles than Nancy and the Kermodes. 


The four households in the furthest upper-right of Figure 27 provide interesting contrasts 


illustrating that driving fewer miles isn’t the only strategy to high percentage energy 


savings. The data for these four households are provided in the first four rows of Table 5. 


Two of the households drove only 500 to 600 miles during their four-weeks driving the 


PHEV—about three-fourths of these miles in CD mode. They achieved total energy 


savings of 19 and 18 percent compared to what they would have achieved had they never 
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recharged. Because they traveled short total distances, they each displaced three to four 


gallons of gasoline, in part by consuming 56 to 64 KWh of electricity (out the battery).  


In contrast, the other two households who achieved the highest percentage energy 


savings—17 and 18 percent—drove over 1,500 miles during their PHEV trials. Their 


proportion of miles driven in CD mode is high: 71 to 81 percent. These two households 


each displaced nine to ten gallons of gasoline, in part by consuming about 141 KWh of 


electricity. How did these two households achieve similar percentage energy savings over 


many more miles than the previous two? The households that traveled longer distances 


achieved high percentages of CD mode by recharging multiple times per day. Both these 


households had one-way commutes that were about the distance of their realized CD 


range and both recharged at both home and work. In a sense, these two households 


achieved double (or more) their effective CD range daily; the households who traveled 


shorter distances but achieved similar percent savings did so because so many of their 


travel days were shorter than their realized CD range.  


The effects of the adaptations to a PHEV within a household can again be illustrated by 


the case of the Kermodes. Substituting the month we have constructed to simulate a 


month during which they do not take their long trips to southern California, but stay in-


town, their percent total energy displaced increases from the four percent calculated for 


their actual month to 14 percent. 


In aggregate across all the first households to participate in the Project, each driving the 


same version of a PHEV for four weeks, they drove over 33,000 miles. In doing so, and 


in recharging the PHEVs, they displaced 110 gallons of gasoline, at the expense of 2,066 


KWh of electricity. Each of the households displaced as little as one gallon of gasoline to 


as much as (almost) ten, at the cost of 19 to 141KWh respectively. A simple regression 


across all households returns an adjusted R2 = 0.86 and an estimate that for each kilowatt-


hour (out of the battery), on average, these households driving and recharging these 


PHEV-conversions displaced 0.065 gallons of gasoline (out of the tank) compared to the 


amount of gasoline they would have consumed had they not recharged. 


Table 5: Energy Use and Savings, sorted by Percent Decrease in Total 
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PHEV Energy Use 


“Name” 
Total 
VMT 


Percent 
Miles in 


CD 


Gasoline 
Displaced 
(Gallons) 


Electricity 
(KWh) 


∆ Total 
Energy 
(KWh) 


Percent 
decrease 
in Total 


 471 77% 3.43 55.85 69.60 19% 
 587 74% 4.13 63.60 87.65 18% 
 1,598 71% 9.76 141.08 216.20 18% 
 1,505 81% 8.93 141.30 185.92 17% 
Octavia 286 61% 1.58 25.16 32.62 13% 
 830 65% 4.35 77.10 82.14 13% 
Lake 716 74% 3.64 79.68 53.64 10% 
 902 55% 3.78 65.73 72.83 10% 
 1,739 58% 6.81 91.58 157.71 9% 
 1,772 62% 6.37 105.41 127.91 9% 
 824 65% 3.41 71.87 52.87 8% 
 1,275 50% 4.27 83.04 73.23 8% 
 1,111 71% 4.37 92.61 67.61 8% 
 1,538 36% 4.56 85.76 81.36 7% 
 1,043 32% 3.06 50.40 61.66 7% 
 1,369 42% 3.56 62.61 67.82 6% 
 1,639 50% 4.52 89.22 76.36 6% 
 743 68% 3.17 83.90 32.23 6% 
 1,526 43% 4.06 78.66 70.05 6% 
 1,687 43% 4.20 73.70 80.26 6% 
Kermode 1,932 22% 3.33 58.57 63.32 4% 
 568 26% 1.21 24.08 20.18 3% 
 944 57% 2.54 71.38 21.58 3% 
 738 19% 1.09 18.79 21.18 3% 
Nancy 3,040 17% 2.77 67.08 34.55 1% 
 1,372 27% 1.38 41.20 9.17 1% 
Total 33,422 49% 110.10 2,066.40 1,965.91  


Recharging Conclusions 


The households in this Project were selected in part because of their capability to 


recharge a PHEV at home. Further, they are all driving one specific incarnation of what a 


PHEV can be. For these reasons, and because of the probable correlations between PHEV 
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performance capabilities and driving and recharging behaviors, the specific numerical 


results of this section should be interpreted with appropriate caution.  


That said, the households participating in this Project are, on average, plugging-in these 


PHEV conversions about once per day, and do so more often on weekdays than weekend 


days. There is large variation though even in the means across households—from zero to 


2.6 times per weekday and zero to 1.5 times per weekend day. The higher frequency of 


plugging-in on weekdays is associated with 1) some incidence of recharging at work on 


weekdays, and 2) recharging at home during the day by retired households. Overall 


frequency of plugging-in on weekend days is lower not only because there is no 


workplace recharging taking place, but because the PHEVs are more likely to be away 


from home, and thus the primary or sole recharging location.  


Comparing electricity availability and instantaneous power demand provides a picture of 


aggregate recharging behavior and potential for electricity grid impacts for weekdays and 


weekend days, illustrating both when these vehicles could have been recharged and when 


recharging actually occurred. In general, most households plugged in their vehicles after 


4:00pm on weekdays and left them plugged in until 6:00am. While the electricity demand 


from vehicles being plugged in between 5:00 and 6:00pm creates a rapid increase in grid 


electricity demand, the differences between the “availability” and “demand” curves show 


there is opportunity to shift recharging to presently existing off-peak electricity demand 


periods. Compared to weekdays, weekends present even greater opportunity to time-shift 


grid power for the vehicles since 1) fewer are plugged in, 2) those that are plugged in 


require less electricity to fully recharge, and 3) those that are plugged in tend to remain 


plugged in longer into the next morning. Furthermore, there are differences in 


opportunities to use PHEVs as “sinks” for excess electricity, based on the differences in 


how many vehicles are plugged in between weekdays and weekend days. 


While the electricity availability and instantaneous power demand characterized by this 


report are representations of what happened across the Project households’ PHEV trials, 


it is important to emphasize that individual household charging behavior, vehicle use, and 


vehicle performance varied across days, recharging intervals, and trips. Essentially, while 
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we have accurately represented households’ last week or month of driving the PHEV-


conversion, that record of actual driving during the PHEV trial may not have been 


representative of every week or month of a household’s life. In an effort to demonstrate 


the different ways households could plausibly use these vehicles, we disaggregated the 


real month PHEV trial of the Kermode family and offered an alternate month based on 


their interview and vehicle data. The two months—the month as measured including 


multiple, away-from-home weekend tours and a constructed month that substitutes local 


weekend travel for the longest of these tours—provide descriptions within which most of 


the Kermodes’ vehicle driving and recharging will fall. Depending on which month and 


which comparative vehicle(s) one references, the effect on the gasoline-intensity of the 


Kermodes’ travel is bounded by estimates of ten to 180 percent. Further, the marginal 


effect of recharging on their total energy displaced by driving and recharging the PHEV 


ranges from four percent in their actual month of using the PHEV to 14 percent in a 


month plausibly constructed to represent other months of their life (keeping in mind their 


actual month with the PHEV does represent some months of their lives). 


The total energy savings and gasoline (tank-to-wheels) displaced by electricity (battery-


to-wheels) are modest in aggregate and highly variable across households. Those 


households who are closely able to match their travel to (multiples of) their achieved CD 


range of these PHEV conversions are able to achieve much higher percent of their travel 


in CD mode and thus greater percentage total energy (gasoline plus electricity) reductions 


through the substitution of electricity for gasoline. These households achieve higher 


percentages of CD mode driving because either, their common daily travel is less than 


their achieved CD range or they had access to away-from-home (and in this case, 


workplace) recharging so that they recharged multiple times per day.  
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3C. PROJECT RESULTS: NARRATIVES 


Narrative Analysis: What, why and how? 


This section highlights the importance of talking to consumers and the value in hearing 


their stories. We have two purposes in employing narrative: synthesis and analysis. First, 


we have a tremendous amount of disparate information about each household. Narrative 


provides a framework to organize, analyze, and report all these data: quantitative and 


qualitative; numeric and text; researcher observations, transcripts of oral interviews, on-


line questionnaire responses, and vehicle and recharging data. Second, the purpose of 


narratives is to explain, to provide coherence, to show causality; individual datum record 


what happened; narratives tell us why. 


What is a Narrative? 


At its most basic level, we use narrative as a description of a story by a researcher 


(Berger and Quinney, 2005). Generally, narratives are produced in conversation. 


However, the data to construct narratives have also been collected through conversational 


interviews and field notes based on observations (Lieblich et al. 1998). For the Project, 


each household’s narrative was compiled from multiple in-person interviews, enhanced 


by field notes from the researchers, as well as data from the questionnaires completed by 


each household at the start and end of their PHEV demonstration period and quantitative 


measures of driving and recharging reported by the data systems onboard the vehicles. 


Our role as researchers is to tell the households’ stories of their month with a PHEV. 


“Stories provide coherence and continuity to one’s experience and have a 
central role in our communication with others…Stories imitate life and 
present an inner reality to the outside world; at the same time, however, 
they shape and construct the narrator’s personality and reality. The story 
is one’s identity…We know or discover ourselves, and reveal ourselves 
to others, by the stories we tell.” [Emphasis in the original.] (Lieblich et 
al. 1998)  


Narratives allow researchers to understand people’s beliefs and the meanings behind their 


actions by creating a stage for people to tell their story and outline who they are. Lieblich 


et al. (1998) states that a narrative researcher does not take the story as being a complete 
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and accurate representation of reality; instead, meaning must be drawn from the story that 


was told. 


The criteria of what constitutes a narrative vary, though there are commonalities. 


Reissman (1993) states that a narrative must tell a story and have a clear beginning and 


end. The narrative takes chronological events and uncovers the meanings of what came 


before and what might come in the future; in essence, there is a plot, and the narrative has 


a purpose (Berger and Quinney, 2005). A narrative, without a plot is not an accurate 


representation of what happened. E.M Forster offers an example, “The king died, and 


then the queen died.” (Cited in Herman and Vervaeck, 2005). This is a chronology of 


events, but not a narrative. Only when plot is added does the story represent what 


transpired; in Forster’s example, “The king died and then the queen died of grief.” The 


queen dieing of grief indicates causality, a plot emerges, and a narrative is formed. 


Narratives are interpretive (Reissman, 1993) and the stories that are used for the 


construction of narratives are subjective (Lieblich et al. 1998). Reissman (1993) explains 


meaning is collaboratively produced by the teller, analyst, and reader and may vary from 


person to person. 


“A narrative never provides a perfect copy of the reality constituting its 
subject. A person who narrates what has happened to him will always 
summarize, expand, embellish, and leave out certain aspects of his 
experience. Since a narrative text is restricted to language, it will never 
show reality directly.” (Herman and Vervaeck, 2005) 


In the present case of this Project, the researchers are responsible for representing the 


participant as accurately as possible through the process of interpretation because it is in 


interpreting the narrative that its’ meaning is derived. Without interpretation, the 


narrative would be based solely on the participant’s version of reality. 


Writing the narrative is an essential step in the research process because it takes 


chronological events and arranges them in a way to tell a story, complete with a 


beginning, middle, and end, as well as a plot. Berger and Quinney (2005) explain that 


having people tell their own stories in the form of an interview is a unique opportunity as 


story telling extends the reality of our experiences: 
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 “Stories are ways not merely of telling others about ourselves but of 
constructing our identities, of finding purpose and meaning in our 
lives…In the telling we remember, we rework, and reimagine the past, 
reflect back upon ourselves, and entertain what we have and could 
become.”  


Like all forms of data collection, narratives have limitations. Because researchers do not 


have direct access to a person’s experiences they must deal with ambiguous 


representations that do not allow for the purported neutrality and objectivity of 


quantitative methods: a researcher cannot represent a participant’s story without 


interpreting it. As Reissman (1993) says, 


“Meaning is ambiguous because it arises out of a process of interaction 
between people: self, teller, listener, recorder, analyst, and reader. 
Although the goal may be to tell the whole truth, our narratives about 
others’ narratives are our worldly creations…All we have is talk and 
texts that represent reality partially, selectively, and imperfectly.” 


Along with this co-construction between participant and researcher of reality comes 


another limitation: the co-construction of reality allows for the avoidance of some facts 


(Schram and Neisser, 1997). Writing a narrative takes caution and a focus on details in 


order to maintain the integrity of the participant’s story without injecting the researcher’s 


own agenda or biases. 


The Value of Narratives 


Narratives are valuable to the research process for several reasons. According to 


Reissman (1993), having participants tell their life stories allows them to use human 


agency and imagination to determine what to include, how events are emplotted, and 


what they mean. Similarly, Lieblich et al. (1998) explains that the life story creates and 


transmits a person’s individual meaning in addition to cultural meanings. This allows the 


researcher to understand what the participant believes as well as what their culture 


prescribes.  


A personal experience can be too narrow to highlight important social debates; the 


personal experience becomes compelling when multiple people duplicate it, therefore, if 


several participants cite the same issues in their narratives then these should be looked at 
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closely (Berger and Quinney, 2005). This is largely important to policy makers. Schram 


and Neisser (1997) argue that narratives help realize political space and those in the 


political sphere use stories to engage in political change. For example, urban legends 


about international terrorism give voice to anxiety about personal control, which in turn 


legitimates forms of state action and surveillance. Stories lead to political action; 


narratives can be used to stimulate change. It is crucial to understand people’s stories in 


order to understand what is happening in society as a whole. A compelling story has the 


ability to connect personal experiences to public narratives, essentially allowing society 


to speak through each individual (Berger and Quinney, 2005). This is highly valuable 


when dealing with public policy and cultural change because it can allow the researcher 


to foresee the reaction of the general population and suggest alterations to attempt to 


affect the speed and direction of change.  


How do We Create Household Narratives? 


Narrative creation begins with the household interviews. Interview protocols, i.e., an 


outline of topics to be included in the interview. These topics come from the research 


questions for this Project. The protocols use open-ended questions to allow the 


respondents the freedom to go in directions they choose. The interviews are recorded and 


the mid-term and final interviews are transcribed.22 Referring back to both, the interviews 


are coded by a researcher reading through the entire record several times to locate 


patterns or reoccurring themes. A list is made of all the themes and they are put into sub-


categories determined by the scope of the study. As Lieblich et al. (1998) explain, a 


separate read-through is done for each theme and notes are based on the researcher’s 


initial conclusions. Analysis is drawn from these notes, an overall picture of the 


participant’s story is created, and a narrative is written. Additional material is brought in 


from the on-line questionnaires, especially as one of the topics for the final interview is to 


                                                 


22 The initial interviews that are part of the vehicle drop-off procedures are not transcribed in-full primarily 
because they largely consist the formalities of completing paperwork, checking on the intended parking and 
charging location for the vehicle, and explaining the vehicle operation and research process. That is, too 
much of these initial “interviews” consist of the researchers talking, not the households, to warrant the 
transcription of the audio recordings. The recordings are reviewed and relevant passages are noted. 
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review the PHEV designs created by households in the final questionnaire. Further, as 


was done for the Kermodes in the previous section on recharging, data from the vehicle is 


analyzed and incorporated in the story about each household’s month with a PHEV. 


Illustrative Stories from Three Households 


There are three major types of household narratives that have emerged from the first 34 


households to participate in the Project. The first type consists of people who understood 


the PHEV technology before they started their demonstration, represented here by Rick 


and Samantha Lake.23, 24 The second type did not understand the PHEV technology—


even after their PHEV trial period, represented by Nancy. The third type started out their 


PHEV trial not understanding the PHEV technology but developed a better understanding 


over the course of their trial, represented by Octavia. Brief introductions to these three 


households’ narratives are presented here; fuller versions are included in Appendix F. 


(They are also discussed in the previous recharging section.) 


The Lakes 


Rick and Samantha Lake are married with two young children and live in a large house in 


a gated community. Rick drives a 2002 Honda Accord, mostly to commute to work; 


Samantha drives a 2004 Honda Odyssey to run errands, shuttle children, and generally 


run their household. The Odyssey is also used for longer family road trips. They 


substitute the PHEV for the Accord. 


Prior to the trial, Rick and Samantha were fairly familiar with electric-drive vehicles, 


especially compared to other households in the study. They knew neighbors that drove 


neighborhood EVs, such as the GEM, and Rick had ridden in a hybrid Civic. Rick had 


seen a news clip featuring UC Davis PHEV Research Center Director, Tom Turrentine, 


                                                 


23 “Understanding” is a relative concept in this context. No household had a sophisticated, expert 
understanding of PHEVs. The group referred to here understood that the car ran on both gasoline and 
electricity, that it could be plugged into the electrical grid. 
24 As noted in the previous section, all names used throughout this report to refer to participants are 
pseudonyms. 
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showing off the battery of the PHEV-conversion. Rick recalled the statement that a driver 


could get 100 mpg for the first 40 miles, so he was “shooting for 100 mpg.” 


The Lakes enjoyed driving the PHEV. Rick drove it for his 19-mile roundtrip commutes 


most days. He said, “…for day-to-day commute, it’s great” and fit into their lifestyle 


“fairly seamlessly.” Rick was “expecting high mileage and it delivered.” Rick’s 


assessment of the PHEV was at least partially related to his perceptions of pure EVs, “for 


me it was the combination of having the gas and electric assist, it made it easier to 


integrate into our life than pure electric, because it had that gas component you never 


really worried.” Rick was frustrated that the engine would come on even during short 


trips, when “it’s burning gas, and I don’t need it…just a half mile…why doesn’t it just 


run on electricity?” Every night Rick plugged in the PHEV and unplugged it every 


morning. Sometimes he would plug it in during the afternoon if they were going to use it 


at night. Samantha drove the car only five or six times, mostly for errands or taking the 


children to school. 


Rick liked to monitor how he was doing by watching his fuel economy as well as the 


Energy Monitor screen in the vehicle to see if the [supplemental conversion] battery was 


being used.25,26 He would experiment with different behaviors, “I’d gas it and watch 


it…put my foot off the throttle and watch it…out of curiosity to see how my actions 


affected things…air conditioner, no air conditioner.” Rick was also motivated by his goal 


of achieving 100 mpg or higher, which he successfully reached several times according to 


data from the vehicle.  


In contrast to Rick’s initial focus on the energy instrumentation, Samantha said, “I’m the 


opposite, oblivious…just driving…I pay attention to the road mainly.” She figured that 


the PHEV was “gonna do what it was gonna do.” Once the Lakes were given access to 


                                                 


25 Throughout these discussions of the households, the phrase “fuel economy” refers only to gasoline use. 
This corresponds to the households’ understanding and use of language regarding these vehicles. 
26 Detailed descriptions of the in-vehicle instrumentation and the website providing further information 
about the vehicles’ performance are given in the next section on interfaces and information. 
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their data on the V2Green website, Rick visited the website often and seemed to integrate 


the provided information into his assessment of the vehicle. 


The Lakes seemed especially interested in two topics relating to the PHEV: the idea of a 


payback period and helping the environment. When discussing whether he would 


purchase a PHEV, Rick said, “I would do a little cost-benefit analysis…you can kick in a 


little premium, maybe a 10% premium just to go green or do your part for the 


environment to be a good citizen.” When asked specifically what he liked about the 


PHEV, Rick included the potential to reduce CO2 emissions through reduced gasoline 


use, at least “in theory.” He further states, “I don’t know whether or not it really reduces 


pollution…but it’s nice to think it does…nice to have the perception that you are doing 


something to help out.” Rick’s uncertainty seems to stem from a lack of information 


about the pollution from electricity generation and battery production.  


Yet despite his repeated claims to subjecting their PHEV choice to a payback analysis, it 


is clear that Rick did not subject his PHEV design with 10 miles AER (in the design 


games in the final questionnaire) to such an analysis.27 Despite his repeated stories and 


claims, and despite responding to Samantha’s challenge in the final interview about 


whether CS fuel economy would payoff,28 the PHEV capability Rick has decided he 


wants—to be able to drive back and forth between home and work using only 


electricity—is something he is willing to do without calculating costs and benefits, by 


shifting his travel times, by attempting to get a plug installed, and even by using a plug he 


has previously deemed unsuitable (because it is located between elevators).  


                                                 


27 The households complete the final questionnaire before the final interview. In the final interview selected 
questions from all the questionnaires are reviewed with the household. These include the PHEV designs the 
household creates. This allows the researchers to explore with the households why they created the designs 
they did, and to have the kind of exchange with the Lakes described here. 
28 Rick designed his PHEV in the final questionnaire without consulting Samantha. In the final interview, 
she challenged his design, which did not include CS fuel economy improvements. She felt CS fuel 
economy improvements would be “worth it.” Rick got up from the interview, retrieved his calculator, 
returned, made some quick calculations, and concurred with Samantha. The interviewers did not press him 
to share his calculations. 
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Samantha brought in more global resource concerns. She described how, when gas prices 


recently went up, they saw more television shows talking about natural resources: “...how 


much we have and why, and the other developing countries like India and China who are 


now playing a bigger role in wanting the resources…I think we need to figure out ways to 


make sure that globally everyone gets what they need…we’ve got to pass on the world to 


the next generation.” 


Overall, the Lakes enjoyed using the PHEV. When asked if they would consider 


purchasing a PHEV Samantha said, “The increased fuel economy sounds good, to save 


money and contribute to the solution of global resource problems. But we are not willing 


to compromise much on functionality, the vehicle would have to fit into our family’s 


lifestyle, such as storing groceries and allowing long road trips.”  


Nancy 


Nancy is a single, retired grandmother who lives in an older, modestly sized, attached 


home. She is the primary caregiver for her young grandson. As a caregiver with a single 


income, Nancy admittedly watches her money closely and is always looking to get the 


most for it. She substituted the PHEV completely for her only vehicle, a 1991 Toyota 


Camry with 253,000 miles. 


Nancy did not know what to expect from the PHEV. Having no experience with any 


hybrid vehicle, she seemed to struggle with the concept of how the car worked and how it 


was different from a conventional Prius. However, she was quick to understand that using 


electricity could save her money on gasoline. 


Nancy did not notice a difference between when the vehicle was in CD or CS operation. 


Nor was she aware of where the energy to move the vehicle was coming from. She said, 


“I don’t know when it’s using gas…or electricity. I can’t tell. Am I supposed to be able to 


tell? Can you tell?” Nancy knew that by using electricity she got “good mileage.” She 


said, “I’d rather use the battery, then you don’t have to fill up as much. The gas will last 


longer.” Nancy explained that she had a feeling she was getting good mileage based on 


how far she could travel on $20.00 worth of gas, and that as a consumer she generally has 
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an instinct for good value: she “just knows” when she is getting her money’s worth or a 


good deal. 


Nancy claimed that looking at the fuel consumption and energy monitor displays did not 


influence her driving. She saw the instantaneous mpg reading, but the numbers “kept 


changing from 17 to 99 mpg” and she found it too much to process. She was also 


confused about what the arrows meant on the Energy Monitor screen, or what the display 


was telling her. She said, “I try to watch (the screen)…I thought I was getting it…but I 


think I am just confused.” 


Nancy found charging the PHEV to be very easy, both at home and on a trip to Southern 


California. When at her own home she only charged at night and was adamant that this 


was the way to go, calling herself a “nighttime charging gal.” Nancy charged the vehicle 


18 times during her four weeks with the PHEV, usually plugging in between 8:00 pm and 


12:00 am and unplugging the next day before a trip. She seemed to fall into a charging 


routine with the vehicle even though she could not tell when the battery was discharged. 


Despite her confusion about how the car worked, Nancy enjoyed driving the PHEV. She 


especially enjoyed showing off the vehicle to her friends and family during a trip to 


Southern California. Overall, Nancy concluded, “I never would have picked that car, but 


after driving it for a month, it just feels right. I really would like to buy one with a plug if 


I could afford it, because I really feel like I am getting the most for my money when I use 


the electricity.”  


Octavia 


Octavia is a middle-aged woman who lives with her retired mother in an attached home, 


works as a librarian, and drives a new Honda Civic. She was not familiar with any hybrid 


vehicle technologies prior to this study. She completely substituted the PHEV for her 


Honda Civic. 


Octavia said the car performed “great” without any “compromise” for the added benefits 


of fuel economy. She felt the PHEV was quiet and smooth, although she did occasionally 


feel a “lurch” when the engine kicked in. While driving, Octavia focused on the fuel 
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economy information in the vehicle; she found the battery state of charge indicators to be 


confusing. She was surprised by the “phenomenal” increase in gas mileage relative to her 


Honda Civic and said the accompanying reductions in carbon emissions were “even 


better.” She linked gas savings with energy independence and reducing environmental 


impacts. Octavia said that in the world today, “we have people dying…corruption and big 


business…due to the whole dependence on oil…we are in trouble…we can’t keep going 


this way.” She felt that the PHEV gauges would help people make a stronger connection 


between their personal actions and global problems. 


Octavia greatly changed her recharging behavior over the course of her four-week trial. 


During the first two weeks she was unsure how to judge the battery’s state of charge and 


would plug-in for 3-5 hours every other day or so. She was just “guessing” and did not 


follow a consistent pattern. After being introduced to the V2Green website, she saw that 


there was strong potential for her to improve her fuel economy. She felt her 


understanding of the car improved further a week later when she read the PHEV “buyer’s 


guide” in preparation for her PHEV design exercises in her final questionnaire. With this 


information she said, “Now I get it…I’m not charging it enough…I’m (switching) to 


gasoline half way through my day…I’m not utilizing the battery component…I need to 


start at 100% every day.” The handout helped her pull together the information of how 


long it took to recharge the vehicle to maximize her gasoline savings. 


At the close of her PHEV trial, Octavia really liked the car and regretted having just 


bought a new Honda Civic without at least test-driving a hybrid. In the future she would 


consider PHEV options, but would have to think further about the specific attributes she 


would like, such as all-electric vs. blended operation. She also noted that for a longer-


term scenario she would likely seek out additional recharge opportunities other than her 


home, and potentially modify her driving behavior to further reduce gasoline usage. 


Themes from Households’ Narratives 


Here, we use elements from these three narratives to illustrate the themes that emerge 


from narratives of the first 34 households. Supporting material from other household’s 


narratives will also be included. These themes relate to driving and recharging behaviors, 
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confusion about PHEVs, and the issue of whether and how households think about 


payback periods when evaluating whether a PHEV is a good idea.  


Changing Driving Behavior 


Some households discussed a change in their driving behavior, specifically accelerations, 


top speed, and coasting. Like Rick Lake, these drivers stated that seeing their 


instantaneous fuel economy affected how they drove because they could determine what 


behaviors led to a drop or rise in mpg. Rick’s monitoring and experimentation, “I’d gas it 


and watch it…” seemed to be a fairly common behavior among those households who 


watched the in-vehicle screens. Another participant discussed a change in his behavior, 


“…it helps you watch your driving habits, like not driving too fast…if I’m going to point 


A and point B I don’t want to drive too fast because…you’ll be using more gas. If I slow 


down…then you’re using both gas and electric…” The instantaneous fuel economy 


reading on the Energy Monitor screen created an opportunity for nearly constant 


monitoring of driving behavior for some participants. These drivers were aware of how 


their actions were impacting the performance of the car and their overall fuel economy. 


Others, and most so far are women, said they drove the PHEV like their normal car, and 


did not continuously monitor their fuel economy. Recall that in contrast to Rick’s initial 


focus on the energy-use instrumentation, his wife Samantha stated: “I’m the opposite: 


oblivious…just driving….” She reasons that because she is driving fast she has “got to 


pay attention [to the road],” and thinks that Rick looks at the Energy Monitor too much. 


She and many like her did not make the connection that their behavior impacted the fuel 


economy of the vehicle. 


Several people, especially those who constantly monitored their fuel economy, saw 


driving as a test or a game and tried to attain a certain mpg or maximize the distance over 


which the supplemental battery charge would last. A few households were able to enact a 


friendly competition between household drivers to see who could get the highest fuel 


economy. Rick Lake used the information from V2Green to (playfully) compare his fuel 


economy with Samantha’s:   
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Rick: “When I drive it’s about 75 [mpg], when [Samantha] drives 
it’s about 50…I looked on the Internet (laughs). 


Samantha: “…what does that mean—highway vs. city? 


Rick: “…could be…or more aggressive accelerations…I coast a 
lot. 


Samantha: “…I’m in a rush to get somewhere… 


Rick: “…right, nobody passes mommy (laughs).” 


Rick Lake used the vehicle information reported and summarized on the website to 


determine whether he or Samantha was the more economical driver, but she would not 


engage in a competition. 


Other households though were able to use their energy information to stimulate a 


competitive game between drivers in a household. When asked if they looked at the 


average miles per gallon during the trial, one household responded, “…yeah, I looked at 


that, and so my husband would have a contest, okay, let’s see who had the best.” It was 


not uncommon for households with more than one participating driver to engage in a 


friendly competition to see who could get the higher fuel economy. This seemed to turn 


driving the PHEV into a game and allowed the households to engage the car in a way 


they had not prior vehicles.  


Recharging Habits and Etiquette 


Most households spoke of recharging becoming part of their daily routine, like 


recharging a cell phone or feeding the dog. Some, like Nancy, referred to it as an 


additional daily chore. The majority of participants said plugging-in was easy and not a 


hassle, except for the awkward extension cord—many observed that a retractable cord 


would be a welcome change. Most people recharged at home because of the time needed 


to recharge the battery, availability of an electrical outlet, and safety of the car (and cord). 


Most stated that recharging at night was ideal because they could plug-in the car when 


they got home and un-plug it in the morning before heading to work. Several, including 


the Lakes, Nancy, and Octavia, were concerned about plugging in their car if it was 


parked outside of their garage for fear of a tripping hazard or someone stealing the cord. 
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Some looked for recharging at local malls, job sites, or during out-of-town trips; none 


found it easy to locate an appropriate outlet. They report no etiquette for recharging 


behavior, so they were unsure if asking to plug in would be rude or presumptuous. One 


participant, Casper, who worked in construction, discussed his hesitancy to recharge at a 


work site he had to visit, “…it didn’t seem like it would be appropriate to just pull right 


in there and plug into their power.” Without making a calculation, Casper rationalized 


that normally plugging in at a job site would not be a problem because, “…the amount of 


energy that I’m going to take from him [the contractor who pays the electricity bill] 


doesn’t even equal six guys with power saws cutting lumber…all day.” However, several 


times during his interviews, Casper wondered whether it would be appropriate or not to 


plug in at a variety of other places.  


Several participants specifically related that they did not ask to recharge at the houses of 


friends or family because they were unsure of the etiquette, while others saw recharging 


away from home as an opportunity to show off the car and explain the technology. A few 


of the households said they would request an outlet be installed at their work location 


and/or around their community if they were to own a PHEV.  


One issue of particular importance to the larger social and policy discourse about PHEVs 


is recharging frequency. By the end of their PHEV trials, if the participants understood 


how to maximize the use of the supplemental battery, they were recharging every night. 


Those who did not understand battery SOC, or PHEV technology in general, did not 


necessarily recharge nightly or, in some households, in any apparent pattern.  


When asked about recharging, most participants discussed the actual act of plugging in 


the cord but not the frequency with which they recharged. Despite several households 


questioning us about how often to recharge when the PHEV was first delivered to them, it 


appears that recharging either 1) quickly became a daily routine or chore—irrespective of 


the level of understanding of why they would plug the car into the grid—or 2) that 


differences in the performance of the PHEV in CD and CS mode were not adequately 


represented to some households for them to understand why and when to recharge the 


car. We will return to this latter possibility in the section on interfaces and information. 
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Confusion 


As might be expected from a group of people in which few had prior experience with 


electric-drive vehicles, many respondents were initially confused by the idea of a PHEV. 


Whether this confusion remained or was replaced by a more grounded understanding 


over the course of their trial month distinguishes some households from others. For 


example, Nancy and a few other households knew recharging helps increase fuel-only 


economy but did not understand how. Nancy did not notice a difference between when 


the vehicle was in CD or CS operation. Nor was she aware of where the energy to move 


the vehicle was coming from. Nancy was arguably the most confused participant, but 


many households were unfamiliar and uncomfortable with the PHEV technology—some 


even after they had spent a month with the vehicle.  


Most of the households were confused about the state of charge of the battery. The 


battery SOC indicator on the Energy Monitor screen will flicker and then switch between 


two colors as the vehicle transitions from CD to CS operation. This bit of feedback was 


missed by most people and understood by few. Some thought they could determine when 


the supplemental battery expired based on the relatively large drop in fuel economy when 


switching from CD to CD operation. Drivers were more likely to notice this change in 


fuel economy if it happened to coincide with some regular set of trips. For example, one 


household determined that if he paid attention to moderating his driving, his one-way 


commute trip was just about as long as he could keep the car in CD mode.  


But many drivers had no idea. This—combined with incorrect mental models of 


batteries—caused some participants, like Octavia initially, to recharge less frequently 


than they would have if they had known how to determine the state of charge of the 


battery and if they had understood what the benefits might be. Octavia cited the example 


of her cellular phone—so long as it had some charge, she derived full value from the 


phone calls she made or received on it. Many households voiced a desire to have a clear 


reading of the state of charge of the battery in order to determine how far they could 


travel using the battery and when it should be recharged.  
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Most found the in-vehicle instrumentation to be poorly designed, but only a few did not 


understand the information being displayed. Nancy was one who never seemed to learn 


what the car might have been trying to tell, rather she felt overwhelmed by the PHEV 


display screen. She saw the instantaneous mpg reading, but found it too much to process. 


She was also confused about what the arrows meant on the Energy Monitor, and about 


what the display was telling her. She said, “I try to watch [the screen]…I thought I was 


getting it…but I think I am just confused.”  


Payback 


Many households discussed using some form of a cost-benefit analysis to determine 


whether the PHEV was “worth it.” Most of these households discussed simple payback 


analysis comparing differences between a higher purchase price and lower operating cost. 


A few households discussed more sophisticated net present value calculations. Despite 


these discussions, no households appear to have completed either simple payback or net 


present value calculations. Most households made mistakes in describing how to make 


such calculations and demonstrated they did not know the values of the costs and benefits 


that would enter into such a calculation.  


Throughout the trial Rick Lake repeatedly discussed the idea of payback and whether the 


PHEV was “worth it.” However, during the design games prior to the final interview he 


used no such calculation to determine his PHEV designs. When asked if he performed a 


payback calculation he admitted that he had not; he did do one during the final interview 


on a PHEV design that Samantha suggested as an alternative to his. That Rick had not 


done this calculation for his design was shocking to the researchers because he (and 


Samantha) had repeatedly emphasized how important such calculations are to him, even 


telling a story about a (friendly) argument between Rick and his brother-in-law regarding 


the payback time for an on-demand water heater.  


Even for those who discussed payback, existing prices were not always the preferred 


values. As an adjustment to such calculations, many households factored in the 


environment and “doing their part,” for example Rick and Samantha Lake who stated, 
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“you throw in another 10 percent for the environment.” They saw helping reduce 


environmental concerns as a benefit and worth the cost of the additional battery.  


In contrast, other people made more intuitive evaluations. For Octavia, using less gas 


“was a great feeling” because it “has got be a good thing.” She linked gas savings with 


energy independence and reducing environmental impacts. Octavia felt that the PHEV 


instrumentation would help people make a stronger connection between their personal 


actions and such global problems. For her, this awareness was a large benefit to driving a 


PHEV. She figured that most current HEV buyers were driven by financial motives, 


whereas if she were to buy an HEV, it would be for environmental reasons. She believed 


that climate change is a real, human-caused problem that, along with air pollution and the 


nation’s dependence on foreign oil, requires urgent action. She sees owning a PHEV as 


part of the solution for these problems. 


Narrative Conclusions 


This form of data collection, analysis, and synthesis allows the researchers, policymakers, 


and manufacturers to understand people’s beliefs and the motivation behind their actions. 


By listening to people’s stories researchers in this Project were able to focus on what and 


how the participants communicated their experience. Some people changed how they 


drive the car after seeing their instantaneous fuel economy; others drove the PHEV as any 


other car, and specifically like they had no particular control over energy use. Some 


people likened plugging in the PHEV to recharging a cell phone and made it part of their 


daily routine, but were hesitant to recharge outside of their homes due to a lack in social 


etiquette and concerns for safety. This group may feel a need for recharging locations in 


the public sphere to solve the problems of social relations as much as to maximize their 


CD miles. Many people were confused about the state of charge of the battery; this 


influences how often they recharged. Some were concerned about the cost of the PHEV 


and payback; they saw PHEVs as helping with environmental problems but wondered 


how much they were paying to do so.  


In the context of the present Project, locating the reasoning behind people’s actions and 


decisions allows for researchers, policymakers, vehicle manufacturers, and electricity and 
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fuel suppliers to recognize how households arrive at actions and decision. This is useful 


because it allows those interested to shape the direction of the market and the future of 


the product, in this instance, PHEVs. Narratives are a vital part of this study as they help 


formulate a comprehensive view of each household and their reaction to PHEVs. 
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3D. PROJECT RESULTS: INTERFACES AND INSTRUMENTATION 


In this section we describe the information interfaces that were available to drivers of the 


PHEV-conversions used in this Project and the observed impacts of and problems with 


those interfaces. The first part of this section describes each interface (Figures 28 through 


34). The second part of this section describes the reactions of PHEV drivers to the 


information in the form of themes that arose from the household interviews. Finally, the 


possible impacts of the interfaces on driving behavior are discussed. 


The people we discuss in this section were in the first twenty-one households in the 


Project. 29 These households all had the PHEV-conversions for four weeks; the vehicles 


had the conversions on-line for the entire time. However, we did not provide these 


households with access to their vehicle data via a website until our mid-term visit to the 


household two weeks subsequent to the delivery of the car. Thus, these households first 


had access only to the instrumentation in the car, then were provided with an explanation 


of, and access to, the website for the last two weeks they had the PHEV.  


Interface Details 


There are two main sources of vehicle information available to study participants. First, 


the primary vehicle interface is the stock display console screen in the 2007 and 2008 


model Priuses used in the Project. The Energy Monitor screen shown in Figure 28 is a 


schematic representation of energy flows in the vehicle as well as the instantaneous fuel 


economy (labeled “Current” at the bottom of the screen). The schematic shows the type 


of energy (Gas, Electric, Electric Regenerative) by both arrow color and direction.  


The PHEV conversion process amends the Energy Monitor screen to distinguish between 


the stock Prius battery and the supplemental conversion battery. The Energy Monitor 


screen was probably the most viewed by drivers in the study, at least in part because it is 


programmed to appear automatically at the start of a trip. Although the interface allows 


                                                 


29 Based on the results reported here, households after these initial twenty-one have been provided with 
access to their data on the website from the beginning of their PHEV trial. 
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users to turn off the screens, the PHEV-conversions tend to switch the screen on when the 


car is started even if a driver had previously turned it off. The in-vehicle interface was 


fairly successful in generating interest from participants because of its place as the default 


screen option in the vehicles, as well as its relative simplicity. 


 


Figure 28: Energy Monitor 


 


The Consumption screen shown in Figure 29 shows instantaneous fuel economy as a 


column chart on the far right. To the left appear columns indicating five-minute averages 


of fuel economy, with the most recent five-minute period on the right. Every five minutes 


the chart indexes one place to the left and the new five-minute-average column appears at 


the right-hand side of the graphic. In addition, small green car icons, or “turtles” as some 


of the households called them, appear within the columns of this chart. Each represents 


fifty watt-hours of regenerated electricity from the generator, as noted in small text below 


the screen title at top-left. From right to left at the bottom right of the screen there is a 
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button to reset average fuel economy, the distance driven since the last reset, and the 


average fuel economy since the last reset. 


Figure 29: Consumption Monitor 


 


Second, participants had access to the data they generated through driving, recharging, 


and refueling the vehicle via a website designed by the on-board data system provider. 


The website displays vehicle summary data as well as the location and status of the 


vehicle. The web tool was not originally intended for use by individual drivers, but rather 


by fleet managers, and although changes were made to make the site accessible by the 


participants in this study, the information is in general highly detailed, located across 


multiple pages and behind tabs, and presented (with one exception) in numeric and 


tabular form rather than iconic and graphical forms that might illustrate relationships. 


Example screenshots of the web-based interface are shown in Figures 30 through 34. 


Although the website provides detailed summary information—for example, driving data 


are summarized by trip, day, week, fortnight, and month—few participants reported 


being influenced by the website due to the effort required to access and then interpret the 
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information. The website requires participants to view their vehicle’s information on a 


web-connected device—typically, the household’s home computer—rather than having it 


presented to them automatically and in the vehicle. Furthermore, once a participant views 


the website, they must then exert additional effort to make use of the resource due to the 


variety and complexity of the information presented. 


Figure 30 displays the entry page of the website. The graphic at the top is enlarged in 


Figure 31. This graphic remains across all pages and tabs. The top half of the graphic 


shows the distance driven each day (bar height) as well as the proportion of electric and 


gas energy used to accomplish that driving (green represents electric energy). The bottom 


half of the graph shows the supplemental battery’s SOC (green line). 


Figure 30: Website Entry Page 
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Figure 31: Website Entry Page Energy Use Chart 


 


The Performance Comparison table at bottom-left of the entry page (shown in Figure 32) 


summarizes the driver-vehicle’s (gasoline-only) fuel economy, carbon-dioxide equivalent 


per mile (CO2e/mi) emissions, and estimated cost per mile—all over three time spans and 


in comparison with the fleet of PHEV-conversions in the Project (Fleet), and estimates 


for the national US light-duty vehicle fleet (National Average). In general this table 


didn’t attract the interest of participants, though a few households reported that the cost 


per mile information was useful to them. 


Figure 32: Website Entry Page Performance Comparison 
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The Detail Table shown in Figure 33 shows various indicators for the car over three time 


periods. Very few participants reported using this table. 


Figure 33: Website Entry Page Detail Table 


 


Clicking on the Trips tab on the Entry Page causes the table shown in Figure 34 to appear 


underneath the graphic shown in Figure 31. This table was by far the most interesting part 


of the website to the largest number of participating drivers. Summary information about 


each trip, including duration, distance, battery SOC at the beginning and end of the trip, 


(gasoline-only) fuel economy, and (gasoline plus electricity) estimated cost are presented. 


The indicators are then reported for the whole day in aggregate. Many users were 


particularly interested in trip fuel economy. 


Figure 34: Website Trips Tab 
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An additional bit of feedback technology was not installed or visible in all vehicles: a 


small LED that lit when the supplemental conversion battery was active. Some 


participants found that it was a useful piece of information.  


Interface Themes from Household Interviews 


Participant perceptions and use of the interfaces were included in the household 


interviews to varying degrees depending on participant’s interest. These responses were 


then integrated into the household narrative using the methods described in the Narrative 


Analysis section. Relevant narrative excerpts from all of the 21 households were then 


collected into a single document and read specifically for the purpose of interface theme 


development. Common ideas, perceptions, or statements of interest relevant to the 


interfaces were identified and followed through the set of narratives. In describing the 


themes that were found, the greatest weight was placed on themes that occurred in many 


households, although ideas found in as few as two households are discussed here. In 


addition, an attempt was made to qualify the extent to which a given theme is common or 


uncommon across the twenty-one households in the group; interesting statements from a 


single household were identified as being singular. 


Limited use of Web Resources 


Accessing the website was a major barrier to some households due to inconsistent 


Internet access, the complexity of the information presented on the website, or simply 


because it required additional time and effort on the part of the driver. In addition, 


household-specific dynamics caused problems in some households. For example, Nancy 


cares for her elementary-school aged grandson. When asked about the website, she 


replied that her grandson was too much of a distraction to let her concentrate on the 


website for long. Rick Lake also commented his children made it difficult to peruse the 


website at home. Still, children were not the only cause of inattention to website; several 


households without children also found that logging on to the website was one more task 


they were unable or unwilling to fit into their daily lives. 
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Abstract Information  


Many participants had trouble placing the information from the interfaces into a useful 


context. In particular, instantaneous and even time-averaged fuel economy available in 


the vehicle seemed to raise, rather than answer, questions: “[the interface] doesn’t really 


tell me if I am doing better than yesterday,” said Frank. Similarly, Sarah told us, “I did 


notice that the car was using more battery, but there was nowhere I could see how the car 


performed differently when the battery was charged or depleted.” Many participants did 


not perceive that they had control over fuel economy, as reflected in Samantha Lake’s 


comment that, “the car is going to do what it is going to do.”30  


Although the vehicle and website interfaces gave users detailed information about this 


vehicle, it was a challenge for participants to integrate this information into an overall 


sense of savings, in part because the concept of savings requires a comparison to another 


vehicle. Possibly for this reason, many participants estimated their savings by using the 


difference in the total cost of a tank of gasoline, gallons pumped, or refueling frequency 


between the PHEV and a familiar household vehicle. 


Confusion 


The in-vehicle screens and website both caused considerable confusion among many 


study participants. As Nancy told us referring to the in-vehicle interface, “I watch. I try to 


watch…I thought that I was getting it, but I think I am just confused.” A few of the main 


sources of confusion are outlined below. 


Conversion Battery Information 


There was no clear indicator of the energy battery charge state and most users wanted a 


clearer indicator. Again, Nancy had difficulty, saying, “I am not sure when I’m using the 


gas or the battery.” 


                                                 


30 It is not clear in this context whether information and feedback would help these people develop a sense 
of control, or that a sense they lack control is a more pervasive stance that these people have toward 
automobiles or even life more generally. This will be explored in subsequent research. 
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IFE (Instantaneous Fuel Economy) Fluctuation  


Drivers were generally unable to draw conclusions from the IFE reading on the Fuel 


Consumption screen. Some were put off by the rapid fluctuations, and many reported 


they were unable to make a good measure of overall fuel economy from that metric. 


When asked to estimate his fuel economy, Rick Lake said he observed the IFE indicator 


to be “99.9 half the time, and 50 otherwise,” making a precise estimate impossible for 


him.  


Reinforcement of Counter-productive Braking Behavior  


The IFE and “turtles” displaying regenerative energy both perversely indicate that 


decelerations and braking result in the highest fuel economy, whereas any unnecessary 


deceleration is always a loss of energy from a system perspective—even if some of that 


energy is recaptured through the electric drive system. Many drivers seemed to be 


attracted to the 99.9 IFE readouts and the accumulation of turtles, without correctly 


connecting those to the effect on fuel economy. As Penny said, “[I] tried to get the little 


green cars going.” 


Novelty 


For some users, the screen information is reported to be interesting only for a short 


period, and these users don’t think they would stay engaged in using the information to 


drive more efficiently over the long term. Similarly, some participants enjoy looking at 


the interfaces, but don’t consciously connect that information to possible behavior 


change. Billy Woods told us, “It’s like changing stations on the radio,” and, “I’m always 


looking at that screen…out of curiosity…I’m going this speed, is it using gas? Are the 


tires generating [electricity to] the battery…and more so during the beginning of the 


study because I was trying to figure out how everything was going.” Similarly, the 


Millers also reported that the V2Green website was interesting, but only the first few 


times they viewed it. 
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Learning from Interfaces 


Slowing Down 


Many drivers report slowing down on the freeway due to the low IFE readings during 


high-speed driving. Some of these readings appear to have been misinterpreted due to the 


mixed effects of vehicle cruising speed, accelerations, and decelerations. However, the 


overall behavior changes reported by drivers using the IFE measure were sensible, such 


as driving more slowly than their normal freeway cruising speeds. Casper told us that 


when observing the in-vehicle interface he would “slow down a little more,” on the 


highway, reducing his cruising speed from 80 to 70MPG in order to achieve higher fuel 


economy. Devon seemed even more motivated by the in-vehicle display, stating, 


“Coming home I stayed in the slow lane, 65 or not even 65, to get the [consumption 


screen] bars all the way [up], watch[ing] to see the consumption.” 


Learning to use Lower Accelerations 


Some drivers reported attempting to keep the IFE high by accelerating slowly, and 


generally assumed the instantaneous impact correlates with overall reductions in fuel use, 


“if you are nicer to the [accelerator] it gets a lot better mileage,” said Cindy Mackson. 


Sarah told us, “It gets me to slow down, rather than giving you that gunshot start…It gets 


you in that gear to pay attention to how fast you are starting up, versus just going in a 


normal car.”   


Learning to Recharge 


The website was instrumental in teaching a number of participants to recharge their 


PHEV-conversions more often. Some had either incorrectly plugged-in the vehicle or 


erroneously assumed that the battery was still charged. Said Billy Woods, “that’s how I 


knew that the socket was bad at my girlfriend’s house…I went into the website and it said 


I was disconnected.” Devon simply didn’t realize how much of a difference the battery 


made until he was given access to the V2Green website. After receiving the login 


information Devon reported looking at the website almost every night. Both the battery 
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SOC as well as trip summary mpg information seemed to motivate participants to 


recharge more frequently. 


Gender Differences 


Many households displayed a gender difference in regards to responsibility for, and 


interest in, fuel economy, watching the in-vehicle interface, and going online to check 


performance summaries. It was common across households with a female and male head 


of household for men to play these roles; more women reported they drive to simply get 


places with less concern for the details. It was clear that these were pre-existing roles in 


many of these households and the in-vehicle and website information were novel sources 


whose use fit patterns of existing behavior. One notable exception is the Mackson family, 


wherein Michael and his daughter Cindy vied in friendly competition to get the highest 


fuel economy (this household is described in more detail below).  


Goal Setting 


Some drivers used the interfaces to set, or check the achievement of, goals. Although a 


minority of participants reported setting fuel economy goals, those who did tended to be 


in households with the highest overall average fuel economy, indicating that goal setting 


may be an important part of achieving and maintaining high fuel economy. Fred Sampson 


used the energy screen to help him drive “to midtown without using the engine at all.” 


Rick Lake used the V2Green website to verify he had achieved his goal of a round-trip to 


work with a trip average of 100mpg. Rainn Thompson used the battery charge indicator 


to try to make a commute roundtrip without exhausting the supplemental battery.  


Impact of Additional Summary information on Fuel Economy 


We hypothesized that the additional information provided by the website would lead to 


an increase in overall fuel economy. However, due to the wide variation in factors 


between the periods when the households had access to different types and levels of 


information, such as city or highway driving proportion, weather, and road conditions, 


long trips taken during either the without- or with-access to the website phases, a wide 


variance was seen between these two phases of the study. The performances of 
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households in these two phases are summarized in Figure 35, which shows the change in 


average (gasoline-only) fuel economy from the without- to the with-website phase for 


each of 20 households.31 Counter to our hypothesis, people who reported using the 


website were more likely to decrease, not increase, their overall fuel economy than were 


non-users of the website. 


Figure 35 Change in fuel economy from without-access to with-access to 
the V2Green website (change is represented as the percentage change 
from the harmonic means of the first and second phases). 


 


 


One reason for these changes appeared to be a regression to the mean, as many of the 


households in the website users group had higher fuel economy from the beginning of the 


study, yet lost motivation to continue modifying their driving behavior as intensively—


despite the additional information on the website. Household 5201, who had by far the 


greatest mpg increase, kept the vehicle in CD mode during the entire second half of their 


placement. Their increase was due to 1) changes in driving behavior—the couple 


                                                 


31 Data from one household was excluded due to anomalies generated by the in-vehicle data system. 
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reported that they were interested mainly in the information from the stock Energy 


Monitor and Consumption screens and had used the information to modify their driving 


behavior to achieve higher fuel economy, and 2) an unrelated decrease in trip lengths 


between the without- and the with-website phases. 


Although it would be inappropriate to generalize from a sample with such varied 


outcomes, a few participants related their own experiences clearly enough to discuss at 


greater length below. These two households show the complex relationship between fuel 


economy information, initial knowledge, motivation, and short-term behavior change. 


Michael and Cindy Mackson 


Michael and Cindy live in an older part of central Sacramento. They both drive Volvo 


station wagons they purchased used. They engage in numerous pro-environmental 


behaviors such as vegetarianism and recycling. From the beginning of the study, they 


were both very interested in the PHEV as a way to reduce their environmental impact.   


When asked about the vehicle interfaces, Michael reported constantly scanning the fuel 


economy information on the Energy Monitor screen. Cindy also reported looking at the 


Energy Monitor and Consumption screens, using them to help keep her accelerations low. 


Both were “feathering” the gas pedal (using a light touch to accelerate and ease off) to 


see if they could get better mileage, a technique Cindy uses with her other car as well. 


They both reported trying to keep the Energy Monitor screen “in the blue,” meaning all-


electric operation in CD mode.32 Cindy mentioned that having the screen helps her 


moderate accelerations from stop signs and traffic signals, although she and Michael 


were concerned about irritating other drivers by driving or accelerating slowly. Michael 


mentioned that people driving quickly from the stop sign have a “crowd mentality” that is 


easy to fall back into. He finds himself anticipating lights and leaving more room 


between his car and cars in front of him, both to give him time to look at instruments and 


to stay a little behind traffic. He estimated that half the time he drives normally, the other 


                                                 


32 In the PHEV conversions, the supplemental conversion battery is shown as blue and the stock battery as 
green on the Energy Monitor. 
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half he is actively trying to save gas, and that he could see a 10% overall difference 


between the two. (This seems like he is making a rough estimate, not a careful calculation 


or observation.) Cindy also characterized saving gas as a fun experiment or challenge.  


After giving them access to more information about their vehicle on the website, Michael 


reported looking at it “all the time,” even using it to track Cindy for fun. Michael mostly 


used the website to look at (gasoline-only) fuel economy (mpg) for the day, although he 


would also look at individual trips. They were both interested in tracking CO2 for 


environmental reasons, but Cindy felt that the information on the website was too 


abstract: she didn’t know if a given amount of CO2 per trip, day, week, or month was 


good or bad and wanted an easier way to understand their emissions, stating, “…you 


can’t attach [CO2] to anything to make it make sense.” She mentioned that seeing how 


many trees it would take to soak up her CO2 output would be motivating. Michael wanted 


to see a comparison to well-known vehicles, telling us “You know, if you want to get 


down to nuts and bolts and compare these to like a Honda Civic or a [Toyota] Corolla it 


would be interesting to see how it does against that.” 


Overall, the Macksons increased their aggregate gasoline-only fuel economy from 58 to 


59 mpg from the first half to the second half of the study.33 Although they at first appear 


to be a model household for improvement due to their high level of motivation, their 


previous use and knowledge of fuel economy techniques and high initial average fuel 


economy also means that they had less room for improvement in the second half of the 


study. The Macksons also had a very consistent commute patterns and did not take many 


out-of-town trips, making it easier to compare the first and second halves of their trial.  


Rick and Samantha Lake 


Rick described a shift in his use of the PHEV over the course of the trial: “it was a 


novelty at the beginning…I was babying it a lot…now I just drive it normal.” At first he 


                                                 


33 The fuel economy numbers discussed by households and presented throughout this discussion are 
aggregate measures covering both CD and CS operation of the vehicle; they do not include any of the 
electricity used in CD mode. We adhere to this incomplete measure of energy use in this discussion 
because it is how these households perceived and reported their experience. 
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liked to monitor his IFE as well as the Energy Monitor diagram of the energy flows in the 


drive system to see if the battery was being used. He would experiment with different 


behaviors: “I’d gas it and watch it…put my foot off the throttle and watch it …out of 


curiosity to see how my actions affected things.” He said it was this curiosity that caused 


him to watch the instrumentation “more than [he] should.” Rick was also motivated by 


his goal of achieving 100 mpg or higher during his commute. 


In contrast to Rick’s initial focus on the fuel economy instrumentation, his spouse 


Samantha stated: “I’m the opposite: oblivious…just driving…I pay attention to the road 


mainly.” She reasons that because she is driving fast she has “got to pay attention,” and 


thinks that Rick looks at the screen too much. As Rick talked about trying to achieve an 


IFE of 99.9 mpg on the highway, Samantha added, “People are honking at you.”  


Once the household was given access to the website, Rick made regular use of it, but 


Samantha reported that she did not use it. At the midterm interview, prior to being given 


website access, Rick was highly uncertain about his overall fuel economy. He noted he 


had not yet had the chance to make a precise estimate because he hadn’t refueled the 


PHEV, and he normally calculates fuel economy when he fuels his vehicle. After getting 


website access, he would regularly scan the website at work, mentioning that the kids 


were too distracting at home. He says he looked at everything on the website, but found 


the trip and daily average fuel economy most useful—the rest was less useful, “gee-whiz” 


information. While he claims not to have used the website to change his driving habits, 


he feels he would use the website at least weekly in the long-term. Due to his continued 


monitoring of his vehicle performance on the website, Rick was more knowledgeable 


about his fuel economy by the end of their four-week PHEV placement.  


Rick and Samantha achieved a relatively high average 63 mpg over their whole four 


weeks driving the PHEV; but it dropped from 75 to 61 mpg from the without- to the 


with-website phase. Rick and Samantha identified two reasons for the sharp drop: longer 


trips out of town in the PHEV and Rick driving “more normally, more aggressively” in 


the second two weeks. Although we don’t know the relative impact of those two factors, 


Rick’s behavior vis-à-vis the additional information on the website was prevalent among 
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the group with the highest fuel economy in the first half of the study—they lost 


motivation to maintain new driving practices that allowed them to achieve high fuel 


economy in the first half of their PHEV trial. 


Information Interface Conclusions 


It is impossible at this time to generalize the impact of in-vehicle and internet-based 


information interfaces on fuel economy based solely on the information gathered as part 


of this Project. Certainly it is not possible to conclude that energy interfaces have no or 


deleterious effects on energy use, despite the data in Figure 35. Each participant 


interacted with the available vehicle information in a different way. Some of the major 


reasons for the differences seemed to be their prior interest in fuel economy (interest in 


fuel economy changed and often increased over the course of the study), technological 


fluency, their role in the household in regards to vehicles or technology, as well as many 


other factors. Some participants completely ignored the information while others found 


the information to be a stimulating and engaging learning tool. From the themes 


identified in this section, we propose a few basic lessons that may help future interface 


designs facilitate driver improvement in fuel economy: 


• The closer the information is to the point of interest and action, i.e. in the car vs. 
on the home computer, the more likely it is that the information will be used. 


• Simplicity in representation and interpretation is critical to driver understanding. 


• The interface should support drivers in setting and achieving goals by providing 
relevant summary information. 


• Instantaneous Fuel Economy can provide drivers with erroneous information, 
especially during braking events. 


• Whenever possible, information should be presented in a grounded context so that 
drivers can quickly understand the relative impact of their behavior. 


Although these general lessons are by no means definitive or complete, they represent a 


simplified interpretive summary of the many participants’ responses to the interfaces 


included in this study and as the basis for the design of ongoing research to elaborate and 


specify these lessons. 
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3E. PROJECT RESULTS: SOCIAL INFLUENCE 


Background 


The question of how and why consumers buy new products is central to the successful 


deployment of alternative fuel and electric-drive vehicles. In conceptualizing the role of 


interpersonal interactions in the adoption of new products, one approach has dominated: 


diffusion of innovations (DOI), conceptualized as the process of information diffusing 


from innovators and early adopters to the remaining majority via interpersonal 


communication.34 DOI offers some advantages, e.g., a common language across 


disciplines, but it has important limitations that are exacerbated when DOI is uncritically 


applied to the adoption of complex technologies and ideas. Electric-drive vehicles 


exemplify such complexity; they are innovative in a technological and functional sense, 


but also present a radical shift in symbolic, and in particular, pro-societal benefits.35 In 


the DOI approach, a PHEV or another electric-drive vehicle is typically labeled a 


technological “innovation” (e.g. Rogers, 2003). From a manufacturers’ perspective what 


is new about electric-drive vehicles (EVs, HEVs, and PHEVs) is that electricity is used to 


power the vehicle. Consumer perceptions are more complex and amorphous than this. 


Not only must we consider how an innovation is functionally different from its 


predecessor, but we must also ask how the new functional and symbolic attributes of this 


technology are important to consumers. Table 6 presents a conceptualization of PHEV 


attributes according to two dimensions: functional/symbolic and private/societal.  


PHEVs and other electric-drive vehicles are innovations because of what they can 


physically do: new battery and drivetrain technology allows users to offset gasoline use 


with electric-drive capabilities and to plug-in to the electrical grid, often at home. From a 


                                                 


34 Due to the ubiquity of DOI, before we introduce alternative perspectives we will rely on DOI 
terminology, including: “innovation” as the object, idea or practice of interest; “adoption” as the purchase 
or taking on of the innovation; and “diffusion” as the spread of information about the innovation through a 
social system. 
35 Both the terms “pro-societal” and “pro-social” refer to benefits that can only be collectively realized by 
multiple parties; we use the former term to avoid confusion with the social processes discussed here, i.e. 
interpersonal interaction.  
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functional perspective, consumers may interpret the desirability of electric-drive 


technology according to its ability to save them money on transportation, to improve 


drivetrain reliability, or to simply improve the experience of driving.  


Table 6: Conceptualization of PHEV attributes (hypothetical examples) 
 Functional Symbolic 
Private • Save money 


• Reliable 
• Fun to drive (experiential) 


• Expression of self-identity 
• Convey personal status to others 
• Attain group membership 


   


Societal • Reduce air pollution  
• Reduce global warming 
• Reduce oil use 


• Inspire other consumers 
• Send message to automakers, 


government, oil companies 


However, a singular focus on function neglects important aspects of human behavior. 


Hirschman (1981) proposes a second category of innovation: symbolism. In addition to 


tangible and functional services, Hirschman (1981, p537) defines symbolic innovations 


as being able to communicate a “different social meaning” than a previous technology, 


and hypothesizes that such innovations may “possess fundamentally different properties 


and diffuse according to fundamentally different principles” relative to purely 


technological innovations. Heffner et al. (2007) investigated the role of symbolism 


among HEV owners, finding five general symbolized meanings that motivated HEV 


purchase: preserve the environment, oppose war, manage personal finances, reduce 


support to oil producers, and embrace new technology.  


In addition, electric drive vehicles embody another class of attribute that differentiates 


them from conventional vehicles: the potential to benefit society. Green (1992, p133) 


provides a framework to classify goods on a private/public scale, where private good are 


characterized by “exclusive and personal consumption and individual payment; not 


associated with the public welfare,” whereas societal or public goods are characterized by 


“nonexclusive consumption and collective payment” such as “clean air” and “saving 


endangered species.” Canzler (1999, p25) asserts that to date, motor vehicles have been 


primarily perceived as private goods, dating back to the original “race-travel-limousine” 


of early car buyers motivated by goals of luxury and prestigious racing. However, 


electric-drive vehicles may present a divergence from private goods due to their potential 
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to produce pro-societal benefits, such as contributing to reductions in air pollution, 


greenhouse gas emissions, and oil dependence—or by encouraging others to think of and 


act on such issues. Thus, electric-drive vehicles can be associated with public welfare, 


leading Brown (2001) to classify the EV as a mixed good, that is, having aspects of both 


a private and a public good. Further, such interpretations and reinterpretations may 


develop over time; for instance, Gjoen and Hard (2002, p264) describe how one 


consumer’s experience with an EV led her to “become an agent contributing to the 


deconstruction of what a car is meant to be and to the construction of a new sense of 


mobility.” In summary, the so-called “diffusion” of electric-drive vehicles will entail an 


ongoing social discourse about the functional, symbolic, and pro-societal benefits. 


To investigate the role of interpersonal influence in the formation of functional, symbolic 


and pro-societal interpretations of electric-drive vehicles, three general research questions 


are posed: 


1. Do interpersonal interactions play a significant role in the assessment and 
adoption of electric drive vehicles?  


2. If so, how can we characterize the interpersonal interactions that influence 
consumer perceptions of functional, symbolic, and pro-societal attributes? 


3. Under what social conditions might households adopt electric drive vehicles and 
the pro-societal car? (And how might policy create those social conditions?) 


Methods: Observing Interpersonal Influence 


To explore the potential roles of interpersonal interactions in the adoption of pro-societal 


cars, an extended methodology is being applied to the social networks of a subsample of 


10 to 15 households participating in the Project; analysis of the networks of four 


households have been completed as of the writing of this report. Researchers work with 


each of these households to map, measure, and stimulate episodes of social interaction 


within the households’ social networks, as illustrated in Figure 36.  


Social network analysis has been frequently applied to diffusion studies; instead of 


emphasizing the individual as the unit of analysis it explores the role of linkages between 


individuals (Rogers 2003). Social network analysis investigates how the structure of these 


linkages (or ties or relationships) influences the diffusion process (Granovetter, 1973; 


Degenne and Forse, 1994). While it may be ideal to study social processes and structure 
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at the “total” network level—by accounting for every link among all individuals in a 


social system—in most situations it is only feasible to collect data from different personal 


networks (Degenne and Forse, 1994; Carrasco, Hogan et al., 2008). A personal, or 


egocentric, network is represented by: i) the primary individual (the grey and black circle 


in Figure 36), ii) the other individuals they are socially connected to (the white circles), 


and iii) characterizations of the relationships, or ties, between all individuals (the 


connecting arrows) (Carrasco, Hogan et al., 2008).  


Figure 36: Stimulating Social Networks with PHEVs 


 


 


Eliciting personal network data can be very challenging, including efforts to scope 


network size, overcome limitations in respondent recall, and mitigate respondent burden 


(Marsden, 1990; Carrasco, Hogan et al., 2008). In this project, we use a technique 


outlined by Hogan et al. (2007), which assists participants in the creation of a 


sociogram—a graphical depiction of their personal network. Participants are asked to 


generate a list of “very close” and “somewhat close” contacts—terms kept intentionally 


vague—on a series of post-it notes, then arrange the names on a poster with four 


concentric circles representing social closeness.  
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This project follows a “multi-method” approach (McCracken, 1988, p28) including 


structured interviews and internet-based questionnaires, as well as social episode diaries. 


In social network studies, asking respondents to keep diaries of social episodes can be 


invaluable to enhance recall of interactions with other contacts during a particular period 


(Degenne and Forse, 1994, p19). The four stages illustrated in Figure 36 are implemented 


as follows. 


Stage 1: Contact primary household and elicit personal network.  


Households were selected from the same sampling frame used for all Project participants. 


Along with being screened for eligibility and completing the online questionnaire, the 


Project participants in this personal network study (Primary Households) engage in an 


extended household interview, including:  


1. Household vehicle purchase history: draw out narratives of the vehicles 
currently and previously owned by the household, including the perceived 
benefits and drawbacks of each.  


2. Future vehicle purchase intention: elicit potential future plans to purchase 
a new vehicle, including the primary objectives of purchase and any 
specific models being considered.  


3. Personal network mapping: identify a network of people who are “very 
close” and “somewhat close” to the household’s, i.e., the “ego” in an 
egocentric network. Primary households are then instructed to personally 
invite members of their network to the study.  


4. Social-episode diary: provide a diary for the primary household to make 
brief notes regarding any social episodes in which they discuss PHEVs, 
electric drive, or vehicle purchases in general over the multi-week period 
of the PHEV trial in Stage 3. 


Stage 2: Collect baseline information from the personal network.  


The primary household recruits members of their primary personal network to the study 


(secondary participants). Those network members willing to participate complete the 


same screener and internet-based questionnaire as the primary household. Secondary 


participants confirm the existence and nature of the relationships (connecting lines in the 


sociogram) as elicited from the primary household  
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Stage 3: Stimulate personal network with PHEV trial.  


After the personal network has been mapped, the primary household begins their PHEV 


trial, completing several tasks, including:  


1. The social episode diary. 
2. The online PHEV design questionnaire. 


3. Midterm interviews every two weeks.  


4. A closing interview, consisting of questions regarding the following: 


a. The household’s overall experience with the PHEV (narrative). 


b. Recharging, driving, and fueling behavior. 


c. Functional, symbolic, and pro-societal interpretations of the 
vehicle, and the dynamics of these interpretations over the course 
of the trial. 


d. Contacts with members of the personal network (and others) 
including the content and frequency of such discussions, as well as 
the perceived influence over the primary household’s assessment 
of PHEV technology. 


e. Assessment of interests in future vehicle purchases (assisted by 
previously elicited responses in the PHEV design questionnaire). 


Stage 4: Network questionnaire and selected interviews.  


At the close of the primary household’s PHEV trial, secondary participants are again 


contacted to share their observations of the primary household’s PHEV trial. All 


secondary participants complete the online PHEV design questionnaire, which also elicits 


information about any social episodes that occurred with the primary household during 


the trial. A subset of secondary participants take part in a telephone interview, including 


details of any experience with the PHEV, interpretations of the vehicle over the trial, 


specific social interactions with the primary household or others during the trial, and 


interests in future vehicle purchases.  


Some Preliminary Results 


To illustrate the methodology used to elicit network data, Figure 37 portrays the 


sociogram of Billy Woods, as well as the patterns of interaction observed within his 


network during his PHEV trial. Billy identified 44 people as “very close” or “somewhat 
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close” as categorized on the y-axis—circles closer to Billy, i.e., closer to the bottom of 


the figure, represent a closer social relationship to Billy. Billy mentioned or discussed the 


PHEV with 11 of these contacts during his trial, identified by letters A through K. Billy 


also mentioned or discussed the PHEV with eight casual acquaintances (letters I through 


Q) who he did not place close to him in his network map, and one stranger that he met 


during his PHEV trial (letter R). Figure 37 also groups Billy’s social contacts according 


to his descriptions of how close they are to one another (with line thickness proportional 


to the strength of ties), with subgroups labeled where possible, such as “family,” 


“coworkers” and “golf buddies and friends.” People recruited as secondary participants 


are identified with a thicker circle (F, J, K and R). Finally, the darker shading in circles 


indicates that Billy considered interactions with that individual to have had relatively 


higher influence on his assessment of PHEV technology. Thus, his interactions with the 


stranger “R,” casual acquaintance “L,” and friends “D” and “E” were more influential to 


Billy than his interactions with family members “A” or “B,” his girlfriend “F,” or others. 


Figure 37 can be viewed as one map of Billy’s social network as well as an overview of 


how his PHEV trial stimulated this network.  


Table 7 provides summary details of the four networks investigated so far, including the 


primary households—Billy Woods, the Noels, the McAdams and the Rhodes—and the 


secondary participants they recruited. Table 7 also shows the primary households’ 


perspective of the social proximity of the secondary participants and the influence of 


interactions with them, as well as the perspective of the secondary respondents. These 


perspectives are not always symmetrical; for example, although “Chris” (K) considers 


Billy to be a very close friend who had a strong impact on his perception of PHEVs, Billy 


did not recall having spoken with Chris during his trial. Asymmetry occurs in the other 


direction also; Billy rated his interaction with a stranger who was an EV driver, Harry 


(R), to be highly influential, while Harry in turn did not consider the interaction to be 


influential for himself.  
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Figure 37: Billy Woods’ Sociogram 


 


While Figure 37 and Table 7 provide interesting overviews of some general patterns of 


interpersonal interaction, they exclude important finer details. The data collected in this 


Project is quite extensive, with over 100 person-to-person interactions described by the 


four households—most are brief, but some are very important to either the primary or 


secondary participants’ evaluation of the PHEV-conversion and PHEVs more generally. 


One starting point for differentiation among these interactions is the networks 


themselves, which include individuals engaged in different lifestyle practices, resulting in 


different levels of experience and interest with electric-drive vehicles, “green” 


technology, and pro-societal behavior. Giddens (1991) describes a lifestyle as a package 


of practices associated with an individual’s particular trajectory in which behavior is 


guided by efforts to establish a sense of order, direction, and development for the 


individual’s self-concept. These practices include fashion, eating, and any other “means 


of symbolic display…giving form to narratives of self-identity” (Giddens 1991 p. 62). As 


discussed earlier, the symbolic aspects of automobiles place the purchase and use of 


motor vehicles within this process of creating and enacting a lifestyle. This differentiation 


of lifestyles is illustrated with a brief summary of each of the networks in Table 7.  
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Table 7: Summary of primary households and secondary participants in the personal network study to date 
For primary:  For secondary: Primary household 


(network size and interactions) 
Secondary 
participant 


Age Household 
income 


Lifestyle 
and values 


Relationship 
to primary Social 


proximity1 
Infl.  Social 


proximity 
Infl. 


Billy Woods    40s $100-124k Recreation       
    Total close:   44  Pat (F)2 40s $70-80k Family Girlfriend 2nd circle Lo  Very close Hi 
    Close contacted: 11  June (J) 40s $80-90k Recreation Friend/coworker 4th circle Hi  Very close Hi 
    Total contacted:     18  Chris (K) 40s $80-90k Recreation Friend 4th circle n/a  Very close Hi 
   Harry (R) 40s $125-149k Enviro./tech. Coworker Stranger Hi  Stranger Lo 
             
Rupert and Amy Noel   40s $80-89k Family       
    Total close:   101  John 60s $125-149k Family/tech. Coworker 4th circle Mod  Casual Mod 
    Close contacted: 29  Ray 20s $70-79k Family Friend 3rd circle Hi  Very close Mod 
    Total contacted:     31  Anita 30s $125-149k Family Friend 1st circle Mod  Very close Hi 
             
Craig and Siobhan McAdam  40s >$150k Enviro./tech       
    Total close:   50  Hannah 30s $20-29k Enviro. Friend 1st circle Mod  Very close Hi 
    Close contacted: 14  Steve 40s >$150k Enviro./tech Friend 1st circle Mod  Very close Mod 
    Total contacted:     31  Donna 20s $20-29k Unknown Coworker Casual Lo  Some. close Mod 
             
Larry and Cheryl Rhodes   30-


40s 
>$150k Family/enviro.       


    Total close:   49  Nicole 50s $100-124k Family/enviro. Neighbor 3rd circle Lo  Some. close Lo 
    Close contacted: 23  Betty 30s $100-124k Family/enviro. Friend/teacher 3rd circle Hi  Some. close Lo 
    Total contacted:     26            


1. Smaller numbered circles represent closer social ties. 
2. Letters correspond to those in Figure 37. 
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The Noels as electric-drive novices 


Rupert and Amy Noel live with their three young children in Sacramento. They are 


highly family-oriented—demonstrated not only by their devotion to their children, but 


also by frequent interactions with their large extended family. The Noels had no 


experience with electric-drive vehicles prior to their PHEV trial and they have no 


electric-drive experts within their social network. Throughout their trial, Rupert’s 


interactions mainly consisted of “showing off” the vehicle to friends and coworkers, but 


he reported these interactions had little influence on him. In contrast, Amy more actively 


attempted to advance her functional understanding and assessment of the PHEV by 


eliciting the perceptions of friends, family, coworkers, and even her dentist. Above all 


else, the Noels’ agreed that the most influential interactions they had were in sharing the 


PHEV experience with their own children, such as adding the words “hybrid” and “plug-


in” to their 4-year-old’s vocabulary. In all their conversations with members of their 


personal network, the Noels’ talked only about basic private-functional aspects of the 


PHEVs, e.g. recharging and fuel economy. These concepts were not well understood by 


the Noels or clearly communicated to others—all interviewed secondary participants 


(John, Ray and Anita) were unsure of the differences between an HEV and PHEV, and 


none had a strong sense of what benefits the PHEV offered, beyond generally improved 


fuel economy. 


Billy Woods as an electric drive novice with an EV enthusiast in his network 


Billy Woods lives alone in a detached home. He engages in many social and recreational 


activities—frequent golfing, skiing, and visiting bars and clubs. As a self-described 


“social guy,” he discussed the PHEV extensively within his large social network, 


including his technology-oriented coworkers at a computer company. He explored the 


PHEV’s “bells and whistles” with June (J), a close work friend and mentioned the car to 


other coworkers, golf buddies, and family. Many of his conversations consisted of “small 


talk” and “showing off” the PHEV’s private-functional attributes, but he considered such 


interactions to be of low influence on him. At one point he brought up the idea of pro-


societal attributes among coworkers by asking them which would provide the greater 
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motivation to purchase a hybrid: the ability to save money or the environment. 


Ultimately, he agreed with his coworkers that saving money was more motivational. 


However, Billy demonstrated an openness to alternate interpretations. Interestingly, some 


of Billy’s friends thought he was driving the PHEV in an effort to be green. Billy’s most 


influential interaction was a with an EV driver at work, Harry (R), who was concerned 


the PHEV might overload the circuit they were sharing to recharge their vehicles at the 


workplace parking lot. This interaction seemed to be Billy’s only contact with an electric-


drive expert—a man who built his own EV and charged it at home via a solar array—but 


the conversation didn’t progress beyond a brief functional explanation by Billy of the 


PHEV demonstration. From the perspectives of others in Billy’s network, including Pat 


(F), June (J), and Chris (K), Billy’s trial was more of a functional demonstration that an 


electric-drive vehicle could be easy to recharge and provide performance comparable to a 


conventional vehicle.  


The McAdams as pro-societal technology enthusiasts 


Craig and Siobhan McAdam have strong environmental and pro-societal values which 


are demonstrated throughout their home, including solar panels, a high efficiency electric 


heater and air conditioner, efficient light bulbs, and a Toyota Prius in the driveway. Craig 


sees the PHEV as an extension to his Prius, i.e., a way to further reduce their 


environmental impacts and dependence on foreign oil, as well as sending a message to 


automakers to support the technology. The McAdams’ social network includes people 


with similar pro-societal values and interests in advanced technology—Craig has already 


influenced at least three of them in their purchases of HEVs. Surprisingly, the PHEV trial 


did not stimulate many “real conversations” in the McAdams’ network; Craig and 


Siobhan explain that because environmental issues and actions are already such a big part 


of their lives, the trial of a PHEV-conversion did not have an enormous impact. Two 


secondary respondents in the McAdams social network described how they already have 


ongoing dialogues with Craig about different environmental technologies and were 


already aware of PHEV conversion kits—the McAdams’ PHEV trial was just another 


experience in lifestyles they regarded to be pro-societal. Craig also mentioned his PHEV 
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trial to more socially distant coworkers, but he found them to be generally disinterested—


a fact that the McAdams’ found to be disappointing.  


The Rhodes as pro-societal technology enthusiasts with family values 


Larry and Cheryl Rhodes blend environmental sensibilities with family values. Larry 


considers that he is a “tree hugger” and tells everyone how much he loves the fuel 


economy of his Honda Civic hybrid. He and Cheryl dream of living in an off-grid home 


powered by solar and wind energy. But they see such environmental action not just as a 


way to reduce their environmental footprint, but also as a way to shape and support pro-


societal actions in the next generation, starting with their preschool aged son, Tristan, and 


his schoolmates. The Rhodes’ liked that Tristan was excited about their PHEV trial—he 


would enthusiastically demonstrate the car’s features to friends and teachers. Around the 


same time, Larry taught a class at the preschool on batteries, bringing even more attention 


to the electric-drive vehicles. With the excitement of these children, Cheryl felt she might 


be witness to “a societal shift in perspective…that they’re saving things the earth needs.”  


Preliminary Discussion and Conclusions 


The first question in this research asks whether interpersonal influence plays a significant 


role in the assessment and adoption of electric-drive vehicles. Table 7 suggests that the 


observed social interactions are influential for primary households and secondary 


participants. The second research question delves deeper to explore and characterize 


specific processes of social interaction and influence. We describe these interactions from 


five perspectives: contagion, conformity, dissemination, translation, and reflexivity. 


Table 8 illustrates these perspectives as demonstrated by the primary households. 


First, contagion describes social interactions as the point-to-point communication of 


information. Contagion includes diffusion of innovations (DOI). In DOI, adoption is 


driven by communication, including word-of-mouth and mass media, but communication 


that is primarily in one direction, flowing from earlier adopters, e.g., “innovators,” to 


later adopters, e.g., “early adopters.” This approach superficially describes some patterns 


of interaction observed in this study, such as the “showing off” of the PHEV and 
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engaging in “small talk” about its basic features. For example, Billy Woods frequently 


informed people he was driving a PHEV and briefly explained that it was different from 


regular HEV. Such information could be described as diffusing through his social 


network, where secondary participants became aware of Billy’s trial and were able to 


grasp what was new about the PHEV. However, the notion of contagion neglects many of 


the subtle but important nuances of interpersonal influence, such as why particular types 


information are selected to share, why particular types of information are remembered by 


the listener, and how such information is interpreted in various contexts.  


Table 8: Characterizing interpersonal interaction in each social network 
 Network 
Approach: Billy Woods The Noels The McAdams The Rhodes 


Diffusion Explaining how 
the PHEV differs 
from an HEV 


Telling others the 
PHEV saves trips 
to the gas station 


Explaining they 
are taking part in a 
PHEV trial. 


Detailing the fuel 
economy of the 
PHEV relative to 
their HEV. 


Conformity Perceiving that 
PHEV is not 
attractive enough 
for bar/club scene. 


Perceiving the 
PHEV as “turning 
heads,” as a “status 
symbol.” 


Seeing the PHEV 
as fairly normal in 
their social circle. 


Feeling an added 
sense of “fitting 
in” with a pro-
environmental 
reference group. 


Dissemination Not observed. Not observed. Advocating 
electric-drive 
technology, and 
buying their Prius 
to promote 
production of 
green technology. 


“Spreading the 
word” about 
PHEV technology 
to improve the 
technology—also 
taught a preschool 
class on batteries. 


Translation Interpretive 
flexibility: asking 
others if cost 
savings or 
environment is 
more important 
motive for electric-
drive. 


Interpretive 
flexibility: learning 
about different 
functional benefits 
of the PHEV, such 
as “less trips to the 
gas station.” 


Interpretation: 
seeing the PHEV is 
an extension of 
their Prius—pro-
environment and 
supporting green 
technology. 


Interpretation: 
seeing the PHEV is 
a good way to 
reduce oil use, but 
renewable energy 
source is needed to 
make it truly 
“green.” 


Reflexivity Using the PHEV to 
learn more about a 
pro-societal 
lifestyle trajectory, 
but remaining 
more engaged and 
interested in his 
recreational 
lifestyle. 


Becoming vaguely 
aware of a pro-
societal lifestyle 
trajectory, but 
remaining far more 
concerned with 
family-oriented 
living, such as 
emphasizing 
vehicle space and 
cost savings. 


Remaining fully 
engaged in a pro-
societal lifestyle, 
where PHEV is 
just another stage 
of the trajectory—
supporting further 
production, but not 
as big a step as 
purchasing their 
conventional Prius. 


Remaining fully 
engaged in a pro-
societal lifestyle, 
using the PHEV to 
further “spread the 
word” about green 
technology—
seeing the PHEV is 
a “stop-gap” to 
clean technology, 
and encouraging 
the next generation 
(e.g. their son). 
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Further, the notion that information diffuses in one direction, from innovators toward the 


majority, is limiting. While it may be tempting to label the McAdams or Rhodes as 


electric-drive “innovators,” even they learn from, and exchange information with, others 


(and others who are not “innovators”) on an ongoing basis. Similarly, Billy Woods, the 


Noels, and their network members did not draw their perceptions from one particular 


“innovator” or set of experiences. Rather, they formed a general understanding of the 


PHEV through an ongoing discourse of social interactions that they integrated with their 


existing background knowledge. In addition, although notions of contagion and diffusion 


may apply to certain “simpler” interactions, such interactions are typically identified by 


participants as less influential. 


Second, conformity focuses on individual’s perception of social norms and the actions of 


others. The approach typically includes the idea of thresholds, i.e., the proportion of the 


relevant social system that must engage in the behavior before the observed individual 


will join (Strange and Soule, 1988). Thresholds may vary according to the strength of ties 


with other individuals, physical proximity, or other factors (Granovetter, 1978; Valente, 


2005), which can be linked to social norm theory (Cialdini, 2003).  


Examples in this study illustrate how parting from certain norms can be undesirable or 


desirable. Billy Woods describes that although he generally liked the PHEV, he thought it 


was ugly, and as a “single guy” he can’t drive around “in a car that looks like an egg.” 


Billy was not describing a particular interaction, but a general perception of the 


expectations and norms of one of his reference groups—the clubbing crowd—that a car 


should be attractive. On the other hand, the Noels’ excitedly describe how driving the 


PHEV would “turn heads” because it was a “status symbol” potentially in a sense of 


wealth as well as environmental motives. For the McAdams, driving the PHEV supported 


existing norms of their social network; Siobhan explains: “the idea of…plugging in a car 


is not that…‘Jetsons’ to our group of friends.”36 While the Rhodes expressed similar 


sentiments, Cheryl Rhodes added that relative to her SUV, driving the Prius (whether or 


                                                 


36 The Jetsons was a cartoon television show in the US first produced in the 1960s. It was set in a future of 
flying cars, robot housekeepers, levitating chairs, and other technological wonders. 
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not it was a plug-in conversion) made her feel “more self-righteous” when she shopped at 


a pro-environmental grocery store in her area—“like I really fit in.” 


Third, dissemination is “diffusion that is directed and managed” by an organized group 


(Rogers, 2003, p6), including processes of collective action in the provision of pro-


societal goods. To date, this Project has not included any participants that are members of 


any formal groups of PHEV dissemination, e.g. Plug-in America. Further, while Billy 


Woods and Noels did describe “showing off” the PHEV in many instances, such 


interactions were not dissemination—they were more of a reaction to the novelty of the 


PHEV trial. However, the McAdams did describe themselves as advocates for electric-


drive technology and Craig explained one motive for buying his Prius was to “promote 


the production of further hybrid cars.” Similarly, Larry Rhodes described how during his 


PHEV trial he would talk to others in order to “get the word out…(to) proselytize the 


eco-friendliness” of the PHEV.  


Fourth, translation defines innovations as dynamic, socially-constructed artifacts (Bruun 


and Hukkinen, 2003).37 At first, a newly introduced artifact has a high degree of 


interpretive flexibility, where different social groups’ differing interpretations of its 


meaning and content influence further technological development (Pinch and Bijker, 


1984). Eventually the stages of interpretive flexibility reach a state of closure and 


stabilization as the perspectives of various social groups converge (Bruun and Hukkinen, 


2003) or align (Callon, 1991; Hannemyr, 2003). Participants with less electric-drive 


experience are in a state of interpretive flexibility: the Noels were coming to terms with 


the basic functions of the PHEV, and became excited when someone made the simple 


observation that it allowed them to “make less trips to the gas station” and while Billy 


Woods was quicker to understand the PHEV’s basic functions, he became interested in 


talking to others about the broader interpretations of electric drive—private, e.g., saving 


money, versus pro-societal, e.g., environmental motives. In contrast, the McAdams and 


                                                 


37 As used here, translation is a combination of two related sociological approaches to innovation: social 
construction of technology (SCOT) and actor-network theory (ANT).  
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Rhodes already had established understandings of electric-drive and alternative fuel 


technology, and saw the PHEV as further articulation of their understandings.  


Fifth, reflexivity as we use the term here is not limited to innovation, communication, or 


social influence. Giddens’ (1991) structuration approach describes personal self-


development in an uncertain, social world, i.e., modernity, which lacks the set roles and 


expected behaviors enforced by tradition. Individuals must actively seek out and define 


their self-identity through “a reflexive project” (Giddens, 1991, p32). Reflexivity is the 


dynamic, continuous process of defining and expressing oneself: it moves us beyond 


assessment of the specific features of PHEV technology to focus on how individuals 


incorporate technology into their lifestyle trajectories. Reflexivity can be used to better 


understand the underlying motives of each participant, as well as integrating patterns 


described by the other perspectives. For instance, Billy Woods takes part in recreation 


and social activities he links to his interest in having an attractive vehicle. However, 


several individuals in his network are interested in other trajectories, such as green living 


and technological development. To an extent, Billy used his PHEV trial as an opportunity 


to try an alternative lifestyle trajectory and learn more about how it fit within his current 


trajectory as represented by his social network—demonstrated by his query to coworkers 


about their private versus pro-societal motives. In contrast, the Noels have far fewer 


connections with environmental and pro-societal groups, and far more integration into a 


family-oriented community, so they focus on the family aspects of the PHEV, such as 


enjoying the excitement of their children and judging they would need a PHEV larger 


than the Prius to accommodate their family. The McAdams are already fully engaged in a 


pro-societal lifestyle and see the PHEV as another step in their trajectory. The Rhodes are 


of a similar mind to the McAdams, but also link the PHEV to their family values, going 


out of their way to induce interest and support for green technology among a younger 


generation. In summary, from the perspective of reflexivity, when participants talk about 


the PHEV, they not only share information about the technology, they are also share 


information about different identities and ways of living. 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 


Putting Discussion and Conclusions in Context 


The discussion presented here summarizes and interprets the preceding analyses. 


Conclusions, such as may be drawn, should be regarded as provisional and subject to 


elaboration or even contradiction as the Project continues and we learn from more 


households how they drive, recharge, and value PHEVs, and in particular, the specific 


incarnation of a PHEV they are driving. In general, we believe the behaviors we observe 


are more likely to be generalized than are the specific numerical results. 


To remind the reader of some of the important context in which the Project is being 


conducted, it is one in a series of related research tasks at the UCD PHEV Research 


Center focusing on household markets for PHEVs. In particular, one prior research 


activity was a large-sample internet-based survey of new car buyers. That survey was 


based on a nationally representative sample, with over-samples of California and northern 


California. The results from those over-samples and the participants in the present Project 


are compared where possible. Regarding the PHEVs in this study, they are conversions of 


Toyota Priuses using A123Systems’ conversion. The conversion involves the installation 


of a 5KWh (nominal) lithium-ion battery in the spare tire well and the necessary 


electrical and communications connections to incorporate the battery into the vehicle’s 


drive system and to recharge the battery. The battery charges from a standard US three-


prong, grounded, 110-volt outlet. A “fully” discharged battery takes approximately five 


hours to recharge. The PHEV-conversions are still subject to the underlying architecture 


and control strategy of the stock vehicle. Notably, during CD mode, the vehicles more or 


less continuously “blend” electricity and gasoline to power the car, though using far more 


electricity in CD than CS operation. It is easier, though by no means easy, to keep the 


ICE off during CD mode in the PHEV-conversions than in a stock Prius.  


The participating households were selected, in part, because they could recharge the 


PHEV-conversions at their homes. This makes them a sub-set of all car-owning 


households and of all new-car buying households. While this makes them suitable to 
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model the behaviors of other people who can recharge a PHEV at home, clearly their 


behaviors should not be simply extrapolated to the entire car market. (We judged it more 


important to learn what we can from people capable of regularly recharging a PHEV than 


to attempt to represent the entire population of car-owning households by including 


households who cannot regularly recharge at home.)  


Almost all socio-economic and demographic differences between the Project households 


(measured as a group) and the general population and the population of new-car buying 


households flow from this initial recharging capability condition. The Project participants 


are skewed toward people with higher incomes and education—even compared to our 


California and northern California over-samples. Respondents in all three of our CA-


based samples are much more likely to be between the ages of 35 and 54 than the general 


population. Our Project and survey respondents are more like to live in detached homes 


than are the general population. The present gender balance of the Project participants is 


similar to that of the general US, California, and California over-sample of new car 


buying households. 


Other than these general correlations between income, education, home ownership and 


new vehicle buying, the Project households cannot be consider to be so pro-PHEV, pro-


electric-drive technology, or pro-environmental compared to other samples of new car 


buyers as to skew their reports in favor of PHEVs. The Project sample contains a slightly 


higher percentage of people who state that air quality, climate change and oil dependence 


are “serious problem[s], and immediate action is necessary” than in the California and 


northern California over-samples. Still the differences are small and we judge them to be 


unlikely to make a substantive difference to any conclusions we may draw between the 


samples on PHEV designs created by participants in their design games. 


There is little to distinguish the knowledge of electric drive vehicles of the Project 


participants from the survey respondents—except on the specific issue of plug-in hybrids. 


Across all samples, very high percentages of respondents know that a plug-in hybrid can 


be both fueled and plugged-in; the highest percentage is among our Project participants. 


There are a few opportunities for “information leaks” about PHEVs to respondents in the 
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present Project: the recruiting phone call and the information unavoidably provided to 


households when the PHEV is first delivered. (The questions about electric-drive 


knowledge are part of a longer, more substantive questionnaire that cannot be 


administered until after the household is fully enrolled in the Project, which occurs when 


the vehicle is delivered.) 


Most Project participants faced lower gasoline prices during their PHEV trial month than 


did the prior survey respondents. However, the first Project participants were paying well 


in excess of $4.00 per gallon for gasoline in August 2008. Whether they faced higher 


gasoline prices during their PHEV trial period or whether they simply recall such higher 


prices from last summer, we expect that all other Project participants may be more 


sensitive to the uncertainty of gasoline prices than the national and California survey 


respondents. This may make Project participants less like our prior survey respondents, 


but more like their peers, i.e., all present day car-buying households who have lived 


through this same history of gasoline prices. 


Assessing PHEV Purchase Intentions and Design Priorities 


We assess the interest of respondents in buying PHEVs—and which PHEVs—through a 


series of design games. The games rely on two different contexts and have two different 


goals. One explores what is interesting and valuable to respondents about PHEVs per se. 


The other more directly addresses the question of interest in buying a PHEV. We limit 


our conclusions about PHEV designs to the subset of respondents who can recharge a 


vehicle at home (which includes all Project participants) and demonstrate a PHEV 


purchase intention in the highest price version of the PHEV design games. 


It (still) isn’t about all-electric driving; it’s about fuel economy 


In summary, in the Project to date we find more evidence to support our prior conclusion 


from the national survey that consumers create PHEV designs that emphasize (gasoline-


only) fuel economy and, conversely find no evidence to contradict our prior finding of 


low demand at present for PHEVs offering all-electric operation in CD mode. Most 


respondents in both studies and across both design games designed PHEVs based on 
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blended operation in CD mode. In effect, they designed PHEVs that emphasized 


improvements in (gasoline-only) fuel economy over designs that emphasized all-electric 


driving. While it is possible that the Project participants PHEV designs were “anchored” 


by their driving a blended-mode PHEV that does not easily provide all-electric operation 


throughout its CD range, it is still the case that experience with a PHEV has not led our 


Project participants to be more likely to emphasize all-electric CD operation than our 


prior survey respondents who had no PHEV experience. This conclusion is further 


supported by the relatively greater emphasis that respondents across all samples placed 


on improving the fuel economy of the vehicle in CS operation than in either dimensions 


of CD performance: all-electric (vs. blended) operation and longer CD driving range. 


Further, only a tiny subset combined both all-electric driving and 40 miles CD range (the 


longest CD range offered in the games) 


Project results do differ from survey results in some important ways 


Project participants who had driven a (blended-operation) PHEV for a month were more 


likely than the previous survey respondents to 1) design a PHEV they are interested to 


buy rather than opt to buy a conventional vehicle, 2) design a PHEV that had better 


PHEV performance than the base PHEV design offered to them, and 3) to chose an HEV 


as the base vehicle they considered for redesign as a PHEV. Still, these differences are at 


the margin, and the overall conclusions one draws from the Project participants are 


similar to those we drew from the survey. The Project does appear to have a slightly 


greater persuasive effect of convincing participants that a PHEV is a worthwhile and 


desirable vehicle for their household, as well as an effect of convincing them that an HEV 


is a worthwhile vehicle for their household. Given that they have designed a PHEV they 


want, few Project participants were interested in faster recharging times than the base 


offering of eight hours—recall, all these households were selected to participate in the 


Project in part because they can recharge a vehicle at home. Project participants are more 


likely than survey respondents to improve CD mode—both operating mode and range. 


Yet as noted above, the slightly higher prevalence of all-electric designs compared to 


previous survey samples (~five percent in the Project compared to ~one percent in the 


survey) does not overrule the larger conclusion that only a small minority of new car 
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buyers presently value all-electric PHEV designs. There is little difference between 


samples in the probability to improve CS fuel economy performance—in large part 


because this is the most common attribute to be improved by respondents in all samples. 


These findings contrast with the earlier findings of Kurani et al.’s (2007) interviews with 


“pioneer” PHEV conversion drivers who exhibited strong interest in maximizing CD 


range in all-electric mode—effectively approaching the capabilities of pure electric 


vehicles. This difference suggests that while all-electric CD operation may presently be 


attractive to a small subset of consumers including those who are already knowledgeable 


and experienced with electric vehicles, at this point in time most households who buy 


new vehicles are more interested in high fuel economy, even after completing a multi-


week trial with one (blended) PHEV incarnation.   


If it’s not about all-electric driving now, can it be in the future? 


The wide variety of PHEV designs created by survey respondent and Project participants 


supports the conclusion that the car-buying pubic has widely varying, and perhaps as yet 


unformed, PHEV performance expectations. Their desired PHEV designs and capabilities 


may be subject to change. Project participants and survey respondents had little pre-


existing understanding of PHEVs and the responses we elicited may be sensitive to the 


PHEV information we provided. As information about PHEV technology, costs, benefits, 


and meanings are transmitted throughout the population, interest in PHEV attributes and 


performances could shift. For example, all-electric CD operation could become more 


meaningful to car buyers as they gain experience with all-electric operation and as they 


participate in the process of identifying just what all-electric operation means to people. 


In the meantime, this analysis provides a baseline of market potential—one that could be 


subject to influence. The messages and actions of policymakers, automakers, electric 


utilities, and other interest groups could have significant influence over future 


development of PHEVs. 
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Charging and refueling behaviors 


Recharging: How often, where, and when 


As outlined in the introduction to this report, the benefits of PHEVs compared to 


conventional vehicles, HEVs, and battery EVs depend on recharging behavior. There 


may be no more fundamental question about PHEVs than whether or not people will 


plug-in a vehicle that does not have to be plugged-in. The answer from the Project 


participants to date is, “Yes, we will.” The households who have participated in this 


Project, on average, plugged-in these PHEV-conversions about once per day, and did so 


more often on weekdays than weekend days. There was large variation in the mean 


frequency of PHEV recharging across households—from zero to 2.6 times per weekday 


and zero to 1.5 times per weekend day. Higher frequency of plugging-in on weekdays is 


associated with 1) recharging at work during the workday, and 2) recharging at home 


during the day by retired households. The frequency of plugging-in on weekend days was 


also lower than on weekdays because the PHEVs were more likely to be away from 


home, and thus away from the households’ primary or sole recharging location. Only a 


few households found away-from-home recharging locations they used on a regular basis. 


These were associated with trips to work; the electrical outlets were either in the 


employers’ parking lots or public parking garages.  


By the end of their PHEV trial, if the participants understood how to maximize the use of 


the supplemental battery, they were recharging every night (that the vehicle was home). 


Those who did not understand the state of charge of the battery, or the PHEV technology 


in general, did not necessarily recharge nightly or, in some households in any apparent 


pattern. When asked about recharging, most participants discussed the actual act of 


plugging into the electrical outlet but not the frequency with which they recharged. 


Despite the fact that most households asked us about how often to recharge when the 


PHEV was first delivered to them, it appears that recharging either 1) quickly became a 


daily routine or chore—irrespective of the level of understanding of why they would plug 


the car into the grid—or 2) that differences in the performance of the PHEV in CD and 
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CS mode were not adequately represented to some households for them to understand 


why and when to recharge the car. 


In general, most households plugged in their PHEVs after 4:00pm on weekdays and left 


them plugged in until 6:00am the next morning. While the weekday electricity demand 


from vehicles being plugged in between 5:00pm and 6:00pm creates a rapid increase in 


grid electricity demand, the differences between “availability,” i.e., when the vehicle is 


plugged-in to the grid, and “demand,” i.e., when the vehicle draws electricity from the 


grid to recharge the battery, show there is opportunity to shift electricity demand for 


PHEV recharging to presently existing off-peak electricity demand periods for these 


households (and vehicles). Weekend days present even greater opportunity to manage 


grid power to the vehicles since 1) fewer vehicles are plugged in, 2) those vehicles that 


are plugged in require less electricity to fully recharge, and 3) those vehicles that are 


plugged-in tend to remain plugged in longer into the next morning. 


While off-peak recharging of PHEVs would be advantageous to electricity providers, it 


could produce other benefits, such as reduced carbon content of the electricity used to 


recharge electric-drive vehicles, given that most wind power is produced during the night. 


Hence, off-peak charging, or even control over the type of electricity used to recharge 


electric drive vehicles, could significantly decrease the carbon emissions of the electricity 


used to power electric drive vehicles, thus providing greater transportation related GHG 


reductions. However, the construction of new renewable energy resources that operate 


primarily during present off-peak electricity demand periods competes with electricity 


providers goal (and one of the oft cited reasons to promote electrifying transportation) to 


increase the value of sunk investments in existing power production through increasing 


capacity factors. 


It is important to emphasize that individual household’s charging behavior, vehicle use, 


and vehicle performance varied across days, recharging intervals, and trips. In an effort to 


demonstrate the different ways households could plausibly use these vehicles, we 


disaggregated the PHEV trial of the Kermode family and constructed an alternate month 


based on their interview data. The two months—the month as measured in the Project 
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including multiple, away-from-home weekend tours and 2) a constructed month that 


substitutes measures of their in-town weekend travel for the longest of these tours—


provide descriptions within which most of the Kermodes’ vehicle use is likely to fall. 


Depending on which month and which comparative vehicle(s) one references, the 


improvement resulting from the substitution of the PHEV-conversion into the Kermodes’ 


life on the gasoline-intensity of their travel is bounded by estimates of ten to 180 percent.  


Total Energy, with and without recharging 


We compared the total energy (gasoline plus electricity) used by the households to drive 


the PHEV-conversions for their four-week trial to the gasoline they would have used had 


they not recharged at all. This is a close approximation to the question, “What difference 


does it make that this PHEV-conversion can be plugged into the electrical grid?” The 


gasoline displaced by electricity ranges from one to 19 percent of the gasoline that would 


have been consumed if the households had not recharged at all. This is not the same as 


the question of what difference it might make if any of these households would buy, 


drive, and recharge a plug-in vehicle rather than continue to drive any of their existing 


household vehicles or buy and drive any other conventional (or hybrid) vehicle they 


might buy.  


Recharging causes differences in total energy use through the frequency of recharging, as 


moderated by the (mis)match between households’ travel distances per recharging 


interval and their achieved CD range. Those households who closely match their travel to 


their achieved CD range of these PHEV conversions are able to achieve a much higher 


percent of their travel in CD mode (70 to 80 percent) and thus greater percentage energy 


(gasoline plus electricity) reductions through the substitution of electricity for gasoline 


(17 to 19 percent). These households achieve higher percentages of CD mode driving 


because either their common daily travel is less than their achieved CD range or they had 


access to away-from-home (and in this case, workplace) recharging so that they 


recharged multiple times per day.  


Households are not uniform across their own four-week PHEV trial as to this match to 


their achieved CD range. A household such as the Kermodes accomplished most travel 
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days within their CD range. But their aggregate (gasoline-only) fuel economy, percent 


miles driven in CD operation, and gasoline displacement were among the worst of the 


Project participants to date because of a few multi-day tours out of town. Again relying 


on all the data available to us though, especially from the interviews, a month can be 


constructed that is similar to many months of the Kermodes’ lives. In this constructed 


month, their performance is much closer to the norm of the other Project participants, 


including an increase in aggregate (gasoline-only) fuel economy from 49 to 55mpg, 


percent miles driven in CD operation from 22 to 36 percent, and percent gasoline 


displaced from 4 to 13 percent. 


Such analysis of total energy is entirely a construction of the analysts—no household has 


created an integrated accounting of both their gasoline and electricity use. Not even those 


few households who have used the V2Green website which contains measures of 


gasoline and electricity use and estimates of costs for both have any idea how much 


electricity they are using or what it is costing them. A few households have remarked 


how hard it is to see their electricity use through their monthly utility bill. As one 


households who tried remarked, changes in weather that caused them to begin to use their 


air conditioning during their PHEV trial month meant they could not figure out how 


much their higher electricity bill was due to their AC or the PHEV. 


Recharging Habits and Etiquette: Infrastructure isn’t the only barrier 


From the narrative analysis, we learned that most households spoke about recharging 


becoming part of their daily routine, similar to recharging a cell phone or feeding the dog. 


For a few households, the task took on the slightly negative connotation of “chore” rather 


than a habit or routine. But the majority of the Project participants said plugging-in the 


PHEV was easy and not a hassle. (The exception was the extension cord—almost 


universally households observed that a retractable cord would be a welcome design 


change.) Most people recharged at home because of the time needed to recharge the 


battery, availability of an electrical outlet, and safety of the car (and cord). Most stated 


that recharging at night was ideal because they could plug-in the car when they got home 


and un-plug it in the morning before heading to work. Several were concerned about 
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plugging in their car if it was parked outside of their garage for fear of a tripping hazard 


or someone stealing the cord. 


Some looked for recharging at local malls, job sites, or during out of town trips; none 


found it easy to locate an appropriate outlet. Many situations in which people did not 


recharge away from home can be interpreted as a lack knowledge about the of etiquette 


regarding recharging behavior: people were unsure if asking to plug in would be seen as 


rude or presumptive. Several participants specifically related that they did not ask to 


recharge at the houses of friends or family because they were unsure whether it was 


appropriate.  


It can also be said that it is not merely the lack of knowledge by the Project drivers of 


recharging etiquette, but the lack of a set of social norms and rules altogether. Electric 


vehicle drivers in California in the 1990s did develop some informal rules about sharing 


the limited number of public EV recharging locations. But those EV drivers were too 


small a group to have created a set of more widely recognized and accepted social norms 


regarding the use of electrical outlets over which the driver does not have sole control, 


e.g., at home. Ironically, in and around the cities of Sacramento and Davis, CA the 


lingering presence of public EV parking and recharging facilities caused discussion and 


confusion on the part of some Project participants who recalled hearing about or seeing 


such facilities. Those who actually sought out this EV infrastructure were disappointed to 


find it did not have the appropriate electrical outlet for their PHEV. While some of these 


Project drivers questioned whether they were allowed to park in these EV spaces, others 


simply assumed they were allowed. 


No One Misses Refueling with Gasoline 


We have not presented analyses of gasoline refueling behavior in this report. 


Summarizing discussions with Project households, the long-refueling intervals of the 


PHEVs are noted by almost all households. The PHEVs are routinely refueled much less 


often than the households’ own vehicles for which the PHEV substitutes. This is 


sometimes an important marker for a household—eliciting delight and amazement at the 


long-periods of times between trips to gasoline stations. For some people, this experience 
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was positive, but did not solve any problem (other than paying for gasoline!). For other 


people though, the reduction in trips to gasoline stations was more than a novelty. As we 


have observed in other research (Kurani and Turrentine, 1996; Turrentine and Kurani, 


2007), some people identify gasoline stations as dangerous or dirty locations. We note no 


other reports of changes in refueling behavior. People did not believe they had bought gas 


at different stations, nor at different points in their daily routines; at least, no such 


changes were so remarkable that households could recall them. 


Driving behaviors  


We treat driving behaviors at two scales. The first is a daily-to-monthly scale at which 


measures such as the households’ percent of miles driven in CD mode is one summary of 


the relationship between households driving and recharging behavior. The second is at a 


shorter time scale—within a single trip—where we explored how the vehicle and 


information interfaces may have changed how people drove. 


Summary Measures of Driving and Recharging 


As discussed in the opening of this report, the potential energy and environmental effects 


of PHEVs flow from the amount of electricity that displaces gasoline. This in turn 


depends on the relationship between PHEV designs and capabilities on the one hand, and 


PHEV drivers’ driving and recharging behaviors on the other. The percentage of miles 


driven in CD mode is one measure of how all three interact.  


One way to measure the performance of a particular technical specification for a PHEV is 


to recast it in terms of the realized performance based on our participants’ driving and 


recharging behaviors. In this way the vehicle used in this project can be described as:  


1. A PHEV that operates in blended mode during CD operation; 


2. During which it will return (21 to 101) percent better gasoline-only fuel economy 
than it otherwise achieves in CS operation; 


3. CD operation will last for (25 to 35) miles using a definition of CD range that 
references only when the switch from CD to CS operation occurs;  


4. In exchange for about 4KWh of grid-electricity; and, 
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5. Achieves (38.0 to 51.5mpg) in CS operation (where percent improvement in CD 
operation is positively correlated with CS fuel economy across drivers). 


The ranges of CD and CS performance values above are explained in part by differences 


in aggressiveness of accelerations, top speeds, mixes of driving on surface street vs. 


freeway, amenability to playing energy conservation games through the information 


interfaces, and travel and recharging behavior affecting the match between miles driven 


per recharging interval and each driver’s realized CD range. One measure to encapsulate 


all of this is the percent of miles driven in CD operation. The particular vehicles used in 


this Project were driven, on average across the households’ four-week trials, in CD 


operation for 53 percent of their total miles; the range across household means was 17 to 


81 percent. It is unsurprising, but important, that the range within a single household 


across their recharging intervals can be greater, e.g., from less than two percent to 100 


percent in one household. 


Changing Driving Behaviors through User Interfaces 


It is impossible at this time to generalize the impact of in-vehicle and internet-based 


information interfaces on fuel economy as each participant interacted with the available 


vehicle information in a different way. Some participants completely ignored the 


information; others found the information to be a stimulating and engaging learning tool. 


We can speak about the causes of these differences. Some of the major reasons seem to 


be prior interest in fuel economy (interest in fuel economy changed and often increased 


over the course of the study), technological fluency, and each participant’s role within 


their household in regards to vehicles or technology.  


From the themes identified through the narrative analysis, we propose a few basic lessons 


that may help future interface designs to facilitate greater effects on energy use: 


• The closer the information is to the point of interest, i.e. in the car vs. on the home 
computer, the more likely it is that the information will be used. 


• Simplicity in representation and interpretation is critical to driver understanding. 


• The interface should support drivers in setting and achieving goals by providing 
relevant summary information. 
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• Instantaneous Fuel Economy can provide drivers with erroneous information, 
especially during braking events. 


• Whenever possible, information should be presented in a grounded context so that 
drivers can quickly understand the relative impact of their behavior. 


Although these general lessons are by no means definitive or complete, they represent a 


simplified interpretive summary of the many participants’ responses to the interfaces 


included in this study and as the basis for the design of ongoing research to elaborate and 


specify these lessons. 


Narrative Themes: Confusion and Payback 


Narrative synthesis and analysis plays a confirmatory and explanatory role regarding 


recharging and driving behaviors discussed already. Two additional themes that emerged 


from the household narratives are further discussed here: confusion about PHEVs and the 


use of a payback analysis to assess PHEVs. 


Confusion 


Most Project participants were initially confused by the idea of a PHEV. Some remained 


unfamiliar and uncomfortable with the PHEV technology even after they had spent a 


month with the vehicle. A few households believed that recharging the car would 


increase fuel-only economy, but did not really understand how. Most of the households 


were confused about the state of charge of the battery. This—combined with 


inappropriate mental models of how batteries work—caused some participants to 


recharge less frequently than they would have if they had known how to determine the 


state of charge for the battery and if they had understood what the benefits might be. 


Households cited the example of their cellular phone’s battery—so long as it had some 


charge, they derived full value from the phone calls made or received on it. The Project 


shows the extent to which experience and instrumentation can assist some households to 


develop more refined understandings of PHEVs, and that more needs to be done. 
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Valuing PHEVs: Payback and Intuition 


Many households discussed using some form of a cost-benefit analysis to determine 


whether the PHEV was “worth it.” Most of these households discussed simple payback 


analysis comparing a purchase price and operating cost differences. A few households 


discussed more sophisticated net present value calculations. No households appear to 


have completed either simple payback or net present value calculations, most households 


made mistakes in describing how to make such calculations and demonstrated they did 


not know the values of all the costs and benefits that would enter into such a calculation.  


In contrast, some households offered an intuitive assessment. Octavia, for example, said 


that using less gas “was a great feeling” because it “has got be a good thing.” She linked 


gas savings with energy independence and reducing environmental impacts. She said that 


in the world today “we have people dying…corruption and big business…due to the 


whole dependence on oil…we are in trouble…” creating “untenable situations for our 


country”; “we can’t keep going this way.” Octavia felt that PHEV instrumentation would 


help people make a stronger connection between their personal actions and such global 


problems. For her, this awareness was a large benefit to driving a PHEV. She figured that 


most current HEV buyers were driven by financial motives, whereas if she were to buy 


an HEV, it would be for environmental reasons. She believed that climate change is a 


real, human-caused problem that, along with air pollution and the nation’s dependence on 


foreign oil, requires urgent action. She sees owning a PHEV as part of the solution. 


Social Influence 


We observe the almost complete lack of attention in prior analyses of electric-drive 


vehicles to the importance of social networks. The few examples cited in this report are 


suggestive of the additional understanding of how market, technology, and policy 


processes can be affected by understanding that not only are new vehicles, e.g., PHEVs, 


socially constructed, but so too are the processes in which they are developed, marketed, 


regulated, and used. In this Project, we are focusing on how our participating households 


construct and communicate their understanding and experience of PHEVs through their 
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interactions within their social networks. This aspect of the Project has been deployed in 


only a few households to date, but will continue with the rest of the Project. 


The first question within this social network research task is whether interpersonal 


interactions play a significant role in the assessment and adoption of electric-drive 


vehicles. We have observed that social interactions are influential for primary households 


(the Project drivers and households) and secondary respondents (selected members of the 


primary households’ social networks). The second research question explores and 


characterizes specific processes of social interactions. We described these interactions 


from five perspectives: contagion, conformity, dissemination, translation, and reflexivity.  


Five Approaches to Describing Social Interactions 


Contagion describes social interactions as point-to-point communication of information. 


The concept includes diffusion of innovations (DOI). Our preliminary assessment is that 


the idea of contagion neglects many of the subtle but important nuances of interpersonal 


influence, such as why particular types information are selected to share, why particular 


types of information are remembered by the listener, and how such information is 


interpreted in various contexts. Further, the notion that information diffuses in one 


direction, from innovators toward the majority, appears limiting. We observe households 


and their social networks that did not draw their perceptions from an “innovator.” Rather, 


they formed a general understanding of the PHEV through an ongoing discourse of social 


interactions that they integrated with their existing knowledge.  


Conformity focuses on individual’s perception of social norms and the actions of others. 


This study reveals examples of ways in which the PHEV-conversion—or in some cases, 


the base Prius on which it is based—conforms or fails to conform to social norms of 


some groups with the participants’ social networks. Our primary respondents are left the 


task of reconciling (or not) the extent to which this new idea, a PHEV, conforms to the 


social norms that shape other aspects of their lives. Personally, that is to the individuals 


within the Project households, conformity may be important, but the fact the PHEV may 


conform to their social networks’ norms does not appear to stimulate more social 


interaction.  
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Dissemination is “diffusion that is directed and managed” by an organized group. To 


date, the Project has not included any participants that are members of a formal group 


attempting to disseminate PHEVs, e.g. Plug-in America. However, two households have 


demonstrated informal efforts to disseminate information about the pro-societal benefits 


of electric-drive vehicles within their social networks. 


Translation defines innovations as dynamic, socially-constructed artifacts (Bruun and 


Hukkinen, 2003). A newly introduced artifact has a high degree of interpretive flexibility: 


different social groups’ differing interpretations of its meaning and content influence 


further technological development (Pinch and Bijker, 1984). Project participants with less 


prior electric-drive knowledge and experience are in a state of interpretive flexibility, still 


coming to terms with even the basic functions of a PHEV. In contrast, participants with 


more electric-drive knowledge and experience are approaching a state of closure or 


stability, in which the meanings of PHEVs are less flexible, less susceptible to change.  


Reflexivity as discussed within Giddens’ (1991) structuration approach moves us beyond 


assessment of specific features of PHEVs to how individuals incorporate technology into 


their lifestyle trajectories. Within this approach, reflexivity can be used to better 


understand the underlying motives of each participant, as well as integrating patterns 


described by the other perspectives. We observed participants view their PHEV trial as an 


opportunity to try an alternative lifestyle trajectory, for example the young man who 


“tried on” his friends and co-workers environmental values through his participation in 


the PHEV research In other households, we observe how the PHEV is evaluated in terms 


of its ability to further an existing lifestyle trajectory, whether that be the high value of 


children or a pro-societal lifestyle calculated to induce interest and support for green 


technology. From the perspective of reflexivity, when participants talk about the PHEV, 


they not only share information about the technology, they are also share information 


about different identities and ways of living. 


In summary, preliminary results suggest that interpersonal interactions within social 


networks play an important role in shaping the assessment of these PHEV conversions, 


and likely electric-drive vehicles more generally. Diffusion, conformity, and 
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dissemination provide useful concepts for particular processes, but translation and 


reflexivity appear to best provide the language and theoretical depth required to integrate 


the various motives and perceptions observed among participating social networks. 


However, before conclusions can be drawn, more networks need to be explored and 


further analysis is required. 


Looking Forward 


The UC Davis PHEV Research Center will continue the Project through at least the end 


of 2009, and possibly through the first quarter of 2010. Extensions beyond that time will 


be pursued especially if opportunities to incorporate different types of PHEVs into the 


Project can be negotiated. The goals of extending the Project in its present form are to 


increase the number of participating households, extend and refine the application of 


narrative, conduct an additional set of research activities around driver feedback, and 


continue the study of the effects of social interactions on the spread of information about 


PHEVs. Regardless of any future opportunity to incorporate additional types of PHEVs, a 


final omnibus report similar to this one will be issued on households experience with 


these PHEV-conversions comparing and contrasting the early and later results. In 


addition, separate focused articles will be prepared on specific topics derived from each 


of the main findings sections of this report. 
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ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY 


All-Electric Operation: Operation in charge-depleting (CD) mode that uses only grid 
electricity, rather than electricity produced by an on-board generator, to power the 
vehicle. 


Blended Operation: Operation in charge-depleting (CD) mode that uses grid electricity 
and gasoline to power the vehicle; energy from both are “blended” together through 
the electro-mechanical drivetrain. 


Charge Depleting (CD) Mode: Energy stored in the battery is used to power the vehicle 
by gradually depleting the battery’s state of charge (SOC) (see “Charge 
Sustaining”). 


CD Range: The distance a PHEV can drive in charge depleting (CD) mode before 
switching to charge sustaining (CS) mode. (Other definitions include 1) the 
equivalent distance that could be traveled on electricity given on-board storage, and 
2) the distance traveled before the ICE first turns on. The last is relevant to series 
PHEV designs and is equivalent to “all-electric range.”) 


Charge Sustaining (CS) Mode: The battery’s state of charge (SOC) is sustained by 
relying primarily on the gasoline engine to drive the vehicle, only using the battery 
and electric motor to increase the efficiency of the gasoline engine, as is done in an 
hybrid-electric vehicle (HEV). 


(Usable) Depth of Discharge (DOD): The differences between the battery’s maximum 
and minimum states of charge (SOC); usually less than 100% in practice.  


Electricity availability: The time of day vehicles are plugged-in to an electrical outlet  


Energy Density (Wh/kg): The amount of energy stored per kg of a battery pack or cell.  


Electric Vehicle (EV): An electric drive vehicle that is only powered by grid electricity.  


Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV): A vehicle primarily powered by a heat engine (e.g. an 
internal combustion engine), but uses an electric motor and energy storage system 
(e.g. an advanced battery) to improve the efficiency of the engine’s operation.  


Kilowatt (kW): A measure of power (1000 watts), where 1 kW = 1.34 horsepower.  


Kilowatt-hour (kWh): A measure of energy use or capacity, where 1 kWh = 1,000 Watts 
provided for 1 hour.  


Parallel Architecture: A PHEV drivetrain that allows a direct connection between the 
engine and the wheels, as well as between the engine and battery and motor via a 
generator. The vehicle can be powered by electricity and gasoline simultaneously, 
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electricity only, or by gasoline only. The battery is charged from an electrical outlet, 
or by the gasoline engine via a generator. 


Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV): An electric drive vehicle that can be powered 
by a heat engine (e.g. an internal combustion engine), an electric motor using grid 
electricity (e.g. stored in a battery), or both.  


Power Density (W/kg): The amount of power that can be provided per kg of battery pack 
or cell. 


Series Architecture: A PHEV drivetrain that powers the vehicle only by an electric 
motor using electricity from a battery. The battery is charged from an electrical 
outlet, or by the gasoline engine via a generator (e.g. GM’s Volt concept) 


State of Charge (SOC): The ratio of energy currently stored in a battery to the battery’s 
maximum capacity.  


Total Energy Capacity: The amount of total energy (in kWh or kWh/kg) that can be 
stored in a battery. Not all of this energy is usable, as operation is limited to using 
the assigned depth of discharge (DOD) to preserve battery life and safety. 


Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV): A vehicle that produces zero tailpipe emissions. 
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APPENDIX A: HOUSEHOLD FINAL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 


Questions about their experience with the PHEV 


[Questions and comments in brackets are rhetorical comments to guide the interviewer. 


The major numbered questions enumerate the topics for the interview. All lower-order 


questions are merely suggestions and prompts to be used if necessary to promote 


conversation.] 


Why did you want to participate in this research? What were your expectations? Hopes? 


Concerns? 


a. In what ways were your expectations met? [How do people “measure” 
this?] 


b. In what ways were they disappointed? 


c. Who drove the car? How did you decide? Did this change throughout the 
month? 


Tell me about driving the PHEV. What did you like? What didn’t you like? [Be sure to 


let people talk here. Their initial driving impressions may have to do with vehicle 


size, handling, cupholders, or other things. Only after they have told their story 


should you probe for any specifics of it being a PHEV.] 


d. Was your driving of the PHEV “normal” for you? Did you take any 
unusual trips? Did you not take trips you normally would have taken? 
How did your use of the PHEV change your travel for the month? 


e. Did you change your driving? In response to what? How? Why? [This 
question is about driving as opposed to travel. Did they drive more or less 
aggressively? What does that mean to them?] 


Could you tell when the vehicle was operating on electricity only? How? Was this 


important to you? Why, or why not?  


f. Tell me about the energy use instrumentation in the vehicle. Did you use 


it? How? Which screens did you use; to which information did you pay 


attention? 
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Tell me about recharging the PHEV? Was it easy or difficult? A convenience or a hassle? 


g. How did your recharging behavior change over the month? Why? 


h. Can you imagine yourself doing recharging a vehicle over the long-term? 
Why? 


i. Would you change anything about your parking or access to 
electricity to improve recharging? 


i. Did you recharge away from your home? [No] Why not? [Yes. See 
prompts.] 


i. If you did, tell me about the places and times you recharged away 
from home. Were these casual or essential? What were you trying 
to accomplish? 


ii. How interested would you be in a PHEV if you did not have access 
to recharging at work? 


Did you notice changes (from your household’s own vehicles) in gasoline refueling, e.g., 


frequency, location, and cost? 


Did you track both electricity and gasoline use and cost? How? 


j. Was the V2Green website useful, interesting? 


i. How much did you use it? 


ii. Suggestions for changing the site? What would you like to see? 


Were you able to determine whether the PHEV “saved you energy/money, reduced 


emissions” anything? 


k. Would this be important to you, or would other things motivate you to 
drive a PHEV? 


l. What are these other things? How would you assess if you were getting 
enough of them to motivate you to drive a PHEV? 


Review questions from the on-line questionnaires 


Who answered the questionnaires? 


From Part 1, Question 3.11 [repeated below]: Why did they answer the way they did? 
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You are offered the choice between two ways to reduce your household's energy use. 


Both simply require you to install them and then carry on with you usual life. Both 


are offered to you free. Option A would reduce electricity use in your home, reducing 


your monthly utility bill by $21. Option B would reduce gasoline use in your 


vehicles, reducing what you pay each month for gasoline by $21. 


Which would you choose? 


❏ It doesn't matter, I'll take either one 


❏ I'd rather spend $21 less per month on my electric bill (Option A) 


❏ I'd rather spend $21 less per month on gasoline (Option B) 


❏ I don't know 


From Part 2, Review results of design games:  


Did you read the guide? Was the game understandable? What did “all-electric” mean to 


you?  


Why did you create the PHEV designs you did? Did the game seem to get at what you 


thought would be important about PHEVs? What other feature or capability would 


you add? 


Would you say you would be more motivated to drive a PHEV that operated on 


electricity-only as much as possible or by a PHEV that had high fuel economy while 


operating on gasoline? 


m. What are your ideas about both these possibilities? What strikes you as 


interesting and valuable? 


n. How would you choose between them? 
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APPENDIX B: PHEV BUYERS’ GUIDE (ON-LINE QUESTIONNAIRE) 


Your Plug-In Vehicle Guide 


 
Why read this guide? 
Think of this as a 10 minute shopping guide. Part 3 of the ‘Household 
Vehicle Survey’ will allow you to design your own plug-in hybrid vehicle. 
You will determine how this technology might fit into your household’s 
lifestyle, if at all. This guide explains the design options you will be given in 
Part 3.  
This Guide Focuses on Plug in Hybrid Vehicles ONLY 
A plug-in hybrid is a combination of an electric vehicle and a hybrid-electric 
vehicle. Recall the descriptions you were provided in Part 1 of the survey: 


Vehicle Type Description 
A) Electric:  


 


An electric vehicle is fueled by electricity only. It is charged by 
plugging in to an electric outlet. The electricity is stored in the 
vehicle until it is used to power the vehicle. This technology is 
not currently produced by any major car companies, but a few 
smaller companies do. 


B) Hybrid-Electric: 


 


A hybrid-electric vehicle is fueled by gasoline only. It uses a 
hybrid-electric technology to use gasoline more efficiently. A 
hybrid-electric vehicle can not be plugged in to an electric 
outlet. This technology includes the Toyota Prius, which has 
become quite popular in the US.  


C) Plug-In Hybrid  


 


A plug-in hybrid combines these two technologies. It can be 
plugged in to an electric outlet to charge up with electricity, and 
it can be filled with gasoline. A plug-in hybrid can run on 
electricity only, gasoline only, or a combination of the two. 
No car company currently sells this technology, although several 
have plans. 


(*Note: This guide refers to ‘gasoline’ as your vehicle fuel, but this term includes whatever fuel your 
current vehicle uses, including diesel or ethanol) 


Your Plug-In Hybrid Guide:  
 


Lesson 1: Refueling and Recharging      …....….p.2-3 


Lesson 2: Gasoline Mode (Driving Without Electricity)  ……….p.4 


Lesson 3: Electric Mode (Driving With Electricity)    ……….p.5-6 


Lesson 4: Upgrading Your Plug-In Vehicle     ……….p.7-8 
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Lesson 1: Refueling and Recharging 
  
The plug-in hybrid is unique because it can be refueled with gasoline and 
recharged with electricity. Unlike a basic electric vehicle, the plug-in hybrid 
will still drive if it runs out of electricity (as long as you have gasoline left).  
 
Refueling and recharging your vehicle is simple: 
 


                 


 
 
Gasoline: Refueling 
Refuel at any gasoline station. You have the same fuel tank you are used to, 
which holds the same amount of gas. If you want, you could use only 
gasoline all the time without ever plugging in, just like your current vehicle. 
 
Electricity: Recharging  
Recharge your vehicle using any normal electrical outlet (110-volt) – just 
like you recharge your cell phone or laptop computer. These are the same 
types of outlets you use for a TV or toaster. An outlet might be at home, 
work, a store or a friend’s house, and would likely be outside or in a garage. 
 


Refuel
At a gas station.


Recharge
Using an electrical outlet.


AND/OR 
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Why plug-in when I could just use gasoline? 
Electricity is generally cheaper than gasoline…but it is difficult to say how 
much cheaper. Gasoline prices change often, and electricity prices vary by 
region, season, and other factors. In most regions today, driving with only 
electricity would cost 60-80% less per mile than driving with only gasoline. 
This saving is like reducing your gas cost from $3.00/gallon to around $1.00.  
 
Also, driving with electricity usually causes less air pollution and 
greenhouse gas emissions than driving with gasoline. The size of these 
reductions depends on how your electricity is produced. 
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How long does it take to recharge? 
 
Recharge time depends on the vehicle design you choose. An empty battery 
could take 1 to 8 hours to fully recharge. In Part 3 of the survey, you will be 
given the following four upgrade options when you design your own plug-in 
hybrid vehicles:  
 


1) 


  


2)  


 


3)  


 


4)  


 
 
Can I interrupt the recharging process? 
 
Yes. For instance, if your vehicle requires 8 hours for a full charge, and you 
unplug it after 2 hours, you will get one quarter of a full charge. Similarly, 
you could plug it in for only 1 hour, or even 10 minutes.  
 
EXAMPLES: Recharge Upgrades 
 
Think of Paul and Sarah, two different drivers who each designed their own 
plug-in hybrid vehicles. Each driver completed a Plug-In Vehicle Diary to 
see what opportunities they have to recharge (access to electrical outlets). 
 
Paul’s family has only one place where they can recharge their vehicle: at 
their home garage where they park every night. Because Paul can recharge 
for 12 hours a day, he chose not to improve recharge time beyond 8 hours.  
 
Sarah lives in an apartment building, where there are no electric outlets near 
her parking spot. She drives around on business frequently during the day 
time, where she may occasionally be parked near an electrical outlet for 1-2 
hours at a time. Because she has only brief opportunities to recharge, Sarah 
chose to upgrade her plug-in vehicle recharge time to the quickest choice: 1 
hour.  
 


8 Hours 4 Hours 2 Hours 1 Hour
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Lesson 2: Gasoline Mode (Driving Without Electricity) 
 
All plug-in hybrid vehicles can drive without electricity. Once the battery 
runs out, the vehicle continues by using gasoline only. You could drive your 
plug-in vehicle without ever plugging in. 
 
‘Gasoline’ Mode: Efficiency Upgrade 
A bonus of a plug-in hybrid vehicle is that once the electric charge runs out, the vehicle 
switches to ‘Gasoline’ mode and behaves just like a typical hybrid electric vehicle (like a 
Toyota Prius). This means that even if you don’t plug-in, a plug-in hybrid vehicle uses 
less gasoline than a regular vehicle. At a minimum, ‘Gasoline’ mode will allow you to 
drive an extra 10 miles per gallon (+10 MPG) over a typical vehicle. If your current 
vehicle can travel 27 miles with a gallon of gasoline, the plug-in version could travel at 
least 37 miles. 
 
You will have 3 options to improve the efficiency of ‘Gasoline’ mode: 
 


 
1) Current Vehicle 


+10 MPG  


 
2) Current Vehicle 


 +20 MPG  


 
3) Current Vehicle 


+30 MPG  


 
Each improvement is relative to your current vehicle. If your current vehicle can drive 30 
miles per gallon of fuel, you can upgrade ‘Gasoline’ mode efficiency to 40, 50 or 60 
miles per gallon.  
 
 
EXAMPLES: Upgrading Gasoline Mode 
 


Again think of Paul and Sarah, who both vehicles that originally had a fuel 
efficiency of 27 miles per gallon (MPG). 
 
Paul’s family doesn’t drive in ‘Gasoline’ mode very often because they can 
recharge regularly at home. He chose the minimum upgrade of 37 MPG. 
Sarah chose the maximum ‘Gasoline’ mode upgrade of 57 miles per  
gallon. She is interested in saving money, and she knows that on many days 
she can’t recharge at all. She wants to maximize her fuel savings even when 
she can’t use electricity.  
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Lesson 3: Electric Mode (Driving With 
Electricity) 
 
If you recharge your plug-in vehicle, you can drive for some distance using 
electricity. Depending on your chosen design, electricity would either reduce gasoline 
use (Electric Assist) or replace gasoline use (All Electric) for this limited distance.  
 
Note: For all upgrades discussed in this guide, the vehicle’s performance does not 
change. For instance, improving gasoline efficiency or electricity use does not reduce 
acceleration, horsepower, top speed or towing ability.  
 
Electric Assist: Reducing Gasoline Use 
 
When recharged, a vehicle that is ‘Electric Assist’ capable will use both electricity and 
gasoline at the same time. The electricity helps the gasoline engine, offsetting the 
gasoline required to drive. For instance, an average car can travel 27 miles with a gallon 
of gasoline (27 MPG). However, a charged plug-in hybrid can travel at a rate of at least 
75 miles per gallon of gasoline (75 MPG), because the electricity is helping. Once the 
battery runs out, the vehicle returns to using gasoline only. You will not be stuck! 
 
There are 3 types of ‘Electric Assist’ plug-in hybrid vehicles. More advanced types use 
more electricity and less gasoline (represented by the changing size of the battery and 
gasoline icons in the diagrams below).  
 


Type #1: Electric Assist (75 MPG) 
Where electricity helps the gasoline engine, 
improving your gas mileage to 75 miles per 
gallon (MPG). Some gasoline is always required 
to drive.  


Type #2: Electric Assist (100 MPG) 
Same as above, but improving your gas mileage 
to 100 miles per gallon (MPG). Some gasoline is 
always required to drive  


 


Type #3: Electric Assist (125 MPG) 
Same as above, but improving your gas mileage 
to 125 miles per gallon (MPG). Some gasoline is 
always required to drive  


 
 
 


75 MPG


Electric Assist


100 MPG


Electric Assist


125 MPG


Electric Assist
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All Electric: Temporarily Replacing Gasoline Use 
A fourth type of electric design is ‘All Electric’ capable. This technology is more 
advanced than the ‘Electric Assist’ options because electricity can fully replace the 
use of gasoline for a limited distance. Once the battery has run out, the vehicle 
returns to using gasoline only. You will not be stuck! 
 


Type #4: All Electric 
Where electricity is temporarily used instead 
of gasoline. As long as the vehicle is 
charged up, no gasoline is required to drive.   


 
How long does the Electric Charge last? 
You can choose the distance your electric charge will last. This distance does not 
change if you choose Type #1, #2, #3 or #4. You can choose to have a full charge 
last for the first 10, 20 or 40 miles of travel. Beyond this distance, your vehicle 
returns to ‘Gasoline’ mode. If you choose 20 miles, your fully charged vehicle will 
drive in electric mode for the first 20 miles (‘Electric Assist’ or ‘All Electric’).   
 


When Fully Charged 
Drive in ‘Electric Assist’ or ‘All Electric’ Mode: 


 


1) For the First 
10 Miles 


2) For the First 
20 Miles 


3) For the First 
40 Miles 


 
 
EXAMPLES: Upgrading Electric Mode and Electric Distance 
 
Again think of Paul and Sarah, two different plug-in hybrid owners.  
 
Paul likes the idea of driving an electric car in the city, so he chose a ‘Type #4: All 
Electric’ capable vehicle. He lives 6 miles from work (12 miles round trip), so he chose a 
vehicle with 10 miles of distance per charge. He can recharge each night, then commute 
to work, and most of the way home with only electricity. His vehicle switches to 
‘Gasoline’ mode for the last 2 miles of his commute.  
 
Sarah does not care if she uses gasoline or electricity; she just wants to save money. She 
chose the ‘Electric Assist’ capability, as she doesn’t think ‘All-Electric’ mode is worth 
the extra cost. She chose ‘Type #2: Electric Assist (100 MPG)’ so she can drive at a rate 
of 100 miles per gallon of gasoline (MPG). She also chose to upgrade to 40 miles of 
distance per charge, because she knows she cannot recharge regularly.  


All ElectricAll Electric
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Lesson 4: Upgrading Your Plug-In Vehicle 
 
Minimum Upgrade Package 
 
In Part 3 of the survey, you will use an interactive diagram to design your ideal plug-in 
hybrid vehicle (given different constraints). The diagram below shows the baseline plug-
in upgrade package you will be shown, with the minimum values shown for each option:  
 
This plug-in hybrid vehicle requires 8 hours to fully recharge. When charged, it can drive 
with ‘Type #1: Electric Assist (75 MPG)’ for the first 10 miles. After 10 miles, the 
vehicle switches to gasoline mode, which can travel 10 more miles per gallon (MPG) of 
gasoline than your current vehicle. 
 


Your Plug-In Hybrid 
Vehicle 


Upgrades 


Recharge Time: 


 


Time to Fully Recharge: 
● 8 Hours 
○ 4 Hours  
○ 2 Hours  
○ 1 Hour 
Electric Capability: 
● Type #1: Electric Assist (75 MPG) 
○ Type #2: Electric Assist (100 MPG) 
○ Type #3: Electric Assist (125 MPG) 
○ Type #4: All Electric 


Electric Mode: 
 


 
 


For the First 
10 Miles 


Distance With Electric Capability: 
● First 10 miles 
○ First 20 miles  
○ First 40 miles  


Gasoline Mode: 


 
Your Vehicle +10 MPG  


Gasoline Use: 
● +10 Miles Per Gallon 
○ +20 Miles Per Gallon 
○ +30 Miles Per Gallon 


8 Hours


75 MPG


Electric Assist
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EXAMPLES: 
Here is a summary of the plug-in upgrades Paul and Sarah chose: 
 


Paul’s family chose a plug-in vehicle that takes 8 hours to fully recharge. When 
fully charged, the vehicle can drive without any gasoline (Type #4: All Electric) 
for the first 10 miles. After 10 miles (unless recharged), the vehicle runs out of 
electricity and uses gasoline only (37 MPG), but still saves fuel compared to a 
regular vehicle (+10 miles per gallon). 
 


Sarah chose a plug-in vehicle that takes only 1 hour to recharge. The fully 
charged vehicle can drive with Electric Assist (Type #2) for 40 miles, using 
electricity to boost fuel economy up to 100 miles per gallon. After 40 miles, the 
vehicle switches to gasoline only, where her vehicle can travel an extra 30 miles 
per gallon of gasoline (57 MPG) compared to a typical vehicle.  


Paul’s Upgrades Sarah’s Upgrades 
Recharge Time: 


 


Recharge: 
● 8 Hours 
○ 4 Hours  
○ 2 Hours  
○ 1 Hour 


Recharge Time: 


 


Recharge: 
○ 8 Hours 
○ 4 Hours  
○ 2 Hours  
● 1 Hour 


Electric: 
○ Type #1 
○ Type #2 
○ Type #3 
● Type #4 


Electric: 
○ Type #1 
● Type #2 
○ Type #3 
○ Type #4 


Electric Mode: 
 


 
 


For the First 
10 Miles 


Distance: 
● 10 miles 
○ 20 miles  
○ 40 miles  


Electric Mode: 
 


 
 


For the First 
40 Miles 


Distance: 
○ 10 miles 
○ 20 miles  
● 40 miles  


Gasoline Mode: 


 
37 MPG  


Gasoline: 
● +10 MPG 
○ +20 MPG 
○ +30 MPG 


Gasoline Mode: 


 
57 MPG  


Gasoline: 
○ +10 MPG 
○ +20 MPG 
● +30 MPG 


 
Now think about your household. Which upgrades are 
important? Please consult with your family to prioritize these 
upgrades.   


8 Hours 1 Hour


All ElectricAll Electric
100 MPG


Electric Assist
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APPENDIX C: PHEV DESIGN GAMES (ON-LINE QUESTIONNAIRE) 


Section 3: Designing Your Plug-In Vehicle  


 


  


 


 


Now, Imagine that... you have a just won a contest to upgrade your MINI COOPER 
into a plug-in hybrid vehicle, allowing you to use electricity to drive, using less gasoline. 
This upgrade promises that everything else about your vehicle will stay the same 
(appearance, performance, safety, warranty, etc.). 


Remember, A Plug-in Hybrid is... a vehicle that can be powered by either: electricity 
(from an electrical outlet), gasoline (like a typical vehicle), or a combination of both, as 
shown below: 


  


Electricity Only 


 


OR  


Gasoline Only 


 


OR  


Both Electricity and Gasoline 


  


You Have Choices... because your 'Plug-in Prize' allows you to choose what kind of 
battery upgrade you receive. But first...  


First We Need to Know...  
What is the average fuel economy of your MINI COOPER in miles per gallon (MPG)? 
Choose a value that is the average of city/highway driving. 
(Remember, a higher MPG means you are required less fuel to drive a given distance.)  


21 MPG - About average for a new truck 


27 MPG - About average for a new car 


28 MPG - About average for a basic MINI COOPER 


Other - Please Specify:   MPG 


 
Next
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Now you have the opportunity to upgrade your vehicle. You can upgrade your plug-in 
vehicle in four different ways, as described in Your Plug-In Vehicle Guide. Please 
consult this document for explanations if you need help.  


Each upgrade requires a certain number of “points”. We want to know what upgrades you 
consider to be most important. You will be shown 5 scenarios. Each scenario will give 
you a different number of “points” to make upgrades. Each scenario is independent, so 
you can choose different upgrades each time. 


Scenario #1: If you have 1 point to make an upgrade, how would you use 
it?  


Please be realistic. Consider how your household uses this vehicle, and where you have 
access to electrical outlets, if at all (from your plug-in diary).  


Make your selection(s) in the Upgrade column to use your points, then click 'This is My 
Choice' when you are finished. 


Your choice is visually represented in the left column. 
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Description of Your Choice: 


The above vehicle takes 8 hours to recharge. When fully recharged, it can be driven for 
the first 10 miles in Type #1: Electric Assist (75 MPG) mode. After this distance, it can 
only be driven in gasoline mode until recharged, getting 33 Miles Per Gallon. 


 
This is My Choice
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Scenario #2: If you have 2 point to make an upgrade, how would you use 
it? 


 


Description of Your Choice: 


The above vehicle takes 8 Hours to recharge. When fully recharged, it can be driven for 
the First 10 miles in Type #1: Electric Assist (75 MPG) mode. After this distance, it 
can only be driven in gasoline mode until recharged, getting 58 Miles Per Gallon 


 


 


This is My Choice
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Scenario #3: If you have 4 point to make an upgrade, how would you use 
it? 


  


Description of Your Choice: 


The above vehicle takes 8 Hours to recharge. When fully recharged, it can be driven for 
the First 10 miles in Type #4: All Electric mode. After this distance, it can only be 
driven in gasoline mode until recharged, getting 38 Miles Per Gallon 


 
This is My Choice
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Scenario #4: If you have 6 point to make an upgrade, how would you use 
it? 


 


 


Description of Your Choice: 


The above vehicle takes 8 Hours to recharge. When fully recharged, it can be driven for 
the First 40 miles in Type #4: All Electric mode. After this distance, it can only be 
driven in gasoline mode until recharged, getting 38 Miles Per Gallon 


 
This is My Choice
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Scenario #5: If you have 8 point to make an upgrade, how would you use 
it? 


 


Description of Your Choice: 


The above vehicle takes 4 Hours to recharge. When fully recharged, it can be driven for 
the First 40 miles in Type #4: All Electric mode. After this distance, it can only be 
driven in gasoline mode until recharged, getting 48 Miles Per Gallon 


 
This is My Choice
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Section 4: Next Vehicle Purchase  


   


This section will present a game to simulate your household's next new vehicle purchase. 
First, we ask several questions about your household's intentions.  


1) Which of the following statements best summarizes your household's plans to 
purchase your next new vehicle? 
My household has... 


...already picked out our next vehicle 


...discussed a few different vehicles models, but has not yet decided on one 


...a rough idea of what vehicle to buy next, but has not yet looked around 


...not yet thought about our next vehicle 


2) How soon do you believe your household will buy or lease its next new vehicle? 


Within the next 6 months 


Between 6 months and 1 years from now 


Between 1 and 2 years from now 


Between 2 and 5 years from now 


More than 5 years from now 


We have no idea. 


3) Which of the following best describes your next vehicle purchase? 
The next vehicle my household purchases will... 


...replace the MINI COOPER 


...replace another vehicle 


...not replace any vehicle, but will be an addition 


We have no idea. 
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4) When your household buys or leases its next new vehicle, which of the following 
descriptions best describes the vehicle type you will likely choose? 


Compact car 


Midsize Car 


Large Car 


Small SUV 


Midsize SUV 


Large SUV 


Minivan 


Cargo van 


Small pickup truck 


Large pickup truck 


We have no idea 


 


5) For this last section, we will refer to the type of vehicle your household will likely buy 
or lease next. Please select a make and model that best describes your next vehicle. If you 
are unsure, you can simply select your current vehicle (MINI COOPER). 
 


I choose MINI COOPER 


I would like to select another vehicle. Please specify Make and Model: 


  


  
Example:  


  
Make = Honda 
Model = Accord 


 


Make:  


Model:  


Click here if your vehicle isn't listed above. 


 


 


Next


Make


Model


Next
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From here on, we assume that your household's next vehicle purchase will be a new 
FORD MUSTANG.  


6) About how much do you think your household will spend to buy this FORD 
MUSTANG? 


$27000 - About the base cost of a FORD MUSTANG 


Another value - Please Specify:   Thousand 


7) What do you think will be the approximate fuel economy (Miles Per Gallon - MPG) of 
this FORD MUSTANG you will buy?  
Choose a value that is the average of city/highway driving. 
(Remember, a higher MPG means you required less fuel to drive a given distance.)  


21 MPG - About average for a new truck 


27 MPG - About average for a new car 


28 MPG - About average for your basic MINI COOPER 


25 MPG - About average for brand new 2007 basic FORD MUSTANG 


Another value - Please Specify:   MPG 


 


You will be shown 3 scenarios. Each scenario you will show you different prices for the 
plug-in hybrid options and upgrades. Each scenario is independent, so you can choose 
different vehicles or upgrades each time.  


You can customize the specific features of the plug-in version, just as you did in the 
previous exercise. Again, refer to Your Plug-In Vehicle Guide for help in choosing 
upgrades, particularly the summary on pages 7 to 8.  


Given the two options below, which would your household likely purchase?  


Other than the price, the plug-in feature, and fuel consumption, every other characteristic 
of the two vehicles are identical. In other words, the plug-in version of the FORD 
MUSTANG has the same body, performance, interior size, etc. as the regular FORD 
MUSTANG. 


Please be realistic, and consider your expected household budget constraints  


Next
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Price Scenario #1 (Low Cost Scenario – Order Randomized) 


 


 


 
This is My Choice
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Price Scenario #2 (Medium Cost Scenario – Order Randomized) 


 


 


This is My Choice
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Price Scenario #3 (High Cost Scenario – Order Randomized) 


 


 


 
This is My Choice
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APPENDIX D: CALIFORNIA AND NORTHERN CALIFORNIA SURVEY OVER-
SAMPLES’ PHEV DESIGNS 


Figure D1: Upgrades selected in PHEV design games by California plausible early 


market only, n=286 
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Figure D2: Upgrades selected in PHEV design games by northern California 


plausible early market only, n=63) 
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APPENDIX E: PHEV PROJECT HOUSEHOLDS’ ELECTRICITY AVAILABILITY 


AND INSTANTANEOUS POWER DEMAND, DAILY 


Electricity Availability, Percent of PHEVs Plugged-in throughout each Day 
of the Week 
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Instantaneous Power Demand Summed for all Households, Watts 
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APPENDIX F: THREE PHEV PROJECT HOUSEHOLDS’ NARRATIVES 


1. Rick and Samantha Lake 


Summary Paraphrases: 


Rick: “A PHEV has to payback to be worth it, but I’ll kick in an extra 10% premium to 


do my part—to reduce environmental damage for the next generation. I am most excited 


about the idea of a PHEV that lets me commute without turning on the engine at all—as 


little as 10 miles of range would do because I would find a way to plug in at work.” 


Samantha: “The increased fuel economy sounds good—to save money and contribute to 


the solution of global resource problems. But we are not willing to compromise much on 


functionality—the vehicle would have to fit into our family’s lifestyle, such as storing 


groceries and allowing long road trips.” 


Young son: “Will this car save the earth?” 


The Beginning 


Rick and Samantha Lake are married and in their early 40’s. They live in a large house in 


a gated community and the living room and kitchen are filled with toys for their two 


boys, aged four and eight (who played video games in the same room as us during all 


three interviews). Rick works in financial services, while Samantha is currently devoted 


to looking after the kids and running the household—their reported household income is 


over $150,000. They own two cars: a 2002 Honda Accord—which they temporarily 


replaced with the PHEV—and a 2004 Honda Odyssey. Rick primarily uses the Accord 


for work-related trips, while Samantha uses the Odyssey for running errands with the 


kids. It is also for family road trips.  


Prior to their PHEV trial, Rick and Samantha were fairly familiar with electric-drive 


vehicles. They knew neighbors that drove neighborhood EVs, such as the GEM, which 


Rick described as: “like a big golf cart…novel…but it doesn’t go very fast, like 35 or 45 


miles per hour…they must live near by [their destination],” but overall “not very 
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practical.” Samantha perceived that increasingly more neighbors with longer commutes 


were buying Priuses as commute cars—hybrids were “fairly popular in the gate.” Rick 


had been in a Honda Civic Hybrid before; he laughed about an incident when a co-


worker drove him in a company-owned HEV, and the co-worker thought the vehicle had 


“died” when the engine turned off at a stop light and tried to “start cranking it.” Although 


they were initially unclear about the functions and abilities of PHEV technology, Rick 


had seen a news clip highlighting the UC Davis PHEV Center on the local cable channel, 


where Center Director Tom Turrentine showed off the battery of a PHEV conversion. 


Rick recalled the statement that a driver could get 100 mpg for the first 40 miles—so he 


was “shooting for 100 mpg” during the trial.  


Rick recalled being excited when he received the invitation letter for the PHEV study. He 


noted that it coincided with a project he was engaged in at work—a training program on 


“going green,” where he was focusing on green buildings, and he looked forward to 


sharing insights with his group (during the trial, he repeatedly asked for PHEV 


pamphlets, and tried to arrange a photo opportunity with the PHEV Center’s vehicle that 


prominently displays that it is a PHEV). They anticipated Rick would do most of the 


driving because they were replacing his car—which he stored at his mother’s house for 


the duration of their trial. The Lakes did not ask very many technical questions at the 


drop-off meeting, but they were curious about how often they should plug the vehicle in. 


All four family members took part in the test drive, during which the eight-year old boy 


asked: “will this car save the earth?” (Samantha noted that he was in an environmental 


club or program at his school.) 


The Overall Driving Experience 


Overall, the Lakes enjoyed driving the PHEV. Rick was the main driver, using it for his 


19-mile roundtrip commute and other work-related trips. Rick stated that it “took a day or 


two to get used to,” but after that it proved to be a “nice, smooth little car” that was “very 


practical” and “handled pretty well.” He said that “for a day-to-day commute, its great” 


and it fit into their lifestyle “fairly seamlessly.” He “was expecting high mileage, and it 


delivered.” Rick’s assessment of the PHEV was at least partially related to his 
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perceptions of pure EVs: “for me it was the combination of having the gas and electric 


assist—it made it easier to integrate into our life than pure electric, because it had that gas 


component you never really worried. If it was just electric...you’d have to plan out your 


route more, make sure there is a cord somewhere to charge it…but because it had that gas 


component it was fairly seamless, aside from plugging-in at night.” Rick was critical of 


certain specific features: he found the provided 50 foot electrical cord to be awkwardly 


long (he just kept it in his garage), and immediately removed the spare tire to maximize 


their cargo space. He was also frustrated that the engine would come on even during short 


trips: when “its burning gas, and I don’t need it…just half a mile…why doesn’t it just run 


on electricity?” 


Samantha drove at most once per week, running errands such as taking the kids to 


school—no more than 5 or 6 days during the trial. Like Rick, she took some time to get 


used to the PHEV; she attributed initial awkwardness to the general differences between 


Toyotas and Hondas (“all Hondas are the same”), as well as getting used to the keyless 


system. Overall, she also liked her experience with the vehicle, noting that it was 


“peppy.” She also compared it to a pure EV, noting that she liked “knowing that I have a 


full tank there…I know I’m not going to run out…(with an EV) I’d be looking to see how 


far I can go…and if can I plug in once I’m there…with this (PHEV) we think we can go 


pretty much anywhere and be okay.” She stated that the kids were also happy with it—


“maybe the novelty of a new thing”—and would often say “let’s take the electric car 


today” instead of the minivan. Samantha noted that the PHEV would not likely work for 


the longer distance road trips they normally took every couple of months (but not during 


the trial), such as trips to LA, during which they would “pile in a week or 10 days worth 


of stuff,” summarizing that “a road trip is easier with a bigger car.”  


The Lakes agreed that, in general, their driving behavior during the trial was fairly 


representative of their typical patterns. After several minutes of discussion between them, 


they concluded that the first two weeks were more typical of the distance and types of 


trips they would make, as well as the split between Rick and Samantha as driver, while 


the latter two weeks were more representative of the fuel economy they would likely 
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achieve in the long run (where Rick paid less attention to the energy instrumentation, 


etc.—more on this below). 


Recharging 


Rick recharged the PHEV at home very regularly, plugging it in every night and 


unplugging it every morning, and sometimes plugging it in again during the afternoon 


between trips. Samantha stated that recharging took a little getting used to, where on the 


first day she noticed that Rick almost drove away without unplugging the cord (“…after 


that we always remembered”). In the interest of further simplifying the recharge process, 


they both envisioned a vehicle with a retractable cord. For home recharging, they had a 


general idea that electricity would be cheaper at night, but were not sure when or how 


much, and did not plan around this. Rick simply recalled reading about rate differences 


on a website, and Samantha thought the difference might start at 8 or 9pm (she recalled a 


suggestion that laundry loads would be cheaper after this time).  


The Lakes did not recharge at another location during the trial. Rick described why his 


workplace wouldn’t work: “I started looking for plugs everywhere…where [the electrical 


outlet] was situated it would be a hazard…between two banks of elevators…that’s not 


going to work…to make it more viable to plug in the employers would have to get in on 


the act…to have outlets.” He felt he might get sued if someone tripped over it, so the risk 


was not worth it. Rick did notice “EV-only” parking spots at some locations, such as the 


library and mall, but he wasn’t sure if he was allowed to use it. Samantha added that it 


was just easier to plug-in at home anyway.  


Energy Use and Instrumentation  


Rick described a shift in his use of the PHEV over the course of the trial: “it was a 


novelty at the beginning…I was babying it a lot…now I just drive it normal.” At first he 


liked to monitor how he as “doing” by watching his mpg as well as the Energy Monitor 


diagram to see if the battery was being used. He would experiment with different 


behaviors: “I’d gas it and watch it…put my foot of the throttle and watch it…I’m 


probably a dangerous driver…out of curiosity to see how my actions affected things…air 
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conditioner, not air conditioner.” He said it was this “curiosity” that led him to watch the 


instruments “more than [he] should.” Rick was also motivated by his goal of achieving 


100 mpg or higher: “…but I didn’t quite get there…for a trip I never got close…oh no, I 


take that back, I did hit it once. If I look at the travel log (V2Green website) there are 


actually a few days where I hit 100…I was coasting a lot.” (Indeed, according to 


V2Green, about two weeks into the trial he did achieve ~108 mpg during two 9.8 mile 


trips from work to home. Otherwise, his to-work mileage ranged from 68 to 82 mpg—


generally decreasing over the trial—and his from-work mileage was typically higher for a 


given day by 2 to 15 mpg. Figure 1 illustrates these patterns.) 


 


Figure 1: Rick Lake’s ~10 mile (one-way) commute (gasoline-only) mpg 
over their PHEV trial 


 


 


In contrast to Rick’s initial focus on the energy-use instrumentation, Samantha stated: 


“I’m the opposite: oblivious…just driving…I pay attention to the road mainly.” She 


reasons that because she is driving fast she has “got to pay attention,” and thinks that 


Rick looks at the screen too much. She figures that, after all, the PHEV “was gonna do 
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what it was gonna do.” As Rick talked about trying to achieve 99.9 mpg on the highway, 


Samantha added, “People are honking at you.”  


Once the Lakes were given access to V2Green, Rick made regular use of the website, and 


seemed to integrate the provided information into his assessment of the vehicle. At the 


midterm interview, prior to access to V2Green, he was highly uncertain about his overall 


fuel economy—he guessed somewhere between 50 and 100 mpg (“99.9 half the time, and 


50 otherwise”). However, he noted he had not yet had the chance to make a more precise 


estimate because he hadn’t refueled the PHEV, and he normally calculated fuel economy 


when he fuels up his cars (“just out of general interest,” according to the survey). After 


getting V2Green access, he would regularly scan the website at work (the kids were too 


distracting at home). He says he looked at everything, but found the mpg most useful—


the rest was “gee-whiz” information, such as the duration of recharge episodes, distances 


driven, and kWh used. While he claims not to have used the website to change his driving 


habits, he feels he would use the website at least weekly in the long-term.  


Because of his continued monitoring, Rick was more knowledgeable about his fuel 


economy for the final interview. He knew his overall mileage was around 60 for the 


month [our calculation is 62.8 mpg], and noticed that his fuel economy dropped 


dramatically during the latter half of the month, which he observed was largely due to 


longer trips out of town. During one longer trip he recalled that he achieved about 75 


mpg on his way to the meeting, but only 58 or 59 on way back. He estimated he was 


averaging around 75 mpg for the first half of the month, but his overall average dropped 


due to these longer trips [our calculation is 70.4 mpg for the first two weeks, and 58.6 for 


the latter two]. He also admits that in the latter half he had been driving “more normally, 


more aggressively…instead of coasting I was accelerating to make freeway speed.” Rick 


also used the information to (playfully) compare his fuel economy with Samantha’s:   


Rick: “when I drive its about 75, when you (Samantha) drives its about 


50…I looked on the internet (laughs)” 


Samantha: “…what does that mean—highway vs. city?” 
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Rick: “…could be…or more aggressive accelerations…I coast a lot” 


Samantha: “…I’m in a rush to get somewhere…” 


Rick: “…right, nobody passes mommy (laughs)…” 


Over the month, Rick estimates they spent about $26 on gasoline for the PHEV-


conversion. Although they acknowledged driving the PHEV a little more than they would 


drive the Accord (they took the PHEV on some weekend trips that the minivan would 


normally be used for), Rick estimated they saved about 30% on fuel costs over their 


Accord. He considered electricity in this estimate, but admitted he couldn’t precisely 


estimate the electricity costs until he saw their next bill.  


Talking to Others 


Samantha noted that a couple of neighbors asked about the PHEV during the trial. She 


didn’t recall any in-depth questions, just a few questions about “what’s that plug in the 


back?” and little bit of follow up discussion. Rick added that, at home, they didn’t park 


the PHEV outside, so there was little opportunity for others to see it. The few neighbors 


he talked to were interested in what fuel mileage the vehicle could get, how they could 


get in the study, if they could buy one, and if Rick would buy one after the trial. Rick’s 


coworkers were also curious, particularly those involved in the “going green” training 


program. Some had already looked into PHEV conversions and were aware of the 


$12,000 price tag for A123System’s retrofit. Rick told neighbors and coworkers that he 


would not be willing to pay so much for such a retrofit, though he might pay a smaller, 


“reasonable” premium—$12,000 would require too long a payback period.  


One Motive for Purchase: Payback  


At the midterm interview, Rick pointed out that he might be a “bad person” for this study 


because he is the type who will “always try to do the cost-benefit analysis” [likely rooted 


in his educational background and present employment]. He says: “I try to capitalize 


everything—I would take the present value of my costs and all that, and ooh, right now it 


doesn’t pencil out…for the (Lexus Hybrid) you’re going to pay an extra 10 grand—to me 
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it doesn’t pencil out.” He further illustrates the importance of this financial motive with a 


story of his brother-in-law’s (who is also a coworker) purchase of a low-energy water 


heater:  


“His water heater just went out and they got a tankless water heater (for  


$3000)…and I said it will never pay back… you can get one for $700. Did you 


discount the cash flows…the difference? And he says (he) did ‘…on a pure 


economic basis it is not worth it…but we’re doing our part….’ His thought is 


you lower your carbon footprint or something like that…I said ‘okay, as long as 


we’re clear.’ Once this (PHEV) study is done I’ll do the same…I’ll run the 


numbers to see the payback period for the difference in savings. I like the fact 


that it’s green…I haven’t seen An Inconvenient Truth, but I’d like to…but I think 


that for a lot of consumers it will be dollars and cents…but then you’ll have 


some pure guys that are saying its better for the environment, I’ll pay the 


premium to do my part.” 


During this midterm interview, Rick described his tendency to favor the financial 


perspective, but neither Rick nor Samantha appeared to clearly support or reject the pro-


societal motive of “doing your part”—Rick merely noted it as a possible perspective. 


Interestingly, Rick also stated that high gas prices were not a serious problem for their 


household: “it was more of an irritant…it didn’t really affect our life at all.” [This 


interesting contrast—where the idea of payback is very important but money itself is less 


so—indicates that for Rick, payback is tied into something else. Maybe he feels some 


dedication to making smart decisions, and not getting duped into paying too much for 


environmental purchases?] 


Another Motive: “Doing our Part” 


In the final interview, Rick and Samantha further elaborated on the pro-societal 


perspective hinted at during the midterm—this time describing how such non-financial 


motives were also important to them. When asked what specifically he liked about the 


PHEV, Rick included the potential to reduce CO2 emissions through reduced gas use, at 


least “in theory.” He further states: “I don’t know whether or not it really reduces 
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pollution…but its nice to think it does…nice to have the perception that you are doing 


something to help out.” Rick’s uncertainty seems to stem from both the nature of 


electricity generation and battery production. He figures that “in theory” using electricity 


“reduces the dependency on fossil fuels, petroleum products…here we do hydro, and 


back east they do what, coal? ...And nuclear …here, maybe some wind farms and solar 


farms …so you reduce your dependency on fuel.” After “poking around on the internet,” 


Rick also thinks it might be “really expensive to build the batteries…lithium-ion 


batteries…so I don’t know economically how much it makes sense…but I guess it would 


definitely reduce your dependency on gas…but I don’t know what the reality is.” Despite 


this uncertainty, Rick highlights the importance of “doing our part” in regards to “not 


using more (resources) than you need to” and not adding “more pollutants out there than 


you have to.”  


Samantha described how, when gas prices recently went up, they saw more shows talking 


about natural resources: “how much we have and why, and the other developing countries 


like India and China who are now playing a bigger role in wanting the resources… now 


the US is competing more…there is only a finite amount…I think we need to figure out 


ways to make sure that globally everyone gets what they need…we can’t always say that 


whatever we need we should be able to get…so I think we can all work at that, whatever 


it is…we’ve got to pass on the world to the next generation.” At this point Rick related 


this issue to his children’s future: “we’ll probably be okay in our generation, but their 


generation (points at kids) is going to suffer unless we do something…use renewable 


resources...like solar, or hydrogen I guess.” 


Rick and Samantha agree that the world is generally moving in a better direction. Rick 


thinks it is good that there is more public education about global warming, and Samantha 


added that she sees more people willing to ride the bus. Rick described how he learned to 


take the bus to work about once per week (at first it took 50 minutes one way—“that’s 


not going to happen”—but he found a faster express route). He also explained how some 


people just don’t seem to get the “doing your part” idea, such as a neighbor that saw him 


walking home from the bus on day:  
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“‘Oh, [Rick], what are you doing?’ I said, ‘Coming home from work.’ She said, 


‘You taking the bus?...I’d never do that, why are you taking the bus?’ I replied, 


‘I felt like doing my part, I try to take it once or twice per week.’ She says: ‘Oh, 


I’d never do that…but kudos to you!’ And turned around and walked away!” 


Future Car Purchase 


The Lakes were very interested in the idea of purchasing a PHEV, but they had specific 


needs they wanted it to meet. Rick noted that while the PHEV-conversion they had been 


driving was a good “day to day” commute vehicle, they would want to keep a second 


vehicle for the family—something that seated 7 or 8. He also wants the purchase to make 


economic sense: “I would do a little cost-benefit analysis…you can kick in a little 


premium, maybe a 10% premium just to go green or do your part for the environment to 


be a good citizen…but beyond that I don’t know, I’d have to wait for (the price) to come 


down.” Rick was clear he would not want to pay the 50% premium currently required for 


the A123Systems conversions. Samantha agreed that cost would play a part in their 


decision, but she felt that while Rick “wants to crunch it out,” she is “more the gut-feel 


type.” She might be willing to pay 24 or 28 thousand for PHEV Prius, but wants to 


consider other things like “reliability, size” and for the environment she “doesn’t know 


where [her] cut off is.” She says she certainly wouldn’t want anything smaller than the 


Prius. [I think Samantha noted that she also has a quantitative background like Rick, but 


she was just not as likely to use it at home.] 


For the design games, Rick seemed most excited about the idea of all-electric operation 


for his hypothetical Lexus RX 330 (see results in Table 1). In Game 1 (Priority 


Development), he chose the all-electric upgrade as soon as it became available in Round 


3—which means at the expense of any other upgrades [note: not many respondents 


choose this]. When he originally completed Game 2 (Purchase Intention) online (without 


much input from Samantha), he only chose the PHEV upgrade in the lowest price 


scenario, in which he selected 10 miles of all-electric range, and maximized the CS fuel 


economy [We don’t have direct corroboration from Rick, but we suspect that he was not 


as excited about the PHEV upgrades that were too expensive to justify his vision of an 
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all-electric commute]. When asked, he explained he only needed 10 miles of range to get 


to work, and once there “tripping or not, I’d find a plug…if it meant that I could make it 


there and come back without having to gas up, I’d hit up somebody to build me a 


plug…(or) I would show up so early to park next to that plug, to save 5 bucks (laughs).” 


[Note that in the midterm interview, workplace recharging sounded infeasible—by the 


final interview he was fired up about making it happen]. This enthusiasm for all-electric 


driving links to his assessment of the PHEV trial: “I wish it had a pure electric mode, I 


wish I could just flick a switch and say: run on electricity as long as you can…because I 


think I could make it to work and back without having to use the gas…but with this one 


when you fire it up, the engine runs.” He also heard that driving with electricity was 


equivalent to $0.75/gallon gas, which would save money, plus he wouldn’t have to stop 


at a gas station—“who knows if some goofy guy is going to jump you.”  


 


Table 1: The Lake’s PHEV design game results (moderate and high price 
scenarios include adjustments from consultation with Samantha) 


 Low Price 
(Shown first) 


Moderate Price 
(Shown second) 


High Price 
(Shown last) 


  
Lexus 


RX 330 


PHEV 
Lexus RX 


330 


 
Lexus RX 


330 


PHEV  
Lexus RX 


330 


 
Lexus RX 


330 


PHEV  
Lexus RX 


330 
Recharge hours  8  8  8 
CD mpg  AE (+$2k)  75  75 
CD miles  10  10  10 
CS mpg  56 (+$500)  56 (+$1k)  56 (+$2k) 
Regular mpg 26   26   26   
Base Price $22,000 $24,000 $22,000 $25,000 $22,000 $26,000 
Upgrades  $2,500  $1,000  $2,000 
Total Price $22,000 $26,500 $22,000 $26,000 $22,000 $28,000 
Bought  Yes  Yes  Yes 


 


Samantha was unsure about her husband’s initial selections. (Rick was responsive to her 


concerns: “I don’t buy anything unless momma approves (laughs).”) At first, she didn’t 


understand his focus on 10 miles of all-electric range [I don’t think she saw his vision of 
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an all-electric commute, and she was also confused about whether all-electric meant a 


pure EV]. Samantha also disagreed with Rick’s selections in the higher price games—she 


thought that the PHEV with CS upgrade could be worth the extra money. They discussed 


these options for several minutes—at one point Rick decided he needed to do a payback 


calculation and got up to get his business calculator. He sat down, pressed buttons for less 


than a minute, and then concluded, “Yeah I would by it” (agreeing with Samantha’s 


selections). When asked to explain his calculation, he said: “I took my average miles per 


month, and the difference in gas, at two bucks per gallon, then I discounted it at a safe 


rate (5%) for 10 years…took a present value.” He also figured that gasoline prices would 


likely go up again, so the net present value would be even more compelling. In summary, 


the Lakes both felt that faster recharge times were not necessary—they would mainly 


recharge at home. They would be willing to pay extra for PHEV upgrades with 


maximized CS fuel economy in all price scenarios. Only in the low-price scenario would 


they also upgrade to all-electric range for the 10 miles of CD range—thus achieving 


Rick’s initial vision of an all-electric commute.  


Rick and Samantha Lake were both interested and motivated to explore the PHEV 


technology for economic and environmental reasons. They were willing to pay a 


premium to do their part for the environment, while at the same time were concerned 


with fuel savings and conversion costs.  


2. Nancy 


Summary Paraphrase 


“I don’t plan on just sitting around a lot. I want to be able to drive when I can, and I want 


to be able to afford the gas. I never would have picked that car, but, after driving it for a 


month, it just feels right. I really would like to buy one with a plug if I could afford it, 


because I really feel like I am getting the most for my money when I use the electricity. 


But I really don’t know what the regular Prius is like. I might be OK with one of those … 


does it feel the same?”  
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Who is Nancy? 


Nancy is a single retired grandmother who lives in an older, modestly sized, detached 


home. She spends a considerable amount of time caring for her granddaughter, and she is 


the primary caregiver for her 8-year old grandson. As a caregiver with a single income, 


Nancy admittedly watches her money closely, and is always looking to get the most for 


it. While participating, she substituted the PHEV completely for her only vehicle, a 1991 


Toyota Camry with 253,000 miles.   


Nancy was drawn to participating for two main reasons: partly because she had never 


before taken part in a research study, and partly because she thought that it would be 


worthwhile to try out a new car, since she would have to replace her 1991 Toyota Camry 


within the next 6 to 12 months and thought that this would be a good opportunity for an 


extended test drive. [We feel as though the latter was the predominant reason.] She 


mentioned several times that she enjoys the feel of Toyotas, and that Toyota and Lexus 


were the only cars that she liked when she had to “downgrade” from her big Cadillac in 


the early 90s. [This might be indicative of status or class, since Cadillac represents 


success and accomplishment to older individuals. It is particularly interesting that she 


mentioned her Cadillac several times without prompting. It would seem that the feel and 


comfort of the Prius invoked feelings of nostalgia for the comfort Nancy had enjoyed in 


her previous Cadillac.]  


Nancy was very eager to take part in the study, greeting us outside as we pulled up to her 


home. She also made multiple attempts to find a suitable plug for us to test when we the 


first plug that we tested didn’t work. When we suggested we may have to leave without 


placing the vehicle, she hurriedly (almost frantically) searched for another plug and even 


offered to have it fixed as soon as possible, saying, “My guy can be out here tomorrow!” 


[Her eagerness may be attributed to the fact that she was planning to go to Southern 


California, and had anticipated that she was going to take the much newer PHEV. Also, it 


is a new car that she could show off to her friends in Southern California. [We feel that 


how other people perceived the vehicle had a lot to do with why Nancy enjoyed it so 
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much. We also feel that demonstrating the vehicle to her friends and showing the plug 


(something different from a regular Prius) also made the car more valuable to her.] 


The Beginning 


Nancy didn’t quite know what to expect from a PHEV when she signed up to take part in 


our vehicle demonstration. Having no experience with any hybrid vehicle, she seemed to 


struggle with the concept of how the car worked, and how it was different from a regular 


Prius. [When questioned at the final interview, she stated that she had expected to get 


good fuel economy, or, at least, better than with her own car. She assumed that the PHEV 


used less gas, but still wasn’t sure how it compared to a normal Prius, asking: “How does 


the regular one feel? Does it feel the same?”]  


After taking a brief test drive, she had many questions about the car such as: “How often 


do other people plug-in...Why would I use the screen?” [Referring to the Prius’ built-in 


Energy Monitor] and “What kind of fuel economy do other people get?” She was, 


however, quick to understand that using electricity could save her money on gasoline, 


and she exclaimed: “I am gonna plug this sucker in all the time!”  


As a single grandparent/caregiver living on a fixed income, Nancy feels as if costly 


gasoline expenditures limit her mobility. She has spent so much time at home raising her 


children and taking care of her grandchildren that she sometimes wants to be able to “just 


get up and go” on trips. This can prove challenging with her limited budget, or “one 


income,” as opposed to the two household incomes when she was married [and had a 


Cadillac]. Nancy doesn’t mind driving [as demonstrated by the 3000+ miles she put on 


the car during her trial month—she even laughed with joy when she was told how far she 


had driven], and, when asked, she took pleasure in listing off numerous places she had 


visited with the car on her trip to Southern California. Nancy admitted that the trip to 


Southern California was something she did only about twice a year, and it so happened 


that we had caught her at “just the right time.” She also noted that, if this had not been the 


case, she probably would have taken her own car on the trip, because she had her 


granddaughter with her and it would have been too expensive to purchase airplane tickets 


for the two of them. [Overall though, we feel that the mileage of this month’s driving was 
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much higher than her standard month, especially since her usual driving is limited by the 


age of her vehicle, a 1991 Camry with 253,000 miles. Further evidence that this month 


was unrepresentative of her normal driving is that in the intervening week between 


relinquishing the PHEV and her final interview, Nancy reported that she had barely 


driven her Camry and referred to driving 30 miles to a large town in daunting terms as “a 


good drive.” Yet while she had the PHEV, she had driven almost every day, and within 2 


weeks, (when not driving to Southern California) had accumulated over 1,000 miles.]  


Nancy feels that that if she had a more reliable car, she would probably make similar trips 


more often. She is looking to move back to Southern California and believes that a good 


car would allow her to drive back up to visit her children and grandchildren. [This 


indicates that the extra driving isn’t so much because of better fuel economy—which she 


reported to be 37 mpg—but more because she had a new car for a short period of time 


and wanted to take advantage of it as much as possible. The gas savings were probably an 


added bonus for her.] 


Driving the vehicle 


Nancy told us that when driving the vehicle, she couldn’t feel or notice a difference 


between CD or CS operation. Nor was she aware of where the energy to move the vehicle 


was coming from. She repeatedly told us: “I am not sure when I’m using the gas or the 


battery.” However, she knew that by using the electricity or battery [this is how she 


referred to CD operation] she got “good mileage,” or boosted her fuel economy. She told 


us: “I’d rather use the battery, then you don’t have to fill up as much. The gas will last 


longer.” When asked how she knew this, she responded that she had a feeling that she 


was getting good mileage, based on how far she could go on $20.00 worth of gasoline. 


As a consumer, she feels she generally has an instinct for good value. For example, when 


she goes out to eat or purchases something from a store, she just knows when she is 


getting her money’s worth or a good deal. She did notice, or feel (on her trip to Southern 


California) that when in CS mode, the car still did “pretty good,” on fuel economy.  


While Nancy looked at the Energy Monitor, it didn’t really influence her driving. She 


saw the instantaneous mpg reading, but the numbers kept changing, anywhere from 17 
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mpg to 99 mpg, and she found it too much to process. She was also confused about what 


the arrows meant, or what the display was telling her. She told us: “I watch [the screen], I 


try to watch [the screen]. I thought that I was getting it…but I think I am just confused.” 


Nevertheless, when asked if she would have altered her driving had she known what the 


display was telling her, she enthusiastically agreed, again saying that she would rather 


use electricity than gas because electricity is cheaper. The screen reminded Nancy of one 


of her former Cadillacs, which was able to change from 8 cylinders to 6 or 4 cylinders. 


She recounted how she would play with the accelerator to get the car to decrease the 


number of cylinders it was using. [We feel Nancy would have responded to very simple 


display, or if she was coached how she should drive the car to maximize fuel economy. 


During the first test drive we noticed that she accelerated quickly, did not coast, and 


drove rather fast—habits that are not conducive to good fuel economy.] 


Nancy understood that running the car on electricity wasn’t free, but she assumed that the 


cost wouldn’t be very high. When asked what she thought the cost was to charge the 


vehicle, she recalled that when she was given the PHEV, it was explained that the car, 


when charging, would use a similar amount of power as a toaster. She then paused and 


thought out loud saying: “Well I don’t know how much it would cost to run a toaster for 


8 hours; I hardly ever use a toaster.” However, despite her apparent lack of any frame of 


reference, she repeated that she didn’t think that it would be a lot, and she would be 


checking her electricity bill to make sure. [It would appear that the explanation that the 


researchers provided influenced her response.] Nancy usually compares her monthly 


PG&E bill to the bill from the corresponding month in the previous year. While this helps 


her budget, she also uses it to make sure everything in the house is working well. She 


recounted a story about one month when the current bill was much higher and her efforts 


to figure out what had happened to cause the increase.  


When asked about the vehicle, Nancy spoke mostly about the feel of car, and how it was 


different from her Camry. She mentioned that it was more comfortable and fit her better, 


was higher off the ground, quiet, had good air conditioning and a good stereo, was more 


reliable, and how “everyone liked [her new] car.”  
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Charging 


Nancy found charging the PHEV to be very easy, both at home and on her trip to 


Southern California. While Nancy never encountered a problem charging, she really only 


looked for opportunities at the houses of friends and relatives where she was spending the 


night. At her own home she only charged at night. [Despite her flexible schedule, and the 


fact that she was at home during the day.] She was adamant that charging at night was the 


best way to go, calling herself a “nighttime charging gal.” [She seemed to be worried that 


if she plugged in during the day someone might unplug the car, or interfere with it, saying 


she was very cautious not to draw attention to the car.] Of the 18 times that Nancy 


charged the vehicle, she consistently did so after 5:00 pm, and usually between 8:00pm 


and 12:00am. The following is a time of day distribution of the start of recharging events 


for Nancy’s PHEV.  
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There was one instance where plugging in was difficult because the outlet was far from 


the vehicle, but it worked because the 50ft cord just reached. She figured that there would 


have been more problems charging if the cord wasn’t so long, especially when she had to 


park on the street at night while staying in Lancaster.  


While looking for a place to charge, Nancy triggered an interesting social interaction. At 


a party hosted by her sister’s ex–sister-in-law (whom she hadn’t seen for 20 years), she 


asked to plug in. Despite not seeing her for 20 years, Nancy figured that the host 


wouldn’t mind her pulling in to the driveway and plugging in to the outlet in the garage. 


[We feel as though the party setting provided a platform for Nancy to “show off” her car 


and draw attention to the novelty of plugging-in.]  


Nancy seems to have fallen into a charging routing with the vehicle over the course of the 


month. However, it would appear that she couldn’t tell when the battery was depleted, 


telling us at the midterm and again at the final interview that she couldn’t tell when the 


car switched from CD to CS. [This is substantiated by the fact that she only charged 18 


times despite her wanting to run on electricity instead of gasoline.] 


However, at the final interview she was adamant that she only got her best mileage when 


the car was charged, and felt like on the long trip to Southern California she wasn’t doing 


as well because of how far she went without charging. [When asked, at the final 


interview, why she charged the car, she also noted that she had the impression that she 


was supposed to charge the car, otherwise what “would you [as researchers] have to 


study?”]  


When asked how often she charged the PHEV, Nancy responded that she charged it 


every day she used it except for two days, on one of which she simply just forgot. Later, 


she remembered and asked herself, “Why didn’t I charge?” But, she recalls that the car 


did “all right on gas” especially for driving through the hills.  


V2Green 


During the midterm, Nancy seemed to be very excited about the prospect of using the 


V2Green website to track her expenditures, in a similar way to her routine comparison of 
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her electricity bills. However when asked at the final interview, Nancy hadn’t looked at 


the website. This despite the fact that she remembered that she had the tool and recounted 


how she had told people that she could go online and look at how the car was performing. 


Nancy believed that she was just too busy the last two weeks of the trial to look at site. 


When asked, she agreed that it would be nice to have similar information in the car. She 


explained that her grandson “bothers” her when she is at the computer, and makes it hard 


for her to concentrate, so an online system isn’t good for her. [A monthly paper report, 


like an addition to the electricity bill, would probably be more suitable and useful.] 


Designing a PHEV 


In the design games Nancy choose a Toyota Prius as the base vehicle, which she then 


modified to a PHEV with a charge depleting range of 20 miles for the low cost, and 10 


miles, high cost scenarios. She chose to stick with a CD fuel economy of 75 mpg because 


it appeared to be in the middle range between what she was achieving and the highest 


mileage of 125 mpg. [Again, her experience and instincts as a bargain shopper may have 


taught her this philosophy.] 


While making the choices, Nancy says she was mainly looking to get the best for her 


money and was buying on a budget. She figured that a charge-sustaining fuel economy of 


75 mpg was pretty good. She did, however, choose to upgrade the charging time in every 


scenario to four hours. When asked why she chose this upgrade, she mentioned that it 


would be nice to be able to charge during the day. [This seems odd since she never 


charged the vehicle during the day, and identified herself as a nighttime charger.] When 


asked when she would picture herself charging during the day, she said that although she 


hadn’t previously done so [because she was worried about drawing attention to it], she 


would probably charge her car during the day if it only took four hours. Nancy felt that 


faster charging would have been helpful in her trip to Southern California, where she 


could have easily stopped for a couple of hours along the way to recharge the car. She 


went on to explain she would have chosen a period of 1 hour charging, but that it would 


have cost her too much more. [Based on how she used the vehicle, the extra money might 


have been better spent increasing CD range or CD/CS fuel economy.] When asked to 
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compare the PHEV-conversion she drove to the vehicle she had built in the game, Nancy 


said she wasn’t sure which car was better. [This underscores a level of confusion about 


the vehicle on her part.]  


Several times throughout the interviews Nancy asked if she could purchase the PHEV she 


had used during the trial. She repeatedly said how much she liked the PHEV-conversion 


and that if she could afford it she would buy one immediately. It is unclear if Nancy was 


enamored with the PHEV being a new car, since her current car is an older model that she 


says has lost its comfort, or if she likes the technology and function of the PHEV. 


3. Octavia 


Summary Paraphrase 


“It is a great car that does everything I need, with no change in my driving. I was unsure 


at first how it worked—especially recharging. The more I learned, the more I felt I knew 


how to get the most out of it—recharge every day to reduce our dependence on oil.” 


The Start 


Octavia is a middle-aged woman who lives with her retired mother in an attached home 


and works as a librarian. She drives a Honda Civic, which she purchased a few months 


ago. She generally makes shorter trips (<20 miles). She was first attracted to AAA 


Northern California, Nevada & Utah’s recruitment letter because its sounded like a fun 


way to help researchers explore an important technology that held important implications 


for the environment and fuel use—what she considered to be a “worthy” cause—without 


requiring too much of her to participate. At first, she thought the study involved pure 


EVs, like the small, short-range EV owned by her neighbor across the street. Later, when 


she was told by phone that the vehicle would be a modified Prius, she was “intrigued” 


and anticipated that it would be more functional than the small EV she had in mind.  


In Part 1 of the questionnaire completed at the start of her PHEV trial, Octavia reported 


that she was not familiar with HEV, EV, or PHEV technologies and thought that a 


“hybrid-electric vehicle” could be plugged in to an electrical outlet. After further 
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explanation of electric-drive technologies, she concluded that most current HEV buyers 


were driven by financial motives, whereas if she were to buy an HEV, it would be for 


environmental reasons. She believed that climate change is a real, human-caused problem 


that, along with air pollution and the nation’s dependence on foreign oil, requires urgent 


action.  


She was very eager when the PHEV was delivered; during the initial test drive she was 


very pleased with the amenities including the coldness of the air conditioning (she felt 


Honda wasn’t very good with climate controls). After the first lap around the block, she 


commented on the fuel economy, stating that she had “never gotten 70 mpg before.” 


However, she did seem unsure of the PHEV technology, and in particular wanted to 


know when to charge the vehicle and for how long.  


The Driving Experience 


During the study Octavia completely substituted the PHEV for her Honda Civic. Relative 


to her normal driving patterns, she felt that she did not change the frequency, distance, or 


destinations of her trips. She stayed within her “predictable” driving radius, and didn’t 


feel any need to modify her speed or driving routes. She was surprised the car performed 


“great” without any “compromise” for the added benefits of fuel economy. She felt the 


PHEV was quiet and smooth, although she did occasionally feel a “lurch” when the 


engine kicked in. When driving, Octavia focused on the mpg portion of the gauges, and 


found the indicators of electricity usage and battery state of charge to be more confusing. 


Octavia was surprised by the “phenomenal” increase in gas mileage relative to her Honda 


Civic—as well as the accompanying reductions in carbon emissions, which were “even 


better.” She said it was “fun to watch the thing,” seeing that she could drive 65 mph 


while getting 75 mpg.  


She filled up the PHEV only once during the month, whereas she believes she has to 


refill the Civic every ten days to 2 weeks. She was impressed that the PHEV fuel-level 


(gasoline) gauge “didn’t move” very much. Although Octavia acknowledged that she 


didn’t track or calculate fuel expenditures (“I don’t do that”), she believed that the $31 


she spent on gasoline for the month she had the PHEV was substantially less than the 
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$100-125 she would normally budget (“in my head”) per month for gasoline costs. 


Although she did not know how much her electric bill would increase due to the vehicle, 


she reasoned that it could not be significant relative to the $75-100 she estimated for 


gasoline savings. (Note: In part 1 of the questionnaire, Octavia reported her monthly 


electric bill ranges from ~$60 to $110 dollars, and she consulted her bill to find that her 


per kWh rate is variable (12 to 23 cents) depending on the amount of electricity used.) 


For Octavia, using less gas “was a great feeling” because it “has got be a good thing.” 


She linked gas savings with energy independence and reducing environmental impacts. 


She said that in the world today “we have people dying…corruption and big 


business…due to the whole dependence on oil…we are in trouble…” creating “untenable 


situations for our country”; “we can’t keep going this way.” She felt that the PHEV 


gauges would help people make a stronger connection between their personal actions and 


such global problems.  


Learning Recharge Behavior 


Octavia only recharged at her home, parked in her driveway; she didn’t seek additional 


recharging locations. She didn’t feel a need for alternative locations because of the short 


distances of her trips (which never exceeded 20 miles). She also felt that home was a 


safer spot for recharging because she “[didn’t] want someone to take the cord.”  


Other than the location, Octavia did significantly adapt her recharge behavior over the 


course of the trial. During the first two weeks, she was unsure how to judge the battery’s 


state of charge and would plug-in for 3-5 hours every other day or couple of days. She 


was just “guessing” and didn’t follow a consistent pattern. She thought of recharging the 


vehicle as if it were a “cell phone.” [We did not probe further what this meant. I took it to 


mean that she thought of the car as providing whatever benefit it provided so long as the 


battery had some charge in it, much the same way you can place a phone call using your 


cell phone whether it is fully charged or half charged.] After being introduced to the 


V2Green website at the midterm interview she immediately saw that there was large 


potential for her to improve her gasoline mileage—that she “could do more.” She 


commented on how website information was something she hadn’t before “paid attention 
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to,” and that she hadn’t been “scheduling [her] plug-in time based on that.” Although she 


stated that she was not a “numbers person” and was resistant to having to do any “math,” 


she was excited about the possibility for the website to help her improve gas savings. 


Over the last two weeks of the trial she logged in to the website every few days.  


She felt her understanding of the battery was further boosted a week later when she was 


instructed to read the PHEV “buyer’s guide” in preparation for the design exercises in the 


final questionnaire. She considers herself to be a “reader,” and felt that the handout and 


exercises helped her to finally “solidify” how to recharge the PHEV. With this 


information she said, “Now I get it...and I’m not charging it enough…I’m [switching] to 


gasoline half way through my day…I’m not utilizing the battery component…I need to 


start at 100% every day.” The handout helped her to pull together the information of how 


long it took to recharge the vehicle to maximize her gasoline savings.  


Octavia’s explanation of her learning process was corroborated by our records of her 


gasoline and electricity use (although she did not specifically describe her change in 


terms of mpg or electricity use over the month). She drove 280 miles over the first two 


weeks, averaging 50 mpg, with 32% of her miles in CD operation. At the mid-term 


interview, she estimated attaining at least 60 mpg, explaining that she would get over 40 


mpg in town, and between 65 and 90 mpg on the highway (she noted that these estimates 


are rough and that she “will never do anything mathematical to figure it out”). After 


receiving access to the V2Green website, she drove over 214 miles in the second two 


weeks and increased her average (gasoline-only) fuel economy to 60 mpg, and the 


proportion of CD miles doubled to 65%. In particular, over the last 6 days (70 miles) of 


her trial—after she had read through the PHEV buyer’s guide—she began to recharge 


almost every evening and achieved an average of 79 mpg with 100% CD driving. At the 


final interview she wished she could have had access the V2Green and buyers guide 


information from the very start of the trial. Given the big changes in recharging over her 


month, she agreed that her last week looked more like her prediction of her longer term 


driving and recharging than did her earlier weeks. 
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Talking to People 


Over the course of her PHEV trial, many people interested in the vehicle approached 


Octavia. At work she was approached by security people and teachers that noticed the 


PHEV was not her normal car. Once Octavia explained the intent of the study to explore 


technology use, people were “really excited” particularly when she mentioned how many 


mpg she could get, such as 99.9 mpg going down a hill. People would ask if they could 


get in the study. A few people also noticed the car plugged in at her driveway, which 


initiated further conversations. She also took some friends for a test ride, at that the 


experience left most people “intrigued.” 


Future Vehicle Purchases 


In PHEV design games at the end of the trial, Octavia chose a Toyota Prius as her next 


likely vehicle purchase. In designing her own PHEV upgrades, she was not interested in 


improving recharge time lower than 8 hours because she could plug in at night (at home) 


most of the time. She also liked the idea of achieving 100 mpg in CD operation 


(particularly if it was “only $1000” more than the base 75 mpg option), as well as a 20 


mile CD range that would cover her roundtrip commute. In higher price scenarios 


Octavia was willing to reduce such upgrades in order to keep the “total price” down, 


although she feels she would need more time to fully contemplate such tradeoffs.  


In discussing the PHEV design exercise, Octavia admitted she didn’t understand some 


concepts. In particular, she was under the impression that all-electric operation meant the 


vehicle “won’t revert to the gasoline and you are more limited,” although she later 


pointed out the explanation in the PHEV guide that specifically said that AE operation 


did not mean the car was an electric vehicle. Octavia stated that clearer information was 


important to explain AE operation, where the researchers needed to reinforce that the 


vehicle is capable of accommodating everyday driving needs. Her “experience has not 


been with a [electric] vehicle like that in my entire life” and such a change would be a 


“leap.” Thus, she didn’t “have enough” information to understand that AER would be 


safe and reliable for her.  
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At the close of the study, Octavia “really like[d] the Prius” and regretted having just 


bought a new Honda Civic a few months before without at least test driving a hybrid. She 


did consider a hybrid at the time, but due to cost issues and worries about the battery and 


how to dispose if it, she did not seriously pursue this option. In the future she would 


consider PHEV options, but she would have to further “ponder” about the specific 


attributes she would like, such AE vs. blended operation. She also noted that for a longer-


term scenario, e.g., if she purchased a PHEV, she would likely seek out additional 


recharge opportunities beyond home, and potentially modify her driving behavior as 


required to further reduce gasoline usage.  
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ABSTRACT 


We deployed a mixed-method study to engage households in a project of fitting a PHEV 


into their day-to-day lives, completing PHEV design exercises, and open-ended 


interviewing to afford them the opportunity to tell their story about their encounter with 


this new technology. Plug-in conversions of hybrid vehicles were made available to 


(predominately new-car buying) households throughout the Sacramento region for four to 


six weeks each. The vehicles were instrumented to report travel and energy; households 


were interviewed and surveyed. Volume I of this report summarized the 34 households 


who participated between August 2008 and February 2009; Volume II incorporates an 


additional 33 households who participated between March 2009 and February 2010. 


Results from all 67 households—all selected in part because they can recharge a vehicle 


at home—indicate that while they will recharge a PHEV about once per day o average, 


there was wide and systematic variation across households. Recharging less than once per 


day was not necessarily a sign of forgetfulness, lack of engagement, or resistance. Some 


of the households who did not recharge every day were among the most discerning about 


how their travel and recharging behaviors interact. The PHEV designs created by the 67 


households emphasized increased high (gasoline) fuel economy rather than all-electric 


operation in charge-depleting mode—as did the designs of prior representative samples 


of new-car buyers (who had not driven PHEVs) in the US, California, and northern 


California. Over households’ PHEV trials, narratives were written about their encounters 


with the PHEV-conversions. The primary themes to emerge from comparing these stories 


are: changing driving behavior, recharging habits and etiquette, confusion about PHEVs 


and how they work, evaluation frameworks including payback analyses and heuristic 


assessments of whether PHEVs “save money,” how to incorporate environmental (or 


more generally, pro-societal) costs and benefits into assessments, and the future. The last 


may concern both a household’s considering whether a PHEV is in their future and 


pondering whether PHEVs point toward the future of all cars. The exploration of the 


narratives of two households’ use of PHEVs equipped with custom-designed real-time 


energy feedback (REF) instrumentation reveal initial themes that serve as hypotheses for 


exploration with subsequent households: 1) safety and distraction, 2) motivational 
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situations, 3) confusion about, or misinterpretation of, the feedback, 4) desire for some 


feedback, and 5) relationship between self-described competitiveness and driving 


behavior. Additional narrative assessments and empirical measures of any differences in 


real-world, on-road energy intensity because of energy feedback information for a larger 


sample of households will be reported when that analysis is completed. Tracing social 


interactions by the participants about the PHEVs reveals that complex translation of ideas 


and information about PHEVs occurred as the PHEV drivers use their trial period to 


reflexively explore lifestyle and identity possibilities of these new vehicles. We found 


that interpersonal interactions were among the most important influences on participating 


households’ assessments of PHEVs. The degree of influence was more likely to be 


greater if the interactions included communication about societal benefits, was with a 


person regarded as more expert, and was with a person who was socially close or far but 


not in the middle. The last may be an effect due to distinct types of networks, e.g., among 


the participating households.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


This document addresses four sets of research questions about consumers and plug-in 


hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). The first set asks what might be the driving and 


recharging behaviors of drivers of PHEVs, as well as the resulting energy impacts. The 


second places households’ experiences with PHEVs within a behavioral framework that 


takes narrative to be the organizing frame within which people live and construct their 


lives. The third examines the effect of energy information feedback on the energy 


outcomes of driving, and does so within an analytical frame that attempts to account for 


personal, social, and environmental factors. The fourth probes specifically for the role of 


social interaction—the communication between a participating household and their social 


network—in the evaluation of PHEVs. These questions can be summarized by this single 


question, “Why would consumers buy PHEVs?” Elaborations include, “Which PHEVs 


would they buy?”  


The Plug-in Hybrid & Electric Vehicle Research Center (PH&EV Center) at the 


University of California, Davis implemented a PHEV Demonstration and Consumer 


Education, Outreach, and Market Research Project (hereafter referred to as the Project) 


with funding from the California Air Resource Board’s Alternative Fuels Implementation 


Program (AFIP) and funding and in-kind support from other partners. This report 


summarizes the findings from 67 households who drove a PHEV-conversion for a period 


of four to six weeks at some time between August 2008 and February 2010. All 


households drove a Prius hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) that had been converted to a 


PHEV. The conversion may be switched off and on. Households either drove the car as a 


PHEV for four weeks, or as an HEV for two weeks then a PHEV for four weeks. 


Participating Households 


Participants were recruited through an “illustrative” sampling method (Turrentine and 


Kurani, 2007.) Such a sample does not attempt to represent a population, but rather to 


illustrate observed behavior of specific groups. The sampling frame for the Project is 


defined by 1) automotive insurance requirements, 2) geographic location, 3) vehicle 
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ownership, 4) driving behavior, and 5) broad categories of household structure. 


Participants were selected for the Project with the participation of AAA Northern 


California, Nevada & Utah. Volunteers from the recipients of the invitation letter logged-


on to a website hosted on a UC Davis server, where they completed a brief questionnaire 


soliciting more specifics of the potential participants vehicles, home, travel, household, 


and contact information. UC Davis researchers reviewed the recruiting questionnaire 


responses and selected households based on the goal to illustrate the responses of 


different types of households. The geographic distribution of households is illustrated in 


Figure ES-1. 


Figure ES-1: Geographic Distribution of Project Households 


 


 


In comparison to samples of the general population and of the population of California 


and northern California who have previously completed questionnaires for UC Davis 


regarding PHEVs (Axsen and Kurani, 2008), the Project households differ in that, on 


average, they have higher income, more years of education, and are more likely to own 


their home. All three of these differences may be explained by a single Project design 
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choice: all participating households must have a place to recharge the vehicle at home. 


Still, the Project participants were similar to other recent samples of new car buyers in 


terms of concerns with environment and energy, as well as knowledge about electric-


drive vehicles. 


A basic timeline of the Project households PHEV trial period is illustrated in Figure ES-


2. Households participating in the real-time energy feedback and social network research 


had somewhat different timelines. 


Figure ES-2: Generic Household PHEV Trial Timeline 


 


 


The Vehicles 


The vehicles driven by Project households were conversions of Toyota’s Prius HEV; the 


vehicles were purchased retail. The conversions packages were purchased from 


A123System Inc. At the time of conversion, on-board data systems from Gridpoint, Inc. 


The U.S. Department of Energy’s Idaho National Laboratory provided the vehicle data 


systems to the Project as part of its mission to measure vehicle performance. Additional 


programming services were contracted directly between the University of California and 


Gridpoint. 


While the PHEV-conversions may be described as a Prius with a nominally 5 kWh grid-


rechargeable battery, this technical specification resulted in a wide range of on-road 


performance in the hands of Project households. This range is summarized in Figure ES-


3, drawing on data from the last week only of each household’s PHEV trial. We choose 


the last week because it, with the concurrence of most households, mostly closely 
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resembles how they think they might recharge the PHEV-conversion if it was their 


vehicle over the long term. The resulting vehicle description may be stated as the 


following: 


1. A PHEV that operates in blended mode during charge depleting (CD) operation; 


2. In exchange for about 4 kWh of grid-electricity, it will achieve (47 to 120) mpg 
(gasoline-only) during CD operation; 


3. CD operation will last for (24 to 40) miles using a definition of CD range that 
references only when the switch from CD to CS operation occurs;  


4. Achieves (34 to 57) mpg in charge sustaining (CS) operation; and further, 


5. Changes in total tank/battery-to-wheels energy intensity range from a (7 percent 
increase to a 32 percent reduction).  


 


Figure ES-3: Range of On-Road Performance of the PHEV-conversions 
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While the actual measures shown in Figure ES-3 are specific to this PHEV-conversion, 


the range of measures indicates the degree to which the performance of similar PHEVs is 


subject to the driving and recharging behaviors of different drivers. The 33 households 


from the second year of the Project extended the variation in measures of CD range, CD 


(gasoline-only) fuel economy, and CS fuel economy. The biggest change was from the 


household that achieved 120 “mpg” in CD operation over their last week driving the car.  


What PHEVs do Project Participants Design? 


At the end of their PHEV trial period, households completed a set of PHEV design 


games—the same design games completed by prior samples of survey respondents 


(Axsen and Kurani, 2008). The overwhelming conclusion is that the Project households, 


like the survey respondents before them, created PHEV designs that emphasized 


improvements in (both charge-depleting (CD) and charge-sustaining (CS)) gasoline fuel 


economy; few designed PHEVs that offer all-electric CD operation and none designed a 


vehicle the combined all-electric CD operation with a 40 mile CD range (the longest CD 


range offered). 


Project participants who had driven a (blended-operation) PHEV for a month were more 


likely than the previous survey respondents to 1) to state their next new vehicle would 


likely be an HEV, 2) regardless of their likely next new vehicle, to redesign that vehicle 


as a PHEV they were interested to buy under a variety of price conditions, and 3) design 


a PHEV that had better PHEV performance than the starting base PHEV design. The last 


two effects are illustrated in Figure ES-4 in which the CD type and range are 


summarized. The size of each data point is proportional to the number of households 


designing a PHEV with the corresponding CD performance capabilities.  


The base PHEV offering was described as taking eight hours to recharge, achieving 75 


mpg in blended CD operation for 10 miles, and achieving 10 mpg higher in CS operation 


than a non-PHEV version of the same car. The Project does appear to have a slightly 


greater persuasive effect in convincing participants that a PHEV was a worthwhile and 


desirable vehicle for their household than did the descriptive materials included in the 


prior survey. (Those materials were also supplied to the Project households at the end of 
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their PHEV trial and prior to their completing the design games.) Still, these differences 


were at the margin, and the overall conclusions drawn from the Project participants were 


similar to those we drew from the survey respondents. 


Charging and Refueling Behaviors 


There may be no more fundamental question about PHEVs than whether or not people 


will plug-in a vehicle that does not have to be plugged-in. The answer from the Project 


participants to date is, “Yes, we will.” During their last week driving the PHEV-


conversion, the Project households, on average, plugged-in these PHEV-conversions 


about once per day, and did so more often on weekdays than weekend days. There was 


large variation in the mean frequency of PHEV recharging across households—from zero 


to 2.6 times per weekday and zero to five times per weekend day. The cumulative 


distribution of mean plug-in events per weekday is shown in Figure ES-5. 


Figure ES-4: Survey Respondent and Demonstration Project Participant 
PHEV Design Summaries for CD Performance Attributes Only 
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Though the highest daily frequency of any household plugging in during its last week 


was greatest on a weekend, across all household-days, the mean frequency of plugging-in 


on weekend days was lower than on weekdays because there was now workplace 


charging and the PHEVs were more likely to be away from home, and thus away from 


the households’ primary or sole recharging location. Only a few households found away-


from-home recharging locations they used on a regular basis. The incidence of zero 


charging on weekdays is largely explained by one household who decided that recharging 


the PHEV-conversion made too little difference to warrant their difficulty and hassle in 


recharging the vehicle.  


Figure ES-5: Cumulative Distribution of the Mean Number of Plug-in Events 
per Day per Household 


 


Electricity availability is the time during which the vehicle was plugged into an electrical 


outlet. Conceptually, this means that the vehicle could be at any stage in its recharging 


cycle, available battery capacity, or at any location—so long as it is connected to the grid, 


electricity is available to the vehicle. Instantaneous power demand is the power drawn 


from the grid to recharge the supplemental PHEV battery. To compare and summarize 


across households, instantaneous power demand is standardized (by assumption) to 1.0 


kW. Aggregating households’ last week of electricity demand to create pseudo-total 
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demand requires the additional assumption that all households drove and recharged the 


PHEV during the same calendar week.  


Electricity availability is often (at least implicitly) assumed to be 100 percent (at least at 


night). The red area (left-hand y-axis) Figure ES-6 shows 1) electricity availability to the 


Project households’ vehicles never approaches 100 percent despite the fact all the 


households an recharge at home, and 2) there is considerable variation across weekdays 


as shown by the height of the red area. Across the 335 weekdays (67 households times 5 


weekdays each), 62 to 75 percent of PHEVs were plugged in between 10:00 pm and 6:00 


am. The large number of respondents who had full time jobs and typically left home in 


the morning to drive the PHEV to work explains the decline by 9:00 am to only 25 to 40 


percent of PHEVs connected to the grid. While five households recharged at work during 


the day, retired individuals, households with flexible work schedules, and those drivers 


who stayed home during the day drove the other PHEVs plugged-in to the grid during 


midday. By 4:00pm households started to return home from work and vehicles began to 


be plugged in. The greatest variability across weekdays—ten to thirteen percentage 


points—occurred between 10:00pm and 6:00am. 


Power demand to recharge the PHEVs is shown by the blue area (right-hand y-axis). 


While a few households charged during the day, most of the demand to recharge vehicles 


was between 5:00pm and 4:00am. The most variability in time of day power demand 


occurred in the evenings between 5:00pm and midnight. 


In the absence of any signals, e.g., prices, or supporting systems, e.g., timers, households 


tended to plug-in their PHEVs in the early evening on weekdays. As described by the 


household interviews, some households chose to plug-in as soon as they arrived home the 


first time. Others waited until after the last trip of the day, or until the vehicle was 


brought into the garage at the end of the day. Regardless of when they plugged in the car 


in the evening, most households waited to unplug it until they left home in the morning, 


i.e., only a few came back out late in the evening to unplug the car.  


It is clear from Figure ES-6 that there was potential to shift electricity demand from these 


PHEVs until after 10:00pm, since instantaneous power demand needed to recharge these 
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vehicles declines rapidly after 10:00pm and most all recharging is completed by 5:00am 


the following morning. Lastly, the observed peak power demand of 35 kW was about 52 


percent of the total maximum power demand of the 67 vehicles. Lastly, at any given time, 


fewer PHEVs were plugged in on weekend days and power demand was lower. Total 


power peaked at about one-third the hypothetical 67 kW maximum.  


Figure ES-6: 24-hour Variability Electricity Availability (Percent of PHEVs 
Plugged-in) and Instantaneous Power Demand by Time-of-Day (Watts), 
Weekday Average, n = 67 
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The recharging results presented so far focus on the recharging behavior summed and 


averaged across the participants. This hides the variation in 1) the frequency with which 


people recharged the PHEV, 2) the distances households drive per recharging interval, 


i.e., the distance driven between two recharging events, and 3) the percentage of total 


miles each household drove in CD mode. Figure ES-7 illustrates the overall variability in 


performance of the participants with regard to their combined CD + CS fuel economy, 
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the percentage of miles they drove in CD mode, and the overall distance they drove in the 


PHEV during their respective vehicle trials.1 In Figure ES-7, each circle represents one 


household. The areas of the circles are proportional to the total miles driven by that 


household in the PHEV over their last week driving the PHEV. For scale, the largest 


circle (“Nancy,” in the lower left) represents 947 miles of driving. That it also depicts one 


of the lowest percentages of miles in CD mode and nearly the worst gasoline-only fuel 


economy is due to a long, multi-day tour Nancy took away from home during which she 


drove the PHEV-conversion many miles without recharging.  


Figure ES-7: Gasoline-only Fuel Economy by Percentage of Miles Driven in 
CD Mode, Weighted by Total Monthly PHEV (CD+CS) Distance 


 


 


The basic conclusions are that individuals varied greatly in their driving and recharging 


behaviors and, importantly, in the relationship between these two. A few households 


                                                 


1 All household names are pseudonyms. 
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drove only 20 to 30 percent of their miles in CD mode. On the other hand, a few 


households drove 100 percent of their miles in CD mode and achieved gasoline-only fuel 


economy measures of 100 or mpg. A linear regression fit to the (distance-weighted) data 


in Figures ES-6 indicates that each one percent increases in the percent of miles driven in 


CD operation increases the weeks average total fuel economy by 0.32 mpg, though the R2 


is a modest 0.43. 


The Overall Effects of Recharging on Energy Use 


The analysis of total energy effects presented here is partial for three reasons. First, only 


one particular PHEV is analyzed. Second, we do not present a life-cycle analysis; here we 


address only electricity out of the battery and gasoline out of the tank. Third, we address 


only the marginal difference that it makes that the Project households drove and 


recharged (to the extent each did) a PHEV instead of an HEV.  


We compare their total energy use, i.e., gasoline plus electricity, during the last week of 


their PHEV trial to the amount of gasoline they would have used had they driven that 


week without ever recharging. To illustrate relationships between driving, recharging, 


and energy use we plot the marginal percentage decrease in total gasoline (tank to 


wheels) plus electricity (battery to wheels) by the percent of their miles they drove in CD 


mode for their four-week PHEV trial in Figure ES-8. As in Figure ES-7, the size of each 


data point in Figure ES-3 is proportional to the total miles driven during each household’s 


trial. 


The first point a comparison of Figures ES-7 and ES-8 shows is that the households’ use 


of the simple measure of (gasoline-only) fuel economy is not qualitatively wrong, i.e., 


while it is a best a partial measure, it at least does not in general mislead them as to 


whether they are saving total energy. As the percent of miles driven in CD mode 


increases, fuel economy and energy savings both increase. Figure ES-8 confirms that 


most households saved energy through the substitution of electricity for gasoline by 


recharging the PHEVs compared to the amount of gasoline these households would have 


consumed had they not recharged the PHEVs. 
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Figure ES-8: Decrease in Households’ Total Energy (Gasoline plus 
Electricity) for their PHEV-conversion (as compared to an HEV) by Percent 
of Miles driven in CD Mode, percent. 
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narrative of a household’s encounter with the PHEV-conversion is a story re-told by a 


researcher. Each household’s narrative was compiled from multiple in-person interviews, 


enhanced by field notes from the researchers, as well as data from the questionnaires 


completed by each household at the start and end of their PHEV demonstration period 


and quantitative measures of driving and energy reported by the data systems onboard the 


vehicles. Second, narratives explain, provide coherence, and show causality. A narrative 


takes chronological events and uncovers the meanings of what came before and what 


might come in the future; in essence, there is a plot, and the narrative has a purpose 


(Berger and Quinney, 2005). 


Second, analysis is accomplished both through the writing and reading of these 


narratives. A single personal experience can be too narrow to highlight important social 


debates; the personal experience becomes compelling when multiple people duplicate it, 


therefore, if several participants cite the same issues in their narratives then these should 


be looked at closely (Berger and Quinney, 2005). This is largely important to policy 


makers. Schram and Neisser (1997) argue that narratives help realize political space and 


those in the political sphere use stories to engage in political change. 


Narrative Themes 


The ideas that emerge as both important to individual narratives, i.e., what drives the plot 


of a household’s narrative, and as important to multiple narratives are called themes. Four 


themes were derived from the first 34 households during the first year of the project. 


Additional themes and refinements of prior themes were identified based on the 33 


narratives from the second year. The revised list of themes includes the following: 


Changing Driving Behavior: Some participants explained that they changed their driving 


behavior because information they saw on the Energy Monitor made them aware of how 


their actions affected their gasoline-only fuel economy or ability to drive using only 


electricity.  
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Recharging: Many found recharging to be easy and likened it to a daily chore such as 


feeding the dog. Most recharged only at home, due to a lack of both perceived recharging 


locations and etiquette.  


Confusion: The theme of confusion was expressed in three different ways: lack of 


information; incorrect information; and, incomprehension, i.e., they had correct 


information but did not understand it.  


Payback: Some households discussed the idea of payback analysis and if the PHEV was 


“worth it” comparing the cost of the vehicle and the operational costs. Benefits to the 


environment were originally subsumed in this theme, but subsequently were separated as 


explained below in the theme of collective benefits. We still stretch this definition of 


payback to include related financial accounting practices stated by or inferred from a few 


households, e.g., net present value and return on investment. 


Saving Money: Simple, heuristic evaluations of whether PHEVs “save money.” 


Distinguished from payback in that there is no attempt to balance costs and benefits. 


Examples include reduced trips to gasoline stations for refueling and actions that 


highlight the use of electricity such as plugging in the PHEV or driving using only 


electricity. 


Collective Benefits: The most often mentioned collective benefits were environmental 


impacts; independence from oil was another. These benefits were separated from the 


payback theme for two reasons. One, the payback concept is likely taken by many readers 


to be a specific type of private cost analysis. Collective benefits by definition are difficult 


to incorporate into such an analysis. We heard some households try to do so, for example, 


the previously cited story of the household identified as “the Lakes” discussing a payback 


evaluation and saying, “You add ten percent for the environment.” Two, some 


households were considering collective benefits in ways that did not assume a financial 


calculation, but a moral action.  


The next two themes demonstrate how the use of narrative as a framework and the 


multiple engagements with each household over a period of weeks allows the story told 
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about each household to reach before and beyond the specific time period of each 


households PHEV trial. 


Prior expectations of the PHEV: This theme includes either the presence or absence of 


prior expectations of the vehicle the household would be driving and the basis for any 


prior expectations. Whether the PIEV-conversion met or confounded prior expectations 


often figured prominently in households’ overall assessments. 


The Future: The Project introduced households to a new set of possibilities for 


automobiles. Their speculations generally had to do with the conditions under which 


either they would own a PHEV or of a future in which all cars are PHEVs.  


Understanding and Discernment 


One example of the use of the themes is an effort to distinguish those households who 


expressed an interest in owning a PHEV from those who did not. The theme of confusion 


is the starting point: it may be assumed that an explanation of how a new technology 


functions is important, even essential, to its uptake by consumers.  


In Volume I, we classified the 34 household narratives according to a typology based on 


understanding of PHEVs prior to and after each household’s PHEV demonstration 


period. Based on the additional households who completed their PHEV trial during the 


second year of the Project, we modified our organization of the households’ narratives 


based on whether participants were able to discern between a conventional internal 


combustion engine and a PHEV. The distinction we make between discernment and 


understanding is as follows: to discern is to comprehend how a PHEV is different from a 


conventional car depending on how one interacts with it; to understand is to be able to 


explain the electro-mechanical details of how a PHEV operates. The participants need not 


understand how the car operates in order to discern how they can engage the PHEV to 


make it function for them. 


Ultimately, neither framework neatly separates those households who express an interest 


in owning a PHEV from those who don’t. It may be important to some households that 


they understand how PHEVs work before they can form a positive intention, it may be 
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important to some that they discern how their interaction with the vehicle differs from a 


conventional vehicle; but this is not universally true within our sample of households. 


Energy Interfaces and Instrumentation 


There were two main sources of vehicle information available to study all Project 


participants. First, there was the stock Toyota display console. The two energy related 


screens were 1) an Energy Monitor schematic of energy flows in the vehicle as well as 


the instantaneous fuel economy, and 2) a Consumption screen that provides fuel economy 


averaged over 5-minute intervals and over the tank (or whenever the driver resets the 


average). The Energy Monitor schematic includes an approximate battery state-of-charge 


indicator consisting of a stacked column. In the stock display, when a Prius’ own stock 


battery in near full, the stacked column is green. As the battery is discharged, the stack 


height diminishes and the color changes to blue. The PHEV-conversion adds a third 


color: when the vehicle is discharging the PHEV battery, the battery SOC indicator is 


purple. When the PHEV battery is discharged, the battery SOC indicator returns to its 


stock operation. 


Second, participants had access to the data they generated through driving, recharging, 


and refueling the vehicle via a website designed by the on-board data system provider. 


The website displays vehicle summary data as well as the location and status of the 


vehicle. Although the website provides detailed summary information—for example, 


driving data are summarized by trip, day, week, fortnight, and month—few participants 


reported being influenced by the website.  


In the second year of the Project a third source of energy feedback was implemented: 


custom-designed real-time energy feedback (REF) displays were installed in a subset of 


the PHEV-conversions. The experimental REF interface includes an “energy economy” 


measure, MPG+ that includes kinetic and potential energy as well as “fuel” energy from 


both gasoline and electricity. Including all these energy sources is designed to strengthen 


the driver’s perception of behavioral control over energy use. One outcome of this new 


energy economy metric is that the MPG+ value is usually lower than the fuel economy 


(MPG) values displayed by the stock Prius display (which includes only gasoline). 
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MPG+ is calculated over the same distances as MPG, but includes all energy inputs to the 


motion of the vehicle.  


The REF interface was designed to show the driver information that is predicted by 


behavior change theories to effectively promote behavior change. Energy outcomes were 


measured via an in-vehicle data-logger for two weeks to create a baseline record of 


driving behavior and energy use. After two weeks, the drivers were interviewed, and then 


the REF interface was turned on, and driving and energy were observed for a further two 


weeks before the final interview. Psychological factors predicted to be important by the 


TPB were recorded in three associated surveys completed by participants prior to any 


driving in the PHEV, after two weeks driving (without REF), and at the end of the 


experiment after they have driven the PHEV with REF. Finally, and most important for 


this analysis, household interviews provide insight into the thought processes, attitudes, 


and responses to the REF system.  


Data collection is now complete, but analysis—in particular of measurable energy 


outcomes—is not. Two households’ narratives of their encounter with the PHEV and the 


REF interface were initially compared and themes were identified that serve as 


hypotheses for the remaining households yet to be analyzed and as illustrations of the 


type of summary information generated from the interviews. The REF-related themes 


were the following: distracted driving; motivating situations; confusion about, and 


misinterpretation of the feedback; a desire to see detailed fuel economy information; and, 


competitive behavior.  


Tension between energy and safety goals may be resolved with refinement of the REF 


display. Motivational situations suggest there may be differential outcomes of REF for 


different people in the same situation and the same people in different situations. The 


new energy metric may display total energy use, thus perhaps providing one thing that no 


Project household created for themselves—a fully integrated assessment of energy use. 


But, by accounting for all sources of motive energy, MPG+ tends to display lower “miles 


per energy” numbers than a simple “miles per gallon (of gasoline)” metric. These lower 


numbers may be inherently less exciting than the occasionally very large mpg numbers 
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drivers see. Self-described competitiveness may by linked to a desire to achieve high 


energy efficiency, but it may also cause competitive people to drop the quest for high 


energy efficiency if it conflicts with other goals, e.g., speed, time, or safety.  


Future work will include the final PHEV+REF sample of approximately forty drivers. 


The larger sample size will support more extensive analysis of the driving and energy 


data, questionnaire responses, and interview discussions. Two major questions will be 


investigated, the first related to behavior change within subjects, and the second related to 


differences between subjects. In the first case: what attitudes, knowledge, and personality 


factors lead to behavior change when a driver is presented with REF? In the second case: 


how much do relatively static personality factors, such as competitiveness, impact overall 


driving behaviors and fuel use? 


Social Influence on the Evaluation of, and Spread of Information about, 
PHEVs 


A sub-sample of ten households participated in an assessment of the role of social 


influence on their evaluation of PHEVs. A modified research protocol and timeline was 


implemented, including a mapping of the household members social networks and the 


sampling from these networks of additional discussants, i.e., additional questionnaires 


and interviews were administered to members of the Project households’ social networks 


during and after the Project households’ PHEV trials. 


The first question in this social network research asks whether interpersonal influence 


plays a significant role in the assessment and adoption of electric-drive vehicles. The 


research reported here suggests that the observed social interactions are influential for 


primary households (those actually driving the PHEV-conversions) and secondary 


participants (members of primary households’ social networks who have volunteered for 


interviews). The second research question delves deeper to explore and characterize 


specific processes of social interaction and influence. We describe these interactions from 


five perspectives: contagion, conformity, dissemination, translation, and reflexivity. The 


primary households and their interaction with their social network illustrate (to some 


degree) each of these five approaches. We find translation and reflexivity appear to best 
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provide the language and theoretical depth required to integrate the various motives and 


perceptions observed among participating social networks. 


In the context of the PHEV Project households and their social networks, we observed 


that social proximity (very close, somewhat close, etc.) was a more useful relationship 


measure than role categories (friend, family, etc.) or an “expert” list of network members 


who might typically be consulted regarding vehicle purchases. Also, the number of 


socially close network members does not necessarily correspond to the number of social 


interactions regarding the PHEV; socially more distant network members, e.g., casual 


acquaintances and strangers, made up a substantial portion of interactions regarding the 


PHEV in some participant households. Because social interactions were observed to 


occur at every level of social proximity, it might be difficult or impossible a priori to 


establish a complete relevant network for any given household.  


A second question was whether social interactions were worth studying, i.e., social 


interactions regarding the PHEV may have occurred, but they may have had no influence. 


We found that in the context of the Project, social interactions do matter; in most primary 


households, i.e., households who drove the PHEV-conversion, at least one social 


interaction was ranked as being highly influential over their assessment of the PHEV 


technology. Thus, the assessment of PHEV technology did not occur in isolation—


participants often consulted others to form their own interpretations about functional, 


symbolic, and societal benefits.  


We also looked for patterns to help explain why some social interactions were rated as 


more influential. In this sub-sample, we found evidence that a social interaction was more 


likely to be rated as influential if 1) the interaction included communication about 


societal benefits were discussed; 2) if the participating household regarded the other 


person as an alternative fuel or electric-drive expert; and 3) if the social proximity of the 


other network member was near or far, but not in the middle. The first of these three 


supports the theoretical discussion in Volume I that the adoption of new vehicle 


technologies is not just driven by the “diffusion” of functional information, but also by 


the social negotiation of societal benefits. Households that already own an HEV tend to 
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rank social interactions as less influential than those who don’t—likely because they had 


already formed functional, symbolic and societal perceptions of electric-drive technology 


prior to their participation in their PHEV trial. On the other hand, primary households 


rated interactions with network members as more influential if those people had 


alternative-fuel experience or knowledge. Social proximity may have had a non-linear 


relationship with social influence. Interactions with very close network members and 


strangers were more likely to be rated as influential than interactions with people 


described as somewhat close or as casual acquaintances. One explanation may be that our 


analysis may confound interactions from at least two different types of social network: 


those that tend to interact with and draw influence from closer network members, e.g. a 


tightly-knit family, and those that tend to draw more influence from more socially distant 


alters, e.g. a single man engaging in multiple recreation activities. The small sample size 


of the present research makes it difficult to assess consistency of such patterns, but future 


research may explore how different network types are influenced by social proximity. 
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1. PHEV DEMONSTRATION AND RESEARCH PLAN 


Volume I provides complete descriptions of the PHEV Demonstration and Research 


Project Plan. Only notable differences in the execution of the Plan between the first 34 


households detailed in Volume I and the 33 households added to Volume II are discussed 


here. The basic household timeline that became standardized midway during the first year 


is shown in Figure 1. Additional activities appear in this timeline for the sub-set of 


households who took part in the energy instrumentation research reported in Chapter 2D 


and the social network research reported in Chapter 2E. 


 


Figure 1: Household PHEV Trial Timeline 


 


Household PHEV Placements 


Sampling 


The general sampling criteria remained constant throughout the entire project. To 


accomplish the original sampling goals, more pre-existing PHEV owners were recruited 


during the second year. Further, while the geographic sampling frame for the study 


remained unchanged—the cities and towns along Interstate-80 in north-central 


California—a much higher percentage of households in the second year were recruited 


from outside the Davis-Woodland area. Figure 2 illustrates the general location of all 67 


households. 
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Figure 2: Geographic distribution of PHEV Project participants (n=67) 


 


 


Who are the Project Participants? 


Descriptions of the sample of 67 households plus comparative samples are presented in 


Table 1, including household hybrid vehicle ownership, respondents’ gender, education, 


age, household income, and housing type. One important difference between the Project 


participants and all comparative samples is that Project participants are chosen, in part, 


because they have a place at home to recharge the PHEV—we judged it to be of little 


value to give a vehicle to a household who could not routinely and easily recharge the 


vehicle, if they chose to. This choice on our part will introduce some differences in 


income and housing type as seen in Table 1.  


The proportion of HEV owners in the sample increased in the second year as we 


intentionally incorporated a few pre-existing HEV owners. The gender balance is now 


slightly skewed toward women, but is still close to that of the general population and the 


California over-sample; the northern California over-sample is skewed toward male 


respondents. The Project participants are skewed toward people with graduate 
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educations—even compared to our survey over-samples, which are themselves skewed 


toward higher education compared to the general population samples. Respondents in all 


three of our samples are much more likely to be between the ages of 35 and 54 than the 


general population; the skew toward this age group is even stronger in the Project sample 


than in the survey over-samples. The most underrepresented age category is 25 to 34 year 


olds. As with education and age, the sample of Project participants amplifies the 


distinctions from the general population of the survey over-samples: the over-samples of 


new car buyers in California and northern California are more likely to have higher 


household incomes than the general population and the Project participants are even more 


likely to have higher incomes. As noted above, by design (or rather, because of known 


correlations between housing type and ability to recharge at home) our survey 


respondents are far more like to live in detached homes. 


Gasoline Prices Faced by Survey Respondents and Project Participants 


One question we are repeatedly asked regarding the prior survey that serve here as a point 


of comparison for the Project households is, “When was it done in comparison to the run-


up of gasoline prices to past $4.00 per gallon during the summer of 2008?” The answer is 


that the national survey of new car buyers (including California and northern California 


over-samples) was conducted in December 2007 and precedes the rise of gasoline prices 


past $4.00 per gallon by several months. The average price last paid for gasoline by the 


California and northern California samples were both about $3.40 per gallon as shown by 


the horizontal lines in Figure 3.  


In contrast, the first few Project participants were paying in excess of $4.00 per gallon for 


gasoline in August 2008. But these are a small minority of Project participants, as 


gasoline prices quickly declined through September and October 2008 to, and then 


below, the average of the price faced by the national survey respondents. Prices 


continued to slowly rise into the summer of 2009 to just below the level reported by our 


northern California sub-sample from the national survey. 
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Table 1: Comparing Project participants, survey respondents, and the general population 


 
Target AAA 


members  
AAA 


members  
New vehicle buyers  


General population 
 Year 2008 – 10  2008-9  2007 2007 2001  2005-7 2000 


 
Data source 


 
PHEV Demo PHEV Demo 


 
PHEV Survey 


(Nor. Cal.)a 
PHEV Survey 


(Cal.)a 
NHTSb 


(Cal.) 
 ACS f 


(Cal.) 
Census g 


(Cal.) 
 Sample size 67 34  216 851 389    
Hybrid owner? Yes 16.4% 11.8%  8.9% 10.6% -  - - 
Genderc Male  47.5% 49.2%  59.7% 48.5% 44.5%  50.0% 49.7% 
 Female 52.5% 50.8%  40.3% 51.5% 55.5%  50.0% 50.3% 
Educationd High school or lower 4.6% 9.1%  2.6% 8.8% 22.1%  43.0% 43.3% 
 Some college 23.0% 21.2%  34.9% 33.9% 22.1%  20.4% 22.9% 
 College degree 37.0% 30.3%  32.8% 39.5% 39.9%  26.3% 24.2% 
 Graduate degree 35.4% 39.4%  29.7% 17.8% 15.9%  10.4% 9.5% 
Agec 15 to 24 4.2% 3.2%  4.6% 3.3% 6.5%  19.0% 18.3% 
 25 to 34 8.3% 8.1%  21.1% 20.5% 18.0%  18.3% 19.8% 
 35 to 44 28.3% 25.8%  27.3% 29.0% 23.5%  19.3% 21.6% 
 45 to 54 28.3% 27.4%  29.4% 23.7% 24.8%  17.6% 16.5% 
 55 to 64 26.7% 29.0%  10.8% 15.1% 13.3%  12.1% 9.9% 
 >64 6.4% 6.5%  6.7% 8.3% 13.8%  13.8% 13.8% 
Household < 30 k 1.6% 3.1%  1.8% 2.0% 6.3%  25.3% 31.2% 
income 30 k to 60 k 14.0% 15.6%  11.9% 17.6% 23.4%  25.8% 29.5% 
 > 60k to 100k 28.1% 15.6%  35.1% 27.7% 32.3%  23.0% 22.1% 
 > 100k 56.3% 65.6%  51.2% 52.7% 38.0%  25.8% 17.3% 
 Mean incomee $112,031 $117,734  $106,949 $104,814 $84,416  $73,944 $61,441 


 


Ratio of mean incomes  
(new vehicle 
buyer/gen. pop.)  


 
 
 1.59  1.45 1.42 1.37 


 


  
Housing typed Detached house 91.0% 94.1%  71.3% 68.1% 79.4%  58.0%  
 Attached house 7.5% 5.9%  10.3% 11.9% 4.4%  7.0%  
 Apartment 0.0% 0.0%  17.9% 16.7% 13.6%  30.7%  
 Mobile home 1.5% 0.0%  0.5% 3.4% 2.6%  4.2%  
a U.S. weights provided by Harris Interactive. 
b NHTS sample limited to responding California households that had purchased a vehicle of model year 2001 or 2002. 
c For PHEV Project: data reported for all participants; for PHEV survey: data only reported for responding member of household. 
d For PHEV Project and PHEV survey: data only reported for responding member of household. 
e Mean approximated from the product of middle values assigned to each income category and the proportion of the sample in that category. 
f 2005-2007 American Community Survey 3-year estimates, California. 
g 2000 Census by the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Figure 3: Comparing gasoline prices from survey respondents (lines) and 
Project participants (diamonds) 


 


Still, whether they faced higher gasoline prices during their PHEV trial period or whether 


they simply recall such higher prices from summer 2008, we expect that our all Project 


participants may now be more sensitive to the uncertainty of gasoline prices than the national 


survey respondents were at that time. This may make Project participants less like our survey 


respondents, but more like their peers, i.e., all car-buying households who have now lived 


through this same price history. 


Motivations and Knowledge regarding Electric-drive 


The invitation sent by AAA Northern California, Nevada & Utah to qualifying automotive 


insurance policy holders did not emphasize motivations to volunteer; still, one might 


speculate that the households volunteering for a PHEV demonstration project had stronger 


motivations and knowledge regarding environmental issues, oil dependence, and electric-


drive vehicles than households in general. This does not seem to be the case. Responses to 


three questions regarding these possible motivations are summarized in Figure 4: global 


warming, air pollution, and energy (in)dependence. The Project sample contains a slightly 


higher percentage of people who state that each of these three issues is “a serious problem, 


and immediate action is necessary” than in the California and northern California survey 


samples. Still the differences are small. We judge the differences to be unlikely to make a 
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substantive difference in any conclusions we may draw between the samples on their PHEV 


designs. 


 


Figure 4: Comparing environmental beliefs among survey respondents 
(California “CA” n = 1,741; northern California “nCA” n = 464) and Project 
participants (“Demo” n = 67) 


 


On the issue of knowledge regarding electric-drive vehicles, a question in the first part of the 


questionnaire completed by both the survey sample and Project participants (at the start of 


their PHEV trial but after the vehicle has been delivered) asked respondents to rate their 


familiarity with conventional, electric, hybrid-electric, and plug-in hybrid vehicles. This was 


followed up by a question asking how each of these four types of vehicles are fueled and/or 


recharged. Responses to this second question are summarized in Figure 5. In general, there is 


little to distinguish the knowledge of electric drive vehicles among the Project participants 


from the survey respondents—except on the specific issue of plug-in hybrids. Across all 


samples, very high percentages of respondents know that a plug-in hybrid can be both fueled 


and plugged-in; the highest percentage is among our Project participants. There are a few 
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opportunities for “information leaks” to the project households about PHEVs—the recruiting 


phone call and the information provided to households when the PHEV is first delivered.2 


 


Figure 5: Comparing electric-drive knowledge among survey respondents 
(California “CA” n = 1,741; northern California “nCA” n = 464) and Project 
participants (“Demo” n = 67): “From what you understand of these vehicle 
technologies, which can use fuel, and which can be plugged in?” 


 


                                                 


2 That 50 to 60 percent of respondents in all samples indicate they believe HEVs can be refueled by either 
gasoline or electricity is surprising. It has been more than ten years since HEVs were introduced. It is possible 
that these results were shaped by the specific language used in the questionnaire, which rather than using the 
acronym or the shortened “hybrid,” spelled out the full label as “hybrid electric vehicle.” 
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2A. PROJECT RESULTS: CONSUMERS’ PHEV DESIGNS 


All participants in the Project and in the prior survey research created PHEV designs. We use 


these designs as measures of what is interesting and valuable to respondents about PHEVs.  


Whose PHEVs? Plausible early markets 


This section compares the PHEV designs elicited from the 67 households who completed 


their Project participation between August 2008 and January 2010 with those elicited from 


respondents in the California (CA) and northern California (nCA) over-samples of the 


national survey in December 2007. As with these results reported in Volume I, PHEV design 


priorities are reported only for respondents classified as plausible early market PHEV buyers 


by satisfying two requirements: 1) they demonstrate access to sufficient recharge 


infrastructure, defined here as home access to an electrical outlet for their vehicle, and 2) 


interest in PHEVs as indicated by whether the household designs a PHEV in the “higher” 


price condition of the Purchase Design game. The first is measured as parking a car at home 


within 25 feet of an electrical outlet. The plausible early market segments estimates for the 


comparative survey samples and the Project households are summarized in Table 2. 


 


Table 2: Plausible Early PHEV Market Segments 
   


Home 
Recharging,1 


Percent 


 
PHEV Design,2 


Percent 


Plausible Early 
Market Segment 


Size, Percent 


New Car Buyers U.S. 52 64 34 
 California 46 74 34 
 Northern 


California 
46 71 34 


PHEV 
Demonstration 


Northern 
California 


100 78 78 


1. Car parked at home within 25 feet of an electrical outlet. 


2. Designs a PHEV in the medium price version of the Purchase Design game if a car or high price version if a 
truck. Purchase Design game explained further in the text. 
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All Project participants have access to home recharging because it is a requirement for 


participation. Among these 67 households, 52 (78 percent) indicate a PHEV purchase 


intention in the higher price scenario and thus these 78 percent are included as the plausible 


early market Project participants. This represents a ten-percentage point drop from the 


original sample of 34 households, of which 30 were included as the plausible early market. 


Thus, while 88 percent of the initial 34 households were in this market, only 65 percent of 


the subsequent 33 households were. Still, as with the first 34 participants, in total all Project 


participants are more likely to design their next new car as a PHEV than are the national 


survey participants.3 Given they are more likely to design a PHEV, are our Project 


households designing different PHEVs than did our survey respondents? 


What PHEVs do they Design? 


The PHEV Purchase Design game first asks households to select a vehicle they believed they 


were most likely to buy as their next new vehicle.4 Figure 6 compares these base vehicles 


selected by the survey respondents to those selected Project participants. While the 


percentage of Project participants that stated their next new vehicle would be an HEV 


dropped from 67 percent to 59 percent, they are still more than twice as likely to do so as the 


comparative samples from the California and northern California survey samples, indicating 


a much more frequent interest in hybrid vehicles among Project participants (after their 


PHEV trial) than was elicited from a broader samples of CA and nCA car buyers (who 


lacked direct experience with a PHEV). This difference may not be due to prior HEV 


ownership or self-selection of Project participants. As shown in Table 1, only 17 percent of 


Project participants had owned an HEV. Recall from their previous description that Project 


participants do not possess more knowledge about electric drive vehicles or have more 


concern for environmental or global issues—at least not to such a degree as to warrant a 2 to 


3.5 fold increase in hybrid interest in these design games. One explanation supported by the 


                                                 


3 At these small sample sizes, this drop may only be “apparent,” i.e., the change could simply be due in part to 
expected variability. Reasons for an actual drop may include receding memories of gasoline prices higher than 
$3.50 per gallon that many of the earlier participants experienced.  
4 The two PHEV design games are described more fully in Volume 1 and in Jaxsen and Kurani (2008). In 
particular, to see the PHEV design space used in both games, see Tables 1 and 2 in Volume I. 
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household interviews that because Project participants completed the PHEV Purchase 


Design game after driving the PHEV-conversion for several weeks, participants had become 


more interested in hybrids in general.  


Figure 6: Comparing base vehicles for PHEV Purchase Design Game 
(plausible early market only: CA, n=286; NCA, n=63; Project, n=52 


 


Focusing on the interests of these plausible early market Project participants, results of the 


two PHEV design games are summarized in Figure 7. In Round One of the Development 


Priority game, respondents were given one point to allocate towards one upgrade to the base 


PHEV model.5 One of four upgrades was available in this first round: recharge time (from 8 


to 4 hours), gasoline-fuel economy during (blended) CD mode (from 75 to 100 mpg), CD 


range (from 10 to 20 miles), or CS gasoline-fuel economy (from 10 to 20 mpg over the 


conventional version of the vehicle). The general ranking of attribute upgrades in Round One 


                                                 


5 The Development Priority game starts with the premise that the household is redesigning one of their 
household vehicles to be a PHEV. See Volume 1 and Jaxsen and Kurani (2008) for details. 
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continues through later rounds: a higher percentage of potential early market respondents 


designed PHEVs with CD range upgrades and CS fuel economy upgrade. Few respondents 


designed PHEVs with faster recharge times than the base 8 hours.  


 


Figure 7: Upgrades selected in PHEV design games by Project participants 
(plausible early market Project participants only, n = 50) 
 


 


All-electric operation (in CD mode) was first offered to respondents in Round Three of the 


Development Priority game; only one household incorporated this upgrade into their PHEV, 


which came at the expense of all other upgrades available in prior rounds. By the final round, 


the proportion of plausible early market Project participants designing a PHEV with all-


electric operation rose to nearly half—but only after nearly every respondent had already 


selected the maximum CD range and CS fuel economy upgrades.  
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Figure 8 portrays the 23 different possible PHEV designs possible in Round Four of Game 1: 


Development Priority. This is the first round in which the design envelope allows a PHEV 


with 40 miles of all-electric range. Three of plausible early market Project participants (6 


percent) created this specific design. Overall, all-electric operation was not incorporated into 


participants PHEV designs, especially when resources (points) were relatively scarce, i.e., 


all-electric operation “cost” most of the available points and alternative designs were 


available, i.e. in Rounds Three and Four of the Design Priority game. Resulting PHEV 


designs, and thus performance priorities varied widely across Project participants—though it 


is now true of the 67 total respondents that a single PHEV design emerged as a slim majority 


favorite—8 hours recharging, 125 mpg in blended CD operation for 40 miles, and a +30 mpg 


increase in CS operation compared to their base vehicle. (Recall that in this game, one of the 


households existing vehicles is the base vehicle.) This result accentuates the results of the 


designs created by the California and northern California survey samples—for whom, despite 


the apparent concentration on the same design—it is the case that 1) most do no incorporate 


all-electric operation in their design and 2) there is no single majority design. There is an 


emphasis on increasing fuel economy. (Compare to Figures 11 and 12). 


Results of the Purchase Design game suggest the majority of Project participants would 


value PHEV capabilities in their next vehicle. Figure 7 also depicts the proportion of 


upgrades incorporated into PHEV designs under the price conditions of this second PHEV 


design game. 14 plausible early market Project participants (27percent) chose the base 


PHEV models in the “high” price conditions, and ten (20 percent) in the “low.”6 Among 


those who created PHEVs in the higher cost rounds, overall priorities are similar to those in 


the Development Priority game: CS fuel economy upgrades were incorporated more often 


than other upgrades, and there is no evidence of strong interest in all-electric operation: two 


and four households upgraded to AE operation in the higher and lower price conditions, 


respectively.  


                                                 


6 “High” price means the high price for trucks and medium price for cars; “low” is medium prices for trucks and 
low for cars. We did this to impose a greater cost penalty on creating PHEV versions of larger, heavier, less 
aerodynamic vehicles, i.e., trucks. 
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Figure 8: Distribution of selected PHEV designs in Round Four of 
Development game (plausible early market only: Demo, n=50) 
 
 


 


 


Figure 9 depicts the proportion of the cross-classified CD type and CD ranges incorporated 


by Project participants into their PHEV designs. Note that 22 households (42 percent) 


designed a PHEV with blended CD operation capable of 75 mpg for 10 miles. Further, 46 


households (88 percent) designed a blended CD design (as opposed to all-electric) with a 


range of 20 miles or less. These percentages are nearly identical to those reported in Volume 


I for the first 34 households. Such PHEV designs have far lower battery energy and power 


requirements than the all-electric, longer-range designs assumed by various battery experts 


(Axsen et al., 2008).  
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frequently, and selected 100 CD mpg and +30 CS mpg more frequently. Figures 11 and 12 


show the distribution of PHEV designs in Round Four in the CA and NCA samples, 


respectively for comparison to Figure 8. 


Figure 9: Distribution of selected PHEV designs CD attributes in high price 
scenario of Purchase Design Game (plausible early market Project 
participants only, n=52) 


 


 


All figures indicate a wide variety of PHEV design interests across households, without any 


particular draw to the all-electric 40-mile design. Figure 13 compares the same samples in 


terms of the higher price scenario of the PHEV Purchase Design game, where a substantially 


higher proportion of Project participants selected some level of CD type and range upgrades 


than any of the samples of survey respondents. Several differences among samples could 


contribute to this result. Project participants have higher household income (as portrayed in 


Table 1) and more experience with PHEV driving (having actually driven a PHEV for 


several weeks), as well as other potential differences in driving patterns, commute patterns or 


other factors that were not measured in all three survey samples. 
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Figure 10: Comparing upgrades selected in Round 4 of Development Priority 
game, (plausible early market only: CA, n=286; NCA, n=63; Project, n=28 


 
 


Figure 11: California Distribution of selected PHEV designs in Round Four of 
Development game (plausible early market only: CA, n=286) 
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Figure 12: Northern California Distribution of selected PHEV designs in Round 
Four of Development game (plausible early market only: NCA, n=63) 
 


 


 


 


Figure 13: Three-Sample Comparison of upgrades selected in higher price 
scenario of Purchase Design game (plausible early market only: CA, n=286; 
NCA, n=63; Project, n=30) 
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2B. PROJECT RESULTS: RECHARGING 


PHEVs provide consumers the option of using gasoline and grid-generated electricity to 


power their personal vehicles. As the effects of PHEVs on lifestyles, energy use, the 


environment, and the electricity grid depend on driving and recharging behaviors, there is 


interest in how often, and at what time of day PHEV owners will recharge. One goal of 


presenting information about the recharging behavior of drivers in this demonstration project 


is to compare those observed behaviors to assumptions about such behaviors. From the 67 


households-to-date, we have recorded detailed information about their driving and recharging 


behaviors. In this section, we summarize how participants, with minimum input from 


researchers, acted with regards to the frequency, time of day, and location of recharging 


during their PHEV trial.  


We emphasize that households were not coached, encouraged, or cajoled to recharge. We 


clearly delivered a car to them that could be plugged in to the electrical grid. Almost the first 


thing we did upon arriving at each participating household was to verify where they would 


park and could plug in the vehicle. In this sense, the entire experience compels at least the 


idea of plugging in the car. If we are trying to address the most conservative assumption 


about recharging PHEVs, i.e., that people will not conscientiously plug-in a car that does not 


have to be plugged-in to be driven, it is almost impossible to imagine how this experiment 


could be run at all. On the other hand, advocates will be disappointed that we did not probe 


for the maximum possible benefits that could be wrung from these vehicles by plugging them 


in at every available opportunity. 


The answers to whether we have unavoidably over-estimated the minimum and under-


estimated the maximum possible recharging lies in the observed behaviors of our households. 


By conducting the experiment as we did, we were able to observe people who did not 


recharge, people who made concerted efforts over periods of weeks to maximize their CD 


driving by recharging frequently, and the range of behaviors in between. 


All figures presented in this section are based on the last week of each household’s trial with 


the PHEV conversion so that we can compare the same number of days and days of the 
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week. Also, the last week represents the highest degree of uniformity of understanding about 


recharging behavior across the households. Finally, since we judge that the households had 


developed their recharging habits by this last week (or had developed their habits as much as 


they were going to in the course of their PHEV trial), we view their final week with the 


PHEV as most representative of how these vehicles would be recharged by the households in 


the future. This judgment is generally confirmed by the household interviews. Further, based 


on the structuring of daily life provided by the unit of a week, we have assumed Mondays are 


more like Mondays and that all households Mondays occurred on the same hypothetical 


Monday, and so forth for every day of the week. 


Perhaps more than any other information presented in this report, readers are cautioned 


against generalizing our observations here to all PHEVs and users. Daily life provides 


rhythms and routines that might shape behavior, for example, the PHEV recharging 


frequency discussed next. Still, we strongly believe that for some households, PHEV 


recharging behavior may also be shaped by the relationship between personal and household 


travel on the one hand and PHEV designs, especially all-electric vs. blended CD operation 


and CD range, on the other. For example, while the weight of evidence gathered so far in this 


Project suggests that households owning PHEVs will, on average, plug-in their PHEV 


slightly more than once per day in an unconstrained world (as will be detailed next), we do 


not dismiss the argument that if these households had been given PHEVs with a different CD 


range, recharging frequency would be different than we observed.  


How often do People Plug-in their PHEV-conversions? 


How often people plug-in PHEVs to the electrical grid is perhaps the central daily behavior 


affecting the energy, environmental, and social benefits of PHEVs. Other important 


behaviors include the purchase of a PHEV whose CD range allows the household to 


accomplish the greatest proportion of miles driven in CD mode (constrained by the expense 


of buying too much CD driving range) between recharge opportunities and driving behaviors 


affecting overall efficiency, notably accelerations, top speeds, and routes.  


The context for interpreting the PHEV recharging behavior observed to-date in this Project is 


as follows. First, only households who could recharge a PHEV at their home participated in 
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the Project. Second, as most households lacked a sense of the etiquette that would shape 


recharging at away-from-home locations, less away-from- home recharging was observed 


than may otherwise occur in a world where the rules and conventions are known. Households 


who noticed “EV” parking and recharging spaces often asked us whether they could park and 


charge their PHEVs in such spaces. The few bolder people who tried discovered that such 


spaces presently lack 110-volt outlets suitable for the PHEVs they were driving. Many 


people said they were uncertain of the propriety of asking friends, acquaintances, and 


business-owners to recharge. (See the discussion of recharging etiquette in the later section 


on narratives.) Third, no household was provided with time-of-day electricity tariffs. Fourth, 


when away-from-home recharging opportunities were discovered, they often were a source 


of free (to the PHEV driver) electricity. The second and third are related in that some away-


from-home recharging opportunities such as workplaces would most often be used during the 


day (when electricity rates would presumably be higher, especially during afternoons and 


early evenings, under time-of-day electricity tariffs). PHEV drivers would then face 


countervailing signals—maximizing their PHEV benefits by plugging in more, but having to 


pay a higher price than nighttime electricity in order to do so. In short, the recharging 


frequency data reported here is from households who can recharge at home, whose 


recharging frequency is constrained by a general lack of away-from home recharging 


opportunities created by the lack of both physical infrastructure and social norms, but 


unconstrained by differential electricity prices and in some cases unconstrained by prices at 


all.  


We calculate the mean number of times per day each household plugged-in their PHEV on 


weekdays and weekend days of their last week driving the PHEV and plot the resulting 


cumulative distributions in Figures 14 and 16. Since plug-in events are the number of times 


households physically plugged-in the vehicle to an outlet, plug-in events vary in their 


duration and energy taken from the grid. The weekday distribution ranges from a mean of 


zero to 2.6 plug-in events per day. The zero-value for weekdays is from one household who 


determined that recharging made too little difference (compared to the substitution of an 


HEV into their household fleet) to make it worthwhile. The median and mean of the weekday 


distribution are 1.0 and 1.1 plug-in events per day, respectively; 29 households (43 percent) 


plugged in their PHEV more than once per day on average on weekdays. The mean number 
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of weekday charging events and the proportion of the sample plugging in more often are 


unchanged between the initial sample of households reported in Volume I and the 67 


households (which include the 34 original households) reported here. 


In contrast to those households with a daily recharging routine, 20 households (30 percent) 


plugged-in an average of 0.5 times per day on weekdays. While sometimes households forgot 


to plug-in a car, some of these households averaging less than one plug-in event per day were 


among the most sophisticated participants, cognizant of the state of charge of the vehicle as 


well as their upcoming travel. Thus, even if it is true that some households who did not 


charge every weekday might learn to charge more, it is not safe to assume that additional 


experience (beyond approximately one month) will necessarily increase the frequency of 


charging as measured across a population of PHEV drivers. 


Figure 14: Weekday Cumulative Distribution of Mean Daily Plug-in Events 


 


 


While Figure 14 shows the cumulative distribution of the average number of plug-in events 


for each household’s last week, Figure 15 shows the variation across weekdays in the number 


of plug-in events. We observed a difference of 0.33 (ρ = 0.017) in the mean number of plug-


in events by day of the week between a high of 1.3 average events per household on 
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Wednesday to a low of 0.97 on Monday. The difference between Monday and Wednesday 


was mostly due to the differences in plug-in behavior for those households who recharged on 


average every other day. Of the 19 households who plugged-in about every other day, more 


twice as many (12 households) did not plug-in on Monday as did not plug-in on Wednesday 


(five). Overall, Figures 14 and 15 show that on every weekday there was a variety of 


recharging behaviors across households, resulting in zero to four plug-in events per vehicle 


(household) per day. Further, while half the households plugged-in at least once a day on 


average, 10 to 30 percent of households did not plug-in at all on weekdays.   


Figure 15: Household Weekday Distribution of Plug-in Events by Day of the 
Week, Percent 
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30 percent did so. The biggest cause of the lower mean incidence of plug-in events on 


weekends was the PHEV being used for a trip away from home, which was most households’ 


primary or sole recharging location. When taken out of town on trips that tended to be long 


(compared to weekday households’ weekday travel and to the CD range of the PHEV) and 


overnight, the PHEVs were rarely or never charged. Conversely, PHEVs were plugged-in 


less frequently because the household was away for the weekend in one of their own 


vehicles. This was often the case when one of the households’ own vehicles better 


accommodated passenger and luggage requirements. 


Figure 17 shows the distribution of plug-in events across weekend days. The differences in 


recharging behavior between Saturday and Sunday are mostly due to the differences in the 


vehicle’s location. In particular, on Saturdays, more households don’t plug-in because more 


vehicles are away from home (or more households are away from home but the PHEV is at 


home) and their primary recharging location. As household’s return home on Sunday, some 


plug-in the PHEV in preparation for Monday. 


Figure 16: Weekend Cumulative Distribution of Mean Daily Plug-in Events 
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Figure 17: Weekend Distribution of Plug-in Events by Day per Household 
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Figure 18: Distribution of AC Energy Use per Plug-in Event 
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Aggregating households’ last week of electricity demand to create pseudo-total demand 


requires the additional assumption that all households drove and recharged the PHEV during 


the same calendar week. Given the variation in time of day of electricity availability and 


power demand across households and days of the week, average values are poor 


representations of the observed behaviors. As such, the range of the observed values of 


electricity availability and power demand are reported.  


Electricity Availability & Instantaneous Power Demand: Weekdays  


Weekday electricity availability is presented in Figure 19 as the range across weekdays in the 


percent of vehicles that were plugged in at a specific time of day. Electricity availability is 


often (at least implicitly) assumed to be 100 percent (at least at night). Figure 19 shows 1) 


electricity availability never approaches 100 percent and 2) there is considerable variation 


throughout the day across weekdays as shown by the height of the red area. Across the 335 


weekdays (67 households times 5 weekdays each), 62 to 75 percent of PHEVs were plugged 


in between 10:00 pm and 6:00 am. The large number of respondents who had full time jobs 


and typically left home in the morning to drive the PHEV to work explains the decline by 


9:00 am to only 25 to 40 percent of PHEVs connected to the grid. At noon, 12 to 18 percent 


of vehicles were connected to the grid. While five households recharged at work during the 


day, the other PHEVs plugged-in to the grid during midday were retired individuals, 


households with flexible work schedules, and those drivers who stayed home during the day. 


By 4:00pm households started to return home from work and vehicles began to be plugged 


in. The percentage of PHEVs to which electricity was available steadily increased until 10:00 


pm at which time the percentage stabilizes. The greatest variability—ten to thirteen 


percentage points—occurred between 10:00pm and 6:00am. 


While the electricity availability tells us when the vehicles were connected to the grid and 


could recharge from (or discharge to) the grid it does not specify when power is being 


demanded; we discuss instantaneous power demand for recharging next. The blue area in 


Figure 19 shows the variation across weekdays of the total instantaneous power demand by 


time of day for all 67 Project households, again aggregated into a single pseudo-week.  
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Figure 19: Weekday Electricity Availability and Peak Power Demand 
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first time. Others waited until after the last trip of the day, or until the vehicle was brought 


into the garage at the end of the day. Regardless of when they plugged in the car in the 


evening, most households waited to unplug it until they left home in the morning, i.e., only a 


few came back out late in the evening to unplug the car. Instantaneous power demand 


increased rapidly starting at 5:00pm, as more vehicles with depleted batteries were plugged-


in. Power demand peaked around 10:00pm.  


While the prospect of rapid increases in electricity demand during peak hours is frightening 


to electricity providers as well as to energy and environmental analysts, it is clear that there 


was potential to shift electricity demand from these PHEVs until after 10:00pm, since 


instantaneous power demand needed to recharge these vehicles declines rapidly after 


10:00pm and most all recharging is completed by 5:00am the following morning. Lastly, the 


observed peak power demand of 35 kW was about 52 percent of the total possible power 


demand of the 67 vehicles.7 As such, it would appear as though the variation in the frequency 


of plug-in events, the energy per recharging event, and the time of day in which people 


choose to plug-in, reduced evening peak power demand well below this hypothetical 


maximum. This percentage of the possible peak power demand was nearly identical to that 


observed in the first 34 households, where 55 percent of the total possible power demand was 


observed at the 10:00pm peak. 


Electricity Availability & Instantaneous Power Demand: Weekend Days 


Weekdays may provide routines to daily life, including vehicle travel: a daily commute, trips 


to school or daycare, or a stop at the grocery store before heading home. Weekends may lack 


these routines or have their own. Hence, driving and recharging behavior, access to a plug, 


and the time of day power demand may differ from weekdays. To explore these differences, 


we provide next an analysis of weekend days that parallels the analysis for weekdays just 


presented.  


                                                 


7 Using the assumed 1.0kWh recharging rate, the maximum possible demand if all 67 households had been 
recharging at once would be 67kWh. 
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For weekend days, Figure 20 shows the variation in the percent of vehicles with electricity 


available to them at a given time of day (in red, on the left axis) and the instantaneous power 


demand (in blue, on the right). Fewer PHEVs were plugged in during the weekend high 


availability period than during the weekday high availability period; about 55 percent of 


vehicles were plugged in between 11:00pm and 6:00am on weekends as compared to 70 


percent between 10:00pm and 6:00am weekdays. Note also that the high availability period 


started an hour later on weekend days than on weekdays. While electricity availability 


decreased toward and into the morning, it does so more gradually than on weekdays and did 


not decline below 15 percent for the entire 24-hour period. The incidence of vehicles being 


plugged-in between 2:00pm and midnight increased less rapidly than on weekdays. 


Compared to weekday recharging, it appears that some households, if they had access to an 


outlet, plugged-in the PHEV for longer on the weekend than on weekdays.  


Fewer households plugged-in their vehicles on weekend nights compared to weekday nights; 


the highest percentage of vehicles plugged-in on weekend nights (Sunday) was about the 


same as the lowest percentage on weekday nights. While there appears to have been little 


difference between Saturday and Sunday in the percentage of vehicles plugged in during the 


morning and afternoon, there was a greater difference between 7:00pm and 12:00pm. The 


lower boundary is made up of those recharging events that occurred on a Saturday, with 


people tending to plug-in later in the evening. Sunday recharging made up the upper bound 


of the evening in the figure, where most vehicles had been plugged in by 8:00pm. The blank 


areas signify no difference between the high and low values. 


Figure 20 also shows the variation in power demand on weekend days. As with weekday 


electricity demand, most actual electricity demand to recharge the vehicles occurred between 


5:00pm and 2:00am during weekend days. However, it should be noted that there were 


significant differences in the total power required from weekdays. Weekend electricity 


demand increased more slowly over the course of the evening. In general, this difference 


from weekdays is because during weekends the PHEVs are starting their recharging at a 


higher SOC than on weekdays, and, thus, there is not as great a cumulative impact upon the 


power demanded. Essentially, as those vehicles plugged in later start recharging, their impact 


on the rate at which total power demand increases (summed across all households) is less 
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than on weekdays, because other vehicles plugged-in earlier have already finished 


recharging, although they remained plugged-in to an outlet. 


 


Figure 20: Electricity Availability (Percent of PHEVs Plugged-in) and 
Instantaneous Power Demand by Time-of-Day (kW), Weekend Day 


 


Unlike weekdays, the greatest difference in power demand was in the early afternoon and 


early evening. The upper boundary for the evening electricity demand is due to the demand 


observed on Saturdays, when people generally charged later than on Sunday. As with the 


case of weekday instantaneous power demand, it appears as though there was an opportunity 


to shift recharging of these PHEV-conversions by these households to off-peak electricity 


demand periods.  


Comparing weekend electricity availability and demand between all 67 households and the 


first 34, there were only slight differences in the percent of vehicles plugged-in, with an 


increase in the low and high values between Saturday and Sunday of about five percentage 


points. Electricity demand increased almost proportionately between the two periods of 


analysis, with approximately 31 percent of total possible power being consumed at peak for 


the first 34 vehicles, and 33 percent for all 67 vehicles.  
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Variation in Vehicle Use, Recharging, and CD-miles Across Households 


The recharging results presented so far focus on the recharging behavior across households, 


without any indication as to the impacts of these varied behaviors on CD operation or our 


household’s abilities to reduce fuel or energy consumption. One measure of the differences 


between households is the difference in gasoline-only fuel economy (miles per gallon) 


between CS and CD operation. We describe these results first as it is the measure used by 


most participants to judge what recharging means to each of them. The discussion of 


gasoline-only fuel economy reflects the use of this measure by most households as the goal 


and measure of their experience with the vehicle (though fuel economy was translated into 


other goals by different households, e.g., cost reduction and environmental benefit). A few 


households used other measures related to gasoline use, e.g., distance they could travel on a 


tank of gasoline, cost per tank, or frequency of gasoline refueling.  


Across the group’s last week with the PHEV, the mean CS fuel economy was 44.3mpg and 


the mean CD fuel economy was 65.5mpg. Thus, the group mean increase in CD vs. CS fuel 


economy was 49 percent. These group measures mask tremendous variation across 


households. The cumulative distribution of households’ mean fuel economy improvements 


between CS and CD operation is shown in Figure 21. The range is from 16 to 154 percent, 


however, improvements over 80 percent are exceptions. Ninety percent of households had 


improvements in gasoline-only fuel economy between CS and CD driving of less than 80 


percent; the median improvement was 43.5 percent.  


No household created for themselves an integrated assessment of both their gasoline and 


electricity use. However, such an integrated analysis is essential to the question of whether 


PHEVs deserve societal sanction. The analysis presented next combining gasoline and 


electricity is still preliminary and partial. It is preliminary because only one particular PHEV 


design is analyzed. It is partial because it is not a life-cycle analysis—we address only 


electricity out of the battery and gasoline out of the tank. Further, the analysis is partial 


because we address only the marginal difference that it makes that the Project households 


drove (and recharged, to the extent each did) a PHEV instead of an HEV. That is we compare 


their actual total energy use, i.e., gasoline plus electricity, during their PHEV trial to the 
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amount of gasoline they would have used had they driven their entire PHEV trial without 


ever recharging, i.e., entirely in CS operation. 


 


Figure 21: Improvement in Gasoline-only Fuel Economy from CS to CD 
Operation 


 


 


Another measure that begins to integrate vehicle performance capabilities with owners’ 


driving and recharging behaviors is the percent of miles driven in CD mode. As the vehicles 


are similar to each other, differences across households are due to differences in driving and 


recharging behaviors. Figure 22 illustrates the overall variation in performance of the 


participants with regard to their last week of driving and recharging the PHEV conversion. 


Figure 22 plots each households average (gasoline-only) fuel economy by the percentage of 


miles they drove in CD mode. Each circle represents one household; the diameter of each 


circle is proportional to the overall distance they drove in the PHEV during the their 
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respective vehicle trials. Four households identified (by pseudonym); they will be discussed 


in further detail throughout this and following sections.8  


 


Figure 22: Gasoline-only Fuel Economy by Percentage of Miles Driven in CD 
Mode, Weighted by Last Week (CD+CS) Distance Driven 


 


 


Households varied greatly in their driving and recharging behaviors and, importantly, in the 


relationship between these two. A few households drove only 20 to 30 percent of their miles 


in CD mode—and for their additional use of electricity from the grid achieved overall 


gasoline-only fuel economy that is barely equal to the EPA fuel economy ratings of a 


conventional Prius. (However, on average, these households always outperformed their own 


driving of the PHEV-conversion in CS operation.) On the other hand, 18 households (27 


percent) drove 80 to 100 percent of their miles in CD mode and achieved weekly average 


                                                 


8 Figures  22 through 26 in Volume II are not comparable to their counterparts for the first 34 households in 
Volume I. The figures in Volume II are based on the last week of driving the PHEV; those in Volume 1 are 
based on the entire month of PHEV driving. 
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gasoline-only fuel economy of 70 to 117mpg during their final week driving the PHEV-


conversion. 


A simple linear regression fit to the (distance-weighted) data in Figure 22 is statistically 


better than fitting the mean of the mean average fuel economies (at α< 0.01), but returns a 


modest adjusted R2 = 0.43 (lower than the 0.55 for the first 34 households, indicating 


increased variation in later households). The parameter estimated for the change in monthly 


mean mpg for a one-percentage point increase in the percent of miles driven in CD mode is 


0.321 (not substantively different from the 0.346 estimated for the first 34 households): each 


percentage point increase in miles driven in CD mode leads to, on average, an increase of 


about one-third mile per gallon in the weekly average CD+CD fuel economy. This result is 


specific to this PHEV-conversion—the increase would differ for any other PHEV for 


behavioral reasons, e.g., travel and recharging, as well as technical.  


While, as expected, a larger percentage of driving in CD mode is correlated with higher 


monthly mean fuel economy, there is much about the variation across households which is 


not accounted for by this simple model. Figure 22 shows the potential for drivers of these 


particular PHEV-conversions to achieve reductions in the gasoline-intensity of their daily 


mobility through changes in how they drive and recharge the vehicle, e.g., driving and 


recharging such that the miles in a recharging interval closely match the driver-vehicle’s CD 


range. Still, there is tremendous variability in how closely our participants’ behavior matches 


this technically ideal pattern that is not illustrated in Figure 22. While our households varied 


in their marginal increase in gasoline-fuel economy provided by the PHEV conversion, i.e., 


HEV compared to PHEV for their last week with the car, every household who plugged-in 


was able to increase their fuel economy during their PHEV trial, compared to what they 


would have gotten driving an HEV. 


Figure 23 shows each households reduction in gasoline use in driving the PHEV-conversion 


vs. the underlying HEV. Again, each household is also represented by a single bubble whose 


diameter is proportional to the total miles driven for that household’s last week of their 


PHEV trial. Households varied widely in their overall gasoline use. Gasoline consumption 


tended to be lower in households with higher percent of miles driven in CD mode; however, 
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it would appear that gasoline consumption (at least for these vehicles) includes factors 


beyond the relationship between recharging behavior and driving distance. These could 


include top speeds, accelerations, and the distribution of trip length and type. However, a 


handful of households were able to decrease their gasoline use between 40 and 60 percent; 


others decreased their fuel use as little as three percent.  


Figure 23: Reduction in Gasoline Use Compared to Driving an HEV, Percent  


 


 


In addition to gasoline consumption, ideally PHEVs decrease total energy demand. To 


illustrate relationships between driving, recharging, and total energy use we plot the marginal 


percentage decrease in total energy (gasoline (tank to wheels) plus electricity (battery to 


wheels)) by the percent of households’ miles driven in CD mode for each households’ last 


week of their PHEV trial in Figure 24. As in Figure 23, the diameter of each data point in 


Figure 24 is proportional to the total miles driven during the last week of each household’s 


trial. 
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Figure 24: Reduction in Total Energy Use Compared to Driving an HEV, 
Percent 


 


 


Comparing Figures 23 and 24 shows that the households’ use of the simple measure of 


(gasoline-only) fuel economy is not qualitatively wrong. As the percent of miles driven in 


CD mode increases, both fuel economy and total energy savings increase. Whatever changes 


to travel or recharging that would have resulted if households had created integrated 


representations of gasoline plus electricity use, cost, and emissions, the use of a simple 


measure of gasoline-intensity of their travel did not produce counter-productive outcomes. 


Figure 23 confirms that across most households, energy was being saved through the 


substitution of electricity for gasoline by recharging the PHEVs compared to what these 


households would have consumed had they not recharged the PHEVs.  


Looking at the household identified as “Nancy,” her low percentage of CD driving yields low 


percentage energy savings from a large (compared to the other households) base. In 


comparison, Octavia achieved much higher percent energy reductions but across much less 


travel, and thus a smaller energy base. She did so in part because of the much higher 


percentage of travel accomplished in CD mode—because she both recharged more often and 


traveled fewer miles than Nancy and the household identified as the “Kermodes.”  
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Overall, households reduced total “tank-and-battery to wheel” energy from -7 to 32 percent. 


While every household reduced their gasoline use in the PHEV, the marginal impact of the 


PHEV on fuel economy varied significantly, with some households only decreasing gasoline 


use by three percent. In these cases the energy reductions gained through decreasing gasoline 


consumption were exceeded by the electrical energy from the grid.  


The effect of the marginal increase in gasoline-only fuel economy on total energy reductions 


between the households driving a hypothetical HEV and the PHEV is illustrated in Figure 25; 


in this case, the diameter of the circles are proportional to the percentage difference in the 


average fuel economy each household accomplished in CD and CS operation.9 Those 


households that had small percentage increases in fuel economy between CS and CD 


operation tended to increase their total energy use or decrease it very slightly, i.e., the small 


circles plot at or below 0 percent reduction in total energy use.  


 


Figure 25: Reduction in Total Energy Use Compared to Driving an HEV, 
Percent (weighted by difference between each households achieved CD and 
CS gasoline-only fuel economy) 


 


                                                 


9 The hypothetical HEV is the PHEV in CS operation. 
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Impact of Recharging Behavior on CD Travel 


Up to this point the effects of recharging behavior and household travel on CD driving have 


been examined separately. Figure 26 illustrates the combined effect of households’ 


recharging behavior and travel on the percent of miles driven in CD mode. The diameter of 


each household’s data circle is proportional to their mean number of weekday plug-in events. 


The relationship between recharging, travel and CD operation is not simple. A linear 


regression fit to the data in Figure 26 shows that on average an increase of 100 miles of 


driving per week is correlated with a decrease of the observed percent of miles in CD mode 


of 10 percent. Still at the any given total miles driven, households differed by up to 60 


percent in their observed CD driving. The distribution of the observed percent of CD driving 


for any given driving distance supports the assertion that for PHEVs users’ driving and 


charging behaviors can be just as important as the technical specifications of the vehicle.  


 


Figure 26: Distance Driven in CD Operation by Total Weekday Miles, Percent 
(weighted by household mean weekday plug-in events during their last PHEV 
week) 
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2C. PROJECT RESULTS: NARRATIVES OF HOUSEHOLDS’ ENCOUNTERS WITH A 


PHEV 


Recap of Narratives: What and Why?  


As used in this research, a narrative is a description of a household’s encounter with a PHEV 


as written by a researcher. Narratives of each household’s encounter with PHEVs allowed 


researchers to both analyze and synthesize the vast amounts of different types of data 


collected from participants. Participants’ interview and survey data provided insight into their 


motivations and thoughts as they interacted with the PHEV. The interpretive nature of 


narratives allowed researchers to convey a participant’s individual meaning as well as what 


their culture (as shared with the researchers) prescribes.   


A New Typology of Household Narratives: Discernment 


In the first volume, we classified narratives according to a typology structured by the level of 


understanding of PHEVs prior to and after each household’s PHEV demonstration period. 


For example, the narrative of Rick and Samantha Lake typified people who understood the 


PHEV technology before they started their demonstration (and therefore at the end, too). 


Nancy represented those households who did not understand the technology either initially or 


after their experience. Finally, Octavia illustrated those households who started their trial not 


understanding the PHEV technology but developed a better understanding over the course of 


their PHEV trial.  


For this second volume, we have modified our organization of the households’ narratives. 


The new typology is based on whether participants were able to discern between a 


conventional internal combustion engine and a PHEV. The distinction we make between 


discernment and understanding is as follows. To discern is to comprehend how a PHEV is 


different from a conventional car depending on how one interacts with it; to understand is to 


be able to explain the electro-mechanical details of how a PHEV operates. The participants 


need not understand how the car operates in order to discern how they can engage the PHEV 


to make it function for them. Table 3 organizes some example households according to 
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whether they had discernment between PHEVs and conventional vehicles prior to their 


participation in the study and whether they ended their PHEV trial able to discern between 


the two. As with the prior typology—in which no household started with understanding and 


ended not understanding—no household started with discernment and ended without it. 


Further, the Table identifies households within each category of prior-post discernment as to 


whether in the end they expressed an interest in buying a PHEV. 


Ultimately, neither understanding nor discernment neatly classifies which households were 


interested in a PHEV for their next car and which were not. The implications of this for 


policy and marketing are introduced in the discussion at the end of the chapter. The next step 


in the analysis will be to compare the two types of household narratives—those that are 


interpreted as interested in a PHEV and those that are not—and search again for explanation. 


 


Table 3: Examples of Households Organized by PHEV Discernment and 
Interest 


Prior Discernment Ending Discernment PHEV Interest Example 
Households 


No No No Polluck 


No No Yes Nancya 


No Yes No Fortb 


No Yes Yes Octaviaa, Kermodeb 


Yes Yes No Bluth 


Yes Yes Yes Lakea 
a. Narrative in Volume I, Chapter 3c and Appendix F. 
b. Narrative told below. 


 


Narratives’ Themes 


While the typology above is important because it allows researchers to organize narratives 


according to arcs of varying discernment between conventional vehicles and PHEVs, another 


important way to organize the narratives is according to the themes that arise from the 


narratives themselves. Themes are storylines or motivations that appear to be particularly 
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important to the arc of a household’s narrative. A theme may be a description of the arc; it 


may also be what compels the arc, i.e., what moves the story of the household’s encounter 


with a PHEV along. The categorization of households according to their beginning and 


ending discernment is one use of themes; in the case of discernment, the theme is confusion.  


Recapping Themes from the First Thirty-four Households 


As detailed in Volume I, researchers elicited these four themes from the narratives of the first 


34 households (though no single narrative revealed all of them): changing driving behavior, 


recharging habits and etiquette, confusion, and payback. These themes are recapped with 


these brief examples.  


Driving Behavior: Some participants explained that they changed their driving behavior 


because information they saw on the Energy Monitor made them aware of how their actions 


impacted the performance of the car and their gasoline-only fuel economy. Some used the 


Energy Monitor to play a game of who in the household can achieve the highest fuel 


economy or keep the battery engaged the longest distance or time. Others, mostly women, 


drove the car like their normal vehicle and did not watch the Energy Monitor.  


Recharging: Many found recharging to be easy and likened it to a daily chore such as feeding 


the dog. Most recharged only at home, primarily due to a lack of other perceived recharging 


locations, hesitance to ask if they could recharge due to a lack of etiquette around recharging 


and fear of the cord being stolen or a tripping hazard.  


Confusion: Confusion plagued many participants; some were confused about the technology 


and many were confused about the state of charge of the battery. The theme of confusion was 


expressed in three different ways: lack of information; incorrect information; and, 


incomprehension, i.e., they had correct information but did not understand it.  


Payback: Some households discussed the idea of payback analysis and if the PHEV was 


“worth it” comparing the cost of the vehicle and the operational costs. Benefits to the 


environment were put into the category of payback because households decided if the cost of 


the PHEV outweighed the benefits to the environment, the same “calculation” used for 


buying a car, either in the design games or in life. 
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New Themes from the Second Thirty-two Households 


While the four themes elicited from the first set of households were also elicited from the 


narratives of the second group of 32 households, new themes were also elicited and the 


theme of payback was redefined. Payback is now distinguished from two themes that had 


previously been subsumed within it. One is simple, heuristic evaluations of whether PHEVs 


“save money”; another is valuation of “collective benefits.”10 The most often mentioned 


collective benefits were environmental impacts; independence from oil was another. This 


refinement of the payback theme was done for two reasons. One, the payback concept is 


likely taken by many readers to include a specific type of private cost analysis. We still 


stretch this definition of payback to include related financial accounting practices stated by 


some households, e.g., net present value and return on investment. Two, it became apparent 


that some households were considering environmental benefits in ways that did not assume a 


financial calculation, but a moral action. Two newly identified themes are prior expectations 


of the PHEV and the future—of either all cars or cars for a given household. 


Saving Money 


Those who spoke about saving money were talking specifically about spending less money 


on gasoline per month; they made no attempt to compare these operating cost savings to the 


initial price of the vehicle and cost of upkeep as one would in a payback analysis. Further, 


that they would save money with a PHEV was typically assumed based on the further 


assumption that electricity is priced less than gasoline. 


Many households believed the PHEV saved them money. Edgar explained, “[Recharging the 


PHEV with electricity] is a heck of a lot cheaper than buying gasoline.” For him, the price of 


electricity was less than the price of gasoline and because of this he saw value in using 


electricity as a fuel source to replace gasoline. Shannon was convinced the PHEV saved her 


money because of a conversation she had with a friend who owns a Prius. According to 


Shannon, this friend said, “her savings on gas make her car payment.” This was influential 


                                                 


10 Collective benefits are similar to the pro-societal benefits introduced in Chapter 2E. 
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for Shannon and helped form her opinion of the PHEV as a cost efficient vehicle because if 


the standard Prius saved money then the PHEV version must too. 


Other households described the PHEV as saving them money by comparing the cost of filling 


up the fuel tank on their regular vehicle to the cost of filling up the fuel tank on the PHEV. 


Ed said, “Definitely we save money, about half of what we spend in [gasoline for] my truck.” 


In even more detail, Betty compared the cost of buying gasoline for her car and the PHEV, “I 


would have filled mine at least two times per week, if not more. It would have cost me, easy, 


$100 at gas prices right now. I spent half that, less than half of that with the Prius within a 


week. So, I know overall for the entire month I saved probably $200 in gas.”  


Collective Benefits 


Collective, or pro-societal, benefits are those from which no one can be excluded and 


generally require collective payment. Another way to state the latter is that in most instances, 


no single person can create collective benefits. The example most often discussed by Project 


households was a vague call “to do something for the environment.” We distinguish 


discussions of collective benefits from payback because of the wide variety of ways that 


households talked about how to incorporate these into their assessments. The Lakes talked 


about “throwing in an extra 10 percent” to pay for environmental benefits. But many 


households did not articulate a tradeoff or extra cost, so much as the opening of a new way 


for their car to achieve and express moral values and links to another new theme, the future. 


For example, Penny and Devon did not mention the environment in their initial interview or 


list the environment as a reason that they believed they, or other people in general buy or 


might buy a HEV. But their conversation in their final interview foreshadows the upcoming 


chapter on social interactions. In their final interview the benefit to the environment came up 


a number of times, and seemed important to the couple. Devon talked about conversations he 


had had at work; “People at work thought it was pretty cool...use a vehicle that doesn’t solely 


use gas, help out the environment a little bit.” 


For Octavia, using less gas “was a great feeling” because it “has got be a good thing.” She 


linked gas savings with energy independence and reducing environmental impacts. She said, 
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“We have people dying…corruption and big business…due to the whole dependence on 


oil…we are in trouble…” creating “untenable situations for our country”; “we can’t keep 


going this way.” She felt that the PHEV instrumentation would help people make a stronger 


connection between their personal actions and such global problems. 


Edgar, one of our most elderly participants, articulated perhaps the broadest range of 


collective benefits. Edgar notes that while fuel [cost] savings were important, they were not 


as important as “the overall effects on the atmosphere—we really do have to be concerned 


about the environment and the global warming.” He was pretty sure that the PHEV would 


leave a “smaller footprint.” Edgar believed that gasoline was “less clean than electricity” and 


he had “all sorts of negative connotations about the oil people, the way they manipulate the 


market, the games they play in the Middle East and Texas and even in Alaska.” He stated, 


electricity “is going to have to play a bigger role in how we live.” He feels that cutting back 


on petroleum is a good idea “if it’s done right”—he is not a fan of using corn because it 


raises the price of food and is thus not a particularly efficient solution. But, “things are gonna 


have to change” and “we know that the US can never be self sufficient in petroleum.”  


Prior Expectations of PHEVs 


Participants had a variety of expectations prior to driving the PHEV. Some of these 


expectations may have arisen from the recruitment call to participate in the research. 


Researchers attempted to provide uniform explanations; they explained that households 


would be receiving a modified Toyota Prius that uses gasoline mixed with electricity and 


they will not get stuck (unless they run out of gas). During that call, most participants did not 


ask any further questions about the PHEV; if they had further questions, they tended to be 


about insurance requirements.  


Despite the brief and limited discussion of the Prius PHEV-conversion, participants still had 


an assortment of expectations. Stephanie said, “I thought it was going to be one of those little 


Smart cars or those things that look like golf carts.” Several people made comments like this 


because they had seen Smart cars on the road or a neighbor had a GEM neighborhood 


electric vehicle. Others formed a preliminary opinion based on the fuel source being part 


electricity and not solely gasoline. “I thought it would be slow, I was just expecting 
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something really dinky and kind of tinny and chug chug, but I was very impressed,” said 


Ethel. Another participant, Ursula, who was familiar with Prius said, “My expectation was 


that the car would be more economical [than her mid-size sedan]…and I think I did also 


expect it to be quieter and maybe have less power.” Ray was one of the participants already 


familiar with hybrid cars and in particular the Prius: “I imagined it would be just like a 


Prius…I had an open mind…I wasn’t sure if it would be a few MPG different or if it would 


be a lot different.” 


Many participants also had prior expectations about the PHEV battery. Heidi said, “I'm 


surprised at how quickly the initial battery actually runs out.” This was a frequent comment 


from households. Norman explained, “I was a bit disappointed when I realized that the 


battery only would give us, what, twenty miles, and then it would be done. I wanted it to be 


longer than that just because it took trunk space, and it was just like, for all that, is it worth 


it?” Similarly, Billy said, “Even a flashlight battery should last longer than 25 minutes.” The 


participants who were able to tell when the battery was discharged were disappointed with 


the length of time and/or distance the battery lasted. 


The Future 


Participants spoke about their time with the PHEV as a glimpse into the future: some saw the 


future of all cars; some saw their future with cars. When describing the PHEV Shannon said, 


“I mean we’re talking Jetsons here.”11 Edgar explained a benefit of PHEVs, “People are 


looking toward how they can save money and maybe this [PHEV] is something they want to 


do in the future.”  There seemed to be a clear separation for some participants regarding the 


cars of today and the cars of the future; they saw the PHEV as the potential car of tomorrow, 


not something realistic for their current lives. Billy said, “This [PHEVs] could be the thing of 


the future,” inferring that PHEVs may be commonplace in the future but they were not a part 


of his life today. This line of thinking may be in part because participants are aware PHEVs 


                                                 


11 The Jetsons© was a American television cartoon show that first aired in the early 1960s depicting a world of 
cities elevated into the sky, robot maids, flying “cars,” and other early space age imaginings. 
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are not currently for sale in the United States and therefore participants do not view them as 


an option for present purchase.  


Other participants spoke about the future of cars on an individual basis, that is, not how all 


cars might be different, but how they as individuals will interact with PHEVs. Several 


participants wondered aloud about public recharging in the future. Shannon said, “I wonder if 


they charge you like a meter would, you know, you have to put in 50 cents for the charge 


while you’re [parked] there.” Similarly, Cindy spoke of public recharging, “I imagine that is 


going to be more of a thing I think in the future.” Some participants were able to make a 


mental leap and imagine PHEVs as a realistic car option. Katrina said, “My future car will be 


a [plug-in] hybrid.” Likewise, Michael said, “I think it’s a car I’ll be interested in buying 


eventually.” For some participants PHEVs seemed like a car of the future, but the near future, 


and something they would experience in their lifetime.  


Two Household Narratives 


The following two household narratives highlight the themes elicited from the narratives 


constructed by researchers of each of the household’s encounters with PHEVs. These two 


narratives have been selected to compare and contrast two households who moved in an arc 


from a prior inability to discern between a conventional vehicle and a PHEV to an ending 


discernment. Both the Forts and the Kermodes began their PHEV trials unable to explain 


how a PHEV might differ—to them—from one of their own conventional vehicles. More 


than simply being unable to explain the electro-mechanical workings of a PHEV (and 


notably, most members of both families would be unable to explain the electro-mechanical 


workings of their conventional ICEVs), neither the Forts nor the Kermodes had well 


articulated ideas about what a PHEV might do for them that their conventional cars don’t. By 


the end of their PHEV trials the Forts and Kermodes had developed this discernment.  


A single narrative allows understanding of a particular household; additional understanding 


is found in the comparison across households. Even if quantitative measures, e.g., recharging 


frequency and vehicle miles traveled, appear similar across households, their narratives of 


their encounters with a PHEV may differ. The Kermodes drove a similar percentage of their 
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miles in CD operation as the Forts, but their encounters with and ending evaluation of 


PHEVs are markedly different.  


In an effort to have the narratives speak “for” rather than “about” the participants, researchers 


write each narrative according to their encounters with each household: a single structure has 


not been imposed on the narratives. To emphasize this change in authorial voice from that of 


the researchers’ as analysts to that of researchers as story-tellers of the households’ 


narratives, we set the narratives apart from the rest of the text by enclosing them in their own 


boxes. We footnote and italicize narrative text that illustrates themes, as well as footnote 


points of analysis, comments, and descriptions that are in the researchers’ analytical voice.  
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Meet the Forts: More mass always wins 


Brett and Selena Fort are forty-somethings who live with their college-aged daughter, Julie, and 


their teenage son, Rex. Only Brett and Julie participated in the PHEV trial because Selena was 


out of town for the first week. Their annual household income is between $100,000 and 124,000. 


They live in a large, 7 year-old detached home. Because the Forts park all their vehicles out 


front, the sheer mass of their fleet is immediately apparent to any visitor.12 Selena drives a 2002 


Chevy Suburban (full size SUV) for running errands and shuttling her son twenty miles round 


trip to and from school twice a day. Julie drives a 2006 Dodge Ram (full size pickup truck) to 


attend university in the same nearby town as her brother’s school. The Forts also own a 2004 


Chevy Silverado (full size pickup truck) that they use to haul their camper, dirt bikes, and ATV 


for weekend camping trips. Brett drives the smallest vehicle: a 1994 Honda Accord “commuter 


car” used for his 60 mile roundtrip commute to his job as a computer engineer. 


Brett Fort links their fleet of large vehicles to concerns about safety: “My wife’s been hit twice 


in small cars by full size trucks…she doesn’t drive anything small anymore.” In the first collision 


she was pregnant with Julie; in the second both young children were in the car with her. Brett 


tells us, “That’s when she said, ‘No more small cars.’” He concludes, “Mass always wins.” Julie 


elaborates on her safety concerns about small vehicles, “What’s scary is when people drive big 


things…if everyone drove a Prius, I’d be good driving one, but…you know, I drive big cars 


because people drive things like [large trucks]…and if you’re in a little car, it’s scary.”13 


The Forts bought the Suburban for Selena because of “mass…that’s all it was.” The purchase 


was prompted when their (prior) 1998 Suburban was bought back by the manufacturer under the 


lemon law, and though they were unsure about buying another one, “it just came down to, it was 


                                                 


12 The researchers’ first encounter with the Forts is pulling up to their house to deliver the PHEV and seeing the 
Forts’ three large trucks parked in front of their home.  
13 Here the Forts elaborate on the first of what will be four different ways they arrive at vehicle purchases. In this 
first, they use a strict uni-dimensional rule: Selena drives the biggest truck they can find. This will be reinforced by 
the later observation that Selena’s Suburban will likely be replaced by a Hummer. 
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big…she felt safer in it.”14 Brett notes Selena’s ultimate goal is to go even bigger: “the Suburban 


will eventually be replaced with a Hummer, probably.” 


The Forts bought the Silverado new in 2004 to replace a smaller Toyota Tacoma pickup truck, as 


well as to tow a camper (described as an upgrade from tent camping). Brett considered several 


models, including Ford, Dodge, and Chevy, and “went to dealerships…went to Edmunds and did 


all the research…found out how much they cost and reliability and all that stuff…and then we 


drove them.” Their decision came down to the family test drive, where everyone agreed that the 


Silverado was “most comfortable…most legroom…at the end of the day it was just comfort.”15 


While the Forts are generally happy with this purchase, Brett discovered the low fuel economy of 


his Silverado made his commute very expensive. In 2007, when “gas was $4 a gallon,” he 


bought the used Honda Accord when someone posted an ad for it on his workplace’s electronic 


bulletin board. Since then, Brett has enjoyed the vehicle’s fuel economy and reliability: “it’s a 


Honda…I haven’t had any problems with it.” But to Brett, the Accord “is just a commuter 


car…nothing special about it…if I’m not driving back and forth to work it’s parked out front.”16 


At the time of their PHEV trial, Brett estimates he’s spending an average of $80 per week on 


gasoline for the Accord and that this varies from $56 to $100 per week. He says the car’s 


instrument display does not show fuel economy. He does not track fuel use. 


The Forts bought the Dodge Ram for Julie in 2006 when she was about to graduate high school. 


Leaving town for a family camping trip to Lake Tahoe, they noticed the Dodge dealership was 


having a “super sale”; they stopped in on their way home.17 Selena wanted to put Julie in 


                                                 


14 Under state (in California, the Song-Beverly Consumer Warranty Act) and federal (the Magnusson-Moss Act) 
law, if a manufacturer cannot repair an automobile (or generally, consumer goods) after a reasonable number of 
attempts, it must either replace the vehicle or pay a refund to the consumer. 
15 Vehicle purchase process number two is a more text book example of creating a choice set, searching for 
information, comparing the options on a variety of desired attributes, and making a choice. 
16 The third vehicle purchase process is more opportunistic. The Honda is purchased too minimize Brett’s gasoline 
costs of his commute, not as the outcome of a deliberative, multi-attribute decision process. It is also the only 
vehicle purchase for which the Forts mention fuel costs or fuel economy. 
17 As the fourth and final illustration of the different processes the Forts have taken to the purchase of their vehicles, 
the purchase of Julie’s Ram pickup truck is the most impetuous. It is shaped by the Forts general desire to drive 
large trucks, but in contrast to the prior purchase of the Silverado pick-up truck, this was clearly a more impulsive 
purchase impelled by the coincidence of an impending “need” for Julie to have her own vehicle, a happen-stance 
sighting of a truck sale, and the price cuts by the automobile dealer. 
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“something big…it was either a truck or a Suburban, Tahoe kind of thing.” They decided on the 


Ram, which they thought was a great deal, Brett explained, “it was like $10,000 or $15,000 


off…I think we paid $17,000 for it.” They describe their purchase as “spur of the moment.” Julie 


is happy: “a lot of people think girls are supposed to drive cars…I like my truck though…I’ve 


never been a prissy girl.” She likes the power of the Hemi engine, though she admits, “[paying 


for] gas is a drag…[I] wish it could be a hybrid.” 


Prior to their PHEV trial, Brett was fairly familiar with electric-drive technology. He cites the 


following as sources of information: friends, seeing alternatively fueled vehicles on the road, 


news programs, television shows, and automotive, technology, or science magazines or 


websites.18 At his workplace there is at least one EV owner and there are “tons of people that 


drive [HEVs]…everyone that has one loves it.” Although he did not consider an HEV when 


buying his Accord—“they were still new …I didn’t think the technology was close enough 


then”—he has considered HEVs as a future replacement for his Accord. His main concern is 


uncertainty about cost savings: “if you’re looking at it from a financial point…everything I’ve 


read…the calculations aren’t there yet.” Brett adds that “from an environmental standpoint, it 


makes a little more sense,” but he personally feels that “you have to be pragmatic and look at it 


from a real life standpoint too.”19 Julie feels more drawn to the environmental benefits, 


describing how the Dodge Ram often gets negative attention: “I get dirty looks from people that 


drive Priuses…that are more gas friendly…it’s kind of like you get dirty looks from vegans 


when you’re wearing leather…I was actually filling up with gas in Davis…and of course it takes 


forever because it was almost empty…this guy pulled up in a Prius behind me and he was 


like…glaring at me while I was filling it up…and I was like, sorry…so he went around me…I 


get lots of dirty looks at school, but that’s okay.” 


                                                 


18 Wherever questionnaire responses are incorporated into the narrative, as we do here, the language becomes that of 
the questionnaires that we the researchers wrote, i.e., the respondents are choosing language we wrote in the form of 
questions and answers rather than speaking in their own words. This is one example of combining data from all our 
sources to tell of the households’ experiences. In general, these changes will only be noted if we judge them to be 
consequential to the meanings of the narrative. 
19 Theme: payback and collective benefits. 
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On a lighter note, the Forts also link the Prius to one of their favorite stand-up comedians who 


talks about loving his politically incorrect Hummer and feeling emasculated by his “powder 


blue” Prius.  


The Forts have prior experience plugging in several vehicle-related technologies: an engine 


block heater, a recreational vehicle or motor home, an electric scooter, electric bicycle or moped, 


and an electric golf cart. They have plugged these items in at home, a friend’s home and a 


recreation area.  


Regarding new consumer technologies in general, the Forts believe they are about average 


regarding how quickly they buy new technologies such as cell phones, computers, household 


appliances, and vehicles. 


If gasoline and diesel were no longer available the Forts believe electricity would be most likely 


to succeed as a replacement because it does not need to be imported from foreign countries. The 


Forts rate themselves as somewhat familiar with their homes electricity use; they think of it in 


terms of dollars spent on electricity per month or bill. They are unsure of how much electricity 


their household uses but Brett understands the term kilowatt-hour. Off the top of their heads they 


knew their previous month’s electricity bill was $175, and say that over the course of a year it 


generally ranges between $160 and $400 per billing cycle. They had to review their bill to 


ascertain that they pay multiple prices per kWh, ranging from 12 to 26 cents/kWh. They claim 


they are charged higher rates at certain times of the day. The Forts do not know the sources used 


to generate their home’s electricity, but believe the environmental impacts are about the same as 


the rest of the United States. The Forts do not believe the price of electricity will double from 


today’s price within the next 10 years. They believe it is only mildly possible that the supply of 


electricity will become so low that at some point in the next ten years their household will be 


limited in how much electricity they can use. In addition, the Forts believe it is mildly possible 


that the price of gasoline or diesel will double from today’s price at some point in the next 10 
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years or that the supply of gasoline will become so low that they will be limited in how much 


gasoline they can use.20 


The Forts believe more research is needed before action is taken regarding global warming 


(climate change); they think it is mostly caused by humans putting holes in the ozone layer. 


However, they do believe air pollution and US dependence on foreign oil are serious problems 


and immediate action is necessary to solve them. They are unsure if global warming is caused by 


greenhouse gas emissions and believe governments (national or otherwise), business and 


industry, and users of energy consuming products are all responsible for reducing GHG. The 


Forts believe the best way to achieve GHG reduction is through education to teach and 


encourage people and businesses to reduce their use of fossil fuel. Personally, the Forts are 


willing to purchase a more efficient vehicle to help reduce GHG from fossil fuel use. 


Driving: Gas mileage at butt level 


Brett more than fully replaced his Honda with the PHEV throughout their trial. He drove it to 


work and for a few trips for which he would normally drive the Suburban or Silverado, such as 


taking Selena to an appointment in Fairfield, and taking the family to a dog show in Vacaville. 


Julie only drove the PHEV “three or four times total” over their trial because she hasn’t “really 


gone a lot of places this summer…I usually go…as a passenger.” She substituted the PHEV for 


her Ram to visit her boyfriend and to go shopping. Brett and Julie state that their trips were fairly 


typical for a summer months.  


The Forts spent some time getting used to the Prius as a family. For example, Selena helped 


Brett experiment with the rearview camera to get a sense of depth perception. Brett liked the 


vehicle’s handling, though he said, “It’s kind of lacking power,” relative to their other vehicles. 


He expected this: “I know it was a hybrid, and it’s built for gas mileage…I knew the energy 


wasn’t going to be big…[but] I don’t think it was a drawback.”21 Julie liked the dashboard: “it’s 


really technologically up there…how it’s all digital.” The Forts were very surprised and 


                                                 


20 This entire paragraph and the next are based on the Forts responses to the questionnaire they completed when the 
PHEV-conversion was delivered to them.  
21 Theme: prior expectations. 
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impressed with the spaciousness of the Prius, Julie said “it’s amazing what will fit back there…I 


have no idea how.” They refer to a family picnic in Vacaville, where all four of them fit into the 


Prius, “It was very tight but we made it fit,” including camping chairs and “a couple coolers.” 


Julie adds “there’s more legroom in the car than my truck, in the back seat.” However, from a 


safety standpoint, Julie feels more comfortable in her truck, particularly on the freeway. She 


feels the car is “just really small” and she doesn’t like being “at butt level.” She details one story 


demonstrating her discomfort with driving a smaller vehicle:  “I was getting ready to turn on this 


street…there was this car flying behind me and I had my turn signal on, and he wasn’t slowing 


down…I was like, oh my gosh, oh my gosh…okay turn…it would have done more damage if he 


had hit me in that truck…hitting me in [the Prius], I would be kind of [in trouble].” 


The Fort’s PHEV broke down two days before their pickup interview—Brett was at work and 


the car wouldn’t start. Staff at the PHEV center responded very quickly, providing him a 


replacement within the hour—he did not seem to be strongly affected by the incident, saying 


later, “Stuff breaks…it’s a piece of equipment.” 


Recharging: Not a problem 


For Brett, plugging in at home was “not a problem…I just run the extension cord under the 


garage door…and then I close the garage door on top of it.” When he gets home for the day he 


backs the car into the driveway and plugs it in. In the morning he unplugs the PHEV when he 


feeds their dog. Julie did not plug it in when she drove. Brett had more difficultly recharging at 


work; although there are several parking spots set aside for electric vehicles, these spots are 


normally taken by “golf carts” used by employees to drive around the campus. He did manage to 


plug in at work “a couple of times.” They did not consider plugging in at other locations 


because they did not perceive having opportunities. Brett also explains that it “might be kind of 


odd…hey, can I plug this in...like at a store or something…they’ll be upset that you stole their 


electricity.” Julie adds: “somebody might steal the cord.” Thinking longer term, the Forts like 


the idea of “more advertised spaces….like at Davis…they have ‘plug in your electric car here’ 


[signs].” They could imagine using such recharge opportunities at a grocery store, as long as it 
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was obvious that recharging was welcome.22 The Forts are willing to use an extension cord to 


plug in from farther distances, clean out their garage to allow parking next to the plug, choosing 


parking spots that are further from their destination, or changing their driving patterns to allow 


more access to electric outlets.  


During the final interview Brett made it seem as though plugging in at home was not a big deal. 


However, the Forts questionnaire answers at the end of their PHEV trial did not reflect this 


nonchalance. Rather, the Forts indicated they would sometimes not plug in at home due to: the 


electric cord being a hazard, the electric cord being vulnerable to damage, concerns about the 


electrical outlet blowing a fuse, if the weather was undesirable, or if they won’t be parked long 


enough to bother. Things that would not stop them from plugging in include: being too busy or 


lazy to plug in, the electric cord looking ugly, the electrical outlet is already in use by other 


electrical devices, or the owner of the electrical outlet not wanting them to use their electricity. 


They estimated they could plug in at home 8 hours of the day, 7 days a week.23  


During the final interview Brett also discussed recharging at his workplace. In this case his 


questionnaire answers mirrored his responses during the interview: he both experienced 


problems trying to recharge at work and he could image more problems. Hypothetically, Brett 


would sometimes not plug in at work due to: being to busy or lazy, the electric cord being a 


hazard, if the electric cord were vulnerable to damage, if the electric outlet is already used by 


other electrical devices, if the electric outlet might blow a fuse, if the owner of the electric outlet 


does not want him to use their electricity, if the weather is undesirable, or if he wouldn’t be 


parked long enough to bother. He does not care if the electric cord looks ugly. He could plug in 


at work one hour a day, Monday through Friday. 


                                                 


22 Theme: recharging behavior and etiquette. 
23 These questions are asked in the final questionnaire that the respondents complete immediately prior to the 
researchers visiting the household for the last time to pick up the car and conduct the final interview.  


The difference between the Forts nonchalance regarding recharging during their interview and their questionnaire 
responses may be due to the differences in what the data from each describes. The interview data describes the 
households experience driving the PHEV-conversion; the questionnaire data asks the households to imagine driving 
and recharging the vehicle. In this sense, in the interviews Brett describes recharging the car at home as easy and 
convenient, but in the questionnaire the Forts can imagine there might be problems. Alternatively, perhaps the 
PHEV was easy and convenient to recharge—for a one-month trial—but the Forts imagine it might prove more 
problematic over the long term. 
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Instrumentation: Just drove it, just watched it 


Both Brett and Julie would look at the Prius’ energy monitor when driving. Brett looked more at 


instantaneous miles per gallon (mpg) saying, he was “just curious to see at what point it was 


getting what gas mileage.” Throughout his trial “there was a lot of times I would try to take off 


slow so I could see how long it would stay on just battery.” Brett says he was not trying to 


achieve anything in particular—“just more of entertainment, mostly.” He feels he watched the 


monitor less as his trial went on: “after the novelty wears off…not so much.” Overall, he states: 


“I pretty much just drove it…except some times you see how long it would stay on the 


battery…but not for anything other than just to watch it.” Julie thought “it was cool to watch it 


recharging…I was just kind of learning how it worked…push on the brakes…or when you’re not 


pushing the gas…that was the only one I looked at.”24 She felt she just “drove it as I would 


normally and watched it…[though] I guess I would let go of the brake a little earlier before a 


stop light.”25 


Brett visited the V2Green (now, Gridpoint) website “at least ten” times during his PHEV trial. 


He thought it was “cool,” and he looked at “average mpg per trip,” and “the fleet average… ours 


was a little bit higher than the fleet average, the last time I looked.” He also was trying to 


determine how long the PHEV took to recharge, but found this difficult because the graphs had 


too poor resolution (“you can’t zoom in on a certain amount of time”).26 Julie also logged in 


twice, but she was mostly interested in the novelty of the maps (“more just for fun”). She showed 


her trip to her boyfriend after driving to his house, looking at the “squiggly” lines of the vehicle’s 


path. Another time she looked and was surprised the see the PHEV was moving—she called her 


parents to confirm that they were driving the car. 


                                                 


24 Julie was watching the car regenerating while driving during braking and coasting, not on the website while it was 
recharging from the grid. 
25 Theme: changing driving behavior 
26 Theme: confusion—lack of information. 
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Energy Use: Nice savings, but Return on Investment matters 


At their midterm interview, Brett thought their fuel economy was “like 50[mpg] or something” 


the last time he checked online. At their final interview, he was more accurate: “I think it was 


like 45…somewhere in the mid-to low-forties.”27 He thought this was good, as it beat their other 


vehicles—though he didn’t have a specific expectation for what the PHEV should achieve.28 


Brett tried to estimate cost savings based on number of fill-ups. He states that he would normally 


fill up the Accord “once a week....or sometimes more, depending on how much I drive the car,” 


typically spending $30 on each tank. He then recalled filling up the Prius three times during 


their trial—“three times in a month is good.” After thinking more, he revised his estimate: 


“that’s probably not fair…I drove [the PHEV] more than I would have driven the Honda…so it 


may have been two tanks of gas…two or three.” He tried to quantify savings in terms of return 


on investment—he calls it “ROI”—which he often applies to projects at work by comparing the 


gasoline cost savings to the price he discovered for the Hymotion PHEV upgrade: “From what I 


saw on the [Hymotion] website, it costs like $10,500 for the plug-in upgrade…so if you’re saving 


$100 a month, that’s $1200 a year…so it would have to be 10 years…or 8 years.”29  


Julie feels that this payback period “could be possible,” but Brett replied that it’s “a long 


ROI…at work…it has to pay itself back in less than 3 years…it’s probably a rule of thumb…but 


it could be longer.” Julie adds: “especially if it’s helping the environment.” Brett explains that he 


probably would conduct such a calculation if he considered the purchase of a PHEV—he did set 


up a spreadsheet when he bought his Honda to compare its fuel costs to that of his truck. He 


doubts that fuel savings could justify such a high price for the conversion: “I mean…if it costs 


                                                 


27 According to the vehicle data, their actual mpg was 42.3 over 1,113 miles in their first 2 weeks, 38.9 over 621 
miles in their later 10 days, thus averaging 41 mpg overall. 
28 Theme: prior expectation. Brett Fort’s prior expectations of the PHEV are not specific, as might be assumed since 
he has no prior experience with PHEVs (nor perhaps as might seem more likely, HEVs). 
29 Theme: payback. 


Note Brett moves from a discussion estimating gasoline cost savings—which by itself would be an example of the 
theme of saving money—directly into comparing those savings with the cost of a conversion. While he uses the 
acronym ROI, Brett’s elaboration is made in terms of simple payback analysis, at one point comparing their 
consideration of a car purchase to projects at his workplace that “must payback in three years.” Results of an ROI 
analysis are typically expressed as the percent profit earned on an investment. 
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$10,000 more…you can buy a lot of gas for $10,000 over the life of the car.” It was clear that 


Julie felt a long payback period was acceptable because of potential environmental benefits 


whereas Brett did not; he focused largely on the cost of the car and the amount of gasoline 


savings per year. Based on his rough calculations the PHEV was not worth purchasing because 


of the long payback period. 


Brett did not include electricity costs in these estimates of savings: “I thought about it but…I 


don’t think that we’ve gotten the electric bill yet…and then there’s no real way to quantify how 


much…because it’s not on a separate outlet or anything like that…so it’s hard to tell.”30 


Julie notes that “half our family was gone last month” making it even more difficult to tease out 


differences on the electric bill that recharging the car may have made.  


Social Interactions: Welcome to the Prius family 


The Forts had at least 29 social interactions pertaining to their PHEV over their trial.31 In terms 


of their overall assessment of PHEVs, the most influential of these social interactions involved 


talking with close family members, particularly Brett and Julie talking with Selena. She 


frequently rode as a passenger in the car. She would ask Brett and Julie for details of their 


experiences with and opinions of the PHEV. In this way, she took part in their PHEV trial, 


assessing the vehicle’s features, instrumentation, and energy use through Brett and Julie. Overall, 


Selena was very impressed with the vehicle, and was “trying to talk [Brett] into getting one.” 


The Forts’ next most influential interactions occurred with Prius-driving strangers. All four Forts 


were in the PHEV—as they drove along the freeway two passengers in another passing Prius 


waved at them. The Forts were at first baffled by the experience, and tried to understand the 


significance of the event:  


Brett: “The wave on the freeway…that was actually pretty cool” 


                                                 


30 Themes: payback linked to confusion—lack of information. 
31 A fuller description of our analysis of social interactions is provided in Volume II, Chapter 2E. For now, 
respondents in a subset of all 67 households were asked to record information about all their social interactions 
regarding the vehicle including face-to-face (verbal or non-verbal), phone, e-mail, instant messaging or online social 
networking during their PHEV trial use period. 
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Julie: “We don’t get waved at…frequently by strangers” 


Brett: “You know, you’re driving a truck…someone in a Prius doesn’t normally wave at 
you…they may flip something at you…but it won’t be a wave… 


Julie: “Yeah, we felt kind of like posers…driving around…this really isn’t ours…you’d hate us 
if you really knew what we drove…you’d be giving us another symbol”…“[like] we 
would be part of the family if we had [a Prius].”  


Brett: “I think [this type of experience] makes you feel good about doing something good…one 
of those feel good moments.”  


Julie: “And we’re not all trying to kill the environment.” 


Related to this experience, the Forts also felt a change in how they were seen by other people 


while at the gas pump. Prior to the PHEV trial, Julie described getting “dirty looks” from Prius 


drivers when fueling her Ram. In driving the PHEV, Brett described his shift: “It’s funny 


because I think my opinions of the Prius…have changed since driving it…the whole gas station, 


truck, looking at the Prius…I have found myself looking at trucks, saying, ‘Wow, he’s taking a 


lot of gas’…or something like that…it’s weird how it does change the way you think…I’m 


filling the Prius…I see a truck or Suburban…I’m done, and I’m driving…a week at a time…and 


I’m guessing they’re filling up two or three times a week.” 


Other interactions involved coworkers, a neighbor, and other friends and relatives—but most 


conversations typically did not go beyond the Forts offering a brief summary of the study. 


Overall, Brett feels that his experiences with the technology were far more influential to his 


evaluation of the PHEV than social interactions about or prompted by the car: “most of these 


conversations were just explaining what it was.” Julie generally agreed with her father, but put a 


little more weight on social experiences: “it was kind of nice to hear other people’s view on it 


and it kind of helps to form your own opinion.” 


Overall Assessment: “ROI” versus environment 


The Forts mention three main motives regarding their interest in a PHEV: fuel cost savings, 


environment, and dependence on foreign oil. As noted above, Brett highlights cost savings, “In 


my head I always think of ROI.” He was surprised to find the Hymotion conversion would cost 


“like $10,500,” and he is not sure if he can “justify a new car when my car runs fine.”  
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At the same time, Brett has begun to consider the environmental aspects of the vehicle, and the 


wastefulness of vehicles with lower gas mileage. On the one hand, he is skeptical about the 


purported environmental benefits of electric-drive vehicles. He explains how “the footprint is a 


little bit bigger than people think…because batteries are really nasty to make…and then you still 


have to make electricity.”32 At the same time, from his experience working at power plants, he 


notes they “control the exhaust a lot better than a car does.”33  


Julie is more convinced of the environmental benefits than Brett: “…me and him are different…if 


it was in a bigger car, I would definitely think about it…if it was a hybrid…and then when it gets 


to be a plug-in hybrid…I’m sure they’ll get there eventually…making it big scale…I think that’s 


neat…and it’s not just for gas…it’s for the environment too...it’s a lot better for the 


environment… I still think even if you weighed [electricity impacts], it would be better…[for] 


more people to be driving something like this than a big truck…[in terms of] how much smog we 


have in our air…our ozone depleting.”34 


Brett and Julie link their growing environmental concerns to their household practices—


describing how Selena has recently led their household to become more environmentally aware 


in general: “we use environmentally friendly dish washing soap and laundry soap…turn the 


shower off halfway…we recycle everything…[Selena’s] become very green over they years.” 


A third motivation is dependence on foreign oil. Brett only mentioned it once in an interview; his 


response amplified a similar answer to a question in the first questionnaire. He states, “We have 


to move away from dependency [on foreign countries]…because the people that are running 


                                                 


32 Theme: Payback or Collective Benefits. Here Brett is starting to pull the effects of electricity into his assessment. 
Previously, we noted he did not count the cost of electricity in his cost comparison or the environmental 
repercussions of generating electricity. He doesn’t specifically state these effects in terms of the Payback theme, so 
this statement might belong to the Collective Benefits theme. But elsewhere he will more specifically state this in 
terms of paying money to achieve collective benefits. 
33 This may explain why Brett chose to save $21/month on gasoline (instead of electricity or either) for 
environmental reasons in a question in the first questionnaire. 
34 Theme: Collective benefits. Julie is not only stating that she is more certain than her father that PHEVs offer 
collective benefits (in this case, environmental benefits), she puts them into a different evaluation frame. She does 
not talk about paying more for these benefits, but of waiting for PHEV technology to be offered in the types of 
vehicle she wants to buy—a full-size truck. In this sense, environmental benefits are a future aspiration rather than a 
current cost. 
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those countries aren’t great…and eventually they’re going to either run out of oil, or they’re 


going to say, no, you can’t have any more…then it’s going to be…$10 a gallon.”35 


Overall Assessment: Can we have a big PHEV? 


Though the Forts’ used their Suburban as their vehicle to redesign as a PHEV in the first design 


game, Brett and Julie “thought of it, as our car in general...I think all of them get about the same 


gas mileage.”36 Their first priority was to increase CD range from 10 to 20 miles; Brett reasoned 


                                                 


35 Theme: Collective benefits. In this case, the benefit is solving dependence on foreign oil suppliers. 
36 As with all the households, one of the ways the Forts are asked to offer an overall assessment of PHEVs at the end 
of their trial period is through two vehicle design games. In the first they are asked to pick a vehicle in their 
household, offered a PHEV version of that vehicle, and then asked to redesign it within an expanding design 
envelope. In the second, they are asked whether they would design a future vehicle purchase to be a PHEV and if so, 
to specify four performance characteristics of that PHEV. These designs and the households’ motivation and 
reasoning for their designs are discussed in the final interview. 


The Forts’ Design Priority Game PHEV redesign of their Chevy Suburban (15 MPG) 


Base PHEV 
Performance 


Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 


Recharge hours: 8 8 Hours 8 Hours 8 Hours 8 Hours 8 Hours 


CD MPG: 75 75 MPG 75 MPG 100 MPG 125 MPG AE 


CD miles: 10 20 miles 20 miles 20 miles 40 miles 40 miles 


CS MPG: 25a 25 MPG 35 MPG 45 MPG 45 MPG 45 MPG 


Note: Each subsequent round of the game allows higher electric performance. As the PHEV design space is opened 
up across the five rounds, the Forts design changes from each prior round are highlighted; the complete design is 
read as the entire column in each round. See Volume II, Chapter 2a and Volume I, Appendix B and C for complete 
details of the design game. 


a. Base CS MPG is determined by respondents’ selection of a base vehicle, i.e., which of their own vehicles they 
nominate to be redesigned as a PHEV. The base CS MPG is this base vehicle’s MPG plus 10 MPG, i.e., the Forts 
say their Suburban achieves 15 MPG. 
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that 75 mpg for 20 miles was a better deal than 100 mpg for 10 miles. Next, they upgraded CS 


fuel economy to 35 mpg “because when [the battery is] gone, it’s better to have 35 mpg than 25.” 


They next increased CD fuel economy, eventually up to AE by the fifth round. Although they 


agreed that “time to charge isn’t a big deal…you just charge it over night,” Brett explained that 


“at some point, if the infrastructure was there…then you can spend your points bringing the time 


of recharging down.” For Brett, the PHEV design is about “using as much electric as you can, 


but still having the engine so you’re not dead at the side of the road with no battery.” Julie adds: 


“I think it’s cool that it can get 45 mpg…and you can use this much battery…or even here…it’s 


all-electric for the first 40 miles…that’s neat…and then to still have the gas to rely on, so you’re 


not going to be stalled at the side of the freeway…I think that’s really cool. 


For the price game (Table 3), they selected a Toyota Corolla as their next most likely vehicle 


purchase—“only because one of the guys I work with just bought one…he did the research on 


gas mileage…and it’s a Toyota.” Brett sees this as a “viable” commuter car option. Brett opted to 


keep the Corolla as a conventional vehicle in the high price scenario, as the “10 miles for 


$4,000” wasn’t going to pay back. He did select the base PHEV upgrade in the moderate price 


scenario: “$3,000 on a $17,000 car…I think it’s getting worth it…becoming more realistic.” 


                                                 


The Forts’ Purchase Game Corolla PHEV design results 


 Lower Price Mid- Price Higher Price 


 Toyota 
Corolla 


PHEV 
Toyota 
Corolla 


Toyota 
Corolla 


PHEV 
Toyota 
Corolla 


Toyota 
Corolla 


PHEV 
Toyota 
Corolla 


Recharge hours  8  8  8 


CD MPG  75  75  75 


CD miles  10  10  10 


CS MPG  62  42  42 


Base MPG 32  32  32  


Base Price $14,000 $16,000 $14,000 $17,000 $14,000 $18,000 


PHEV Upgrades  $500  $0  $0 


Total Price $14,000 $16,500 $14,000 $17,000 $14,000 $18,000 


“Bought”  X  X X  


Note: Enhancements to the base PHEV possibility are highlighted in yellow in each round. 
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They both note that is difficult to provide realistic responses to a hypothetical survey—“doing 


this on paper is lot different than actually [buying a car].” 


Overall, the Forts did not believe the PHEV could save them a lot of money. They were unsure if 


plug-in technology would fix any environmental problems, even if everyone in the US drove 


one. They were also unsure if they would pay extra for a vehicle with plug-in capabilities. They 


do not think it would be very difficult to find electric outlets to plug in to and in general think 


that plug-in technology is a good idea. 


 


Meet the Kermodes 


Ben and Ursula Kermode live in an upscale neighborhood in one Sacramento. Ben is retired; 


Ursula commutes to work about 6 miles roundtrip, traveling only on surface streets. They travel 


to the San Francisco Bay to sail their boat every few weeks and drive to Los Angeles several 


times a year. Ben drives a 2001 Lexus RX300. In addition to his daily trips, they drive the Lexus 


for long trips and to travel to choir practice near downtown Sacramento. Ursula drives a 2004 


Hyundai Sonata for her commuting and local errands. When they completed their first 


questionnaire, they indicated that neither Ursula nor Ben had any previous experience with 


alternatively fueled or electric-drive vehicles. It will come up in the last interview that when Ben 


was running his own company, he did have electric forklifts. The recharging of these will 


provide an important reference to recharging the PHEV-conversion. Both Ursula and Ben have 


pro-environmental values and believe global warming and air pollution must be dealt with now 


and that PHEVs will help reduce these issues. These beliefs will be discussed again in the final 


interview, especially in regards to one of their favorite pastimes—sailing on the San Francisco 


Bay—and will prove pivotal to their evaluation of PHEVs. 


Driving the PHEV 


Ben and Ursula enjoyed driving the PHEV—they affectionately named it Fifi. Ursula drove it to 


work daily and they took turns driving to San Francisco, to and around Los Angeles, and on 


weekly trips to choir practice and other errands. Which is to say, they drove the PHEV far more 


than simply replacing either of their vehicles. Ursula liked to drive using mostly electricity, 
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“Because most of my commute is surface streets…generally speaking I don’t really travel any 


faster than 35 miles an hour anyway. And certainly in and around here [her neighborhood] 


you’re only allowed to do 25. So it’s just a nice gentle commute using only electricity.” She 


continued on to explain her daily driving, “Mostly it’s using the electricity on the short little 


commutes in and around the city. I’ve sort of taken it upon myself to try and get to work without 


using the gas…rather than use the braking system I tend to cruise up to the stop signs rather 


than brake right at the end so I don’t step on the gas.” Ursula played games with the car to try to 


keep it in electric mode because she liked the feel of the car when the engine was off, “It sort of 


reminds me of going to play golf, because it sounds like a little golf cart. That’s actually good 


because it’s stress free. I don’t feel as stressed driving this car…because I’m consciously going a 


little bit slower I guess. And it’s quiet.”  


Like Ursula, Ben found that he drove the PHEV differently than his regular car. While on the 


freeway in his Lexus he normally drives in the fast lane; in the PHEV he drove in the slow lane. 


He explained that he was concerned about not having enough power if he needed to suddenly 


pass someone. He was more comfortable driving slower in the slow lane in the PHEV.37 


If there was a flip side to Ursula’s enjoyment of relaxing and driving on electricity-only on her 


way through their neighborhood, it came on their long trip to Los Angeles. They encountered a 


few instances in which they felt the power of the PHEV-conversion was lacking. For example, 


though it was just the two of them in the car on the way to Los Angeles, there were instances 


when they had five adults and luggage in the car while driving around Los Angeles. Ursula and 


Frank both remarked that the car was not as powerful especially when accelerating uphill. 


This trip also became an extended period during which the car was not recharged. They 


attempted to recharge the car at Ursula’s son’s home on California’s central coast, but they felt 


uncomfortable with the cord running across the front yard with children and dogs running 


about; they unplugged Fifi after about five minutes. This was their only attempt to recharge over 


these four days and 795 miles.38 


                                                 


37 Theme: changing driving behavior 
38 Theme: recharging habits and etiquette. 
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As reported in their questionnaire results, the Kermodes were able to determine a difference in 


fuel economy (MPG) when the car operated as a regular Prius versus as a PHEV because they 


calculated the average MPG using the odometer and amount of gasoline they used. In fact, Ben 


had been so eager to check the fuel economy of the car (while they were still driving it as an 


HEV) that he refueled the car even though it was not empty yet—“it still had two bars left” [of 


the ten bars that make up the gasoline fuel level display].  


Plugging In 


Overall, they found plugging in the PHEV at home to be easy. Away from home recharging 


presented them with several problems. Ben and Ursula plugged in at home nightly. 


Ben said, “Well we basically got into the habit of when I drive home I back it up and then we just 


plug it right in. Sometimes we remember to unplug it at 10:00 o’clock before we go to sleep but 


then sometimes we don’t and it’s been plugged in all night... So if we remember we unplug it, if 


not, it’s no big deal. We don’t really get stress over it.” 39 


They likened it to charging a cell phone and Ursula said, “It’s very user friendly and it’s easy to 


plug it in.” They only recharged away from their home once, very briefly, at Ursula’s son’s 


house in Central California, despite discussing the possibility of public recharging at the local 


mall and other downtown locations. They were concerned with how they would pay for the 


electricity and the ins and outs of how that would work.  


Saving Money 


Ursula believes the PHEV could save her money based on the decreased frequency of refueling 


with gasoline. This is part of the reason she tries to keep the vehicle in electric mode, “In my 


head I think it’s cheaper to go on electricity than it is on gas…the less gas I use the longer that 


tank will stay full and the more miles per gallon I’ll get. So that’s the perception.” 40 


                                                 


39 Theme: recharging habits and etiquette. 
40 Theme: saving money 
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Ben and Ursula discussed how long they could go without going to the gas station with the 


PHEV, “Going back and forth to work three miles commute is just perfect. I think if we only 


used it for that we would never have to fill up with gas because we would just continue to plug it 


in at night.” This idea intrigued them and they spent quite a bit of time discussing this possibility. 


Overall, they agreed, “It’s a little easier on your wallet,” compared to their regular cars.  


Collective Benefits  


The Kermodes discussed environmental and social benefits to driving a PHEV.  


Ben: “I wouldn’t mind paying a little bit more money, several thousand dollars more if we would 
help the environment too. But after saying that, we have to look at electricity versus 
gasoline, which produces more carbon, I mean, if SMUD is using [coal in] producing 
electricity and [it] creates more pollution, that might not be a good thing.”41 


Ursula: “I perceive electricity as being cleaner energy…and I believe it’s cheaper energy and it’s 
convenient and I don’t want to be dependent on other countries for energy.”  


Ben: “I don’t want to go to the gas station that often…[and] if [there is] anything we can do [to] 
change our behavior and change our laws to protect the environment by using whatever 
available technology, or improve technology to do so, I’m for it.”  


PHEV Design Games 


For the first game involving the redesign of an existing car, the Kermodes chose to redesign 


Ursula’s Sonata. For the second game though when they were asked to think ahead to consider a 


car they would buy next, they chose a Prius. In fact, they were not really looking for another 


vehicle, and anticipated it would be two to five years before they would do so, likely prompted 


by Ursula’s retirement. They discussed this choice, wondering about the few times they had 


found the Prius-conversion too small and less powerful than Ben’s Lexus. 42  


                                                 


41 Theme: payback and/or the environment shaped by confusion—lack of information about emissions from their 
electricity provider. 


“SMUD” is the Kermodes’ electric utility, the Sacramento Municipal Utility District. 
42 The Kermodes design games are summarized in these two tables.  
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In redesigning Ursula’s car as a PHEV, the Kermodes showed no interest in increasing its CD 


range until the design space allowed an increase from 10 to 40 miles. They reasoned that so long 


as she was working and only commuted a few miles to work, the minimum ten mile CD range 


was all she really needed for most her day-to-day driving. They also reasoned that increasing the 


CS fuel economy was more valuable for longer trips, such as their semi-monthly trips to sail. 


Given the use they made of the PHEV-conversion, they also reasoned that faster recharging was 


a better option for them than longer CD-range. Both Ursula and Ben noted that even on those 


                                                 


The Kermodes’ Design Priority Game PHEV redesign of their Hyundai Sonata (28 MPG) 


Base PHEV 
Performance 


Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 


Recharge hours: 8 8 Hours 4 Hours 4 Hours 4 Hours 1 Hours 


CD MPG: 75 75 MPG 75 MPG 100 MPG 100 MPG 100 MPG 


CD miles: 10 10 miles 10 miles 10 miles 40 miles 40 miles 


CS MPG: 38a 48 MPG 48 MPG 58 MPG 58 MPG 58 MPG 


Note: As the PHEV design space is opened up across the five rounds, the Kermodes design changes from each prior 
round are highlighted; the complete design is read as the entire column in each round. See Chapter 2A and Volume 
1, Appendix B and C for complete details of the design game. 


a. Base CS MPG is determined by respondents’ selection of a base vehicle, i.e., which of their own vehicles they 
nominate to be redesigned as a PHEV. 


 


The Kermodes Purchase Game Prius PHEV design results 


 Lower Price Mid- Price Higher Price 


 Toyota Prius PHEV 
Toyota Prius 


Toyota Prius PHEV 
Toyota Prius 


Toyota Prius PHEV 
Toyota Prius 


Recharge hours  4  4  8 


CD MPG  75  75  75 


CD miles  10  10  10 


CS MPG  68  58  58 


Base MPG 48  48  48  


Base Price $19,000 $21,000 $19,000 $22,000 $19,000 $23,000 


PHEV Upgrades  $750  $1,000  $1,000 


Total Price $19,000 $21,750 $19,000 $23,000 $19,000 $24,000 


“Bought”  X  X X  


Note: Enhancements to the base PHEV possibility are highlighted in yellow in each round. 
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days they went out again in the evening, faster charging would allow Ursula to arrive home in 


the evening and plug-in the car for a couple hours before they went out again. 43 


For the second (purchase) design game the Kermodes chose a Toyota Prius as their next vehicle. 


They redesigned it as a PHEV and “bought” it in the low and medium price scenarios, but not in 


the high price scenario. In the low price scenario the Kermodes chose to invest in a recharge time 


of 4 hours for an additional $250 and increased their CS mpg by 20 miles for an additional $500. 


In the medium price scenario they chose to increase recharge time to 4 hours for an additional 


$500 and increased their CS mpg by 10 miles for $500. In the high cost scenario where they 


chose not to purchase the PHEV they kept the recharge time at 8 hours, maintained the distance 


of electric assist of 75 mpg, maintained the distance of electric capability of 10 miles, and 


increased their mpg by 10 miles for an additional $1000.  


Their valuation of a shorter recharging time is continued in the second game, though to a lesser 


extent than in the first design game. Again Ben explained, “Let’s say you come home at 2 


o’clock and we need to go out and have a dinner date at 7 o’clock, we should be able to plug it 


in, in 4 hours we got another full battery again to go out for a second trip. If I have the choice 


then I would like shorter charging time...[it’s] more beneficial. That gives us more incentive to 


charge it more frequently.” Instead of focusing on daily driving they thought more about 


weekend trips. 


Overall 


The Kermodes had a positive experience with the PHEV. This was bolstered by conversations 


they had with friends: “The conversations on the whole have been positive and have generated I 


guess real interest in this because of the economy at the moment. People are looking toward how 


they can save money and maybe this is something they want to do in the future.”44 Ursula had 


expectations of what the PHEV would be like prior to her initial test drive, “My expectation was 


                                                 


43 In some ways the last round of the first design game is a referendum on all-electric CD operation since to spend 
all eight points without choosing all-electric operation requires the household to maximize almost every other 
parameter. This is what the Kermodes did, designing a PHEV with maximum charging speed, CS fuel economy, and 
CD range, but not all-electric CD operation. 
44 Theme: the future—of all cars. 
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that the car would be more economical, which has proven to be true. And I think I did also 


expect it to be quieter and maybe have less power, and I think that’s true too, in a sense. But 


that’s only because of the way I’m driving it.” Ben chimed in, “Well my expectation was [that it] 


was going to get better gas mileage, and it did.”45 The Kermodes were pleased with the PHEV 


and are interested in when they will be available for the mass market. As Ursula nears retirement 


the Kermodes are considering downsizing to one household vehicle instead of two and would 


prefer their one car to be alternatively fueled to help reduce the environmental impact of their 


driving. A PHEV would be an ideal fit for their household.46 


                                                 


45 Theme: prior expectations. 
46 Theme: the future—the Kermodes’ specifically. 
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What can we say about the Forts and Kermodes? 


Returning to our “researcher-analyst” voice, even though the Forts and Kermodes drove the 


PHEV-conversion a similar percentage of miles in CD operation over the course of a month, 


were similar in their recharging habits, and designed PHEVs they thought they might buy under 


similar price conditions, they differed markedly in their use of the PHEV, and ultimately, in their 


interest in a PHEV. The difference in their interest in buying a PHEV is ultimately revealed by 


the differences in their narratives, not, for example, by the results of their PHEV design games. 


The Forts are a four-member household with three drivers: Brett commutes alone to work; Julie 


commutes alone to college; and, Selena chauffeurs their son to school as part of her role as 


homemaker. The Kermodes are a two-member household; both drive. Ursula has a short 


commute to work (on surface streets); Ben is retired. Both households recharged the PHEV daily 


when at home; both used the PHEV for weekend trips away from their homes. But though their 


over all percent of CD miles for their months are similar, Brett Fort commuted 60 miles round 


trip in the PHEV; Ursula Kermode commuted less than 6 miles round trip, plus a few more miles 


for errands. Thus most weekdays, the Forts drove between one-fourth and one-third of the 


PHEV’s miles in CD operation; the Kermodes weekday travel was almost entirely in CD 


operation. The Forts, primarily Brett, were concerned with the payback period for the PHEV. 


They had environmental concerns the PHEV helped to address but for Brett these were 


outweighed by the cost of the PHEV; Julie and Selena valued environmental benefits more than 


Bret. The Kermodes were environmentally minded and were willing to pay extra for a vehicle 


that is less harmful to the environment. The Forts had previous experience with alternatively 


fueled vehicles; the Kermodes had none. The Forts do not think the PHEV would save them 


money due to an incomplete payback analysis; the Kermodes noted that the PHEV saved them 


money because they refueled it with gasoline less often than their regular cars. Neither household 


had prior discernment with the PHEV-conversion from conventional cars. By the end of their 


trials they both discerned the differences between the PHEV and standard cars. This resulted in 


the Kermodes being interested in a PHEV so long as the added price was within a few thousand 


dollars of a likely next new vehicle for them. Notably, for the Kermodes they speculated this 


likely next new vehicle would be a Prius, or at least a hybrid. On the other hand, Julie Fort was 
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interested in a PHEV only if it is available as a large truck-like vehicle such as those they owned; 


Brett Fort imagined a new PHEV competing with a small to mid-size sedan to be his next 


commuter car.  


In their own ways, both the Kermodes and Forts represent difficult cases for PHEVs. The 


Kermodes tend to travel both too little on weekdays and too much on weekends for a PHEV with 


a 25 to 30 miles CD range to be the best design. Assuming the existence of a suitable battery EV 


for their local travel, the Kermodes might be better off if they “hybridized” across their vehicle 


holdings, owing one EV and one HEV. PHEV versions of large trucks may satisfy the Forts 


efforts to meld personal safety and environmental motivations: whether they do may depend on 


what kind of “wave” the Forts get from passing drivers of smaller HEVs, PHEVs, and EVs. So 


long as the Forts, and Brett in particular, focuses on private costs of his commute trip and is 


willing to maintain ownership of a specialty-commuting car, his purchase of a PHEV may have 


to wait for a used PHEV market. However, Selena is a force that organizes and directs the Fort 


household. In a way, hers is the unheard voice in the Forts’ narrative even though she organized 


their participation in the PHEV trial. Further the entire household is cracking the door open on a 


more pro-environmental lifestyle at her instigation. She may not as yet confronted the 


implications of their mobility for her growing environmental awareness, but it is likely that 


whatever the outcome of that encounter is, it will guide the entire Fort household. 
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2D. PROJECT RESULTS: REAL-TIME ENERGY FEEDBACK SYSTEMS 


In 2007, the most recent year for which complete data is available, the U.S. Energy Information 


Administration estimated domestic passenger vehicles generated over 16 percent of U.S. 


Greenhouse Gas emissions (GHGs) by burning 113 billion gallons of fuel (EIA, 2001). By some 


estimates, improved driving behavior could have saved up to 34 billion of those gallons 


(Barkenbus, 2010).  


Real-time Energy Feedback (REF) may be an effective and inexpensive way to encourage 


driving behaviors with the potential to save billions of gallons of fuel each year. However, little 


is known about when, why, and how individuals respond to REF, how to design maximally 


effective REF systems, or other ways that REF systems can compliment other developments in 


vehicle technology, such as PHEV technology with its multiple entwined energy systems. To 


investigate these questions, an experiment within the PHEV Demonstration Project retrofitted 


some of the PHEV-conversions with custom designed REF systems. This chapter presents a brief 


description of these systems and a preliminary analysis of drivers’ perceptions based on 


interviews with two households before and after they were presented with the REF system 


installed in the PHEVs. The purpose of this analysis is both to explore the potential of behavioral 


theories to inform REF design, as well as to simply learn from drivers who have experienced the 


REF systems in the Project vehicles.  


Although simple real-time mile-per-gallon (MPG) displays have been available in some cars and 


trucks for many years, more complex REF systems have been incorporated as a central 


component of the dashboard in some hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)—a design decision that 


indicates a renewed focus on high-MPG vehicles and implements an innovative marketing 


device. Although this correlation between high-MPG vehicles and REF systems appears 


reasonable from a marketing perspective to help drivers maximize the value of their HEV 


purchase, it raises the question why such displays aren’t more common in more vehicles. Is there 


something inherent to HEVs or their buyers that makes more elaborate energy feedback more 


appropriate? Are the devices designed to help the driver achieve the greatest fuel economy in-


use, reinforce the vehicle purchase decision, or for other reasons? How do those design 
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decisions, i.e., which vehicles have REF displays, impact driver perceptions of their own role in 


fuel economy?  


Behavioral Theory for REF and Research Design 


To explore a broader variety of possible driver responses to a REF system, this study deploys a 


mixed quantitative and qualitative longitudinal experiment. Because a sufficient amount of data 


to warrant presentation of quantitative results was still being collected at the time this report was 


written, a preliminary analysis of the qualitative data is presented here; subsequent reports will 


be made when the analysis is complete.  


A custom REF interface was designed to show information that is predicted by behavior change 


theories (in particular, the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) to effectively 


promote behavior change. Participating drivers were observed via an in-vehicle data-logger for 


two weeks to create a baseline record of driving behavior and energy use. After two weeks, the 


drivers were interviewed, and then the REF interface was turned on, and driving and energy were 


observed for a further two weeks before the final interview. Psychological factors predicted to be 


important by the TPB were recorded in three associated surveys completed by participants prior 


to any driving in the PHEV, after two weeks driving (without REF), and at the end of the 


experiment after they have driven the PHEV with REF. Finally, and most important for this 


analysis, household interviews provide insight into the thought processes, attitudes, and 


responses to the REF system.  


The driving and energy data will be used to determine if there was an overall effect from the 


REF and the sources of that effect, e.g., lower speeds, lower accelerations, or other behaviors, 


and the social and psychological precursors of these behaviors. The driving and energy data in 


combination with the questionnaires will be used to determine which factors, if any, are 


correlated with behavior change. The interviews will be used to support or reject hypotheses 


based on the data, help interpret the causality of the models, and generate new insights into 


driving behavior.  


The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) provides the basic theoretical model of behavior change 


used in this study of drivers’ responses to REF, and also in the design of the REF device itself. 
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The theory postulates that attitudes about a particular behavior, perceptions of relevant social 


norms, and perceptions of self-efficacy in the behavior combine to determine the individual’s 


intention to behave in a certain way. One important revision to the TPB is the Extended Model of 


Goal Directed Behavior (EMGDB) (Perugini and Conner, 2000) which suggests that people 


make behavioral decisions based on the desire to achieve goals rather than a desire to perform 


the necessary behaviors. This study represents the first application of the TPB or the EMGDB in 


both the design of a vehicle energy feedback interface and in a model of fuel economy. 


This model as applied to driver behavior change is shown in Figure 27: Figure 27a shows an 


open loop in the no-REF case and 27b shows a closed loop with-REF case. The closed loop 


model implies that drivers perceive they can change their fuel economy by changing their driving 


style (perceived control). Their sense of what driving styles are typical or acceptable on the road 


(social norms) and their general attitudes about fuel economy, driving style, and related issues 


(attitudes) combine with energy feedback and external factors to create driving behavior and a 


particular fuel economy outcome. The data sources are described in Table 4. 


 


Figure 27: Behavioral Model Without and With Real-time Energy Feedback 


  
Figure 27a An open loop model of 


driving behavior where static 


behavior change factors and 


external factors combine to 


determine fuel economy. 


Figure 27b A closed loop version of the same 


system where REF creates a feedback device 


that can lead to changes in behavior change 


factors and new outcomes. 
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REF design 


In order to test the model in Figure 27b, the REF interface and associated longitudinal survey 


included measures of the factors in the model. The REF is illustrated in Figure 28. The circles 


with lower case alphabetical characters are not displayed on the actual REF, but are shown to aid 


explanation. In the left panel are: a) a broad horizontal arrow showing the roundtrip average 


MPG+, b) driver’s MPG+ history at the current drive distance and, c) the peer group MPG+ 


history. The center panel shows: d) real-time MPG+, e) one-tenth mile MPG+ averages, f) driver 


selected energy economy goal. The right panel shows the supplemental battery’s SOC. Some 


households were given more complex or flexible interface displays although the details of those 


displays will not be presented here. However, one panel that is of note later in this chapter is a 


fourth panel depicting the real-time power used by the gasoline engine and electric motor, with 


three separate columns for gasoline, electricity, and regenerated electricity.    


 


Table 4: Model Data Sources 
Model Factor Data Source 


Behavior Change Factors Questionnaire and Interview. The questionnaire is used for 
hypothesis testing and model building. The interview responses 
are used to indicate causality and expand on the model. 


External Factors Detailed driving data is collected on the vehicle along with 
ambient temperature. Local weather stations provide daily rainfall 
data. 


Driving Behavior Detailed on-board driving data. Behavioral indicators such as 
average acceleration rates and top speeds measured from similar 
trips, e.g., matched start and end-points, between the baseline 
period and the REF period.  


Fuel/Energy Economy On Board Diagnostic (OBD) data. Fuel use is estimated from the 
rate of airflow into the engine (MAF sensor) and the exhaust 
fuel/air ratio (Lambda sensor). 


  


The experimental REF interface includes an “energy economy” measure, MPG+ that includes 


kinetic and potential energy as well as “fuel” energy from both gasoline and electricity. 


Including all these energy sources is designed to strengthen the driver’s perception of behavioral 
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control over energy use. One outcome of this new energy economy metric is that the MPG+ 


value is usually lower than the fuel economy (MPG) values displayed by the stock Prius display 


(which includes only gasoline). MPG+ is calculated over the same distances as MPG, but 


includes all energy inputs to the motion of the vehicle.  


 


Figure 28: Photo of the REF Screen.  


 


 


In addition to real-time MPG+, the REF interface includes comparisons to social norms, personal 


history, and goal setting. The social norm is the peer group range of MPG+; the peer group is 


other drivers of the PHEV conversions similarly equipped with the REF. Personal history 


includes four timelines: 1) a very short term history, i.e., a one-tenth mile average, 2) average 
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MPG+ over cumulative trip distance, 3) round trip MPG+, and 4) the range of MPG+ on past 


trips of similar length. Drivers are prompted to set a MPG+ goal when the REF is turned on after 


two weeks of driving the car. When they exceed their goal in either the cumulative or current 


MPG+ panels, the affected panel changes color from darker to lighter, providing the driver with 


a clear visual indicator of their fuel economy performance. 


Finally, certain households were able to observe a fourth panel that indicated the instantaneous 


power of the gasoline engine and electric motor. The panel includes three columns that present 


the information in the following order: gasoline thermodynamic power, electric motor power, 


and regenerated electric power. The rates are shown on an identical scale with an upper limit of 


approximately 20kw. For reference, the electric motor will expend energy at a rate of 


approximately 10kw maximum, and the gasoline engine can expend thermodynamic energy at 


over 200kw. 


Preliminary Results 


The following section presents qualitative studies of two households, interview excerpts, selected 


questionnaire responses, and discussion. These two households were chosen for discussion here 


because of the variety of responses that the household members expressed.47 Following the 


household level data, common issues or themes are discussed and compared to the theoretical 


framework. In keeping with the style established in the previous chapter, the households are 


presented in narratives distinguished from the main text. 


 


The McSnoopy Household 


Kim and Chad McSnoopy live with their teenage boys and two small dogs in a gated community 


outside Sacramento. They live close to both their workplaces; both commute, separately, by car. 


Kim works in healthcare and commutes in a large SUV, a vehicle choice they made in response 


to a series of dangerous accidents. Chad works at a large computer company, and incidentally 


                                                 


47 A full report of the effect of REF on the full sub-sample involved in this experiment will be released in a 
subsequent report. 
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has a co-worker who had been previously been enrolled in the PHEV Demonstration, though not 


in the REF test. They mainly identify themselves as a part of a church group who, they 


mentioned in an aside, most of who drive SUVs. They told us that their friends made a few 


friendly but snide comments to the McSnoopys about becoming “Prius People,” e.g., “Liberals,” 


after driving the Prius PHEV. The McSnoopys feel that they are on the fringe of the group in 


terms of their feelings about the environment and around-the-house actions but were happy to be 


seen as more environmental than their church peers, as shown in the following exchange when 


the interviewer asked for clarification about what their peer group is like and where the “Prius 


People” term came from: 


Kim: “Our friends…your typical Republican… we're the only liberals in our group. By a long 
shot… so we always get made fun of…we recycle.” 


… 


Chad: "We're not that liberal." 


Kim: "We're not that liberal, but in our group we are.”  


Chad: "The stereotype of the hybrid owner is…"  


Kim: "Hippies." 


Chad: "Yeah." 


Kim: [Re-living a comical question by a friend after seeing the new Prius] "Are you going to 
stop shaving your legs?" and her sarcastic reply, “Yeah, that's my plan." 


… 


Kim: “Where I work it is very supportive of this stuff, where I socialize and where my friends 
are, not at all. But it doesn't matter, so they make fun of us. It's like yeah, whatever. I'm 43, not 
18. 


Interviewer: “Would that stop you from purchasing a car like this?” 


Kim: “No. Not at all, in fact I might…” 


Chad: “It might drive her to it.” 


Kim: “I care about our world, you don't. Sorry. [She laughs.]” 
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Chad’s questionnaire answers paint a picture of somebody who is unlikely to be motivated by 


REF: he ranks himself fairly low on all of the personality measures that indicate competitive 


behavior.48 In their interviews he also revealed that he was not very interested in better fuel 


economy if it were to come at the expense of time. Chad’s initial importance ranking includes 


speed and safety ahead of fuel or monetary savings. The overall impression from his 


questionnaire is that he values gas savings and he feels he is aware of techniques to save gas, but 


he values time more when driving. In addition, Chad guessed that he could only make a 5 


percent improvement in his PHEV fuel economy by changing his driving style either indicating 


an awareness of his own unwillingness to sacrifice time, or an indicator that he lacks perceived 


control over fuel economy. 


Despite those indicators, Chad reported in the final interview that he was motivated by the REF 


screen in certain situations that he felt were more appropriate for energy conservation. In 


particular, Chad seemed to be convinced that low-MPG+ was inevitable when making frequent 


stops, and that the best behavior may be to get up to speed quickly, and then to hold a steady, 


high speed: 


Chad: “I did try to keep it [in the low-Power range]… but I knew that unless you drive like 
grandma Moses that thing [the Power Meter] is going to go up to the top as you are taking off, 
then when you get up to speed you can balance everything out.” 


Chad: “Where I changed a lot was on the freeway. It really makes you aware of the grade, 
because you can see that your mileage is going down as you are starting to go up hill, so then 
you know when you get to the top you kind of let off a little bit and it [the MPG+ gauge] goes 


                                                 


48 Selections from Chad’s Questionnaire 


 Response 


Statement Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (5) 


I'm a perfectionist  3 


I like to be the person in a group who has the right answer  5 


I don't care if I win in competitions  4 


I'll try something a second or third time to get it right  3 


I usually leave things at "good enough"  2 
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way up, and then… So you can get your average up higher if you manage that [hill driving] 
instead of just "rrrr" [makes sound and motion of driving quickly up the hill].” 


In her questionnaire responses, Kim described herself as somebody who won’t stop until she has 


won each competition or gotten every answer right.49 In addition, she first estimated that 


changing her driving style could make a 20% improvement in PHEV fuel economy. Yet, by the 


end of the study she indicated that her driving style would not have an impact on fuel economy. 


Kim’s interview statements support the hypothesis that Kim would be strongly motivated by the 


REF screen, and her statements go further to describe such a strong desire to perform well on the 


REF metrics that it creates actual discomfort when she is not able to do so. Kim appears to have 


(at least, in her own perception) radically altered her in-vehicle behavior due to the additional 


REF information, although some of her efforts were so uncomfortable, in particular the feeling of 


moving too slowly and being passed by other drivers, that the durability of the behavioral 


modification is questionable.  


Kim: “I do not like the new screen [REF]. I hate the new screen... I wish I could have turned it 
off. Because when you are seeing how your fuel efficiency is… I decided to go down [a nearby 
arterial street] with no one behind me, how I had to drive to keep it in the fuel efficient [range] - 
oh no, no. It doesn't work for me at all. You would miss all of the lights. You know how the 
lights are timed? I could never get to work on time.” 


… 


Kim: “It drove me nuts to not be fuel efficient. It’s the competitive part of me. I don't want to 
know.” 


Chad “Plus it shows everybody else's mileage.” 


                                                 


49 Selections from Kim’s Questionnaire 


 


Statement 


Response 
Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (5) 


I’m a perfectionist 5 


I like to be the person in a group who has the right answer 5 


I don’t care if I win in competitions 1 


I’ll try something a second or third time to get it right 4 


I usually leave things at “good enough” 2 
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Kim: “I get horrible gas mileage, apparently. I get horrible gas mileage, and, that's fine. I'll just 
have to own that.” 


Chad: “Don't put her in a competition she can't win.” 


Kim: “So I asked Chad, "That's not driving you nuts?" And he goes, "I don't care." Okay, 
because when it's dark like that [high-power situations] - it's driving me nuts, but not enough to 
change it right now.” 


Interviewer: “Before driving this car, how do you “win” at driving?” 


Kim: “I don’t.”  


Chad: “This has information.”  


Kim: “How can I drive efficiently? Well apparently I can get out and pedal faster. I'll bring my 
bike [sarcastic] and be faster than what I was doing. Because it was a mild grade up, I'm just like 
seriously, I can ride my bike faster, and that's very fuel efficient. Because all I have to do is feed 
myself and I'm going to do that anyway.” 


Kim: “I wouldn't want to know in the Expedition either. I wouldn't want that screen. I do not 
want it because I am going to get where I need to go and how I need to get there and I'm going to 
go the safest and best way… In the Expedition you would have to go like this [mimes a very 
slow driver]” 


… 


Kim: “If it was a longer stretch, rather than start-stop-start-stop… I stay in the black [high 
power] until I get to that first … light which is a couple blocks… and then I can keep it in the 
bright blue [low power] for a long time if I don't have to stop. And then I get irritated if I have to 
stop, I'm like, "god bless America, now I'm going to be in the black!”” 


… 


Kim: “I'm like, I need to stop looking at this thing.” 


Chad: “There might be somebody in front of you.” 


Kim: “No, cause you can see it out of the corner of your eye, the lights, you can totally see it. 
Because then there were times I'm like I just don't want to see it right now, I'm just going to 
block it—agh, I can still see it. You know, this is how I like my life.” 


… 


Kim: “When I walk in the door I’m home, I’m not like, did I make the grade?” 


Chad: “I kind of keep an eye on it while I’m driving. Wanted to make sure I was above my 
goal… I changed [my goal from 40mpg+] to 45.” 
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Interviewer: “Did you learn anything from what the screen told you?” 


Kim: “That you have to drive so slow… Unreasonably slow.” 


Overall, the McSnoopys were impressed with the PHEV and adapted easily to both the PHEV 


concept and to a plug-in routine. It helped that one of Kim’s friends had a Prius, and that Kim 


was familiar with the Prius from the start. They felt that it was easy to plug in, and Kim took the 


opportunity to approach employees in her workplace garage about charging at work, and with 


their help eventually found an outlet to use there. Chad didn’t look for a place to charge at work. 


By the end of the study they were enthusiastic about the monetary savings and to a lesser extent 


the reduced environmental impact of the vehicle. Kim was more interested than Chad, and felt 


that she would purchase a slightly larger version of the PHEV, although her space requirements 


weren’t clearly stated in the interview. Chad took a payback approach to valuation of the vehicle, 


based on a mental calculation he felt that the purchase would be worthwhile if the extra cost of 


the PHEV conversion were around $5,000 leading to a 5-year payback in his estimate, but that a 


$10,000 conversion, with the resulting 10-year payback, would be too costly.  


 


The Garcia Household 


Larry and Mary Garcia live outside Davis, CA. They run separate small businesses; Larry's 


mostly from home and Mary's mostly serving clients throughout Yolo County. They both have 


strong pro-environmental feelings and had already taken several energy saving lifestyle choices 


and product purchases. For instance, they have an energy saving evaporative air cooler installed 


in their home, and have also purchased, although not yet used, a device to measure the energy 


use of their refrigerator in order to determine if it needed replacement. Larry drives an 


economical Toyota Echo, and Mary (who drives much more than Larry) drives a Toyota Prius. 


Again and again in the interviews it became apparent that Larry and Mary considered their 


environmental impact when making decisions about energy use in home, how much they drive, 


and their vehicle purchases. They routinely weighed energy efficiency with lifecycle energy, for 


instance, considering not only on-road fuel economy but also the number of years (or how many 


miles) they would own a car before replacing it. During the course of their PHEV placement 


Mary was the primary driver, both because she was the driver of the household Prius, and 
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because she drove the most miles each day. They were already aware of a number of different 


vehicle types that use electricity including electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. Mary expected 


the PHEV to be able to drive in all-electric CD operation, and was somewhat disappointed to 


discover that the PHEV-conversion she would be driving did not.  


Mary rated herself as a more competitive person than did Larry, although they both displayed a 


mix of responses indicating both socially competitive and internally motivated behavior.50 


The experimental REF screen stopped working shortly after it was installed in their car, leaving 


them with no driving feedback. Larry was generally content to drive without the information (as 


he does in his normal car), but Mary decided to go against the researcher's request and move the 


REF screen in order to read the stock Prius screen. Eventually, although the research interface 


only worked sporadically, they did get a chance to use it. Larry mentioned the expense of the 


screens, equating them to GPS devices. He had looked up information about aftermarket fuel-


economy screens in Consumer Reports, although he remained unsure of the advantage of the 


instantaneous feedback for his own use, whereas Mary was strongly supportive of it. Larry also 


                                                 


50 Selections from Mary’s Questionnaire 


Statement Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (5) 


I'm a perfectionist  3 


I like to be the person in a group who has the right answer  4 


I don't care if I win in competitions  3 


I'll try something a second or third time to get it right  4 


I usually leave things at "good enough"  4 


 


Selections from Larry’s Questionnaire  


Statement Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (5) 


I'm a perfectionist  2 


I like to be the person in a group who has the right answer  3 


I don't care if I win in competitions  3 


I'll try something a second or third time to get it right  4 


I usually leave things at "good enough"  2 
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noted that the watt-meter that he bought Mary does the same thing in the home, although Mary 


had not used it yet, as a counterpoint to her enthusiasm about energy information in the car. 


Mary: “I still think if every vehicle in America had one of those screens on it that told you what 
you are getting...everybody who rides in my car and looks at that goes ‘that is such great 
information’ because it really helps you decide how to drive.” 


Mary [to Larry]: “Would you buy one for your Echo?” 


Larry: “…I don't know, I know about what it's getting, as long as you keep it tuned, which I do... 
or you do it the old fashioned way, people can write it down...” 


Mary: “Yeah but that doesn't tell you what it is while you are driving it and how it changes, 
which is the interesting thing to me.” 


Larry: “It gives you an average.” 


Overall, the Garcias felt that the PHEV-conversion wasn't their ideal vehicle, although they both 


felt strongly that an electric vehicle could help them achieve household goals such as lower 


environmental impact and saving money on gas. One of the reasons they gave for why the PHEV 


was not ideal was that Mary has a very long and unpredictable work travel, and 30 miles of 


blended CD operation didn't seem like enough to make a large improvement compared to her 


Prius’ fuel economy. In addition, the cost of the conversion seemed too high to them. In Mary's 


thinking, it would make more economic sense to purchase a used Prius and convert it into a 


PHEV than to purchase a new PHEV conversion or similarly priced OEM PHEV. Also, Mary 


felt that more high-MPG CS miles were more important than a limited number of CD miles. 


From the beginning of the placement Mary expected to plug-in the vehicle in many different 


work related locations, e.g., her client's homes, and that is exactly what she did. Mary generally 


did not hesitate to ask people if she could plug in at their home or workplace, and she would 


generally try to plug in as often as possible. However, Mary still noticed that the fuel economy of 


the PHEV-conversion was often somewhat lower than her Prius, possibly due to the extra battery 


weight, and long driving distances that would typically exhaust the supplemental battery. Still, 


by the end of the placement Larry and Mary were very positive about the PHEV conversion and 


seemed to feel that it was a good fit with their household even though it wasn't perfect in every 


respect. 
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The Garcias were mixed in their response to the REF screen. Larry was concerned about the 


additional cost of such a screen, implicitly weighing the gas savings with the upfront cost. He 


also did not seem to feel that the instantaneous information was particularly valuable, and that 


long-term information about the vehicle performance was more useful since it could be used as a 


diagnostic measure of the vehicle health. Mary, who owns a Prius, felt that the REF was an 


important part of her driving and that other people would benefit from them as well. She was 


strongly attached to seeing REF in the vehicle, and even defeated the experimental condition to 


see the stock REF screen when the experimental screen was not working. 


Themes from the Narratives of the McSnoopys and Garcias 


To begin to extend the analysis of the effect of the REF beyond these two households, the four 


drivers’ responses are compared and recurring concepts, or themes, were identified for further 


discussion. These provisional themes serve a hypotheses for the remaining households yet to be 


analyzed and as illustrations to the reader of the type of summary information that can be 


generated from the interviews. The McSnoopys and Garcias shared responses about distracted 


driving, particularly motivating situations, some confusion about, and misinterpretation of the 


feedback, a desire to see detailed fuel economy information, and competitive behavior. Each of 


these themes is described in detail below. 


Safety and Distraction 


The screen could be distracting to the point of creating a safety hazard. Both Chad and Kim 


mentioned that they felt the REF was too distracting in certain situations, and looked away from 


the screen. Kim mentioned that she used the color-changes to give her information without 


having to look directly at the screen, although in another statement she mentioned that 


sometimes she couldn’t ignore the screen even when she wanted to. 


Chad: “I can't look at that, I gotta look over [to the stock Prius REF screen].” 


Motivational Situations 


Chad and Kim also discussed the difference between short trips with a lot of stops and traffic, 


and longer drives, roughly equating to “City” and “Highway” drive-cycle concepts. Whereas 


Kim seems to have been especially motivated by the low-MPG driving during city drive-cycles, 
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Chad had the opposite reaction and reported ignoring the screen in city situations and only 


paying attention to it in highway situations. 


Chad: “…I knew that unless you drive like grandma Moses that thing is going to [show low fuel 
economy] as you are taking off, then when you get up to speed you can balance everything out.” 


Confusion or Misinterpretation 


For those drivers that did see both the stock Prius screen and the experimental REF screen, 


certain differences in responses to the two designs could be heard in the driver responses, such as 


when Chad, after viewing the stock Prius screen told the interviewer, "It's cool, you're going 


down the freeway at like 70 [mph] and getting 99 MPG. I could [purchase a car with 


instrumentation like that]” after watching the stock interface. The experimental REF would have 


shown lower overall MPG+ values than the MPG values Chad found so motivating, as well as 


showing a roundtrip average, both of which would have disabused Chad of the notion that he 


was achieving 99MPG: his highway driving “energy economy” was closer to 60 MPG+. 


Desire to See Information 


The REF screen was placed directly in front of the stock Prius REF screen so as to obscure it. To 


generate a pre-REF baseline experience, the new display initially shows only battery SOC and 


the participants are asked not to move the experimental REF. However, experienced Prius 


drivers, including both Kim and Mary, tended to access the stock Prius REF screen during their 


baseline period by moving the research screen out of the way. Although the propensity for 


drivers to move the screen even when specifically asked not to by the researcher could be seen as 


a behavior related more to curiosity than a specific interest in information, the fact that 


experienced Prius drivers such as Kim and Mary tended to be the ones to defeat the experimental 


baseline condition (in which no fuel or energy economy information is shown) also indicates that 


the vehicle information has a strong pull once a driver has been exposed to it.  


Relationship Between Stated Competitiveness and Driving Behavior 


These four drivers showed a strong relationship between self-reported competitiveness and 


interest in the REF screen. These results indicate that competitive people are more motivated by 


this type of information. However, the two respondents with lower self-reported competitiveness 
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scores on the survey (Larry and Chad) indicated that they felt that high-MPG driving was 


important to them and both reported modifying their driving behavior, albeit to a lesser extent 


than Kim and Mary. In Kim’s case, her competitive nature both supported and undermined high-


MPG+ driving behavior in the case of city driving where other drivers were moving faster than 


her. She was simultaneously attempting to achieve high-MPG+, and distressed by being 


perceived as driving too slowly. It was not clear if her distress was mostly from social pressure to 


drive faster, general anxiousness about time, or a sense that driving too slowly was unsafe.  
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2E. PROJECT RESULTS: SOCIAL INFLUENCE 


Background 


“Transport planning and even more so transport modeling has ignored the social 
dimension of travel in the past. There is therefore no empirical literature to fall back on.”  
 Axhausen (2005, p127) 


As noted in Volume I, consumer perceptions of PHEVs can be complex and amorphous. Table 5 


presents a conceptualization of perceived PHEV benefits according to two dimensions: 


functional/symbolic and private/societal. From a functional perspective, consumers may interpret 


the desirability of a PHEV according to its ability to save them money on transportation, to 


improve drivetrain reliability, or to simply improve the experience of driving. PHEVs may also 


be perceived according to symbolic benefits—what the technology represents to others (Heffner, 


et al., 2007; Hirschman, 1981). Consumers may also value societal benefits (Brown, 2001), such 


as the PHEV’s ability to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution and foreign oil 


dependence. Further, such interpretations and reinterpretations may change over time (e.g. Gjoen 


and Hard, 2002). Thus, the assessment and adoption of electric-drive vehicles entails an ongoing 


social discourse about their functional, symbolic, and pro-societal benefits. Here we explore the 


role of social influence in the formation of car buyers’ interpretations of these benefits—that is, 


how an individual’s perceptions and behaviors regarding PHEVs can be affected and shaped by 


other people.  


Table 5: Conceptualization of PHEV benefits (hypothetical examples) 
 Functional Symbolic 
Private • Save money 


• Reliable 
• Fun to drive (experiential) 


• Expression of self-identity 
• Convey personal status to others 
• Attain group membership 


   


Societal • Reduce air pollution  
• Reduce global warming 
• Reduce oil use 


• Inspire other consumers 
• Send message to automakers, 


government, oil companies 


 


Transportation researchers are only beginning to explore the role of social influence in 


transportation behavior. Prior approaches to the study of travel and mobility typically ignore 
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social influence and either focus on aggregate patterns within a transportation system or market, 


or represent individuals as autonomous agents of self-interest, i.e. the rational actor model. 


Specific to alternative fuel vehicles, recent studies have attempted to introduce social factors to 


rational choice models, through the empirical estimation and inclusion of parameters 


representing preference changes as a new technology gains market share (e.g. Axsen, et al., 


2009; Mau, et al., 2008), word-of mouth effects (Struben and Sterman, 2008), and information 


search channels (van Rijnsoever, et al., 2009). However, these approaches still rely on 


aggregated representations of behavioral dynamics, in these examples loosely connected to 


empirical findings from diffusion research in other disciplines (e.g. Rogers, 2003), and ultimately 


yield little insight into the role of social interactions in vehicle purchase behavior.  


One challenge of social influence research is defining an appropriate unit of analysis. In place of 


the individual consumer or household, social influence researchers often turn to the social 


network—representations of the relationships among different consumers or agents in a given 


social system. However, methods of defining and mapping social networks are in their infancy. 


As noted by Bandura (2006, p123) the “right” network may change depending on context: “there 


is no single social network in a community that serves all purposes…different innovations 


engage different networks.” For instance, a social network can be defined by location, group 


membership, common attributes, kinship, roles, affection, interaction patterns, or flows of 


information, beliefs or resources (Borgatti, et al., 2009), and a given network can change over 


time (Feld, et al., 2007).  


Another challenge is that social influence itself is difficult to define, observe and measure. When 


relying on quantitative research approaches, researchers struggle to tease out the effects of social 


interactions from other events. Manski (2000, p128) calls this the reflection problem, where 


“data on outcomes do not reveal whether group behavior actually affects individual behavior, or 


group behavior is simply the aggregation of individual behaviors.” Manski (2000, p127) 


distinguishes between the “endogenous interactions” that are processes of social influence from 


those that are not, i.e., “contextual interactions” such as socioeconomic factors and “correlated 


effects” effects common to the entire group. For example, Christakis and Fowler (2007) reported 


that obesity is in part caused by social influence. However, a follow-up study that accounted for 


environmental factors i.e., one of Manski’s correlated effects, reported that the endogenous 
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social interactions are statistically insignificant (Cohen-Cole and Fletcher, 2008). For these 


reasons, some researchers suggest that data gathered through larger-scale survey methods may 


not yield sufficient insights into the role of social influence (e.g. Valente, 2005)—likely because 


such approaches typically measure social interactions in a superficial manner, if at all.  


Given the challenges of mapping social networks and observing social influence, we employ a 


qualitative research approach to explore these processes within the context of the PHEV Project. 


Rather than infer social influence effects from a large data set, we seek to “elicit them directly” 


from participants (Manski, 2000, p131). Echoing this point, Geertz (1973) explains the 


importance of eliciting “thick” description in behavior research, accounting for the context of 


observed behavior by recruiting the participant as expert and storyteller to explain social 


phenomena. Further, though quantitative researchers may resist the “subjectivity bias” inherent 


in such an approach, such subjectivity may be strength in the context of social influence, where it 


may be more useful “to measure a person’s perception of their world than to measure their actual 


world” (Borgatti, et al., 2009, p895). Our exploratory methodology investigates three research 


questions: 


1. What aspects of a car buyers’ social network are stimulated by their multi-week trial of a 
PHEV?  


2. Do interpersonal interactions play a significant role in a household’s assessment of the 
PHEV?  


3. If so, what types of interpersonal interactions are more influential (including discussions 
of functional, symbolic and societal benefits)?  


In this study we seek to observe social influence as it occurs through social interactions. We 


define a social interaction as a set of one or more social episode(s) (verbal or non-verbal 


communication) between the primary household and one other individual. 


Methods: Observing Interpersonal Influence 


Social influence occurs in part via social interactions, i.e. verbal and non-verbal communication 


between individuals. Social interactions take place within social networks, which, as noted 


above, can consist of multiple individuals connected by a wide variety of relationships. To study 


social influence, the methodology used here consists of four main components: i) mapping the 
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social networks of participating households, ii) stimulating the network through a multi-week 


PHEV trial and assessment, iii) observing the social interactions and interpersonal influence that 


occur within the network pertaining to the PHEV, iv) analyzing the observed social interactions, 


and v) synthesizing the results.  


Social network literature differentiates between analyses at the total network level versus those at 


the personal (or egocentric) level. A total network attempts to represent every link among all 


individuals in a given social system. Such an approach is feasible when researching a narrowly 


defined and bounded social network, such as mapping out relationships among employees at a 


small company, or farmers in a particular community. However, in most situations it is only 


feasible to collect data from different personal networks (Carrasco, et al., 2008; Degenne and 


Forse, 1994)—particularly when considering the broad, disparate nature of new vehicle buyers 


and the people that might influence or be influenced by them. A personal network is represented 


by: i) a primary individual or household (the ego), ii) the other individuals they are socially 


connected to (the alters), and iii) characterizations of the relationships, or ties, between all 


individuals (Carrasco, et al., 2008), i.e., between primary and alters and amongst alters (at a 


minimum as those relationships are perceived by the primary). In a sense, a personal network is a 


sample from a total network.  


The primary goal in the present study is not to construct a total network, but rather to map 


enough of a given PHEV demonstration participant’s personal network to permit the observation 


of social interactions and influence pertaining to the vehicle. That is, only a finding of no social 


influence would be susceptible to the argument that our method to map (admittedly partial) 


personal networks rather than total networks was inadequate. To implement this methodology, 


we selected a subsample of 10 participating households from the Project. We call each of these 


households a primary household. Each individual they identify in their personal network is an 


alter. We recruited several of these alters as secondary participants to take part in an online 


survey and phone interview. 


Eliciting personal network data can be very challenging, including efforts to scope network size, 


overcome limitations in respondent recall, and mitigate respondent burden (Carrasco, et al., 


2008; Marsden, 1990). In this project, we used a technique outlined by Hogan et al. (2007), 
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which assists participants in the creation of a sociogram—a graphical depiction of their personal 


network. Participants were asked to generate a list of “very close” and “somewhat close” 


contacts—terms kept intentionally vague—on a series of post-it notes, then arrange the names on 


a poster with four concentric circles that represent social proximity.  


Given the exploratory nature of these research questions, we followed a “multi-method” 


approach (McCracken, 1988, p28) including the instruments already described for the main 


Project sample, as well as a vehicle purchase history interview, the sociogram construction 


exercise, a social episode diary, and an influence ranking game. Figure 29 illustrates the study 


design according to one hypothetical personal network, following four stages that are described 


next. The components of each stage are also depicted in Figure 30 according to a timeline for one 


hypothetical primary household and secondary participant (though it doesn’t break these 


components down according to the four stages).  


 


Figure 29: Research design stages according to hypothetical personal network  
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Figure 30: Approximate timeline of research design 


 


The four stages of Figure 29 were implemented as follows. 


Stage 1: Contact primary household and elicit personal network.  


Along with being screened for eligibility and completing the online questionnaire, the subset of 


primary households engaged in an extended “network mapping” interview, including:  


1. Household vehicle purchase history and future: eliciting the primary household’s 
narratives of the vehicles currently and previously owned by the household, including the 
perceived benefits and drawbacks of each. The primary household was also asked to 
provide information about any potential future plans to purchase a new vehicle, including 
the primary objectives of purchase and any specific models that are being considered.  


2. Personal network mapping: identifying a core network of “very close” and “somewhat 
close” individuals according to the primary household’s criteria, but with prompts of 
several role categories, e.g. family and coworkers, and vehicle experts (e.g. those they 
would typically consult regarding the purchase of a new vehicle) and vehicle dependents 
(e.g. those that would consult them).  
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3. Instructions to recruit secondary participants: asking primary households to personally 
invite several network members to the study by phone, email, or personal contact. 
Secondary participants were promised monetary rewards. To encourage follow-through, 
primary households were asked to identify five to ten alters they would invite within the 
following week.   


4. Social-episode diary: providing a booklet and instructing primary households to make 
brief notes of any social episodes in which they discuss PHEVs, electric-drive 
technology, or vehicle purchases in general over the four to six-week period of the PHEV 
trial in Stage 3. The purpose of the diary was not to be an exhaustive record of social 
interactions, but rather to better stimulate participant recall during interviews. 


Stage 2: Collect baseline information from the personal network.  


Primary households were given about one week to recruit secondary participants. Primary 


households and recruited secondary participants were all requested to complete the online 


questionnaire before the PHEV trial began. The online questionnaire was nearly identical for 


secondary participants as the version used for primary households, but an additional set of 


questions confirmed the existence and nature of the relationships (connecting lines in the 


sociogram) as elicited from the primary household. 


Stage 3: Stimulate personal network with PHEV trial.  


In interview #2, researchers returned to commence the primary household’s PHEV trial. 


The primary household was given a brief introduction to the technology and guided test 


drive, and asked to provide an update of their social interactions. The household was 


asked to substitute the PHEV for one of their vehicles and thus integrate it into their 


lifestyle as if they owned the vehicle. During their trial, the household completed several 


tasks, including:  


1. The social episode diary. 


2. The online PHEV design questionnaire (survey Part 2). 


3. One or two midterm interviews (every two weeks) including updates of social 
episodes.  


4. A closing interview, consisting of questions regarding: 


a. The household’s overall experience with the PHEV (narrative). 


b. Recharging, driving, and fueling behavior. 
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c. The participant’s overall assessment of the PHEV, including functional, symbolic and 
pro-societal interpretations, and the dynamics of these interpretations over the course 
of their trial. 


d. Assessment of interests in future vehicle purchases (assisted by previously elicited 
responses in the PHEV design questionnaire). 


e. Social interactions with members of the personal network (and others) including the 
content and frequency and perceived importance of such discussions. 


f. An experience ranking exercise, considering three categories of experience: i) 
technology experiences, such as driving and recharging the PHEV; ii) social 
experiences, including each reported social interaction; and iii) research experiences, 
including each interview, survey and other tasks the household was asked to 
complete. These categories were selected to allow us to compare the influence of 
social experiences (the topic of this study) with two other categories of potentially 
influential experiences: interactions with the PHEV itself, and interactions with 
researchers. Researchers first compiled the list of experiences as elicited from 
previous interviews then allowed the household to add to or alter the list. Each 
experience was phrased to be as personal and specific as possible, using the 
participant’s own wording when possible. The household was then asked to rank each 
experience using a 10-point scale, with highly influential experiences assigned up to 
10 points, and non-influential experiences assigned as little as one point. 


Stage 4: Network questionnaire and selected interviews.  


At the close of the trial, secondary participants were again contacted to share their observations 


of the primary household’s PHEV trial. All secondary participants completed the online PHEV 


design questionnaire, which also elicited information about any social interactions that occurred 


with the primary household during the trial. Secondary participants also took part in a telephone 


interview eliciting details of any experience with the PHEV, interpretations of the vehicle during 


the primary household’s trial, specific social interactions with the primary household or others 


during the trial, and interests in future vehicle purchases.  


The Sample 


Figure 31 depicts the geographic distribution of the sub-sample of 10 primary households (18 


individuals) as well as the 22 secondary participants they recruited. All primary households and 


most secondary respondents reside in the Sacramento area—five secondary participants reside 


elsewhere (the San Francisco Bay Area, the Sierra Nevada foothills, and Pennsylvania). The 
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characteristics of this subsample are similar to the full Project sample on several criteria 


including the distribution of environmental beliefs, electric-drive knowledge, and PHEV design 


interests. Although the goal was not to necessarily produce a representative sample, participants 


in the social networks span a variety of ages, incomes, household sizes, and employment 


categories (see Table 6).  


Figure 31: Geographic distribution of primary households and secondary 
participants 
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Table 6: Characteristics of primary households and secondary participants 
For primary:  For secondary: Surname—


Primary 
only 


First name 
Primary 


Secondary 


Age Household 
income 


 


Demonstrated 
lifestyle practices 


Relation to 
primary Social 


proximity2 
Influence  Social 


proximity 
Influence 


Woods Billy 40s $100-124k Recreation       
 Pat (F) 40s $70-79k Family Girlfriend V. close Low  V. close High 
 June (J) 40s $80-89k Recreation Friend S. close High  V. close High 
 Chris (K) 40s $80-89k Recreation Friend S. close n/a  V. close High 
 Harry (R) 40s $125-149k Enviro./tech. Coworker Stranger High  Stranger Low 
           


Noel Rupert 40s $80-89k Family       
 Amy 40s $80-89k Family       
 John 60s $125-149k Family/tech. Coworker S. close Mod  Casual Mod 
 Ray 20s $70-79k Family Friend S. close High  V. close Mod 
 Anita 30s $125-149k Family Friend V. close Mod  V. close High 
            


Petrov Adam 60s $40-49k Tech./construction       
 Katrina 30s $40-49k Student       
 Pavel 20s $30-39k Rec./tech. Son V. close High  V. close Low 
           


Earhart Betty 30s $50-59k Work/family       
 Hazel 40s $50-59k Family Friend Casual Low  S. close Mod 
 Macy 20s $70-79k Student Daughter V. close High  V. close Low 
           


Stashe Darren 50s $100-124k Work/family       
 Pat 50s $100-124k Work/family       
 Cliff 30s $100-124k Work Coworker Casual Low  S. close Low 
 Melissa 20s $100-124k Student       
 Graham 20s $80-89k Recreation Friend S. close High  S. close Mod 
           


Ranchero Ed 30s $100-124k Family/tech.       
 Silvia 30s $100-124k Family       
           


Potter Ethel 50s >$150k Family       
 Jane 20s $40-49k Rec. Daughter V. close Mod  V. close Low 
 Christy 20s n/a Student/rec. Daughter V. close Low  V. close Mod 
 Tom 30s $70-79k Construction Son-in-law S. close Low  V. close Mod 
           


Fort Brett 40s $100-124k Family/rec.       
 Julie 20s $100-124k Student       
 Selena 40s $100-124k Family/rec. Wife V. close High  V. close High 
 Guy 30s $125-149k Tech. Neighbor S. close Low  V. close Mod 
 Lindsey 40s $60-69k Family Friend S. close Low  V. close Low 
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Table 6: continued: Characteristics of primary households and secondary participants 
For primary: For secondary: Surname—


Primary 
only 


First name 
Primary 
Secondary 


Age Household 
income 


 


Demonstrated 
lifestyle practices 


Relation to 
primary 


Social 
proximity2 


Influence 


 


Social 
proximity2 


Influence 


           
McAdam Craig 40s >$150k Enviro./tech.       
   Siobhan 40s >$150k Enviro.       
 Hannah 30s $20-29k Enviro. Friend V. close Mod  V. close High 
 Steve 40s >$150k Enviro./tech. Friend V. close Mod  V. close Mod 
           


Rhode Larry 40s >$150k Fam./enviro./tech.       
   Cheryl 30s >$150k Fam./enviro.       
 Nicole 50s $100-124k Fam./enviro. Neighbor S. close Low  S. close Low 
 Betty 30s $100-124k Fam./enviro. Friend S. close High  S. close Low 
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Table 6 also categorizes each participant according to demonstrated lifestyle practices. 


These categories were established by researchers based on observations from interviews 


and surveys, and often relate the participant’s interest in vehicles. For example, 


“recreation” participants devote much of their time to activities such as golfing, skiing or 


camping, and may describe considering such activities when selecting a vehicle for 


purchase. “Family” participants tend to spend most of their time with their children and 


perhaps extended family, and may select vehicles based on family concerns. 


“Environment” participants devote significant time and resources to environmental 


concerns, such as consistently recycling, buying organic foods, composting, and may 


have considered or purchased an HEV or fuel-efficient vehicle in the interest of reducing 


their environmental impacts. “Technology” participants are highly interested in 


researching and purchasing new products, such as those that have built or are planning to 


build their own EV. “Work” participants are career focused, “students” engage primarily 


in schooling activities with a limited income, and “construction” participants tend to be 


interested in pickup trucks that can haul tools and supplies.   


Results 


Mapping Social Networks 


To illustrate the methodology used to elicit network data, Figure 32 portrays the 


sociogram of Billy Woods, as well as the patterns of interaction observed within his 


network during his PHEV trial. Billy identified 44 people as “very close” or “somewhat 


close” as categorized on the y-axis. Circles closer to Billy, i.e., closer to the bottom of the 


figure, represent a closer social relationship to Billy. Billy mentioned or discussed the 


PHEV with 11 of these alters during his trial, identified by letters A through K. Billy also 


mentioned or discussed the PHEV with eight casual acquaintances (letters I through Q) 


who he did not place close to him in his network map, and one stranger that he met 


during his PHEV trial (letter R). Figure 32 also groups Billy’s social contacts according 


to his descriptions of how close they are to one another (with line thickness proportional 


to the strength of ties), with subgroups labeled where possible, such as “family,” 


“coworkers” and “golf buddies and friends.” Recruited secondary participants are 
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identified with a thicker circle (F, J, K and R). Finally, the darker shading in circles 


indicates that Billy considered interactions with that individual to have had relatively 


higher influence on his assessment of PHEV technology. Thus, his interactions with the 


stranger “R,” casual acquaintance “L,” and friends “D” and “E” were more influential to 


Billy than his interactions with family members “A” or “B,” his girlfriend “F,” or others. 


Figure 30 can be viewed as one map of Billy’s social network as well as an overview of 


how his PHEV trial stimulated this network.  


Table 6 also shows the primary households’ perspective of the social proximity of the 


secondary participants and the influence of interactions with them, as well as the 


perspective of secondary participants. These perspectives are not always symmetrical; for 


example, although “Chris” (K) considers Billy to be a very close friend who had a strong 


impact on his perception of PHEVs, Billy did not recall having spoken with Chris during 


his trial. Asymmetry occurs in the other direction also; Billy rated his interaction with a 


stranger who was an EV driver, Harry (R), to be highly influential, while Harry in turn 


did not consider the interaction to be influential for himself.  


Figure 32: Billy Woods’ Sociogram 
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Figure 33 compares the number and distribution of alters across all 11 social networks 


(one household constructed two networks—one for the parents and one for the daughter). 


In total, 562 alters were identified, with the majority being classified as very close (43 


percent) or somewhat close (40 percent), followed by the casual acquaintances (14 


percent) and strangers (4 percent). The former two categories were intended to be 


exhaustive, but the latter two categories were identified by primary households via social 


interactions that occurred during the PHEV trial. The total number of close alters per 


household ranged from a high of 101 (the Noels), to a low of 24 (Betty Earhart). In terms 


of alters per person (six networks include two primary participants or egos), the number 


ranges from 51 (again the Noels) to a low of 13 (the Petrovs and the Rancheros). The 


mean and mode of close alters per participant (29 and 25, respectively) are higher than 


those yielded by another study (24 and 21) using a similar methodology in a different 


region (Hogan, et al., 2007). One explanation could be sampling differences, such as the 


different regional context or the smaller sample size perhaps being skewed by one or 


more particularly large networks. Also, the present study allowed more opportunities for 


primary households to “correct” their social network by presenting their sociogram at 


each interview—participants often added alters they had forgotten during initial 


construction of their sociogram (the previous study used only one interview).  


Figure 33 also portrays the distribution of social interactions regarding the PHEV 


reported by each primary household. As noted above, we define a social interaction as a 


set of one or more social episode(s) (verbal or non-verbal communication) between the 


primary household and one other individual. For example, although Billy Woods 


discussed the PHEV with June on almost a daily basis during his trial, this set of episodes 


is recorded as one social interaction. When Billy Woods discussed the PHEV with a 


group of three co-workers, three separate interactions are recorded (one for each co-


worker). Further, an interaction does not require face-to-face or verbal communication—


it may consist of an email, a written note, or a meaningful body gesture such as a wave of 


the hand or nod of the head. Using this definition, the ten primary households reported a 


total of 275 social interactions over the course of their PHEV trials, ranging from 33 (the 


Noels) to 15 (Ed Ranchero) per primary’s network, or 24 (Ethel Potter) to 13 (the Petrovs 


and the Rhodes) per individual. The majority of interactions took place with very close 
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(33 percent) or somewhat close (32 percent) alters, followed by casual acquaintances (26 


percent) and strangers (9 percent). However, this distribution varies substantially across 


social networks (Figure 33).  


Figure 33: Number of alters and interactions per primary’s network, by 
social proximity 
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Do Social Interactions Matter? 


We use these reported social interactions to investigate the role of social influence. As 


noted in the methods section, the primary household provided their assessment of the 


PHEV vehicle technology in Stage 3 of the research design. Afterwards, they were 


consulted to help generate a list of their various experiences during their PHEV trial, then 


asked to rank how influential each experience was over their assessment of the vehicle. 


For illustration, Table 7 summarizes Ethel Potter’s ranking of experiences. For Ethel, the 


most influential experiences with the PHEV technology were i) regularly using it to 


commute to and from work, and ii) a moment where the Prius monitor showed her she 


had achieved 89 miles per gallon for a given trip. Her most influential social experience, 


which was ranked on par with the two technology experiences, was talking with one of 


her daughters that was enthusiastic and supportive of the PHEV. Her most influential 


research experience was interview #2, where researchers first dropped off the PHEV and 


explained the technology. At the bottom of Table 7 are experiences she ranked as having 


little influence over her PHEV assessment, such as refueling the PHEV, telling two 


uninterested coworkers about her PHEV trial, and reading the “PHEVs Buyers’ Guide” 


for the online survey.  


Figure 34 summarizes the distribution of rankings across all 10 households. Seven out of 


10 primary households ranked at least one social interaction as being highly influential, 


and nine out of 10 rank at least one as moderately influential. This comparison does not 


tally up experiences from each category to determine a “winner,” but is instead provided 


to yield one answer to our first research question. The high ranking of at least some social 


interactions across the majority social networks suggest that indeed, social interactions 


play a significant role in participants’ assessment of PHEVs. 


Under What Conditions do Social Interactions Matter? 


We next try to understand why some social interactions are ranked as more influential 


than others. To look for patterns among the 275 reported interactions, we view 


distributions and employ simple statistical analyses. To guide this exploration, we 
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consider five categories of characteristics that may explain why some interactions are 


more influential, including: 


1. The relationship between the primary household and alter, including role 
category, social proximity and tendency to discuss vehicles. 


2. The mode of the interaction, including face-to-face (verbal or non-verbal), 
phone, or electronic, e.g., e-mail, instant messaging or online social 
networking.  


3. The types of PHEV benefits or attributes addressed in the interaction, i.e., 
private vs. societal and functional vs. symbolic.  


4. Prior experience with alternative-fuel technology on the part of the primary 
household or the alter. 


5. The presence or absence of pro-environmental values for the primary 
participant and the alter.  


 


Table 7: Ethel Potter’s Ranking of Socio-Technical Experiences  
Type of Experience Rank 


Technology Social (talking with…) Research 
More influential experiences   
 
9-10 


• Driving to/from work 
• Getting 89 mpg  • Daughter 1 • Interview #2 


 
8-9 • Initial test drive • Daughter 2 • Initial phone call 


• Interview #4 
 
7-8 


• Driving to/from Grass Valley 
• Driving to run errands 


• Irrigation repairman  
• Husband • Interview #3 


 
6-7 • Comparing MPG with the fleet 


• Coworker 1    • Boss 
• Daughter 3     • Pottery teacher 
• Sister 


 


 
5-6 


• Watching mpg reading 
• Watching Prius monitor 


• Daughter 4 
• Pottery student • Interview #1 


4-5 • Visiting V2Green website 
• Using only the battery on highway 


• Daughter 5 
• Friend 1 
• Solar panel salesman 


 


 
3-4 


• Plugging in at home 
• Watching the battery deplete 


• Daughter’s boyfriend 
• Son  


 
2-3 • Refueling the PHEV • Friend 2 


• Daughter 6 
• Invitation letter 
• Online survey part 1 


1-2  
• Friend 3    • Coworker 2 
• Friend       • Church Guy 
• Coworker 3 


• Online survey part 2 
• PHEV Buyers’ Guide 


 
0-1    


Less influential experiences   
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Figure 34: Primary household’s ranked influence of their PHEV trial 
experiences over their PHEV assessment 
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the second model only includes statistically significant categories. Each factor is 


explained below:  


Relation with alter: We considered three measures of relations between the primary 


household and alter. First is the role category, including family, friend, coworker, 


neighbor or other. Across the 275 reported interactions, we find no evidence of 


association between the alters’ role category and the ranked influence of the social 


interaction.  


A second measure of relation is whether the primary and alter typically discuss vehicle 


purchases. When primary household’s constructed their sociogram in Interview #2, they 


were asked to identify alters they had talked to regarding a previous vehicle purchase, 


alters they might talk to regarding a future vehicle purchase, and alters that would likely 


talk to them in such a situation. We categorize the 63 reported social interactions with 


these alters as occurring with “typical vehicle discussants.” A two-way test of 


independence between this category and ranked interaction influence suggests there is no 


association (X2 = 1.594, df = 2, p-value = 0.45), which is supported by regression results. 


The third relational measure is social proximity, which we employed in construction of 


the primary households’ sociograms. This factor is found to be statistically significant in 


the logistic regression, as well as a two-way test of independence (X2 = 16.91, df = 6, p-


value < 0.01). Interestingly, the standardized residuals in Table 10 indicate the 


relationship may not be linear; interactions with very close alters and strangers may be 


more influential, while interactions with somewhat close alters and casual acquaintances 


may be less influential. Figure 35 visually depicts this relationship for all primary 


households, and illustrates differences among households with two examples. Billy 


Woods’ (recreation-oriented lifestyle) most influential social interactions take place with 


alters from each category of social proximity, including several casual acquaintances. In 


contrast, the Noels (family-oriented lifestyle) only ranked interactions with very close or 


somewhat close alters to have high or moderate influence—particularly the very close 


alters. The non-linear association depicted in Table 10 may be a product of aggregating 


such differing patterns across households. 
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Table 8: Characteristics of interactions 
Factor (reference)  Number Percent 
Relation with alter    
    Role category  Family 49 17.8% 
 Friend 84 30.5% 
 Coworker 85 30.9% 
 Neighbor 18 6.5% 
 Other 39 14.2% 
    


    Typical vehicle discussant  Yes 63 22.9% 
 No 212 77.1% 
    


    Social proximity Very close 89 32.7% 
 Somewhat close 87 31.6% 
 Casual Acquaintance 75 27.3% 
 Stranger 23 8.4% 
    


Mode of interaction Face-to-face verbal 250 90.9% 
     Face-to-face non-verbal 7 2.5% 
 Phone 10 3.6% 
 Electronic 8 2.9% 
    


PHEV benefits discussed    
    Private vs. societal Private 241 87.6% 
 Societal 34 12.4% 
    


    Functional vs. symbolic Functional 258 93.8% 
 Symbolic  17 6.2% 
    


Alt-fuel experience    
    Primary owns HEV Yes 57 20.7% 
 No 218 79.3% 
    


    Alter has alt-fuel experience Yes 22 8.0% 
 No 253 92.0% 
    


Pro-environmental values    
    Demonstrated by primary  Yes 110 40.0% 
 No 165 60.0% 
    


    Reported for alter Yes 22 8.0% 
 No 253 92.0% 
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Table 9: Logistic regression model predicting rated influence of social 
interactions 
 Full Model  Reduced Model 


Factor (reference) Estimate SE  Estimate SE 
Intercept 0.05 1.05  0.26 0.47 
Relation with alter      
    Role Category (family)      
      Friend -0.23 0.24    
      Coworker -0.14 0.29    
      Neighbor 0.49 0.41    
      Other -0.08 0.38    
    Typical vehicle discussant -0.12 0.21    
    Proximity (very close)      
      Somewhat close -0.69 0.24**  -0.53 0.18** 
      Casual -0.80 0.28**  -0.71 0.20** 
      Stranger -0.71 0.40  -0.52 0.30 
Mode of interaction (FTF verbal)      
    FTF non-verbal 0.37 0.72    
    Phone -0.51 0.42    
    Electronic 0.29 0.42    
PHEV benefits discussed      
    Societal (private) 1.42 0.34**  1.45 0.30** 
    Symbolic (functional) -0.21 0.43    
Alt-fuel experience      
    Primary owns HEV -0.79 0.34*  -0.89 0.27** 
    Alter has alt-fuel experience 0.94 0.34**  1.02 0.31** 
Environmental values      
    Primary -0.22 0.21    
    Alter 0.52 0.39    
      


r-square 0.247   0.219  
Log-likelihood -134.0   -138.9  
AIC 267.9   277.8  
* p< 0.05  ** p < 0.01 


 


Mode of Interaction: Of the 275 recorded interactions, the vast majority involved face-


to-face verbal communication (91 percent). Seven interactions involved face-to-face non-


verbal communication, such as a friendly wave on the highway, a jogger’s look of 


surprise, and a neighbor’s hand motion indicating the PHEV looked expensive. 10 


interactions were based on phone calls, and eight involved electronic forms of 


communication, including e-mail, instant messaging, and in one instance a PHEV-related 
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posting on Facebook (an on-line social networking tool). We find no statistical evidence 


of association between the mode of interaction and ranked influence.  


 


Table 10: Contingency table of rated influence by social proximity 
(standardized residuals in brackets)  
 Ranked Influence  
Social Proximity High Moderate Low Total 
Very close 22 


(2.81) 
22 


(1.52) 
46 


(-3.39) 
90 


Somewhat close 12 
(-0.57) 


12 
(-1.57) 


63 
(1.73) 


87 


Casual acquaintance 5 
(-2.51) 


13 
(-0.50) 


57 
(2.32) 


75 


Stranger 4 
(0.24) 


6 
(0.87) 


13 
(-0.90) 


23 


Total 43 53 179 275 


 


PHEV attributes discussed: Considering the typology of potential PHEV benefits in 


Table 5, researchers categorized the interactions reported by participants according to 


whether they discussed PHEV benefits that were private or societal, and functional or 


symbolic. Billy Woods provides examples of interactions for each category, where in 


different contexts he discussed the PHEV’s: ability to reduce fuel costs (private-


functional), his belief the car would be perceived as unattractive at nightclubs (private-


symbolic), ability to help the environment (societal-functional), and link to a broader 


vision of alternative-fuel mobility (societal-symbolic). Across households, the vast 


majority of reported interactions focused on private (88 percent) and functional (94 


percent) aspects of the PHEV technology. Two-way tests of independence suggest that 


interactions are more likely to be ranked as more influential if societal benefits were 


discussed rather than just private benefits (X2 = 38.51, df = 2, p-value < 0.0001), and if 


symbolic benefits were discussed rather than just functional benefits (X2 = 25.69, df = 2, 


p-value < 0.0001). However, the logistic regression indicates that the discussion of 


symbolic benefits becomes insignificant when controlling for other factors.  
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Figure 35: Social interactions: rated influence by social proximity (all 
interactions, Billy Woods and the Noels) 


 
 


Alternative-fuel vehicle experience: We considered two measures of alternative-fuel 


experience that might relate to social influence. First is whether the primary household 


owns an HEV, which accounts for 57 social interactions (in the Rhodes’ and McAdams’ 


social networks). Second is whether the alter has previous alternative-fuel experience 


(accounting for 22 social interactions), including current or previous HEV ownership, 


building their own EV, or other demonstrated interest and knowledge in alternative-


energy issues, such as membership in related social groups. Both factors are statistically 


significant, where social interactions are more likely to be ranked as influential if the 


primary household does not own an HEV, and if the alter has some alternative-fuel 


experience.  


Pro-environmental values:  We also consider whether the primary household or alter 


demonstrate pro-environmental values: neither is statistically associated with ranked 


social influence. 
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 


Putting Discussion and Conclusions in Context 


The total sample of 67 households at once conforms to the sampling plan initiated during 


the first year of the Project and expands the geographic region from which the sample 


was drawn. The description of the sample and how it differs from other samples of 


households is therefore much the same as described in Volume I. Conclusions regarding 


PHEV designs and energy effects are amplifications of those reported in Volume I, 


reading very similarly in their substance. In contrast, the discussions of the use of 


narrative, the effects of energy instrumentation feedback, and the role of social networks 


all contain discussion of new results, as well as substantive elaborations and extensions of 


the earlier conclusions. 


The PHEVs used throughout the Project were conversions of Toyota Priuses using 


A123Systems’ conversion. The conversion involved the installation of a 5KWh 


(nominal) lithium-ion battery in the spare tire well and the necessary electrical and 


communications connections to incorporate the battery into the vehicle’s drive system 


and to recharge the battery. The battery charged from a standard US three-prong, 


grounded, 110-volt outlet. A “fully” discharged battery takes approximately five hours to 


recharge. The PHEV-conversions were still subject to the underlying architecture and 


control strategy of the stock vehicle. Notably, during CD mode, the vehicles more or less 


continuously “blend” electricity and gasoline to power the car, though using far more 


electricity in CD than CS operation. It was easier, though by no means easy, to keep the 


ICE off during CD mode in the PHEV-conversions than in a stock Prius.  


One way to measure the performance of a particular technical specification for a PHEV is 


to recast it in terms of the range of realized performances based on our participants’ 


driving and recharging behaviors. In this way the vehicle used in this project is updated 


from a similar characterization in Volume I to be:  


1. A PHEV that operates in blended mode during CD operation; 
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2. In exchange for about 4KWh of grid-electricity, it will achieve (47 to 120) mpg 
(gasoline-only) during CD operation; 


3. CD operation will last for (24 to 40) miles using a definition of CD range that 
references only when the switch from CD to CS operation occurs;  


4. Achieves (34 to 57) mpg in CS operation (where percent improvement in CD 
operation is positively correlated with CS fuel economy across drivers), and; 


5. Drivers achieved changes in total tank/battery-to-wheels energy intensity ranging 
from a (7 percent increase to a 32 percent reduction).  


The ranges of CD, CS, and total energy performance above are explained in part by 


differences in aggressiveness of accelerations, top speeds, mixes of driving on surface 


street vs. freeway, amenability to playing energy conservation games through the 


information interfaces, and travel and recharging behavior affecting the match between 


miles driven per recharging interval and each driver’s realized CD range. One measure to 


encapsulate all of this is the percent of miles driven in CD operation. The particular 


vehicles used in this Project were driven, on average across the households’ last week of 


their PHEV trials, in CD operation for 49 percent of their total miles (a reduction from 


the 53 percent measured across the first 34 households); the range across household 


means was 0 to 100 percent. The zero value is from a household who had decided by 


their final week that recharging did not make a big enough difference to them. The lowest 


non-zero value, as an indication of the values by households who were at least still 


engaged with the question of recharging, was 13 percent. It is unsurprising, but 


important, that the range within a single household across their recharging intervals can 


be as large, e.g., from less than two to 100 percent in one household. 


As before, the results of the PHEV Demonstration and Market Research Project are put 


into context partly through comparison to a large-sample internet-based survey of new 


car buyers. That survey was based on a nationally representative sample, with over-


samples of California and northern California. 


The Project households were selected, in part, because they could recharge the PHEV-


conversions at their homes. This makes them a sub-set of all car-owning households and 


of all new-car buying households. While this makes them suitable to model the behaviors 
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of other people who can recharge a PHEV at home, clearly their behaviors should not be 


simply extrapolated to the entire car market.51  


Almost all socio-economic and demographic differences between the Project households 


(measured as a group) and the general population and the population of new-car buying 


households flow from this initial recharging capability condition. The Project participants 


were skewed toward people with higher incomes and education—even compared to our 


California and northern California over-samples. Respondents in all three of our CA-


based samples were much more likely to be between the ages of 35 and 54 than the 


general population. Our Project and survey respondents were more likely to live in 


detached homes than the general population. The gender balance of the Project 


participants did tip slightly toward more women than men during the second year, but 


remains similar to that of the general US, California, and California over-sample of new 


car buying households. 


Other than these general correlations between income, education, home ownership and 


new vehicle buying, the Project households still cannot be considered to be so pro-PHEV, 


so pro-electric-drive technology, or so pro-environmental compared to other samples of 


new car buyers as to skew Project participants’ reports in favor of PHEVs. The Project 


sample contains a slightly higher percentage of people who state that air quality, climate 


change and oil dependence are “serious problem[s], and immediate action is necessary” 


than in the California and northern California over-samples. The differences remain slight 


and we judge them to be unlikely to make a substantive difference to any conclusions we 


may draw between the samples. For example, a rank order of the urgency of these three 


economic-environmental problems is the same across these three samples: air pollution 


first, followed in order by dependence on foreign oil, and climate change.  


There was little to distinguish the knowledge of electric drive vehicles of the Project 


participants from the survey respondents—except on the specific issue of plug-in hybrids. 


                                                 


51 We judged it more important to learn what we can from people capable of regularly recharging a PHEV 
than to attempt to represent the entire population of car-owning households by including households who 
cannot regularly recharge at home. 
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Across all samples, very high percentages of respondents knew that a plug-in hybrid can 


be both fueled and plugged-in; the highest percentage was among our Project 


participants. There were a few opportunities for “information leaks” about PHEVs to 


respondents in the present Project: notably, the information unavoidably provided to 


households when the PHEV was first delivered.52  


Most Project participants faced lower gasoline prices during their PHEV trial month than 


did the prior survey respondents. However, the first Project participants were paying well 


in excess of $4.00 per gallon for gasoline in August 2008. Whether they faced higher 


gasoline prices during their PHEV trial period or whether they simply recall such higher 


prices from last summer, we expect that all other Project participants may be more 


sensitive to the uncertainty of gasoline prices than the national and California survey 


respondents. This may make Project participants less like our prior survey respondents, 


but more like their peers, i.e., all present day car-buying households who have lived 


through this same history of gasoline prices. 


PHEV Design Conclusions 


PHEVs (still) aren’t about all-electric driving; they’re about high fuel economy 


As stated in the conclusions to Volume I, we found more evidence to support our prior 


conclusion from the large-sample survey that consumers create PHEV designs that 


emphasize (gasoline-only) fuel economy in CD and CS mode and found no evidence to 


contradict our prior finding of low demand at present for PHEVs offering all-electric 


operation in CD mode. Most respondents in both studies and across both design games 


designed PHEVs that relied on blended operation in CD mode, i.e., designs that 


emphasized improvements in (gasoline-only) fuel economy over designs that emphasized 


all-electric driving. While it is possible that the Project participants PHEV designs were 


“anchored” by their driving a blended-mode PHEV that does not easily provide all-


                                                 


52 The questions about electric-drive knowledge were part of a longer, more substantive questionnaire that 
could not be administered until after the household was fully enrolled in the Project, which occurred when 
the vehicle was delivered. 
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electric operation throughout its CD range, it remains the case that experience with a 


PHEV did not lead Project participants to be more likely to emphasize all-electric CD 


operation than our prior survey respondents who had no PHEV experience. This 


conclusion is further supported by the relatively greater emphasis that respondents across 


all samples placed on improving the fuel economy of the vehicle in CS operation than in 


either dimensions of CD performance: all-electric (vs. blended) operation and longer CD 


driving range. Further, only a tiny subset combined both all-electric driving and 40 miles 


CD range (the longest CD range offered in the games) 


The substantive conclusions drawn from the PHEV designs created by the additional 


households who participated in the Project since Volume 1 of this report was written 


support those of that initial volume: the variety of PHEV designs created by survey 


respondents and Project participants suggests there is still opportunity for automakers to 


explore and develop different PHEV designs and for policy makers to design appropriate 


packages of incentives, social marketing, and requirements. Within this variety of designs 


however, we continue to find little evidence of inherent demand for all-electric operation 


in CD mode—though we cannot presently exclude the possibility of participants 


anchoring on what is now familiar to them, i.e., blended rather than all-electric CD 


operation.  


Our respondents PHEV designs suggest the possibility of a trajectory over time of PHEV 


and electric-drive market development. Our respondents are designing PHEVs that are far 


more technologically and financially feasible than “experts” assume. In particular, most 


of those designs provide some all-electric driving, as even PHEVs that use blended 


operation in CD mode afford some all-electric driving. If we start with these less 


aggressively electric designs, then over subsequent market and vehicle generations, the 


electric capabilities of PHEVs can be increased as costs come down—due to learning by 


doing, technology development, and improved designs—at the same time that more 


consumers have learned to value increased electric-drive capabilities. 
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Project results do differ from survey results in some important ways 


These results contrast with the findings of Heffner et al.’s (2009) interviews with 


“pioneer” PHEV conversion drivers who exhibited strong interest in maximizing CD 


range and moving toward all-electric operation—effectively to approach the capabilities 


of pure electric vehicles. This difference suggests that while all-electric CD operation 


may be particularly attractive to a small subset of consumers, including those who 


already have extensive knowledge and experience with electric vehicles, at this point in 


time most households who buy new vehicles are more interested in high fuel economy, 


even after completing a multi-week trial with a PHEV that affords little practical all-


electric operation CD mode, i.e., a blended CD mode PHEV. 


Participation in the Project appears to have decreased the importance of improvements in 


recharging speed compared to prior survey respondents, but Project participants are 


selected in part because they are able to recharge at home. Project participants are 


somewhat more likely to design a PHEV for their next new vehicle—rather than revert to 


a conventional vehicle—than are the survey respondents. Project participants are also 


more likely to choose a HEV as a likely next new vehicle. 


The wide variety of PHEV designs created by survey respondents and Project participants 


support the notion of a “blank slate” early PHEV market, where early buyers may have 


little in the way of PHEV performance expectations. That is, not only is there room for a 


variety of technical pathways, but also there is room for multiple meanings of PHEVs. 


Evidence of this will be reported in the section on household narratives where we 


describe the additional themes that emerged from the later participants. 


If it’s not about all-electric driving now, can it be in the future? 


The wide variety of PHEV designs created by survey respondent and Project participants 


supports the conclusion that the car-buying pubic has widely varying, and perhaps as yet 


unformed, PHEV performance expectations. Their desired PHEV designs and capabilities 


may be subject to change. Project participants and survey respondents had little pre-


existing understanding of PHEVs and the responses we elicited may be sensitive to the 
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PHEV information we provided. As information about PHEV technology, costs, benefits, 


and meanings are transmitted throughout the population interest in PHEV attributes and 


performances could shift. For example, all-electric CD operation could become more 


meaningful to car buyers as they gain experience with all-electric operation and as they 


participate in the process of identifying just what all-electric operation means to people. 


In the meantime, this analysis provides a baseline of market potential—one that could be 


subject to influence. The messages and actions of policymakers, automakers, electric 


utilities, and other interest groups could have significant influence over future 


development of PHEVs. 


Recharging Conclusions 


Households were selected in part because of their capability to recharge a PHEV at home. 


Further, they are all driving one specific incarnation of what a PHEV can be. For these 


reasons, and because of the probable correlations between PHEV performance 


capabilities and driving and recharging behaviors, the specific numerical results of this 


section should be interpreted with appropriate caution.  


That said, the households participating in this Project are, on average, plugging-in these 


PHEV conversions a little more than once per day, and do so more often on weekdays 


than weekend days. There is large variation though even in the mean number of daily 


plug-in events across households—from zero to 2.6 mean plug-in events per weekday 


and zero to 4.0 per weekend day. The higher average frequency of plugging-in on 


weekdays is associated with 1) some incidence of recharging at work on weekdays by a 


few households, and 2) recharging at home during weekdays by retired households, 


telecommuters, and homemakers. Overall frequency of plugging-in on weekend days is 


lower not only because there is no workplace recharging taking place, but because the 


PHEVs may be away from home and thus away from the primary or sole recharging 


location, or the householders may be away from home in a vehicle other than the PHEV.  


Compared to the first 34 households, differences in the sample mean of the household 


means of weekday and weekend day frequency of plug-in events and the range of such 


household means are slight.  
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Comparing electricity availability and instantaneous power demand provides a picture of 


aggregate recharging behavior and potential electricity grid impacts for weekdays and 


weekend days, illustrating both when these vehicles could have been recharged and when 


recharging actually occurred. In general, most households plugged in their vehicles after 


4:00pm on weekdays and left them plugged in until 6:00am. While the electricity demand 


from vehicles being plugged in between 5:00 and 6:00pm creates a rapid increase in grid 


electricity demand, the differences between the “availability” and “demand” curves show 


there is opportunity to shift recharging to presently existing off-peak electricity demand 


periods. Compared to weekdays, weekends present even greater opportunity to time-shift 


grid power for the vehicles since 1) fewer are plugged in, 2) those that are plugged in 


require less electricity to fully recharge, and 3) those that are plugged in tend to remain 


plugged in longer into the next morning.  


While the electricity availability and instantaneous power demand represent what 


happened across the Project households’ PHEV trials, it is important to emphasize that 


individual household charging behavior, vehicle use, and vehicle performance varied 


across days, recharging intervals, and trips. Essentially, while we have accurately 


represented households’ last week of driving the PHEV conversion, that record of actual 


driving during the PHEV trial may not be representative of every week or month of a 


household’s life—just as any week may vary in its representativeness of a households 


travel during any period.  


The total energy savings and gasoline (tank-to-wheels) displaced by electricity (battery-


to-wheels) from households driving of the particular PHEV-conversion used in this 


research were modest in aggregate and highly variable across households. Those 


households who were able to closely match the distances between plug-in events to their 


achieved CD range were able to achieve greater percentage total energy (gasoline plus 


electricity) reductions through the substitution of electricity for gasoline. These 


households achieve higher percentages of CD mode driving because either, their common 


daily travel was less than their achieved CD range or they had access to away-from-home 


(and in this case, workplace) recharging so that they recharged multiple times per day.  
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Total Energy, with and without recharging 


In contrast to Volume I where we analyzed whole months of driving, recharging, and 


energy data, in Volume II we limit the period of analysis to the households’ final week 


driving the PHEV. We compared the total energy (gasoline plus electricity) used by the 


households to drive the PHEV-conversions for the last week of their PHEV trial to the 


gasoline they would have used had they not recharged at all.53 This is a close 


approximation to the question, “What difference does it make that this PHEV-conversion 


can be plugged into the electrical grid?” Though we generally stress the behavioral 


differences that affect results, here we also stress that the specific numeric results also 


depend on the particular PHEV-conversion used in this Project. On average, the 


households saved about one gallon of gasoline per week at the “cost” of 18.4 kWh, or 


0.054 gallons per kWh tank/battery-to-wheels compared to if they had not recharged at 


all. Reductions in gasoline consumption ranged from as little as 0.1 to 5 gallons over the 


final week of PHEV driving and recharging. Grid-electricity use varied from 3.8 to 47 


kWh. The amount of electricity substituted for gasoline was related to the ability of a 


household to match their vehicle’s recharging interval to their achieved CD range. 


Households achieved percent of miles driven in CD operation ranged from 15 to 100 


percent for their final week. Approximately half of Project households were able to drive 


63 percent or more of the vehicles miles in CD operation during that last week. 


Such analysis of total energy is entirely a construction of the analysts—no household 


created an integrated accounting of both their gasoline and electricity use. Not even those 


few households who used the website presenting measures of gasoline and electricity use 


and estimates of costs for both had any idea how much electricity they used or what it 


cost them. A few households have remarked how hard it is to see their electricity use 


through their monthly utility bill.  


                                                 


53 In general, we do not compare the PHEV to the households’ own vehicles. The households varied widely 
in the extent to which they substituted the PHEV for one household vehicle. The PHEV was often driven 
more miles than would any household vehicle have been driven.  
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Recharging Habits and Etiquette: Infrastructure isn’t the only barrier 


Borrowing from the conclusions from the narrative analysis, we learned that most 


households spoke about recharging becoming part of their daily routine, similar to 


recharging a cell phone or feeding the dog. For a few households, the task took on the 


slightly negative connotation of “chore” rather than a habit or routine. But the majority of 


the Project participants said plugging-in the PHEV was easy and not a hassle. (The 


exception was the extension cord—almost universally households observed that a 


retractable cord would be a welcome design change.) Most people recharged at home 


because of the time needed to recharge the battery, availability of an electrical outlet, and 


safety of the car (and cord). Most stated that recharging at night was ideal because they 


could plug-in the car when they got home and un-plug it in the morning before heading to 


work. Several were concerned about plugging in their car if it was parked outside of their 


garage for fear of a tripping hazard or someone stealing the cord. 


Some looked for recharging at local malls, job sites, or during out of town trips; none 


found it easy to locate an appropriate outlet. Many situations in which people did not 


recharge away from home can be interpreted as a lack knowledge about the of etiquette 


regarding recharging behavior: people were unsure if asking to plug in would be seen as 


rude or presumptive. Several participants specifically related that they did not ask to 


recharge at the houses of friends or family because they were unsure whether it was 


appropriate.  


It can also be said that it is not merely the lack of knowledge by the Project drivers of 


recharging etiquette, but the lack of a set of social norms and rules altogether. Electric 


vehicle drivers in California in the 1990s did develop some informal rules about sharing 


the limited number of public EV recharging locations. But those EV drivers were too 


small a group to have created a set of more widely recognized and accepted social norms 


regarding the use of electrical outlets over which the driver does not have sole control, 


e.g., at home. Ironically, in and around the cities of Sacramento and Davis, CA the 


lingering presence of public EV parking and recharging facilities caused discussion and 


confusion on the part of some Project participants who recalled hearing about or seeing 
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such facilities. Those who actually sought out this EV infrastructure were disappointed to 


find it did not have the appropriate electrical outlet for their PHEV. While some of these 


Project drivers questioned whether they were allowed to park in these EV spaces, others 


simply assumed they were allowed. 


Narrative Conclusions 


Narrative methods allow people to express their beliefs and the motivations behind their 


actions to researchers, policymakers, and manufacturers. These insights from the 


households in the Project are distilled into the following themes: changing driving 


behavior, recharging habits and etiquette, confusion, payback, saving money, collective 


benefits, prior expectations, and the future. The last four are elaborations on our prior 


meaning of payback and additional themes to those heard from the first year’s 


participants. The themes that were expressed in these narratives suggest new hypotheses, 


probable reactions to policies, and desired PHEV capabilities. 


Some participants changed how they drove the car after seeing their instantaneous fuel 


economy; others drove the PHEV as any other car, and specifically like they had no 


control over energy use. Some likened plugging in the PHEV to recharging a cell 


phone—part of their daily routine—but were hesitant to recharge the PHEV away from 


their homes due to a lack of etiquette and concerns for safety. Such people may feel 


workplace and public recharging locations solve the problems of social relations as much 


as increasing their use of electricity. Many people were confused about the state of 


charge of the battery; this influenced how often they recharged. Some were concerned 


about the cost of the PHEV and payback; they saw PHEVs as helping with environmental 


problems but wondered how much they were paying to do so. Others simply calculated 


their cost savings based on gasoline prices and did not complete a payback analysis. Most 


participants were disappointed with the distance they could drive “on the battery” and 


had expected it to last longer. Many households valued the PHEV as a car of the future, 


and some specifically of their future.  


One implication of this research is who would be interested in purchasing a PHEV. It 


may seem reasonable to assume that only people who understood how PHEVs work and 
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could discern what the differences between the PHEV and a standard car meant to them 


would be interested in purchasing a PHEV. This research indicates otherwise: throughout 


the Project there were households who had no discernment before or after the trial, yet 


were interested in purchasing a PHEV; Nancy is an example. Despite her lack of 


understanding or discernment, Nancy is excited about the idea of a PHEV. Several times 


during her interviews she asked if she could by a PHEV such as the one she drove: “I 


really would like to buy one with a plug if I could afford it, because I really feel like I am 


getting the most for my money when I use the electricity.” In contrast, the Polluck’s, who 


like Nancy were unable to discern the difference a PHEV would make at either the start 


or end of their trial, had no interest in purchasing a PHEV. The Polluck’s (lack of) 


interest in a PHEV was shaped by their lack of recharging; Mr. Polluck drove the car to a 


night-shift job and Mrs. Polluck drove the car during the day. Thus they further lacked 


discernment of the difference between a conventional Prius and a plug-in Prius. The 


Fort’s began their trial with no discernment and ended their trial discerning the 


differences between PHEVs and standard vehicles. Brett’s interest in comparing the 


PHEV to other possible commuter cars appeared shallow. Selena Fort, though, remains a 


moving force in their household. Despite the fact she did not drive the PHEV, her 


evolving sensibilities about pro-environmental behaviors—even, or especially because 


the conflict with her sensibilities about large trucks—may provide further impetus for 


considering PHEVs in the future. Both Octavia and the Kermode’s however, were 


interested in purchasing a PHEV after moving from a lack of discernment to discernment. 


The experience driving the PHEV-conversion had allowed them for the first time to 


consider how to relate their concerns for the environment to their day-to-day mobility. 


Even those who began their trials with discernment had different conclusions. Sarah and 


Jerome Bluth understood the differences between the PHEV and standard cars from the 


beginning; they were not interested in purchasing a PHEV—it didn’t seem to make 


enough difference from the Prius Sarah already drove. Conversely, the Lakes were very 


interested in purchasing a PHEV and began and ended their trial with discernment—even 


as Rick Lake experimented with replacing his payback assessment of the PHEV with a 


new goal, i.e., commuting-round trip in CD operation. As with understanding the 


technical function of PHEVs, discernment alone does not distinguish households who 
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were interested in purchasing a PHEV by the end of their trial from those who were not. 


If not understanding or discernment, the next step is to take a more inductive look at 


households to see if what distinguishes those with favorable PHEV purchase intentions 


from those without arises from their narratives.   


Energy Feedback Conclusions 


There are two distinguishing characteristics of this field test of the effect energy 


information feedback to drivers. The first is its grounding in an explicit theory of 


behavior change. The theoretical framework is built upon the Theory of Planned 


Behavior and the Extended Model of Goal Directed Behavior. The empirical test of 


whether real-world changes in the energy-intensity of driving changes in hypothesized 


direction will be completed after a sufficient sample has been collected. The second is the 


energy metric, which integrates gasoline and electricity consumption (as well as 


electricity regeneration during coasting and braking), and includes kinetic energy. Thus 


the metric addresses two concerns observed among Project households—that households 


did not create an integrated assessment of electricity and gasoline consumption and that 


many households misinterpreted the stock HEV feedback (which does not incorporate 


kinetic energy) as encouraging excessive braking (in order to regenerate electricity).  


Although the limited sample size to date doesn’t allow any strong conclusions about the 


specific effect of the experimental REF screen, it is clear that the drivers described here 


were interested in the information and generally decided to use the screen to increase 


their own fuel economy without prompting from the researcher. The level of engagement 


varied from mild interest to near-compulsion, and the engagement seemed to be related to 


self-reported competitiveness.  


In the meantime, the exploration of the narratives of two households use of PHEVs 


equipped with custom-designed real-time energy feedback (REF) instrumentation reveal 


initial themes that serve as hypotheses for exploration with subsequent households. These 


themes are 1) safety and distraction, 2) motivational situations, 3) confusion about, or 


misinterpretation of, the information, 4) desire for some feedback, and 5) relationship 


between self-described competitiveness and driving behavior. 
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Tension between energy and safety goals may be resolved with a simplification of the 


REF display. Motivational situations suggest there may be differential outcomes of REF 


for different people in the same situation and the same people in different situations. The 


new energy metric may resolve issues of total energy use, but by accounting for all 


sources of motive energy, tends to display lower “miles per energy” numbers than a 


simple “miles per gallon (of gasoline)” metric. These lower numbers may be inherently 


less exciting than the occasionally very large mpg numbers drivers see. Experienced 


HEV drivers tended to violate one of the experimental conditions by “peeking” to see the 


stock HEV display during what was supposed to be their “without” feedback phase. As 


they freely talked about this, it may be more a sign that people can be taught to want 


feedback, rather than as evidence of “cheating” on the part of these participants. Self-


described competitiveness may by linked to a desire to achieve high energy efficiency, 


but it may also cause competitive people to drop the quest for high energy efficiency if it 


conflicts with other goals, e.g., speed, time, or safety.  


Future work based on this preliminary research will include a sample of approximately 


forty drivers. The larger sample size will support more extensive analysis of the driving 


data, questionnaires, and interview responses. Two major questions will be investigated, 


the first related to behavior change within subjects, and the second related to differences 


between subjects. In the first case: what attitudes, knowledge, and personality factors lead 


to behavior change when a driver is presented with REF? In the second case: how much 


do relatively static personality factors, such as competitiveness, impact overall driving 


behaviors and fuel use? 


Social Network and Conclusions 


By observing social interactions and measuring social influence in several social 


networks, we find several insights that may help to guide future policy, markets, and 


research. One research objective was to determine an appropriate method of defining 


social networks in order to observe social interactions. In the context of the PHEV 


Project, we observe the following: 
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• Social proximity (very close, somewhat close, etc.) has been demonstrated as a 
more useful relationship measure than role categories (friend, family, etc.) or an 
“expert” list of alters typically consulted regarding vehicle purchases. Using this 
measure, ego-centric networks vary widely in the number of alters and their 
distribution by social proximity.  


• Further, the number of socially close alters does not necessarily correspond to the 
number of social interactions—casual acquaintances and strangers make up a 
substantial portion of interactions in some households. Because social interactions 
can occur at any level of social proximity, it may be difficult or impossible to 
establish a complete relevant network a priori.  


Thus, to observe social interactions regarding new vehicle technology, researchers should 


employ a broad definition of social network (such as social proximity) that can scale up 


as interactions arise. 


A second objective was to determine if social interactions are worth studying at all. 


Indeed, we find that in the context of the PHEV Project, social interactions do matter; in 


most primary households, at least one social interaction was ranked as being highly 


influential over their assessment of the PHEV technology. Thus, the assessment of PHEV 


technology does not occur in isolation—participants often consult others to form their 


own interpretations about functional, symbolic and societal benefits.  


We also looked for patterns to help explain why some social interactions are rated as 


more influential. In this subsample, we find statistical evidence for three important 


factors: the discussion of societal benefits, the alternative-fuel expertise of the primary 


household and alter, and the social proximity of the alter. First, discussion of societal 


benefits tended to be rated as more influential. This finding supports the theoretical 


discussion in Volume I that the adoption of new vehicle technologies is not just driven by 


the “diffusion” of functional information, but also by the social negotiation of societal 


benefits. Although we do not find evidence of importance for discussions of symbolic 


benefits, we note that this category is difficult to measure—a participant’s perceptions of 


symbolic meanings often occur upon reflection of several interactions, or from a general 


sense of social norms rather than particular interactions. The present methodological 


focus on specific social interactions may thus be insufficient to detect the role of 


symbolic discussions.  
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Another factor of importance is alternative-fuel experience. Households that already own 


an HEV tend to rank social interactions as less influential than those who don’t—likely 


because they had already formed functional, symbolic and societal perceptions of 


electric-drive technology prior to their participation in their PHEV trial. On the other 


hand, interactions with alters have alternative-fuel experience or knowledge are ranked as 


more influential by primary households. Thus, we find evidence that patterns of social 


influence may depend on the relevant experience, or lack thereof, between the 


participants in a social interaction. 


A third factor of importance is social proximity, which may have a non-linear 


relationship with social influence. On the one hand, as conventional wisdom might 


suggest, interactions with very close alters are more likely to be rated as influential. On 


the other hand, interactions with strangers also tend to be ranked as more influential than 


those with somewhat close alters and casual acquaintances. One explanation may be that 


our analysis compiles interactions from at least two different types of social network: 


those that tend to interact with and draw influence from closer alters, e.g. a tightly-knit 


family, and those that tend to do so with more socially distant alters, e.g. a single man 


engaging in multiple recreations. The small sample size of the present research makes it 


difficult to assess consistency of such patterns, but future research may explore how 


different network types are influenced by social proximity.  
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APPENDIX: HOUSEHOLD PHEV ENERGY USE AND SAVINGS DURING THEIR 
LAST WEEK DRIVING THE PHEV, SORTED BY PERCENT DECREASE IN 
TOTAL ENERGY USE 


Household 


Last 
Week 
VMT 


Percent 
Miles in 


CD 


Gasoline 
Displaced 
(Gallons) 


DC 
Electricity 


(KWh) 


∆ Total 
Energy 
(KWh) 


Percent 
decrease 
in Total 


1752_01 57 98% 0.7 10.8 12.7 31.9% 
1753_09 402 99% 4.7 49.2 105.0 29.4% 
1746_07 193 80% 2.2 20.8 51.1 28.3% 
1753_06 151 88% 1.4 18.3 29.4 24.7% 
1746_05 136 100% 1.3 21.9 20.4 21.5% 
1748_07 141 92% 1.1 20.9 15.0 18.3% 
1751_02 120 71% 0.8 10.9 17.1 17.3% 
1751_01 329 88% 2.2 35.1 37.4 16.7% 
1748_06 92 95% 0.8 13.6 12.9 15.8% 
Octavia 106 68% 0.7 10.8 12.7 15.3% 
1762_02 25 77% 0.2 3.8 3.4 15.2% 
1750_06 247 57% 1.7 22.8 33.2 15.1% 
1749_01 184 64% 1.0 15.5 17.5 13.7% 


1745_06/1749_07 305 66% 1.6 26.4 26.5 13.7% 
1748_01 93 71% 0.7 9.5 12.2 13.3% 
1764_01 157 68% 1.0 16.9 14.9 13.1% 
1764_03 236 98% 1.6 31.6 21.3 13.0% 
1748_04 268 80% 1.4 24.0 23.3 12.7% 
1747_01 557 66% 2.6 39.5 45.4 12.2% 
1762_03 148 99% 1.0 20.0 12.7 11.9% 
1753_05 137 73% 0.9 17.4 13.9 11.3% 
1762_04  153 65% 0.9 16.7 13.6 11.0% 
1746_06 197 38% 0.9 10.4 18.0 10.9% 
1745_03 157 50% 0.8 11.2 15.2 10.7% 


1750_07/1747_04 293 56% 1.3 20.9 23.1 10.7% 
1749_04 248 80% 1.2 23.5 17.0 9.8% 
1749_06 159 75% 0.8 15.5 12.3 9.7% 
1751_06 211 84% 1.0 20.2 12.0 8.4% 
1753_01 391 41% 1.3 22.7 20.5 8.4% 
1750_03 147 54% 0.5 7.5 8.8 7.4% 
1745_05 391 34% 1.1 17.9 19.4 7.1% 
1746_08 158 98% 0.8 17.3 7.9 6.8% 
1764_02 465 32% 1.3 21.1 21.8 6.8% 
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1752_04 698 44% 1.9 28.5 32.6 6.5% 
Kermodes 145 74% 0.7 15.8 6.2 6.0% 
1753_04 455 50% 1.4 28.1 17.2 5.9% 
1748_02 327 55% 1.1 24.2 11.5 5.3% 
1750_04 158 63% 0.5 11.9 5.5 5.1% 
1763_02 509 29% 1.1 16.2 21.7 4.8% 
1750_05 430 63% 1.6 39.9 13.4 4.8% 
1748_03 660 23% 1.2 21.2 19.3 4.5% 
1746_04 689 38% 1.5 22.4 25.9 4.3% 
1750_01 314 26% 0.6 11.6 9.5 4.2% 
1751_03 158 76% 0.6 14.5 4.4 4.0% 
1747_05 392 28% 0.7 13.2 9.7 3.5% 
1752_02 184 16% 0.2 4.1 4.0 2.3% 
1748_05 630 18% 0.7 13.0 10.4 2.3% 
1747_02 400 14% 0.4 7.8 6.2 2.1% 
1746_02 440 48% 0.9 23.6 6.0 2.0% 
1746_01 423 48% 0.7 20.4 3.0 1.0% 
1751_05 431 60% 0.9 25.5 2.7 0.9% 
1748_08 529 23% 0.4 12.3 2.2 0.5% 
Nancy 947 13% 0.6 17.9 0.9 0.1% 


1753_03 353 0% 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0% 
1749_09 811 31% 0.8 27.3 -0.3 0.0% 
1752_03 372 40% 0.7 22.4 -0.7 -0.3% 


Lakes 284 52% 0.6 20.2 -0.9 -0.5% 
1749_05 225 14% 0.1 4.6 -1.2 -0.7% 
1753_08 188 95% 0.6 21.6 -1.5 -1.2% 
1749_03 124 52% 0.2 8.8 -1.1 -1.3% 
1751_04 122 79% 0.3 11.3 -1.9 -2.3% 
1752_06 98 63% 0.3 10.1 -1.7 -2.8% 
1749_02 142 100% 0.5 20.1 -2.6 -2.8% 
1753_07 91 76% 0.3 11.2 -2.3 -3.6% 
1764_04 227 75% 0.5 22.2 -5.1 -3.9% 
1752_05 174 14% 0.1 8.6 -5.7 -4.1% 
1749_08 223 84% 0.5 24.9 -9.8 -7.1% 


Total  19411 49% 64.7 1230.2 905.0   
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